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SYNTHESIS, CHARACTERIZATION OF SOME NOVEL HETEROCYCLES AND
THEIR GROWTH PROMOTING EFFECT ON SOME FLOWERING PLANTS

INTRODUCTION:Heterocyclic compounds1 promote the life onearth as they are widely distributed in natureand essential for the sustains of life.  Any ofthe groups of heterocyclic compoundcontaining three carbon atoms i.e. twoadjacent nitrogen atom and one double boundin the ring is pyrazolines.  Pyrazolinederivatives have been found to possess a broadspectrum of biological activities such as anti-inflamatory2, insecticidal3, anti-tuberculor4,anti-tumor5, tranquilizing6,immunosuppressive7, diuretic8,anticonvulsant9, antifungal10, antidepressant11, antibacterial12, and molluscidal13. Thesecompounds successfully screened for theirgrowth promoting impacts on some cropplants viz. Papaver rhoeas, Dianthus chinensis,
Candy tuft, Calendula officinalise, Gladiola

A series of chlorosubstituted 4-aroylpyrazolines have been synthesized by the interaction of
chlorosubstituted-3-aroylflavanones and 3-alkoylchromanone with phenylhydrazine
hydrochloride refluxing in dioxane medium with 0.5 ml of piperidine.  Initially chlorosubstituted-
3-aroylflavanones and 3-alkoylchromanone have been prepared by the interaction of different
aldehydes with 1(2-hydroxy-3,5-dichloropheny)-3-phenyl-1,3-propendione. Constitutions of
synthesized compounds have been confirmed on the basis of elemental analysis, molecular weight
determination, UV-Visible, I.R. and 1H-NMR spectral data.  The synthesized compounds were
evaluated for their growth promoting activity on some flowering plants viz. Papaver rhoeas,
Dianthus chinensis, Candy tuft, Calendula officinalise, Gladiola tristis, Gaillardia.

KEY WORDS: Synthesis of chlorosubstituted-3-aroylflavanones, 3-alkoylchromanone and
pyrazolines.

tristis, Gaillardia.
EXPERIMENTAL:The melting points of all synthesizedcompounds were recorded using hot paraffinbath and are uncorrected.  Chemicals usedwere of A. R. Grade.  1H NMR spectra usingCDCl3.   I.R. spectra were recorded on Perkin-Elmer spectrophotometer in the range 4000– 400 Cm-1 in nujol mull and as KBr pellets.UV-VIS spectrum was recorded in nujolmedium.
Synthesis of 2-benzoyloxy-3-5-
dichloroacetophenone (3a):2-Hydroxy-3,5-dichloroacetophenone (2a) (0.04Mmol) and benzoyl chlorides (0.05 mol)were dissolved in 10% NaOH (30 ml).  Thereaction mixture was shacked for about halfan hour.  The products thus separated wasfiltered washed with water followed by
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sodium bicarbonate (10%) washing and thenagain with water.  The solid product thusseparated was crystallized from ethanol.
Synthesis of 1-(-2-hydroxy-3,5-
d i c h lo r o p h e n y l ) - 3 - p h e n y l- 1 , 3 -
propendione  (4a) :2-Benzoyloxy-3,5-dichloroacetophenone (3a)(0.05mol) was dissolved in dry pyridine (40ml).  The solution was warm up to 60°C andpulverized KOH (15 gm) was added slowly withconstant stirring.  The reaction mixture waskept for overnight and then acidified by addingice cold HCl (10%).  The brownish yellow solidproduct thus separated was filtered, washedwith sodium bicarbonate solution (10%) andfinally again with water.  It was thencrystallized from ethanol to get the compound(4a).
Synthesis of 3-benzoyl-2-(4-nitrophenyl-)-
6, 8-dichloroflavonone (5a):A mixture of 1-(2-hydroxy-3, 5-dichlorophenyl)-3-phenyl-1, 3-propendione(4a) (0.01mol) and p-nitrobenzaldehyde(0.02mol) was refluxed in dioxane (25 ml)containing (0.5 ml) piperidine for 15 – 20 min.After cooling the reaction mixture wasacidified with dil. HCl (10%).  The product thusseparated was crystallized from ethanol to getthe compound (5a).Similarly 3-benzoyl-2-(4-chlorophenyl-)-6,8-dichloroflavonone (5b) and 3-benzoyl-2-butyl-6,8-dichloroflavonone (5c) were synthesizedseparately from the compound (4a) by usingp-chlorobenzaldehyde and valeraldehyderespectively.
Synthesis of 3-(-2-hydroxy-3, 5-
di c h lo r o p h e n y l ) - 4 - b e n z o l y - 5 - ( 4 -
nitrophenyl)-1-phenyl-”2-pyrazoline (6a):A mixture of 3-benzoyl-2-(4-nitrophenyl)-6, 8-dichloroflavanone (5a) (0.01 mol) andphenylhydrazine hydrochloride (0.02mol) wasrefluxed in dioxane (20 ml) containing 0.5 mlpiperidine for two hours.  After cooling thereaction mixture was diluted with water.  Theproduct thus separated was filtered and

crystallized from ethanol.Similarly other compounds  3-(-2-hydroxy-3,5-d i c h lo r o p h e n y l ) - 4 - b e n z o ly - 5 - ( 4 -chlorophenyl)-1-phenyl-”2-pyrazoline (6b)and 3-(-2-hydroxy-3,5-dichlorophenyl)-4-benzoly-5-butyl-1-phenyl-”2-pyrazoline (6c)were synthesized separately from thecompounds (5b) and (5c) respectively.
The synthesized compounds were
characterized on the basis of elemental
analysis, molecular determination, U.V.,
I.R., N.M.R. spectral data.
Compound (5a):  Yield 75%, M.P. 90°C (FoundC = 59.68, H = 2.86, O = 18.00, Cl = 15.96,N = 3.10.  Calculated for C22H13O5NCl2  C = 59.72,H = 2.94, O = 18.09, Cl = 16.06,  N =3.16%)  ëmax – 364 nm ( n à p*)  IR cm-13050.5 (C-H streaching in Ar) 1611.4 (C=O),1473.9 (C-NO2), 1278 (-C-O),  1182.6 (-C-O)717.7 cm-1 (-C-Cl).  ä(CDCl3 solvent) 6.75(1H, d, -CH-CH) 6.9 (1H, d, -CH-CH), 6.875 –8.712 (11H, m, Ar-H).
Compound (5b): Yield70%, M.P. 120°C(Found C = 61.10, H = 2.96, O = 11.00, Cl =24.18, Calculated for C22H13O3Cl3 C = 61.18, H= 3.01, O = 11.12, Cl = 24.68 %) ëmax –319 nm ( n à p*)  IR cm-1  2928.6 (C-Hstreaching in Ar) 1612.6 (C=O), 1427.7 (C-Hin Ar),1086.5 (C-O),  764.6 cm-1 (-C-Cl).  ä(CDCl3solvent) 6.76 (1H, d, -CH-CH) 6.79 (1H, d, -CH-CH), 6.926– 8.315 (11H, m, Ar-H).
Compound (5c): Yield75%, M.P. 155°C(Found C = 63.54, H = 4.50, O = 12.68, Cl =18.75,Calculated for C20H18O3Cl2  C = 63.66, H = 4.77,O = 12.73, Cl = 18.83 %)  ëmax – 363 nm (n à p*)  IR cm-1  3068.7 (C-H streaching in Ar)2866.4    (C-H streaching in Ar), 2866.4 (C-H in –(CH2)3-), 1689.5 (C=O),  1605.8 (C- Hstreaching in Ar) 1457.7 (-CH3 Bending),1286.3 (C – O in ether),  705.4 cm-1 (-C-Cl).ä(CDCl3 solvent) 0.90 (3H, t, (CH2)3-CH3) 1.25(2H, m (CH2)2-CH2 – CH3) 1.50 (2H, t, -CH2-CH2-CH2-CH3) 2.65 (2H, t, CH2-(CH2)2-CH3)
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6.88 (1H, d, C-H), 6.93 (1H, d, C-H)  7.00 – 8.225(7H, ,m, Ar-H).
Compound (6a): Yield 80%, M.P. 153°C(Found C = 63.10, H = 3.50, O = 12.00, N = 7.80,Cl = 13.25, Calculated for C28H19O4N3Cl2  C =63.15, H = 3.57, O = 12.03, N = 7.89, Cl =13.34 %)  ëmax – 341 nm ( n à p*)  IR cm-13438.6 (Strong intermolecular H-bended O-Hstreaching) 3071.8 (C-H streaching in Ar),1598.2      (C=O), 1528 (C = N), 1348.2 (C –NO2)1260.3 (-C-O), 751.4 cm-1 (-C-Cl).  ä(CDCl3solvent) 6.5 (1H, d, -CH-CH-) , 6.7 (1 H, d, -CH-CH-)  6.80 – 8.98 (16 H, m, Ar–CH) 10.20(1H, s, Ar-OH).
Compound (6b):  Yield 80%, M.P. 153°C(Found C = 64.38, H = 3.60, O = 6.08, N = 5.30,Cl = 20.35, Calculated for C28H19O2N2Cl3  C =64.42, H = 3.64, O = 6.13, N = 5.36, Cl =20.42 %)  ëmax – 320 nm ( n à p*)  IR cm-13287 (O-H) 1597 (C=O), 1248 (-C-O), 768.3cm-1 (-C-Cl).  ä(CDCl3 solvent) 5.10 (1H, d, -CH-CH-) , 5.90 (1 H, d, -CH-CH-)  6.24 – 8.20(16 H, m, Ar–CH) 9.98 (1H, s, Ar-OH).
Compound (6c): Yield 80%, M.P. 170°C(Found C = 66.74, H = 5.08, O = 6.80, N = 5.90,Cl = 15.10, Calculated for C26H24O2N2Cl2  C =66.80, H = 5.13, O = 6.85, N = 5.90, Cl =15.20 %)  ëmax – 324 nm ( n à p*)  IR cm-13421.3 (Ar O-H) 3060.1 (Ar - CH), 2924.4(CH in alkane) 1764.2 (C=O), 1602.5 (-C = N),1456.8 (CH2-bending) 1188.6 (C-O) 764.9cm-1 (-C-Cl).  ä(CDCl3 solvent) 0.9 to 2.989  (9H,m, -(CH2)3-CH3),  6.59 – 8.465 (15 H, m,Ar–H) 13-14.
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Where R= C6H5-NO2, C6H5-Cl, -(CH2)3-CH3.
Growth promoting effect on some
flowering plants:The experimental set up of the study is dividedinto,i) Seed Treatmentii) Field Experiment
i) Seed Treatment :- With a view to safeguarddormant seed’s potential from harmfulexternal agencies, the seed of the test plantswere treated by test compounds beforesowing.
ii) Field Experiment :- Pre-germinatedquality seeds of Poppy, Pink, Candy tuft,
Gaillardia Calendula, Gladiolus were procuredfrom genuine agricultural agencies.The beds of black cotton soil, 2.5 x 2.5m sizewere prepared on an open field. The sowingof seeds of all six flowering plants underexamination were done in beds and in earthenpots separately by conventional methods andirrigated as and when required15.The plants from each bed and pot were dividedinto two groups i.e. A and B which were
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designated as ‘control’ and ‘treated’ group plants respectively.The plants from group B were sprayed with the solution of test compounds at fortnightlyintervals. The field experiments were conducted to compare the treated plants of group B withuntreated plants of controlled group A.In this context, the observation were recorded on 15,30, 45, 60, 75 and 90 days after sowing; corresponding to early vegetative, late vegetative,flowering, pod filling and pod maturation stages, with special reference to number of leavesand height of shoots,The results of field’s experiments with test compounds are tabulated in the following tables;1-(2’-Hydroxy-3’, 5’-dichlorophenyl)-3-phenyl-1, 3-propanedione (4a)
(Table No. 01)
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(Table No. 02)
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(Table No. 03)

Results and Discussion:-The synthesized compounds were screenedfor their growth promoting activity on someflowering plants.  The plants used were Poppy,
Pink, Candy tuft, Gaillardia Calendula, Gladiolus.The efforts have been made to examine andanalyze the morphology of treated plants.When the comparison of morphologicalcharacters was made between those of treatedand control groups plants, it was interestingto note that all the plants exhibited significantshoot growth, and considerable increase in thenumber of leaves as compared to those ofuntreated ones.
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STUDY OF CLEDENDRON PLUMIDIS  PLANT  EXTRACT ON INTESTINAL
WORMS OF COMMERTIAL BIRDS WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO

INORGANIC IONS IN BLOOD SERUM

Cleredendron phlumidis is a flowering shrub or small tree characterized by a fetid smell. Its leaves
are vermifuge  and its juice is used to destroy worms.  The present study deals with the curative
impact of water extract of Cleredendron plumidis on intestinal worms of commercial birds with
respect to inorganic ions in blood serum, chickens are divided in to four groups.Cage 1 is used as
control in which chickens were maintained as it is with regular food supply & necessary
maintenance in case No. 2 chickens were given to the faces of pig containing intestinal worm
cysts through food material. In cage No. 3 the induced chicken were also treated with the water
extract of Cleredendron Plumidis. In cage no 4 chickens were treated only with the water extract
of Cleredendron plumidis.

KEY WORDS- Clededron plumidis, intestinal worms, commercial birds inorganic ions

INTRODUCTION:
Cleredendron plumidis is a flowering shrub orsmall tree characterized by a fetid smell. It iserect reaches up to 1.5-3 m in height and isevergreen. Branch lets are usually 4-angledwhen young. Leaves are simple, opposite orrarely whorled. Leaf base is wedge- shaped toheart-shaped, margin entire to slightly wavy,tip long-pointed to pointed. Flowers are whiteand borne in 4-6-branched corymbs cymes,at the end of branches. Fruit is a drupe with 41-seeded pyrenes, sometimes separating into2 2-loculed or 4 1-locular mericarps. It flowersduring post monsoon, from August toDecember. It is a common medicinal plantused for rheumatic pains by the khasi andjaintian tribes of Meghalaya. Roots with barkare anti-analgesic, antioxidant, anti-malarialand helpful in cough and asthma. The leaves

are vermifuge and its juice is used to destroythreadworm. It is believed that the smell ofthe wood relieves children from manydiseases. Leaves and roots are used byManipuri tribes for treatment of skin diseases,cough and dysentery. The tribal natives ofArunachal Pradesh use the leaf juice mixedwith garlic extract given in treating bloodpressure or cooked leaf is taken for the same.Among the Mizos, the leaves are cooked asvegetable and  always a special ingredient inpreparing dog meat. Locally, it is  known as‘Phuihnam’ and popularly used to controlhypertension. It is now widely used as apopular household remedy for hypertensionthroughout north-eastern India.
MATERIALS & METHODS:-In view to observe the curative effect of plantextract   of Cleredendron plumidis on induced
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worm activities in commercial bird .Theanimals were acclimatized to laboratoryconditions. The food and water supplied tothem adlibitum.
INFORMATION ABOUT TEST ANIMALS:-
Scientific classification Kingdom: Animaliaphylum: Chordata class: Aves order:Galliformes Family: Phasianidae Genus: GallusSpecies: Gallus sub species: Gallus
gallusdomesticus (Linnaeus, 1758) Synonyms:The hen cackles, in particular to call aschickens. The hen is female of the cock. Babychickens are called chicks. The chickens arehen or cock not yet adult. A small male chickenis cockerel, a chicken female is pullet. An youngcock castrated to reach more tenderness is acapon, a pullet to which one remove theovaries for same reason a pollard. The chicken(Gallus gallusdomesticus)  is a domesticatedfowl, a sub species of  the Red Jungelfowl. Asone of the most  common and widespreaddomestic animal, and with a population ofmore than 24 billion in 2003, there are more

 
Ingredients (Kg/100Kg) 

Starter Finisher 

         1                    2              1                               2 Maize 43.75 57.10 65.10 44.10 Rice polish 10.00 - - 20.00 Groundnut-cake 14.00 - - 11.00 Sunflower-cake 14.00 15.00 12.00 11.00 Mustard-cake - 10.00 10.00 - (solvent extracted) Fish-meal (43% protein) 10.00 6.00 5.00 5.50 Meat-meal (56% protein) - 7.00 5.00 5.50 Silkworm pupae-meal (40% protein) - 3.00 1.20 - Blood-meal (73% protein) 3.50 - - - Animal fat 3.00 1.00 - 1.25 Bone-meal 1.15 - 0.60 0.60 Limestone - 0.50 0.60 0.70 Salt 0.50 0.30 0.40 0.25 Mineral* and vitamin** Mixture 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10  100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
 

chickens in the world than any other speciesof bird. Human beings keep chickens primarilyas a source of food, consuming both their meatand eggs.
ACCLIMATIZATIONIn view of observation the curative effect ofplant extract on intestinal worm activities inchickens, the birds were acclimatization tolaboratory conditions .Live specimen ofchicken of both the sexes having similarweight and age of 6 days were purchased fromthe poultry farm of Krishi Vidnyan KendraDurgapur, Amravati and brought to thelaboratory in cages made up of plasticgalvanized iron, with raw dust bed at thebottom. They were provided with standarddiet and water adlibitum, the temperature ofthe house was maintained in the range of 25to 30 C. The seven days of lighting wasprovided in the room for optimal growth ofthe test animals. The commercially availablediet supplied to the animals had the followingcomposition.

The excess food & fecal matter was removed from cages once or twice a day. The feces of a pigcontaining cyst of intestinal worm fed by supplying it about 0.51 gm/per lit through water toinduce intestinal diseases. The birds were given “lasata” & vaccination to protect from viraldiseases after every week. The 4 cages of animals were classified as followed-
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          Cage 1 is used as control in which chickens were maintained as it is with regular foodsupply & necessary maintenance in case No. 2 chickens were given to the faces of pig containingintestinal worm cysts through food material. In cage No. 3 the induced chicken were also treatedwith the water extract of Cleredendron Plumidis. In cage no 4 chickens were treated only withthe water extract of Clerendendron phlumidis.          The animals were sacrificed and their blood, kidney and liver were collectedAnd theisodium ions,  potassium ions, chloride ions were analysis from these samples
Table: Sacrifices of test animals, test of blood samples.

Sr. 
No. 

Time 
interval 

Date 

Cage 1 Cage 2 Cage 3 Cage 4 

1 1.02.2011 Bring the chickens Bring  the chickens Bring the chickens Bring the chickens 2 1.02.2011 As it is As it is As it is As it is 3 1.02.2011 Sacrifice one chicken out of four Sacrifice one chicken out of four Sacrifice one chicken out of four Sacrifice one chicken out of four 4 7.02.2011 As it is Induced with faces of Pig containing cyst of worm (.15gm) 
Induced with faces of Pig containing cyst of worm (15gm) and to eated with Cleredendron extract 

Treated with B Cleredendron 
5 14.02.2011 Sacrifice one chicken out of four Sacrifice one chicken out of four Sacrifice one chicken out of four Extract (15gm) sacrifice one out of four 6 14.02.2011 As it is Induced with cyst of worm Induced with cyst of worm and treated with Cleredendron extract Treated with Cleredendron extract (15gm) 7 21.02.2011 Sacrifice one chicken out of four Sacrifice one chicken out of four Sacrifice one chicken out of four Sacrifice one chicken out of four 8 21.02.2011 As it is Induced with cyst of worm extract Include with cyst of worm extract & treated with Cleredendron extract treated with Cleredendron extract  9 28.02.2011 Sacrifice one chicken out of four Sacrifice one chicken out of four Sacrifice one chicken out of four Sacrifice one chicken out of four 10 28.02.2011 As it is Induced of worm extract Induced with cyst of worm extract & treated with Cleredendron extract Treated with Cleredendron extract 

 OBSERVATION:
Table 1: Serum sodium ions changes exposure to cyst of worm, cyst of worm + plant
extract and plant extract

Week Control Induced Induced + Plant Extract Plant Extract 1 140.37 ±2.97 140.41 ±3.38 140.35 ±3.46 140.33 ±3.52 2 140.35 ±3.22 140.38 ±3.62 140.32 ±3.21 140.32 ±3.20 3 140.33 ±3.27 140.47 ±2.52 140.30 ±3.20 140.29 ±3.19 4 140.34 ±3.21 140.53 ±2.42 140.29 ±3.17 140.29 ±3.18 5 140.35 ±2.96 140.56 ±2.44 140.20 ±3.26 140.18 ±3.46 
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Table 2: Serum potassium ions changes exposure to cyst of worm, cyst of worm +
plant extract and plant extract

Table 3: Serum chloride ions changes exposure to cyst of worm, cyst of worm + plant
extract and plant extract

RESULTS:The animals were sacrificed and their blood,kidney and liver were collected and theirsodium ions, potassium ions, chloride ionswere analysis from these samples The valueof  serum inorganic ions such as sodium,potassium, chloride showed  increase in thenvalue for cage No 2 while cage 3 & 4 chickensshows curative effect of plant extracts

Amita Verma1* and Bahar Ahmed 2International Journal of PharmTechResearch Coden (USA): Ijprif ISSN: 0974-4304Vol.1, No.4, pp 1028-1031, Oct-Dec2009.Electronic Journal of Environmental ,Agricultural and Food ChemistryISSN:1579—4377.Vidya, S.M.1*, Krishna, V.2, Manjunatha, B.K. 3 and Raghavendra Rao, InternationalJournal of Research in Pharmaceutical andBiomedical Sciences ISSN: 2229-3701.Kirtikar KR. and Basu BD, IndianMedicinalPlants, International BookDistributers,Dehradun, 1999: 1947.Nadkarni AK, Indian Materia Medica,Popular Prakashan, Bombay, 2002:353.Chopra RN, Nayar SL and Chopra IC,Glossary of Indian Medicinal Plants,1996:71.Pande MC, Journal of natural IntegratedMed Ass, 1978: 20 (8); 295.Murugesan T, Saravanan KS, Lakshmi S,Ramya G. and Thenmozhi K, Evaluation ofPsychopharmacological effects ofClerodendrum phlomidis Linn. Extract [J].Phytomedicine, 2001: 8(6); 472.
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Week Control Induced Induced + Plant Extract Plant Extract 1 9.08 ±0.20 9.97 ±0.26 9.05 ±0.20 9.03 ±0.20 2 8.96 ±0.20 10.39 ±0.37 8.95 ±0.18 8.93 ±0.18 3 9.18 ±0.17 11.29 ±0.22 9.17 ±0.18 9.14 ±0.18 4 9.18 ±0.18 11.82 ±0.22 9.13 ±0.18 9.16 ±0.18 5 9.08 ±0.18 12.39 ±0.22 9.03 ±0.18 9.01 ±0.17 
 

Week Control Induced Induced + Plant Extract Plant Extract 1 46.0 ±0.20 44.2 ±0.18 45.9 ±0.17 45.8 ±0.18 2 40.3 ±0.20 44.8 ±0.18 46.2 ±0.18 46.1 ±0.18 3 46.1 ±0.20 45.3 ±0.18 45.9 ±0.18 45.8 ±0.18 4  46.20 ±0.20 47.20 ±0.20 46.0 ±0.18 45.8 ±0.18 5 46.5 ±0.20 48.3 ±0.29 46.3 ±0.20 46.2 ±0.20 
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SYNTHESIS OF SOME NEW CHLOROSUBSTITUTED ISOXAZOLINES AND THEIRCURATIVE EFFECT ON INDUCED HEPATOTOXICITY IN ALBINO RAT

* Department of Chemistry, Vidyabharati Mahavidyalaya Amaravati (Maharastra)

Chlorosubstituted 4-aroylisoxazolines (2a-d) were synthesized by condensing chlorosubstituted
3-aroylflavanones (1a-d) with hydroxylaminehydrochloride in DMSO containing a little piperidine
and assayed these compounds (2a-d) on cythion induced activities in albino rats with special
reference to blood serum (VLDL, LDL, and HDL) hepatotoxicity. The effects of intraperitonial
administration of 4-aroylisoxazolines (100mg./kg body wt.) were studied on cythion induced
blood serum hepatotoxicity.  The blood serum VLDL, LDL and HDL were estimated in order to
assess the liver functions by established procedures. Biochemical observations were supplemented
with histological examination of liver section. It is evident from the results that level of serum
lipoproteins were altered in cythion treated animals than controls. There was small but significant
decrease in the concentration of total serum lipids which may largely due to the reduction of the
total lipid concentration in the VLDL, LDL and HDL. However the altered lipoprotein concentration
levels were restored to almost normalcy in  methoxy substituted 4-aroyl-isoxazolines treated
animals.

Introduction :A wide spread use of pesticides in every fieldof life become alarmingly hazardous to humanhealth. Most of the pesticides cause metabolictransformations in the body of higher animalsand the main site of metabolism is the liver1,2.Any metabolic disturbance in the liver producecharacteristic hepatic diseases.3-8 and thus theidentification of the various characteristicmetabolic disturbances constitutes thephysiological and chemical basis for tests ofliver functions.In fact the use of pesticides and theirinteractions with liver and its most importantbioconstituent lipoprotein is the root cause ofmany diseases and fatty liver. The major formin which triglycerides released by the liver isvery low density lipoproteins (VLDL)9. In the

circulation low  density lipoprotein (LDL) isfound in considerable amounts and in rats thehigh density lipoprotein (HDL) is the majorlipoprotein density class10.Kheshimove11 reported that theintraperitonial administration of phosphamideand HCCH insecticides on rats and rabbitsreduces total serum protein. The action of lowand high doses of cyclohexamide both causinga rapid and almost complete inhibition ofprotein.12Serum protein analysis is regarded as a validprocedure for estimating the degree of damageto the parenchyma of the liver. It is also usedto detect slight derangement of liver functions.There are certain Ayurvedic preparations suchas Liv-52 and resinous substance produced byhoney bees i.e. propolis have shown goodhepatoprotective effects.13-14
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It has been reported that the heterocycliccompounds containing isoxazoline ringpresent a broad spectrum of biologicalactivity.17 It has been revealed18 thatsubstitution in the phenyl ring enhances theirantibacterial activity. Heterocyclic compoundniridazole19 undergoes an extensive first passhepatic metabolism. The paucity of data in thehepatoprotective effects of 4-aroyl-isoxazolines, the two main constituents of liverprotective drugs fascinated us to undertake thestudy of these drugs on cythion inducedactivities in albino rats. We report here theynthesis of some heterocyclicchlorosubstituted 4-aroyl-isoxazolines from 3-aroyl flavanones on reaction withhydroxylaminehydrochloride in DMSOcontaining a little piperidine. The effects ofthese compounds have been studied oncythion induced activities in albino rats.
Experimental:A mixture of 3-aroyl flavanone (0.01 mol) andhydroxylaminehydrochloride (0.02 mol) inDMSO (20ml) containing a few drops ofpiperidine was refluxed for 2.5 hrs. Aftercooling the reaction mixture was acidifiedwith dil HCl (1:1). The solid product thusobtained was recrystallised from ethanol-acetic acid mixture to get 4-aroyl isoxazoline.It gives colouration with neutral FeCl3 solutionand dissolved in NaOH indicating thereby thepresence of free phenolic –OH group.
 

(2a-d)(1a-d)
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C

OH

Cl

Cl

N
O
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NH2OH.HCl

Cl

Cl

OO
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R2

C

O

The spectral analysis of the compound (2d) isas under IR (nujol) shows absorption bandsat 3426.2 cm-1 (OH), 1603cm-1 (C=N), 1352.4cm-1 (C-O), 827.6 cm-1 (C-Cl), UV-VIS (CHCl3)showed   lmax 367 nm corresponding to n ®p*transition PMR (CDCl3) showed 3.88 (S, 3H,Ar-OCH3), 5.21 (d, 1H, CH-C), 5.63 (d, 1H, CH-C), 6.73 to 8.17 (m, 16H, Ar-H), 9.6 (s, Ar-OH).

Melting points recorded are uncorrected andtheir purity was tested by TLC on microscopicslides with silica gel-G layers in benzene.From elemental analysis, chemical propertiesand spectral data, the compound (2d) assignedthe structure 3-(2-hydroxy-3,5-dichlorophenyl) -4-anisoyl-5- phenyl-isoxazolines.
 

R2

R1

O

C

OH

Cl

Cl

N
O

Similarly the other compounds (2a-c) wereprepared and their elemental analysis andphysical data along with compound (2d) islisted below (Table-I)
(Table –I)Analytical and physical data of 3,5-diaryl-4-aroyl-1-phenyl-D2-pyrazolines. (2a-d).S. No. Molecular Formula Yield % m.p. 0C Nitrogen % Found            Calculated 2a C24H19O5NCl2 80 192 2.8                 2.96 2b C22H15O3NCl2 75 188 3.30                3.39 2c C23H17O4NCl2 70 180 3.05               3.16 2d C23H17O4NCl2 75 190 3.09                3.16 

 

Materials and Methods :The healthy albino rats of 6-8 weeks of age and100-200 gm body weight were obtained fromDr. Punjabrao Deshmukh Medical College,Amravati and maintained in suitableenvironment. They were supplied commercialpelleted diet and water ad libitum. The animalswere divided into four groups (ABCD). Theanimals of group A were fed on stock diet andused as control species. Animals of group Bwere given cythion pesticide intraperitionially(40SD/Kg body wt/day) for one week.Animals of groups C were given newlysynthesised chlorosubstituted 4-aroylisoxazoline (2a-d) separately. Animals ofgroup D were given 4-aroyl isoxazoline inconjugation with cythion. The total period ofobservation was ten weeks.
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The blood samples were collected fromanimals of group ABCD and left to clot at roomtemperature for at least 30 minutes to removethe clot and cell debries to perform followinganalysis.
I)  Isolation of LDL and VLDL by
precipitation with heparin and MnCl2 :To 5ml of serum were added 0.2ml of 5%heparin solution and 0.25 ml of MnCl2solution. A ppt. appeared immediately. Thereaction mixture was centrifuged for 10minutes at 600 r.p.m. The precipitatedlipoprotein sedimented at the bottom. Thesupernatant liquid was decanted andprecipitate was dissolved in 10% sodiumbicarbonate solution. The manganeseassociated with lipoproteins as bicarbonatesalt was removed by concentration. 5 ml ofTris-HCl buffer was added to the clear yellowsupernatant and lipoproteins were completelyprecipitated by the addition of 2ml MgCl2. Theppt was separated by centrifugation andredissolved in 5% NaCl. In order to removecontaminating serum protein, the lipoproteinswere precipitated by adding 5ml Tris-HClbuffer and 2ml MgCl2. The solution was thendialysed for 24 hrs. against the tris-HCl bufferto remove heparin. The dialysis bag wastransferred to another flask containing 5%BaCl2 solution. After 24 hrs. the insolubleHeparin-Barium salt was removed bycentrifugation.The supernatant was dialysed against Tris-HClbuffer in order to remove BaCl2. This resultedin a clear yellow solution of concentratedlipoprotein. The lipoprotein isolated in thisway was the mixture of LDL and VLDL whichwere separated by ultra centrifugation. After24 hr. at 1,00,00 r.p.m. the VLDL formed anopelscent band at the top of the tube and theclear yellow LDL sedimented at the bottom.
II) Isolation of HDL by precipitation with
sodium Phosphatungstate and MgCl2:To 5 ml of serum were added 5ml of 4%sodium phosphotungstate. (NaPhT) and 2 mlMgCl2. The ppt of LDL and VLDL were

removed by centrifugation. 4.5 ml of NaPhTwas added to the clear supernatant (I). The pptwhich appeared immediately was free of lipidsand content mostly V-globulins which wasremoved by centrifugation. To supernatant (II)was added 0.0875 ml of 2ml MgCl2. Theprecipitation was completed after 2hrs. andthe mixture was centrifuged for 30 minutes at20,000 r.p.m. The clear supernatant (III) (pH7.1) was decanted and the ppt was dissolvedin 2.5 ml of solution of the followingcomposition (1% NaCl + 0.4%, NaPhT + 0.1M MgCl2). After washing ppt was recovered bycentrifugation and was suspended in 1% NaCl,and 10% Na2CO3 solution was added dropwisewith stirring until redissolution was achieved.This concentrated neutral solution of HDL,contaminated by small amount of serumprotein was further purified by ultracentrifugation.The serum concentration of the VLDL, LDLand HDL were determined by measuring theirproteins and total lipid concentrations.
III) Protein : The protein contents wereestimated by Lowry et al. method15 and valueswere expressed as mg/100ml of serum.
IV) Total lipids : They were estimatedgravimetrically by Folch et al. method.16
V) Lipoproteirs :A suitable aliquot of theisolated fraction was estimated according toFolch et al.16 method by using chloroform-methanol (2:1) mixture. These extracts wereevaporated and taken in a known valume ofchloroform and stored in sealed stopper tubesat 200C. until required for further estimations.
Observations and ResultsSerum VLDL, LDL and HDLIt is evident from the tables 1 to 9 and figures1f to 9f the level of serum lipoproteins wasaltered in animal treated with cythion thancontrols. There was small but significantdecrease in the concentration of serum totallipids which was largely or solely due to areduction of the total lipid concentration in theVLDL, LDL and HDL.
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Tables 1 to 3 and figures 1 f to 3 f showedtotal lipids, proteins and lipoprotein changesin serum VLDL.
Table No. 1:  Serum total lipid changes in
very low density lipoprotein (VLDL) on
exposure to cythion and exogenous
chlorosubstituted 4-aroyl- isoxazolines
(2a-d) in albino rat.

Weeks Control Induced 4-Aroylisoxazolines A b c d 2 61.05 
± 6.35 59.70 

± 5.50 60.00 
± 5.40 59.90 

± 5.51 59.89 
± 5.35 59.81 

± 5.41 4 61.00 
± 6.30 59.01 

± 5.82 59.98 
± 5.81 59.40 

± 5.31 59.50 
± 5.31 59.40 

± 5.50 6 60.28 
± 6.18 58.18 

± 5.23 59.70 
± 5.32 59.30 

± 5.12 58.91 
± 5.22 58.80 

± 5.29 8 60.78 
± 6.38 57.10 

± 5.34 58.61 
± 5.24 58.35 

± 5.01 57.99 
± 5.11 57.65 

± 5.10 10 61.08 
± 6.36 55.81 

± 5.49 58.00 
± 5.25 57.40 

± 5.11 57.60 
± 5.09 57.59 

± 5.20 
 Fig. 1 f : Serum total lipids : Albino rat. 
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Table No.2: Serum protein changes in very
low density lipoprotein (VLDL) on
exposure to cythion and exogenous 4-
aroylisoxazolines (2a-d) in albino rat.

Table No. 2Weeks Control Induced 4-Aroylisoxazolines a b c d 2 13.07 
± 2.11 12.93 

± 2.63 12.99 
± 2.45 12.90 

± 2.67 12.95 
± 2.34 12.97 

± 2.39 4 12.98 
± 2.68 11.27 

± 1.44 12.61 
± 2.60 12.00 

± 2.33 12.11 
± 2.11 12.45 

± 2.10 6 12.87 
± 2.57 10.19 

± 1.50 11.97 
± 1.92 11.28 

± 2.49 11.35 
± 2.00 11.40 

± 1.96 8 12.97 
± 2.68 9.76 

± 1.34 10.98 
± 1.55 10.70 

± 1.90 10.39 
± 1.67 10.55 

± 1.54 10 13.01 
± 2.09 9.20 

± 1.48 10.30 
± 1.34 10.09 

± 1.45 10.19 
± 1.57 10.12 

± 1.33 
 

Fig. 2 f : Serum total lipids : Albino rat.
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Table No. 3 : Serum lipoprotein changes in
very low density lipoprotein (VLDL) on
exposure to cythion and exogenous 4-
aroylisoxazolines (2a-d) in albino rat.

Table No. 3Weeks Control Induced 4-Aroylisoxazolines A b c d 2 73.13 
± 10.45 70.80 

± 10.46 71.80 
± 10.30 70.99 

± 10.32 71.40 
± 10.40 71.60 

± 10.45 4 73.02 
± 10.35 69.58 

± 10.25 71.40 
± 10.25 70.75 

± 10.36 71.10 
± 10.20 71.29 

± 10.33 6 72.90 
± 10.48 68.28 

± 10.32 71.30 
± 10.12 70.23 

± 10.50 71.00 
± 10.61 71.79 

± 10.25 8 72.932 
± 10.52 67.40 

± 10.34 70.19 
± 10.52 70.09 

± 10.37 70.65 
± 10.72 70.69 

± 10.32 10 72.98 
± 10.54 64.95 

± 10.36 69.30 
± 10.26 69.05 

± 10.31 69.12 
± 10.61 69.00 

± 10.22 
 

Fig. 3 f : Serum total lipids : Albino rat.
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Table No. 4 : Serum total lipid changes in
low density lipoprotein (LDL) on exposure
to cythion and exogenous 4-
aroylisoxazolines (2a-d) in albino rat.

Table No. 4Weeks Control Induced 4-Aroylisoxazolines A b c d 2 70.88 
± 10.69 69.20 

± 10.35 70.55 
± 10.67 70.09 

± 10.38 70.29 
± 10.22 70.35 

± 10.33 4 71.05 
± 10.09 69.10 

± 10.08 70.98 
± 10.25 70.00 

± 10.15 70.05 
± 10.17 70.10 

± 10.77 6 70.90 
± 10.90 68.90 

± 10.20 70.25 
± 10.91 69.50 

± 10.35 69.79 
± 10.20 69.89 

± 10.33 8 70.95 
± 10.73 68.82 

± 10.01 69.99 
± 10.11 69.10 

± 10.47 69.15 
± 10.39 69.52 

± 10.44 10 71.10 
± 10.21 67.70 

± 10.02 69.79 
± 10.20 68.20 

± 10.30 68.90 
± 10.29 69.26 

± 10.45 
 

Fig. 4f : Serum total lipids : Albino rat
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Table No. 5 : Serum protein changes in low
density lipoprotein (LDL) on exposure to
cythion and exogenous 4-
aroylisoxazolines (2a-b) in Albino rat

Table No. 5Weeks Control Induced 4-Aroylisoxazolines A b c d 2 35.13 
± 2.68 34.88 

± 2.56 34.99 
± 2.70 34.89 

± 2.40 34.96 
± 2.35 34.95 

± 2.74 4 34.96 
± 2.67 33.30 

± 2.19 34.60 
± 2.19 34.40 

± 2.60 34.55 
± 2.90 34.70 

± 2.56 6 34.98 
± 2.84 32.20 

± 2.80 34.10 
± 2.56 34.09 

± 2.09 34.31 
± 2.05 34.20 

± 2.53 8 35.03 
± 2.53 32.01 

± 2.74 33.90 
± 2.25 33.50 

± 2.50 33.91 
± 2.61 33.56 

± 2.55 10 35.06 
± 2.56 31.08 

± 2.03 33.70 
± 2.51 33.09 

± 2.80 33.15 
± 2.11 33.25 

± 2.23 
 

Fig. 5f : Serum total lipids : Albino rat
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Table No. 6 : Serum lipoprotein changes in
low density lipoprotein (LDL) on exposure
to cythion and exogenous 4-
aroylisoxazolines (2a-d) in albino rat.

Table No. 6Weeks Control Induced 4-Aroylisoxazolines A b c d 2 106.03 
± 2.97 105.72 

± 3.38 105.80 
± 3.36 105.73 

± 3.28 105.75 
± 3.12 105.77 

± 3.22 4 105.97 
± 3.22 104.40 

± 3.62 105.40 
± 3.21 105.45 

± 3.25 105.30 
± 3.60 105.25 

± 3.44 6 105.98 
± 3.27 103.37 

± 2.32 104.99 104.50 104.66 104.50 8 105.98 
± 3.21 102.48 

± 2.42 104.66 104.45 104.46 104.25 10 106.09 
± 2.96 101.49 

± 2.44 104.30 104.30 104.39 104.26 
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Fig. 6f : Serum total lipids : Albino rat

Table 7 to 9 and figures 7f to 9f showed thetrend of HDL total lipid, protein and
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lipoprotein in albino rat treated with cythionand 4-aroylisoxazolines (2a-d).
Table No. 7 : Serum total lipid changes in
high density lipoprotein (HDL) on
exposure to cythion and exogenous 4-
aroylisoxazolines (2a-d) in Albino rat.
Table No. 7Weeks Control Induced 4-Aroylisoxazolines A b c d 2 113.01 

± 5.06 112.16 
± 5.01 112.25 

± 5.22 112.17 
± 5.45 112.20 

± 5.33 112.23 
± 5.67 4 113.10 

± 3.01 111.81 
± 2.53 112.10  112.07 112.09 112.08 6 113.07 

± 3.05 110.19 
± 5.11 111.80 

± 5.21 111.55 
± 5.34 111.68 

± 5.55 111.75 
± 5.24 8 112.97 

± 5.08 105.05 
± 3.22 110.20 

± 5.11 108.11 
± 5.61 109.21 

± 3.52 109.12 
± 5.25 10 113.04 

± 5.03 103.08 
± 2.22 109.89 

± 5.11 108.20 
± 5.09 108.39 

± 5.21 108.59 
± 5.32 

 
Fig. 7f : Serum total lipids : Albino rat
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Table No. 8 : Serum protein changes in high
density lipoprotein (HDL) on exposure to
cythion and exogenous 4-
aroylisoxazolines (2a-d) in Albino rat.

Table No. 8

Weeks Control Induced 4-Aroylisoxazolines a b c d 
2 121.07 

± 4.96 119.70 
± 4.50 120.62 

± 4.33 120.25 
± 4.19 120.40 

± 4.29 120.30 
± 4.31 4 121.02 

± 4.90 118.32 
± 4.52 120.37 

± 4.32 120.08 
± 4.67 120.09 

± 4.28 120.22 
± 4.36 6 121.07 

± 4.96 116.40 
± 4.15 120.33 

± 4.29 119.71 
± 4.21 119.89 

± 4.15 119.77 
± 4.41 8 121.04 

± 4.93 113.49 
± 3.01 118.30 

± 4.28 117.22 
± 4.20 117.39 

± 4.16 117.35 
± 4.42 10 121.00 

± 4.92 110.51 
± 3.23 117.59 

± 4.16 116.79 
± 4.11 116.92 

± 4.25 116.01 
± 4.33 
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Weeks Control Induced 4-Aroylisoxazolines A b c d 2 235.08 
± 7.32 234.17 

± 7.48 234.71 
± 7.31 234.20 

± 5.00 234.31 
± 7.21 234.45 

± 5.19 4 235.02 
± 7.96 230.08 

± 7.17 234.10 
± 7.90 234.00 

± 5.39 234.09 
± 7.29 234.11 

± 7.52 6 235.06 
± 7.33 228.00 

± 7.09 233.84 
± 7.06 233.60 

± 7.27 233.41 
± 7.11 234.39 

± 7.61 8 235.01 
± 7.30 222.70 

± 7.22 232.25 
± 7.62 231.09 

± 7.42 232.11 
± 7.29 232.21 

± 7.26 10 235.00 
± 7.30 213.18 

± 8.56 220.99 
± 7.80 220.50 

± 7.25 220.59 
± 7.29 220.61 

± 7.54 
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Fig. 9f : Serum total lipids : Albino rat

Table No. 9 : Serum lipoprotein changes in
high density lipoprotein (HDL) on
exposure to cythion and exogenous 4-
aroylisoxazolines (2a-d) in albino rat.

Table No. 9

Fig. 8f : Serum total lipids : Albino rat
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Conclusion :- The results of serumestimations in VLDL, LDL and HDL containingtotal lipids proteins and lipoprotein revealsthat there is a declining trend in the values ofthese constituents in cythion treated albino
rats. And the administration of methoxysubstituted 4-aroyl-isoxazolines showedremarkable creative effect.
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EFFECT OF DIELECTRIC CONSTANTS OF DIOXANE-WATER MIXTURES ONPROTON-LIGAND DISSOCIATION CONSTANTS (PK) AND FORMATIONCONSTANTS OF CU (II) COMPLEXES WITH 3-BENZOYL-2-(4’-CHLOROPHENYL)-6-8- DICHOROFLAVANONE COMPLEX PH-METRICALLY AT0.1M IONIC STRENGTH
The interactions between Cu(II) and 3-(2’hydroxyl-3’,5 dichlorophenyl )-4-benzoyl)-5-

butyl-”2-isoxazoline(L1), 3-benzoyl-2-(4’-nitrophenil)-6-8-dichoroflavanone (L2), 3-benzoyl-2-(4’-
chlorophenyl)-6-8-dichoroflavoneane (L3), have been investigated by pH-metric technique at 0.1M
ionic strength and in different percentage of dioxone-water mixture with Cu(II), 3-benzoyl-2-
(4’-chlorophenyl)-6-8- dichoroflavanone data obtained can be used to study the effect of dielectric
constants on proton–ligand stability constant.  It showed that Cu(II) forms 1:1 and 1:2 complexes
with substituted flavanone. It could be also seen that pK and log k values are found to be increased
with increasing the percentage of dioxane-water mixtures.

KEYWORDS: Substituted flavanone, Cu(II) metal ion and dioxane.

INTRODUCTION:Substituted thiazines are antibiotic drugs andgood chelating agents due to presence ofelectron donor nitro, phenyl and chloro groups.A survey of literature reveals that metal-ligandstability constants of Aminoacids, Adific acid,sulphonic acid and salicylic and theirderivatives have seen studied by manyworkers.  Proton-ligand and metal-ligandstability constants of Lanthanide Metal ionswith substituted Pyrazolines and Pyrazoleshave been studied by Bansod2, Narwade etal.3have investigated the stability constants ofLanthanide metal ions with some substitutedsulphonic acids spectrophotometrically.Sandawale and Narwade4 have studied theinfluence of dielectric constants of methanol-water mixtures on formation constants of

Cu(II). Glycyl-Glycyl-Glycine peptidecomplexes.  In a view of analytical applicationsand antibiotic drugs it is worthwhile to knowthe physico-chemical properties of metal ioncomplexes and effect of dielectric constants ofsolvents on stability constants.  Therefore, thepresent work is undertaken to make ofsystematic study of Cu(II) complexes withsubstituted thiazines.  Rare earth ions areused as probe in biochemistry of calcium.Birnhanm et al.5 showed that lanthanide ioncould substitute the calcium ion to produceactive enzymine system.  Use of unnaturaldiacting agents in biological system isreported by Narwade6. The role of binarycomplexes in storage and transport forphysiological activity of substances has beenstudied7. The biological properties of
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transition metal ion complexes have beenreported by Sharma etal8.
MATERIALS AND METHODS:
Experimental : Standard solution of 0.2MNaOH, 1M.KNO3 and 0.1M.KNO3 wereprepared by using A.R. grade reagents.  Theaqueous solution of 0.01M of Cu(II) wasprepared in double distilled water and itsconcentration was checked by standardsolution of EDTA(0.01M).  The solutions of 1,3 all above substituted thiazine is prepared in70% dioxane-water mixture as a solvent.
Calvin-Bjerrum Titration Process :Titrations are carried out in an inertatmosphere of nitrogen gas, in order to keepaway CO2 and removal of dissolved oxygen9.Three sets of titrations are performed asfollows:1) Free acid titration nitric acid (1×10-1M).2) Free acid nitric acid (1×10-1M) + ligand(20×10-4 M).3) Free acid, nitric acid (1×10-1M) + ligand(20×10-4 M) + Metal ion Cu(II), (4×10-4 M).Above three sets were titrated againststandard solution of 0.2M NaOH and 0.1Mionic strength was maintained constant byadding an appropriate amount of 1M KNO3solution.  Titrations were carried out bybubbling nitrogen gas for removal of dissolvedoxygen gas.pH values were corrected by the use of Van-Vitart and Hass equation10.
Metal-ligand Stability Constants (log k1 and
log k2) : The deviation of (acid + ligand metalion) curves from (acid + ligand) curves wasfound around pH 2.75 and increased

continued for all the systems.  This indicatedthe commencement of complex formationbetween ligand and metal ion beforehydrolysis.  The values (n-) metal-ligandformation numbers were evaluated by the useof Irving-Rossetti’s expression”.  The values oflog k1 for 1:1 complex and log k2 f or 1:2complex were evaluated and presented inTable 1.The values of stability constant increased withincreasing the percentage of dioxane-watermixture. Table 2 There is no an appreciablechange in log k1 and log k2 values this may bedue to fact of the effect of dioxane-bulk solventthat indicates the formation of simultaneouslycomplexes. The deviation between ligandcurve and metal ion curve indicated thecommentment of complex formation moreverthe change in colour during titration alsoindicated the formation of complex betweenmetal ion and ligand.
The Plots of pK/log k vs.  1/D  (D-Dielectric
Constant)The plots between pK /log k/D and 1 showedlinear relationship.Water is recognized by all workers in solutionfield as being a unique structure having threedimensional like frame work.  The dielectricconstant of a medium is not solely responsiblefor the extent of dissociation.  There is at leastan additional factor for the chemical role ofsolvent in most cases.
Table 1: Metal ligand stability constantbetween Cu(II) and flavanone substituted  at0.1m ionic strength.

S.N. System Log k1 Log k2 1  3-(2’hydroxyl-3’,5 dichlorophenyl )-4-benzoyl)-5-butyl-∆2-isoxazoline (L1) 5.26 4.76 2 3- benzoyl-2-(4’-nitrophenil)-6-8-dichoroflavanone (L2) 5.16 4.66 3 3-benzoyl-2-(4’-chlorophenyl)-6-8- dichoroflavoneane (L3) 5.26 4.86 
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Table 2: The values of pK and log k in different percentage of dioxane-water mixture of Cu (II)-), 3-benzoyl-2-(4’-chlorophenyl)-6-8- dichoroflavanone complex.
% Dioxane Dielectric Constant 

D 
1 
D Mole Fraction pK log k1 log k2 50 34.26 0.02910 0.1735 5.76 4.55 4.65 55 30.10 0.03322 0.2041 6.50 4.60 4.60 60 25.85 0.03868 0.2395 7.15 4.85 4.65 65 21.80 0.04587 0.2805 7.65 4.85 4.82 70 17.69 0.05652 0.3288 8.01 5.25 4.75 75 14.4 0.06944 0.3864 8.40 5.20 4.43 

 Results and Discussion:i) Calculation of Proton-ligand stabilityconstant (pK). Existance of proton-ligandequilibria corresponds to dissociation ofproton from -OH group of legand.     HL ? H+   +L- . The deviation between acid titration curveand legand titration curve showed to start thedissociation of -OH group of ligand. Theaverage number of proton-associated withlegand (n¯A) were determined ¯from deviationemploying using Irving-Rossotti’s expressio11.Formation curves were obtained by plottingn-A vs pH in different percentage of dioxane-water mixture and pK values were obtainedat n-A = 0.5. The pK values were found to beincreased with increasing the percentage ofdioxane-water mixture.  That may be due tothe effect of bulky solvent.  Bansod12 hasobserved same phenomenon for substitutedpyrazoles in different percentage of alcohol-water mixtures.
Acknowledgement:Authors are thankful to Head of ChemistryDepartment and Principal of Vidya BharatiMahavidyalaya, Amravati for providing thenecessary facilities.
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INTRODUCTION OF ALGEBRA

IntroductionAlgebra is one of the broad parts ofmathematics, together with number theory,geometry and  analysis. For historical reasons,the word “algebra” has several relatedmeanings in mathematics, as a single word orwith qualifiers. As a single word withoutarticle, “algebra” names a broad part ofmathematics. As a single word with article orin plural, “algebra” denote a specificmathematical structure. Such as algebra (ringtheory) and algebra over a field.With a qualifier, there is the same distinction:-Without article, it means a part of algebra, likelinear algebra, elementary algebra (thesymbol-manipulation rules taught inelementary courses of mathematics as part ofprimary and secondary education), or abstractalgebra (the study of the algebraic structuresfor themselves).With an article, it means an instance of someabstract structure, like a Lie algebra or anassociative algebra.Frequently both meanings exist for the samequalifier, like in the sentence: Commutative
algebra is the study of commutative rings, that
all are commutative algebras over the integers.Sometimes “algebra” is also used to denote theoperations and methods related to algebra inthe study of a structure that does not belong toalgebra. For example algebra of infinite seriesmay denotes the methods for computing withseries without using the notions of infinite

summation, limits and convergence.The adjective “algebraic” usually meansrelation to algebra, as in “algebraic structure”.For historical reasons, it may also meanrelation with the roots of polynomialequations, like in algebraic number, algebraicextension or algebraic expression.
Algebra as a branch of mathematics :-Algebra can essentially be considered as doingcomputations similar to that of arithmeticwith non-numerical  mathematical objectsinitially, these objects were variables thateither represented numbers that were not yetknown (unknowns) or represented anunspecified number (indeterminate or
parameter), allowing one to state and proveproperties that are true no matter whichnumbers are substituted for theindeterminates. For example, in the quadraticequation   areindeterminates and  is the unknown. Solvingthis equation amounts to computing with thevariables to express the unknowns in termsof the indeterminates. Then, substituting anynumbers for the indeterminates, gives thesolution of a particular equation after a simplearithmetic computation.As it developed,algebra was extended to other non-numericalobjects, like vectors, matrices or polynomials.Then, the structural properties of these non-numerical objects were abstracted to definealgebraic structures like groups, rings, fieldsand algebras Before the 16th century,
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mathematics was divided into only twosubfields, arithmetic  and geometry. Eventhough some methods, which had beendeveloped much earlier, may be considerednowadays as algebra, the emergence ofalgebra and, soon thereafter, of  infinitesimalcalculus as subfields of mathematics only datesfrom 16th or 17th century.From the secondhalf of 19th century on, many new fields ofmathematics appeared,some of them includedin algebra, either totally or partially. It followsthat algebra, instead of being a true branch ofmathematics, appears nowadays, to  beacollection of branches sharing commonmethods. This is clearly seen in theMathematics Subject Classification . In fact,algebra is, roughly speaking, the union ofsections general algebraic systems, Fieldtheory and polynomials, Commutative algebra,Linear and multilinear algebra; matrix theory,Associative rings and algebras, Nonassociativerings and algebras, Category theory;homological algebra, K-theory and Grouptheory. Some other first level areas may beconsidered to belong partially to algebra, likeNumber theory (mainly for algebraic numbertheory) and  Algebraic geometry. Elementaryalgebra is the part of algebra that is usuallytaught in elementary courses of mathematics.Abstract algebra is a name usually given to thestudy of the algebraic structures themselves.
History :-The start of algebra as an area of mathematicsmay be dated to the end of 16th century, withFrançois Viète’s work.  Nevertheless someearlier works may be considered as algebraand constitute the prehistory of algebra.Theroots of algebra can be traced to the ancientBabylonians,who developed an advancedarithmetical system with which they were ableto do calculations in an algorithmic fashion.The Babylonians developed formulas tocalculate solutions for problems typicallysolved today by using linear equations,quadratic equations, and indeterminate linear

equations. . Their “excellent sexagesimal[numeration system] led to a highly developedalgebra” [Kline]. They had a general procedureequivalent to solving quadratic equations,although they recognized only one root andthat had to be positive. In effect, they had thequadratic formula. They also dealt with theequivalent of systems of two equations in twounknowns. They considered some problemsinvolving more than two unknowns and a fewequivalent to solving equations of higherdegree. By contrast, most Egyptians of this era,as well as Greek and Chinese mathematics inthe, usually solved such equations bygeometric methods, such as those describedin the  Euclid’s Elements, the solution ofparticular problems into more   generalsystems of stating and solving equations,although this would not be realized untilmathematics developed in medieval Islam. Bythe time of Plato, Greek mathematics hadundergone a drastic change. The Greekscreated a geometric algebra where terms wererepresented by sides of geometric  objects,usually lines, that had letters associated  withthem.Diophantus  sometimes called “thefather of algebra”, was an Alexandrian Greekmathematician and the author of a series ofbooks called Arithmetica. These texts deal withsolving  algebraic equations.The word algebracomes from the Arabic language and much ofits methods from Arabic/Islamic mathematics.Earlier traditions discussed above had a directinfluence onMuhammad ibn Mûsâ al-Khwârizmî.Hellenistic mathematicians Hero of Alexandriaand Diophantus  as well as Indianmathematicians such as Brahmaguptacontinued the traditions of Egypt and Babylon,though Diophantus’ Arithmetica andBrahmagupta’s Brahmasphutasiddhanta areon a higher level. For example, the firstcomplete arithmetic solution (including zeroand negative solutions) to quadratic equationswas described by Brahmagupta in his book
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Brahmasphutasiddhanta. Later, Arabic andMuslim mathematicians developed algebraicmethods to a much higher degree ofsophistication. Although Diophantus and theBabylonians used mostly special  methods tosolve equations, Al-Khwarizmi contributionwas fundamental. He solved linear andquadratic equations without algebraicsymbolism, negative numbers or zero, thus hehas to distinguish several types ofequations.The Greek mathematicianDiophantus has traditionally been known asthe “father of algebra” but in more recenttimes there is much debate over whether al-Khwarizmi, who founded the discipline of al-
jabr, deserves that title instead.Those whosupport Diophantus point to the fact that thealgebra found in Al-Jabr is slightly moreelementary than the algebra found in
Arithmetica and that Arithmetica issyncopated while Al-Jabr is fullyrhetorical.Those who support Al-Khwarizmipoint to the fact that he introduced themethods of “reduction” and “balancing”  whichthe term al-jabr originally referred to, and thathe gave an exhaustive explanation of solvingquadratic equations, supported  by geometricproofs, while treating algebra as anindependent discipline in its own right. Hisalgebra was also no longer concerned “with aseries of problems to be resolved, but anexposition  which starts with primitive termsin which the combinations must give allpossible prototypes for equations, whichhenceforward explicitly constitute the trueobject of study”.François Viète’s work at the close of the 16thcentury marks the start of the classicaldiscipline of algebra.In 1637, René Descartespublished La Géométrie, inventing analyticgeometry and introducing morden algebraicnotationAbstract algebra was developed in the19th century, deriving from the interest insolving equations, initially focusing on whatis now called Galois theory, and on

constructibility issues.The “modern algebra”has deep nineteenth-century roots in the work,for example, of Richard Dedekind and LeopoldKronecker and profound interconnectionswith other branches of mathematics such asalgebraic   number theory and algebraicgeometry.Algebra may divided into “classical algebra”(equation solving or “find the unknownnumber” problems) and “abstract algebra”, alsocalled “modern algebra” (the study of groups,rings, and fields). Classical algebra has beendeveloped over a period of 4000 years.Abstract algebra has only appeared in the last200 years.
Areas of mathematics
1. Elementary algebra : Elementary algebra,the part of algebra that is usually taught inelementary courses of mathematics.

Elementary algebra is the most basic form ofalgebra. It is taught to students who arepresumed to have no knowledge ofmathematics beyond the basic principles ofarithmetic. In arithmetic, only numbers andtheir arithmetical operations (such as +, “, ×,÷) occur. In algebra, numbers are oftendenoted by symbols (such as a, n, x, y or z). This is useful because:- It allows the general formulation ofarithmetical laws (such as a + b = b + a for all
a and b), and thus is the first step to asystematic exploration of the properties of thereal number system.-It allows the reference to “unknown”numbers, the formulation of equations and thestudy of how to solve these. (For instance,
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“Find a number x such that 3x + 1 = 10  orgoing a bit further “Find a number x such that
ax + b = c. This step leads to the conclusionthat it is not the nature of the specific numbersthat allows us to solve it, but that of theoperations involved).- It allows the formulation of functionalrelationships. (For instance, “If you sell xtickets, then your profit will be 3x “ 10 dollars,or f(x) = 3x “ 10, where f is the function, and xis the number to which the function isapplied”.)
Abstract Algebra :In the 19th century British mathematicianstook the lead in the study of algebra. Attentionturned to many “algebras” - that is, varioussorts of mathematical objects (vectors,matrices, transformations, etc.) and variousoperations which could be carried out uponthese objects. Thus the scope of algebra wasexpanded to the study of algebraic form andstructure and was no longer limited toordinary systems of numbers. The mostsignificant breakthrough is perhaps thedevelopment of non-commutative algebras.These are algebras in which the operation ofmultiplication is not required to becommutative. (The first example of such analgebra were Hamilton’s quaternions - 1843.)Peacock (British, 1791-1858) was the founderof axiomatic thinking in arithmetic andalgebra. For this reason he is sometimes calledthe “Euclid of Algebra.” DeMorgan (British,1806-1871) extended Peacock’s work toconsider operations defined on abstractsymbols. Hamilton (Irish, 1805-1865)demonstrated that complex numbers could beexpressed as a formal algebra with operationsdefined on ordered pairs of real numbers ((a,b) + (c,d) = (a+b,c+d) ; (a,b)(c,d) = (ac-bd,ad+bc) ). Gibbs (American, 1839-1903)

developed an algebra of vectors in three-dimensional space. Cayley (British, 1821-1895) developed an algebra of matrices (thisis a non-commutative algebra).The concept of a group (a set of operationswith a single operation which satisfies threeaxioms) grew out of the work of severalmathematicians. Perhaps the most importantsteps were by Galois (French, 1811-1832). Bythe use of this concept Galois was able to givea definitive answer to the broad question ofwhich polynomial equations are solvable byalgebraic operations. His work also led to thefinal, negative resolution of the three famousconstruction problems of antiquity - all wereshown to be impossible under the restrictionsimposed. The concept of a field was first madeexplicit by Dedekind in 1879. Peano (Italian,1858-1932) created an axiomatic treatmentof the natural numbers in 1889. It was shownthat all other numbers can be constructed ina formal way from the natural numbers. (“Godcreated the natural numbers. Everything elseis the work of man.” - Kronecker).
ReferencesBoyer, Carl B. (1991), A History of

Mathematics (Second Edition ed.), JohnWiley & Sons, Inc.Donald R. Hill, Islamic Science and
Engineering (Edinburgh University Press,1994).Ziauddin Sardar, Jerry Ravetz, and BorinVan Loon, Introducing Mathematics(Totem Books, 1999).
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BRAIN COMPUTER INTERFACE  CONTROLLING COMMUNICATION DEVICES

Brain–computer interface (BCI), sometimes called a direct neural interface or a brain–machine
interface (BMI), is a direct communication pathway between the brain and an external device.
BCIs are often aimed at assisting, augmenting or repairing human cognitive or sensory-motor
functions.Brain-Computer Interfaces (BCI), also referred to as Neuro-Prostheses, are conceived
as technological interfaces between a machine (usually a computer) and the brain of a user.
They should permit the use to perform a certain task, usually without implementing any motor
action. This implies that neural impulses generated by the user’s brain are detected, elaborated
and utilized by the machine, just about in real-time, to perform definite tasks. As an example,
information can be processed and employed to control mechanical systems (e.g. actuators) or
electrical devices (e.g. electronic equipment).A great demand for brain-machine interfaces is
arising nowadays, pushed by several promising scientific and technological recent results, which
are encouraging the concentration of efforts in such a direction. The possibility of measuring,
processing and decoding brain activity, so that to interpret neuronal signals, is regarded as the
challenging possibility of bypassing broken neural and/or motor structures in patients affected
by motor disorders and paralyses. A great deal of efforts in neuroscience, robotics, and computer
science are today spent by many research groups to develop BCI. In order to provide a glance at
this vast field. This topic overview provides the communication channel between the brain signal
and controlling machines, through which user can easily talk, make video conference, send
massages, controlling directional devices through just brain signal.

WHAT IS BCI …?A brain–computer interface (BCI), sometimescalled a direct neural interface or a brain–machine interface, is a direct communicationpathway between a brain and an externaldevice. BCIs are often aimed at assisting,augmenting or repairing human cognitive orsensory-motor functions.A BCI is a communication and control systemthat does not depend in any way on the brain’snormal neuromuscular output channels. Theuser’s intent is conveyed by brain signals (such

as EEG signals) rather than by peripheralnerves and muscles, and these brain signalsdo not depend for their generation onneuromuscular activity. (Thus, e.g., a devicethat uses visual evoked potentials todetermine eye-gaze direction is not a true BCI,for it relies on neuromuscular control of eyeposition, and simply uses the EEG as ameasure of that position.)
HISTORY:-Electrical signals produced by brainactivity were first recorded from the corticalsurface in animals by Richard Caton in 1875 (
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Caton, 1875) and from the human scalp byHans Berger in 1929 (Berger, 1929).In the 75years since Berger’s first report, The historyof Brain-Computer-Interfaces (BCI) starts withHans Berger’s discovery of the electricalactivity of human brain and the developmentof electroencephalography (EEG).
EARLY AND FUTURE RESEARCHES OF BCI
TECHNOLOGY:- Research on Monkey:- Asalmost all experiments which include a certainrisk for human lives, the first experimentswere conducted with animals more preciselyon primates. Work groups led by Schmidt, Fetzand Baker found out that monkeys could getcontrol over the firerate of individual neuronsin the primary motor cortex, which isresponsible for executing voluntarymovements after a short period of trainingtime.

Research on Humans:-However, not only monkeys were objects toBCI research but also humans participated inexperiments with both invasive (which meansdirect contact to the neurons by whatevermeans) and non-invasive approaches. Therehave been many experiments using varioustechniques for “reading the brain” such as theEEG, MEG, fMRI or similar methods. Some BCIdesigns rely on a phenomenon called  “CortialPlasticity”  which states that the location ofcertain processing functions in the brain canchange as the result of experience. This meansthat this type of design relies heavily on theuser adapting to the BCI in order to make itfunction correctly. From a Human-ComputerInterface point of view this is not an acceptablesolution. Rather one would expect the BCI to

adapt to the user for increased usability.This approach has been implemented and hasproven to be quite successful One of the firstpersons who benefit from all the years of BCIresearch is Matt Nagle. In 2004 an electrodearray was implanted into his brain to restorefunctionalities he had lost due to paralysis. Thesystem required some training but finally hewas able to control the TV, check emails anddo basically everything that can be achievedby using a mouse.
Mobile Telephony:- Some of the most cutting-edge interfaces — technologies that even gobeyond gestural interfaces likeMicrosoft’s Kinect –- might be much closer toimplementation than you think.In fact, a groupof researchers in San Diego have developed asystem that allows users to dial a phonenumber on a cellphone using only theirthoughts. The method is surprisingly accurateand would be a huge advantage for people withdisabilities or anyone who needs a morehands-free experience or who regularlyperforms tasks that require a high degree ofmental focus.The technology, whichwas developed by University of California, SanDiego neuroscience researcher Tzyy-PingJung and colleagues, tracks electrical activity inthe brain using a headband of electrodes anda Bluetooth device. Users of the system wereshown digits from zero to nine flashing atslightly different speeds on a computer screen;this is the first instance we’ve seen of a braininterface being applied to a mobile phone.Being able to make brain interfaces smaller,faster and cheaper might go a long way towardthese novel technologies becoming morepractical for everyday use for a mass audience.
There are several reasons why BCI is an
important and  active research area:- BCI is a new neuroscience paradigm thatmight help us better understand how thehuman brain works in terms of plasticity andreorganization, learning, memory, attention,thinking, social interaction, motivation,interconnectivity, and much more.
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- predict user intentions (such as movementplanning) swiftly and reliably- take appropriate actions (control a device,give neuro feedback to a user).- BCI research allows us to develop a new classof  bioengineering control devices and robotsto provide daily life assistance to handicappedand elderly people.- BCI can expand possibilities for advancedhuman computer  interfaces (HCIs), makingthem more  natural, flexible, efficient, secure,and user-friendly by enhancing theinteraction between the brain, the eyes, thebody, and a robot or a computer.- transform this data into reliable informationthen knowledge;- provide easy-to-use neurofeedback byeffective visualization and sonification of theextracted brain signals  as well as a graphicalinterface to display or visually confirm thisknowledge.

Types of BCI:-  BCI work on the base of two
types of technologies which are…
1. Non – invasive:  Without penetratingthe scalp, mostly EEG, rarely magnetoencephalogram ( MEG)
“Brain cap” technology being developed at the
University of Maryland allows users to turn
their thoughts into motion.Design and operation of  a BCI systemElectrophysiological signals reflecting brainactivity are acquired from the scalp, from thecortical surface, or from within the brain andare processed to measure specific signalfeatures (such as amplitudes of evokedpotentials or EEG rhythms or firing rates ofsingle neurons) that reflect the user’s intent.

These features are translated into commandsthat operate a device, such as a word-processing program, a wheelchair, or aneuroprosthesis. It is Independent fromperipheral nerves and muscles, using onlycentral nervous system (CNS) activity. Userscan voluntarily produce the required signalsThe system detects when the user wants toemit a command that means it isasynchronous.
2. Invasive: Implanted sensors (electrode array,needle electrodes,electrocorticogram (ECoG).Itis basically dependent on peripheral (non -CNS) –activity.e.g., controlled eye - Movement.Evoked Potentials: Users modulate brainresponses to external stimuli (automatic orvoluntarily).Invasive BCI  is purely based onchip where a small kind of chip can b placedat some of the physical part of body fromwhere user cannot work properly like robotichand. A small chip is implanted at the physicallayer or inside the body at muscle, sensory orinternal level for capturing the sense signalsfor the controlling the device likewiseoperating the connected device with the body.Signal processing.A BCI records brain signals and processesthem to produce device commands. This signalprocessing has these stages. The first stage isfeature extraction, the calculation of the valuesof specific features of the signals. Thesefeatures may be relatively simple measuressuch as amplitudes or latencies of specificpotentials (e.g., P300), amplitudes, orfrequencies of specific rhythms (e.g.,sensorimotor rhythms), or firing rates ofindividual cortical neurons, or they may bemore complex measures such as spectralcoherences.*signal conditioning and pre-processing steps* feature extraction        * Dimensionalityreduction   * pattern recognition     * offlineand online learning
Reading the brain : - What is Neuroimaging?
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“Neuroimaging includes the use of varioustechniques to either directly or indirectlyimage the structure, function, orpharmacology of the brain. It is a relativelynew discipline within medicine andneuroscience.”There are several methods of Neuroimaging.1. Direct Neural Contact2. Electroencephalography (EEG)3. Magnetoencephalography (MEG)4. Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging(fMRI)Applications
Medical applications:-BCIs provide a new andpossibly only communication channel forpeople suffering from severe physicaldisabilities but having intact cognitivefunctions.Aerospace application:- One of the mostimportant aerospace fields of applications isdevoted to interfacing a human arm with apowered exoskeleton (orthotic device).virtual reality:- Virtual reality is a one of theup growing technology in the field of gaming,training  applications like space pilot trainingetc. theist is a signal generation and analysisfrom  past feedback  can be use to control thatbrain computer interface system for virtualreality.Mental state monitoring:-Conducting all thesignal trials from patient brain and differentpattern  analysis different mental state can bemonitored via different brain signaltechniques for future reference and treatmentfrom pattern analysis. Schematic model of acombined framework, where the BCI systemconsists of the EEG as input, extracts andclassifies EEG-parameters and calculates acontrol signal, which is sent to the VR systemand influences there the visual feedback.* in these technological era and globalizationof business devices and application, BCI isgoing to be a vast research area for brainsignal and gesture movement of mobiletechnology and device controlling.

Future work :-A group of the most important authors in thefield of non-invasive BCIs gave the list of goalsimportant for future progresses of thesesystems. Future progress will depend on:1) identification of those signals, whetherevoked potentials, spontaneous rhythms, orneuronal firing rates, that users are best ableto control;2) development of training methods forhelping users to gain and maintain thatcontrol;3) delineation of the best algorithms fortranslating these signals into devicecommands;4) attention to elimination of artifacts aselectro-myographic and electro-oculographicactivity;5) adoption of precise and objectiveprocedures for evaluating BCI performance.
There is a limited amount of related work in this
area. A number of groups use research/
professional-quality EEG devices that offer
higher quality signals but are expensive and based
on wired headsets which can get brain signals
and process with neurophone. In contrast,
consumer oriented EEG headsets  are
considerably cheaper and noisier, but at the same
time are more geared toward gaming applications
rather than the types of classification we have
used them for. Typically, these headsets are
wireless, enabling mobile uses. the phone is used
as a mobile display and not as a phone.conclusion : We have presented the evaluationof an initial prototype that brings togetherneural signals and phones to drive mobileapplications in new ways. One could argue thatconnecting the wireless Emotive EPOC EEGheadset and We believe the NeuroPhonesystem is an important development preciselybecause it is simple to engineer using cheapbut noisy commercial components.NeuroPhone opens up new opportunities andchallenges in ubiquitous sensing andpervasive computing.
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WOMEN IN SPORTS: CHANGING CONCEPT AND EVOLVING ROLE

* Director of Physical Education, M.J. COllege of Commerce, Bhavnagar

The fact that girls and women can successfullycompete in strenuous athletic activitieswithout physiological and psychological harmis gradually gaining belated acceptance in oursociety. In the past, female participation insports and physical recreation wasdiscouraged mainly for aesthetic and culturalreasons. The cultural conditions under whichwe have lived have insisted that there aredistinct physiological and psychologicaldifferences between men and women thatpreclude the latter from participating instrenuous physical activity particularly of acompetitive of a competitive nature. Buthistory reveals that in ancient Greece, forexample, the Spartan girls were trained bywomen trainers who employed a programmersimilar to that of boys including running,jumping, weight throwing and wrestling. Atthe time women indulge in strenuous physicalactivity and thrived on it. It was, in earlier away of life and was accepted as such.Women’s athletic- worthy of the name- did notexist prior to World War I & women beganOlympic competition widely only in 1928. Thestudy of specialized physiology involved in thereaction of the female at different ages to thevarious stressors in athletic competition isrelatively new. Furthermore, women’sathletics have developed around modificationsof existing men’s sports; whether theseactivities are best suited to the unique and thephysiological, and sociological needs of girls

and women has yet to be properly established.Even though it is  well accepted by allconcerned in this field that a women can beboth physically active and feminine at thesame time. Expert opinions gathered fromdoctors of medicine, teachers, researchers,psychologists and the women athletesthemselves produce an ever increasingamount of proof that as long as a girl or womenis physically fit voluntary participation incompetitive sports is not detrimental to eitherher health or her morals. It is, rather, definitelybeneficial.
Social AspectThe difference between masculine andfeminine behavior is associated with sharpcontrasts in temperament. The male viewed asnaturally aggressive and active, which arecharacteristics compatible with vigorous,highly competitive sport. Conversely, thefemale is seen as naturally non aggressive andpassive. Further, western culture hastraditionally defined female as inferior anddependent on men, with their primary roleresponsibilities being as child bearers, rearersof children, home marks, and otherwisefacilitating their husband’s achievement andsuccess. Their prevailing role of a femininewomen clearly was at odds with that of acompetitive athlete which was seen asdemanding aggressiveness, dominance, toughmindedness, and risk taking.Scientists assert that sex role have changed
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significantly in recent years, primarilybecause unprecedented numbers of womenhave entered economic life and havedemanded equality with men, at first in theworkplace, and then in other aspects of life.The women’s movement has elicitednumerous changes in public social andpolitical consciousness, and has helpedredefine occupational and family roles forwomen. The women’s movement encouragedthe dramatic increase in sports participationamong girls and women since the early 1970s.Even more important, though, has been theeffect of Title IX of 1972 EducationAmendments, which mandated that sexconnot serve as grounds for exclusion fromparticipation in any educational program oractivity(Adams 1991)A factor of particular importance in continuedresistance to full equality in sportsparticipation for females are the persistenteffects of several social institutions which aretraditionally slow to change. One’s learning oftheir sexual identity is initialed by their family,and is subject to significant differences inchildrearing practices. Children learn parentalexpectations of sex- appropriate behavior,which includes sports and vigorous physicalpursuits being identified with the male role andnegatively associated with the female role.
Women in Sports- Physiological Aspects :Women by virtue of their sex are at adisadvantage in a very large number of spots.Therefore they should be jugged in terms ofrelative only to the performance standard oftheir sex. Sex has a definite influence ontraining principally because of physiologicaldifferences in the capacity to performexercises.General muscle strength in the female isapproximately two thirds that of the male.Strength  differences between male and femaleare reduced when related to body size. Againstrength differences very among the differentmuscle groups. For example, in comparison

with men women are weaker in the chest,arms and shoulders but the leg strength perunit body unit is actually slightly greater in thefemale.With respect  to strength development, relativestrength- increases in the female are the sameor even better than in males following similarweight training programmer. From weighttraining programme female can expect little orno change in total body weight, a decrease inbody fat and increase in muscle size.Women are subject to the same physiologicallaws as are men. However females have asmaller heart and faster pulse rat. Theseindicate a greater and more rapid increase inpulse rate at the beginning of exercise andmuch slower recovery following exercise. Thepulse rates of trained women athletes areabout ten beats per minute slower the thoseof non- athletes.At the rest average number of RBC in thefemale is 4.5 million per cu. Mm as comparedto five million per cu. Mm in the male. Postexercise values reflect an increase ofapproximately one million for both the sexes.The total amount of hemoglobin and the totalblood volume for the female are les than forthe male, the differences being about 25 percent between untrained men and women andonly about 12 per cent after each is trained.At a given level of oxygen consumption womenindicate a higher heart rate than do men. Onthe other hand at a given heart rate men cantransport more oxgen during sub maximal andmaximal work. In both sexes the maximumheart rate dears a linear relationship with anincreased work load. However women becomeexhausted at0 a lower rate of performance.Blood pressure values both diastolic andsystolic are from 5 to 10 mm of Hg. Lower inthe female.
Physical Trainability and FemalesAmong trained female subject a significantincrease in the heart volume, cardiac outputand stroke volume were observed. Whencompared with sedentary data, the magnitude
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of the changes are comparable with that ofmales. Trained subjects of both sexes appearto util ize their anaerobic process toapproximately the same level. It has also  beenshower that muscular training in female resultsincreased   capacities of 1) A.T.P-P.C. systemand 2) anaerobic glycol sis that is the Lacticacid system.  This increase is evidenced  bythe ability to accumulate significantly greaterquantities of of blood lactic acid followingmaximal exercise, but less than male. femalesand male.There are certain biological differencesbetween females and males. There is no goodevidence to indicate that coaches, athletictrainers of other officials in charge of athleticsfor women need to be concerned with anyspecial rules and regulations regarding sportsparticipation for normal, healthy girls andwomen. The young, prepubertal girl is nomore at risk for injury than is the young, prepubertal boy.After puberty, the young women tend to haveless strength and a greater per cent of bodyfat than the male, and does not perform as wellin speed and strength activitiesThere are a number of body fluctuations whichoccur in the young women with the menstrualcycle. At present there is no evidence that suchvariation is an overriding consideration inwomen’s participation in sports or exercise.Further there is no evidence that wouldindicate that vigorous athletic activity,conducted in a proper and intelligent fashion,is harmful to those women athletes whosubsequently will bear children. Pregnancymay be a deterrent to the competitive athlete.Certain modifications must be made duringthis period. Because physical activity isnecessary for proper human functioning, it isessential that women, as well as men,participate in man of the opportunities whichare available in sports and physical activityprogrammers.Present information concerning physical

training indicates that training frequency,duration and intensity have similar effects onboth sexes. Adaptations to athletic training aremore similar than differences do exist, but theyshould be recognized mainly as differences inmagnitude rather than mechanism. There isvery little research available in present timeconcerning the female and physical training.However the findings support the idea that ingeneral, females benefit from training just asmales do and that this benefit is brought aboutthrough similar physiological changes.
Women in Sports- Psychological AspectsConsidering biological differences betweenmale and female there is no supportivedocuments from a  psychological view pointof exercise are different in male and femaleparticipants. Though limitations are there inrespect of intensity, duration and load withparticular  reference to involvement ofstrengthFrom a psychological view point there is nosupportive literature indicating difference ofmale and female in respect of behavioralaspect of exercise. Through the process ofsocialization and sex role stereolyping , genderrelated differences in predominant need andpreferred personality  characteristics do exist.From the finding of Helmreich and Spence(1977) it appears that those women (bothathlete and scientists) who succeed in thoseareas of endeavor defined as stereo typicallymasculine do not do this at the expense tofeminity. They further concluded that ourstereotypic conception of masculinity andfeminity in relation to achieving women mayhave been overly simplistic. Study in womenathletes. Williams (1978) identified thatcertain characteristics appeared to be elatedto highly skilled female athletes. These athletesappeared to be more “Assertive, dominant, selfsufficient independent, aggressive, intelligent,achievement oriented, reserved and to haveaverage to low emotionally”.
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Comparison of PerformanceThere are distinct difference in men andwomen in respect of Anatomical structure,Physiological and Psychological functioning,as well as socio- cultural conditions duringincubation period of a prospective sportsperson. Overcoming many hurdles womenwere allowed to participate in competitivesports, in  true sense, after 34 years of theirmen counterpart in modern Olympics.  In thefollowing table performance of male andfemale in selected sports activates arepresented. The percentage ratio of

performance for men and women is given for1963 to allow comparison with 1978 and2009. Over this period of time great changesoccurred in the involvement of women in highlevel competitive sports. Thus where thestanding of women relative to men did notimprove much, the difference probablyrepresents a real sex difference. Scientistswere of the opinion that biological sexdifferences must be accepted, whiledifferences that are merely behavioral, giventime and appropriate effort will change thescenario. Performance of elite women athletesare very close to men and only a handful ofmale athletes world wide are better than champion women.
Comparison of world record for Men and Women in Different Events

Event   Ratio of Performance (%) 
 Women Men As on 1963 As on 1978 As on 2009 

Swimming(M)  As on 2009 As on 2009    
100m Freestyle 52.07 49.91 90 89 90 
200m Freestyle 1:52.98 1:42.0 90 93 90 
400m Freestyle 3:40.15 3:40.07 89 94 92 
800m Freestyle 8:14.10 7:32.12 90 94 91 
1500m Freestyle 15:42.54 14:34.56 91 93 93 
100m Breaststroke 1:04.45 58.58 86 89 90 
200m Breaststroke 2:20.12 2:07.31 89 89 90 
100m Butterfly 56.06 49.82 86 91 89 
200m Butterfly 2:03.41 1:51.51 86 92 90 
100m Backstroke 58.12 51.94 88 90 89 
200m Backstroke 2:04.81 1:51.92 88 90 90 

Running (m) 
100 10.49 9.58 89 91 91 
400 47.60 43.18 85 89 91 
800 1:.53.28 1:41.11 86 90 89 
1500 3:50.46 3:26.00 --- 90 89 
3000 8:06.11 7:20.67 --- 89 91 
Marathon 2hr15.25 2hr03.59 --- 83 91 

Field Events 
High Jump 2.09m 2.45m 84 82 85 
Lung Jump 7.52m 8.95m 80 79 84 
 Table shows a comparison of World Recordsin various activities between male and femalecompetitor. Most important is the comparisonof how close women come to men in thevarious types of activity.The principle of equality of men and women “

The Olympic movement brings and influentialalliance of organizations to that task: theInternational Olympic Committee (IOC); theNational Olympic Committees (NOCs),comprised of representatives fromparticipating states; and the International
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Federations (IFs), nongovernmentalorganizations that administer sports at a worldlevel. As a result, the IOC, NOCs, Ifs haveestablished goals to promote women inOlympic decision- making positions. Currentlythere are 15 female members of the 155-member IOC, up from 12 in 2005.In March 2008, during the 4th IOC conferenceon Women and Sport, held in Jordon, 600 maleand female member of the Olympic movementmet to discuss diverse issues, such as newopportunities to increase the participation ofwomen in sport, female athletics as role modelsfor young girls, and how culture determineswomen’s access to sport.
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YOGA : A SOLUTION TO OVERCOME THE III- EFFECTS OF MODERN LIFE
STYLE

* Dr. Digant Oza

* PTI, Takshshila Institute of Management, Bhavnagar

The concept of physical fitness has undergoneradical changes during last century. Initiallythe idea was more influenced by medicalpersonal and accordingly, it was understoodas the ability of the organic system to carryoutphysical work. Later on physical fitness wasconsidered to have two aspects- Physicalworking capacity and motor fitness. Physicalworking capacity was understood as theorganic efficiency and motor fitness wasconsidered as the ability to do some movementtasks. Still later motor fitness was thought tohave two aspects- Performance related fitnessand Health related. Performance related fitnessprimarily indicates the athletic ability, whereas the health related fitness has beenconsidered to be related to functional healthand well being.One of the major benefits of physical activityis that it helps people improve their physicalfitness. Fitness is a state of well-being thatallows people to perform daily activities withvigor, participate in a variety of physicalactivities, and reduce their risks for healthproblems. Five basic components of fitness areimportant for good health, cardio respiratoryendurance, muscular endurance, flexibility andbody composition. A second set of attributes,referred to as support or skill related physicalfitness, includes power speed, agility, balanceand reaction time. Although skill relatedfitness attributes are not essential for

maintaining physical health, they areimportant for athletic performance orphysically demanding jobs search as militaryservice and emergency and rescue service.“Physical fitness is one’s Richest possession;it can’t be purchased, it has to be earnedthrough a daily routine of physical exercise”— UppaalAs per the saying one’s physical fitness can’tbe purchased in any shop, It has to beacquired, By an individual by some king ofregular physical work of exercise. Our body isthe prime basis for all our achievements. If weare not physically fit or healthy automaticallyour mental health is also affected. In recentyears we find that many people are just aftermoney & luxurious life- styles. They do nothave any time to think about their health andfitness. Now days what we eat is also totallydifferent from what we were eating is past. Wewant modernization every where right fromthe kitchen to the office. And also we don’t haveenough time to sleep, as now a days most ofthe companies are working in shift basis. Maybe an individual can cope up with these thingstill his thirties. But when he reaches 40, he islikely to have psycho somatic disorders,because of lack of physical fitness, faulty foodhabits & sleeping habits, etc. This problemcould be solved only by changing the life style,by participating in physical/ recreationalactivities and participating in healthy social
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gathering. Apart from all these, yoga &meditation plays a vital role in solving theproblems created by modem life style.
Problems of modern lifestyleUncountable problems are created by presentday’s lifestyle. The following are the three mainProblems which are the root cause for otherproblems and risk.*   Stress* Cardiac Problems* ObesityThe problems accumulated at the body levelas stiffness at the body level as stiffness ofjoints and spasms of muscles can be releasedby the practice of yogasanas which arecongenial postures of the body. Yoga in itselfis a science of health management rather thana method of treatment. When yoga iscombined with certain healing andtherapeutic modalities, it increases health,general wellbeing and longevity. It does thisby removing tensions, calming the mind andimproving vitality. Yoga generally enhancesour lives on all levels.
Yoga a way to Balanced LifeHealth is the foundation on which rests thehappiness of the people and the strength of anation

Yoga is a science that regulates the physical &Physiological behavior of an individual.Regular practice of yoga will develop physicalfitness and keeps the ailments away and alsoit gives the mental power. Some of theadvantages of Yoga are :* It’s a traditional system of practice,coordinates, both mind and body, which isultimately needed for the today’s modernizedsociety.* Yoga plays a vital role determining theindividual’s physical and mental fitness.* Unlike some allopathy medicines, yogapractice has no side affects.* Yoga does not relieve only the symptoms,even eliminates the root cause for the diseaseand provides complete cure from that disease.* Regular practice of yoga prevents occurrenceof may diseases of modernized style.To conclude this. I would strongly recommendsuggest yoga as one of the preventive & socialmedicines of westernized society.
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YOGA AND QUALITY OF HUMAN LIFE

* Dr. D. S. Wankhade

* Dept. of Physical Education, Vidya Bharati Mahavidyalaya, Amravati (Maharashtra)

Promotion of health and quality of life through awareness is the prime objective of Yoga. From
yogic perspective, health does not mean just a disease free body. It believes in a holistic approach
to health of which the body, the mind and the spirii are integral and interdependent aspects.
Yoga lakes into consideration both the positive and negative aspects of health. Yoga is not just
about exercise, it’s a way of life. Most people have their first experience of Yoga by joining a
Yoga-class and practicing asaiias. Other lhan performing asanas regularly,   moderation  in food,
discipline in behaviour, purity in thoughts, sharing & caring are also other parts of Yoga.

IntroductionYoga is a promotional science which aims atevolution of mind and personality whileworking in the society we must keep ourphysical and menial balance alive. We shouldnot forget that we are all human beings and itis utmost necessity to keep our human hoodever alive. God has not sent us on this veryplanet to enjoy the senses like other animals.While shaping us in this human form he haspersonified some sort of duties that we haveto perform in the larger perspective ofmankind.Emergence of humanistic transpersonalpsychology and realization of the significanceof higher order human needs gave rise toinvestigations into psychological or subjectivewell-being, promotion of quality of life andingredients of positive mental health.
Yogic Management :Promotion of health and quality of life is theprime objective of Yoga and is the point ofgreatest attraction for researchers andpractitioners in yoga. From the yogicperspective, health does not mean just adisease free body. It believes in a holistic

approach to health of which the body, themind and the spirit are integral andinterdependent aspects.According to Swami Satyanand Sarswati, Man
today is seek because he thinks he is seek.
Sickness and illness have no place in the life of
a person who does not accept and tolerate the
thoughts of self-limiting which are real seeds
of our myriad aliments. We stand hypnotized
by disease and illness as our fale and destiny
rather than health and bliss which are truly our
birth right and heritage. In order to emerge
from mans hypnosis and collective hysteria of
disease and illness and experience real health,
joy and creative fulfillment \ve must make
systematic application of yoga in our daily lives.Yoga takes into consideration both the positiveand negative aspects of health. By-positivehealth is meant physical fitness, mental agilityand spiritual verve. It is expressed in overallsatisfaction, inner happiness, piece andblissful experiences. On the other hand neglectof any of the three aspects (i.e. body, mind &spirit) of health result in imbalance anddisharmony in the being and the personcarries negative health.
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A good deal of studies have been done toindicate the short and long term effects of theyogic practices on psycho physiologicalfunctioning and their role in the preventionand management of different health problems.The selected yogic practices have a favorableconditioning effect on various physiologicalsystems. The different meditational practiceshave relaxing and rejuvenating effects on therespiratory, circulatory and nervous system.As a result yogic practices have been founduseful  in preventing and managing disordersrelated to the body systems.The psychosomato-spiritual approach of |yogais more effective in managing stress-relatedpsychosomatic problems. It was found that theyogic lifestyle adopted by the aspirantsresulted in a substantial reduction in theiranxiety, depression, obsession, hostility andparanoid ideation.In order to understand the yogic view onpromotion of personality we must look intothe spiritual aspect of human life and yogicmodels of personality. It includes,(I)purification of self and (ii) expansion of self.From the yogic viewpoint, observance of
‘Yamas’ and ‘Niyamas’ and the practices ofasana. pranayama. meditation etc. aredifferent purification techniques for the mind& body.On the other hand, expansion of self refers totranscendence, positive emotions andattitudes expressed in care and love for all.Yoga is, therefore, a promotive science whichaims at evolution of mind and personality.
Yogic routine for an aspirant:4.00 a.m. : Wake up and cleaning Activity.5.00 - 6.00 a.m.  : Asanas6.00-6.30 a.m. : Break fast6.30 - 7.00 a.m. : Meditation7.00 - 8.00 a.m. : Seva8.00- 11.00a.m. : Studies11.00- 12.00 noon : Self study / Seva1.00- 1.30p.m.  : Tea1.30-2.00 p.m.  : Yoga Nidra / Swadhyay2.30 - 4.00 p.m. : Studies / Seva

4.00-5.00 p.m. : Gardening / Sports / Seva5.00-6.00 p.m. : Dinner6.00 - 7.00 p.m. : Prayer7.00-9.00 p.m. : Self Study9.00p.m. : To BedThe above routine places more emphasis onexpansion of awareness and consciousness.This also helps the yoga aspirant to develop awell organised personality with great co-ordination between head, heart and hands.
Conclusion :1. Yogic Science fruitful field for fundamentaland applied research and teaching at higherlevels by behavioural scientist, particularlypsychologistic.2. It is important that indigenous knowledgeof yoga and yoga psychology is suitablyincorporated as an integrated aspect of life inour routine.3. Yoga is good for everyone so people of allprofessions, cultures, religions and socio-economic strata adopt yogic lifestyle and attainan inspired vision for future.4. Yogic life style has the potential toharmonize the emotional life of the individualand helps one to gear up for the inner journeyof the everlasting contentment.
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 MEDITATION

* Chetan Dhanani

* Lacturar in Phy Edu., The K.P.E.S. College, Bhavnagar

INTRODUCTIONMore and more people are interested inlearning meditation. The question is whichmethod to choose. There are many techniquestaught through different schools, ashrams andorganizations. Here we will look at a fewcommonly practiced ways and focus in detailon Raja Yoga because it includes most of theother techniques. This is the meditationrecommended in the srimad Bhagwad Gita.Raja Yoga means the king of  Yogas. It involvespurposeful thought about sprititual concepts.Meditation is very personal. It takes place deepwithin everyone’s heart.
WHAT IS MEDITATION ?Meditation is deep and purposeful thoughtabout eternal verities. It is a method to dwellon the landscape of your mind withunderstanding and a means to access ones selfsubconscious. It teaches you to haveconcentration, single track thinking andinstant recognition of deviations from yourintended focus. You learn how to distinguishbetween thought patterns and to select thosewhich are positive, useful and lead you to yourchosen goals.
PURPOSE OF MEDITATIONMeditation fulfils many purposes. Some peoplemeditate for health reasons, some for gaininggreater concentration to improve theirperformance in the arts or sport. Somemeditate specifically for overcoming characterdefects and developing their personalities.Some meditate simply to become calm and

peaceful. Whatever the apparent reason, theunderlying purpose is spiritual .* The Spiritual purpose* Meditation and Character Development* Meditation for Health
PHYSICAL ARRANGEMENTS FOR
MEDITATION : Although meditation is not aphysical activity as such, suitable physicalarrangements enhance experience andprogress. The physical and spiritual are alwaysin tendem, each influencing the other,therefore we must take this into considerationfor optimum results.
Environment : Meditation has an effect onphysical place, just as physical places have aneffect on people. The atmosphere of a place iscreated by the activities and thoughts thatoccur there. It is beneficial to select a place athome that is kept specifically for meditationwhere you can build up the vibrations andatmosphere. This helps you have good qualitymeditation. Your meditation on space shouldkeep clam uncluttered. Although meditationcan be done anywhere, for your fixes timeregular practice a dedicated meditation placemakes a considerable difference.
Beginning Meditation : It is good to select atime such as a  early morning or evening whenyou are less likely to get interrupted. Makesure you are fresh and clean, and wear lightcolored loose clothing. Sit straight on yourcushion or chair or the floor in a “half lotus”pose. People
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who practice hatha yoga asanas like to sit inthe full lotus pose, but it is not required forraja yoga because your attention is onestablishing a balanced pose within the mindand consciousness. The physical Positionsimply needs to be balanced and comfortable.If you choose to sit on a chair, it is good to keepyour back straight, feet together and legsuncrossed. This allows the subtle energies ofyour body to flow unobstructed. Take the firsttaw minutes to centre yourself. let yourthoughts quieter and focus on establishingsoul-consciousness.
How to Set Your Mind : In ordinary day-to-day consciousness your thoughts areexternally focused. Your mind is fullyconnected with your sense and constantlyreceiving information from them. In addition,the sensory input triggers memories andsanskars from the immediate or distant past.All this distracts the mind and makesconcentration efforts.The first step of meditation is to turn yourmind within. Your eves are open, you can hear,smell, feel and taste, yet your attention isdetached from your senses. You are focusedwithin, still aware of the outside world, but itdose not bull your attention against your will.
Meditation With Open Eyes : Raja yogameditation is practiced with open. Whilefocused internally on the light of the soul, lookthrough your eyes and let your gaze rest onthe point symbol of the supreme soul. Yogameans the connection of the mind betweenyou, the soul and God, the supreme soul.Your success in creases as you develop yourconcentration. The more you are free thedistractions of thoughts of the inner world andthe events of the external world. If you try tomeditate with closed eyes, you con not becometruly focused. In addition, various images ormemories will appear on the screen of yourmind to distract you and, because meditationtakes you to a very peaceful state of being, youwill probably fall asleep.

How Often To Meditate : Meditation iscumulative. It is good to start  with shortmeditations of a few minutes at a time andbuild up to longer periods. As you progress youwill be able to achieve good quality meditationfor longer periods. As you progress you twicea day, interspersed with several shorterperiods during activities. Your meditation willdevelop if you keep up a daily practices. If youmiss a few days.
TYPES OF MEDITATION
Mantra Meditation :A mantra is a sacredword, usually given by a guru to his or herfollowers upon their initiation. The mantra iswhispered as it is meant to be kept secret, andis chanted internally or externally by themeditation. There are several very well knownand often used mantras for example OM, OMNAMO SHIVAI, HARE RAMA- HARE KIRSHNA,OM SHANTI etc, some mantras are longer andare shlokas, or verses, taken from importantscriptures of India. Some teachers ofmeditation emphasize correct pronunciationbecause the power of the mantra lies in theutterance of the sacred sound. For others moreimportance is given to the meaning of thesacred word. Sounding the sacred mantra iscarried on the breath, prana, which is widelythought of as the life energy or soul of aperson. Sounding the sacred word therefore,is considered a step towards consecrating yourlife to the Divine, desiring that the Divineessence and your own essence becomemerged.Where importance is given to the meaning ofthe sacred word, it is delived to come from theDivene intelligence. One meaning of the wordmantra is ‘advice’. If you chant OM SHANTI inthe understanding that it means I am, I exst,my existence is spiritual, unending, divine andeternally pur, and my essence is peace, thenyou are expected to absorb its significance intoyour consciousness. The mantra advises  youto be conscious of your essential spirituality,to be stable in peace and to be-come free from
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the influence of the ephemeral nature of yourmaterial existence.
Japa Meditation : Japa meditation use thetechnique of repetition because repetitionmakes awareness stronger and createsmomentum. A mantra is chanted aloud orinternally as a repeating thought or prayer,while the beads of rosary are turned. There isemphasis on the number of times a manitra isrepeated. A typical  rosary contains 108 beads,and the mantra is chanted one for each bead.The meditator may chant which is internal orsecret. Sometimes the rosary is kept inside abad and the meditator turns the rosary, chantssilently and tries to sustain the meditatorpractice while doing other activities at thesame time. The intension behind this todevelop a spiritual while doing day-to-dayactivities.
Dhyanna Meditation : Dhyanan meditationis aimed at developing concentration on thesacred object. A devotee will sit in a particularmeditative posem generally the half lotus orfull lotus pose or asana. The asana is givenimportence because the positionm or theattitude you adopt during meditation, affectsthe outcome of the meditation exercise. It isimportant for the body to be balance and tosit straight to that all the subte physicalenergies are unrestricted, then meditationthen will be more successful. With half closedeyes, the meditator then focus his or herattention upon the figure of the divinity. Theimage or figureor the deity represent thescared and are therefore suitable objects forconcentration and contemplation. Your mindif affected by what you see, so when you arefocused upon sacred object for a long periodof time the impact of that vision cav bring youto an internal state of sacred awareness.
Pranayama : Meditation upon the breath isfavored technique because prana, the breath,is considered to be the life force which issecred. Attension is given to inhalation andexhalation. On the in-breath you absorb fresh

oxygenated air which represents taking in thepurifying energy of the divinity. On the out-breath, you expel carbon dioxide and theimpurifies of the body. The more consciouslyand ritualistically this is done, the more impactthis has on your awareness and faith.Pranayama is well known to be good for healthand many people practice is specifically forhealth reasons.
Yama and Niyama : Yama and Niyama applyto lifestyle discipline which enhance andcomplement a meditation practice. They referto hygiene practice, and include refrainingfrom using intoxicant like alcohol andcigarates, following a vegetarian or sattwicdiet, and sleeping and rising early. All thesepractices pramote a healthy, balanced way oflife which complements your developmentsyour developments of values. The aim is theeach aspect of your life and your meditationpractices should work holistically. Meditationenables you to be in balances with yourself andconsequently your dealing with othersbecome more harmonious and ssensitive.
Raja Yoga : Raj yoga deals with the spiritualdimensions of your inner life. It includes allthe above techniques but interprets them inamore symbolic way. For example the mantrais not repeated verbally or silentely internally,but rather you think deeply about it andremind yourself to stay aware of the meaningof mantra. This changes the quality of yourconsiousness. In this way, meditationpractices are a process of shifting again andagain from body-consciousness to soul-consciousness. Maintaining soul-consciousness is awareness of the soul, the lifeforce and divine light and progressively subtleeffort to stay in that state of being and fromthere to more your consciousness or thoughtsbeyond into the non-material realm of purityand silence where you can connect andcommune with God, yhe Supreme Soul. Thisrequires stillness of mind, focus and purity ofthought. For that, asana is to sit in the
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metaphorical lotus pose of detachment andbalance.
CONCLUSIONSMeditation is introspective technique. Itspractice enables you to look within and makecontact with your inner truth. Your conscienceis awaked and refined which brings you intocontact with your intrinsic positive  qualities.You discover your natural sense of moralityand justice which make it easy for you tofollow the dietates of your consciousness.Positive thinking and emotional maturity are

natural outcomes of regular and deep practiceof meditation.Meditation strengthens the inner self andestablishes s link with the divine source ofvalues. Several traditional forms ofmeditations are there which can be used todevelop emotional maturity.
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HEALTH AND PHYSICAL MANAGEMENT

* Jignesh Zala

* M.Phil.student, K.S.V. Uni., Gandhinagar

The purpose of the investingation was to find out the compavision of sports competition Anxiety
of Inter Moval Tournaments Boy’s Basketball and Football players. The study conducted on 60
boys inter moral tournaments players, 30 from  Basketball players and 30 from Football, who
were selected randomly from different course of swamiviveknand physical education college,
Gujarat, Gujarat University, Gandhinagar. Anxiety (SCAT) questionmaire of render Martens,a
day before they were to play their matches. The finding revealed that the significant difference
between Basketball and Football Intermoral Tournaments Boys players ,the’T-TEST’ was applied
and it shows that, there is significant difference between these two groups.

KEYWORDS : SPORTS COMPETITION ANXIETY , T-TEST,FINDINGS MATCHES ,ETC.

Introduction:In the modern sports, psychologicalpreparation  of  a team is as important asteaching them the different skills of a gamewith scientific methods.Most of the coachesagree that  the physical charactenistics, skillsand trainingof the players are extremelyimportant but they also feel that god mentaland psychological preparation forcompetition is a necessarycomponent for success.The development andacceptance of any scientific discipline requiresan ever-expanding and maturing empiricalbase.yet despite vast scientific progress inallied domainsof professional psychology,thefield of sport psychology has remained fairlystagnant in its research progress and has overlooked major advances that coold aid in theadvancement of the discipline.It is importantto discuss issues related to the lack of efficacyof the traditional and ling assumed ‘gold-standard’ interventions for the enhancementof sports performance, and compares the

field’s empirical base to sister disciplines inpsychology.Further,the lack of empiricalstudies examining rate of change,moderatorsof change,and mediators of change isdiscussed,and suggestions are provided for anew research agenda in sport psychology thatcould expand its professional credibility andenhance its over all scientific development.Anxiety plays a paramount role in sports. It isthe challenge in sports participation whichproduces anxiety. Anxiety is likely to be graterin higher competitive sports,than in relativelynon competitive sports,because in thecompetitive sports,participants are expectedto win and greats demands and mode uponthem to succeed.An offensive player’s needs moreaggressiveness then a defensiveplayer.Defensive player requires calm and coolapproach while defending i.e. catching andclearing the ball.Anxiety of the playersis to beoptimum for better performance.Efficientplayer with physique,fitness and mastery over
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Group Mean Mean 
Difference ‘t’ Basketball players  12.07 2.16 19.84 Football players 14.23 - - 

 

Table-I shows that there is a significantdifference between the Basketball andFootball Inter moral Tournament’s boy’splayers in their anxiety level. The ‘t’ value 19.84is found to be significant. So there isSignificant difference in the anxiety level of theplayers. It justifies the hypothesis. The presentinvestigation deals with the differencesbetween Basketball and Football Inter moralTournaments Boy’s players in their SportsCompetition Anxiety (SCAT) level test. ’t’ testwas applied to study the significance of meandifference between the two Games groups ontheir anxiety level. The result of ‘T’ test showedthat the Inter moral Tournaments player’s goaland scored lower in their competitive sportsanxiety level as compared to the Basketballplayers.

all the skills but lacking in psychologicalqualities is not been able to play effectively fora longer duration.This may be the reason that indian Basketballand football team is not doing well as isexpected from them.There fore,attempt hasbeen find out the comparison of statecompetition anxiety (SCAT) of Basketball andFootball boys Intermodal Tournamentsplayers It was hypothesized that there mightbe a Significant difference between theirAnxiety level of Basketball and Football Boy’sInter moral tournaments players.
Methodology : The subjects were of male InterMoral Tournaments players, who participatedin the Basketball and Football tournamentorganized by Swami vivekanand physicalEducation collage gandhinagar year 2005-06.The subjects were selected randomly fromdifferent physical education.Course(30 from Basketball and 30 fromFootball players),those who were qualified inquarter final Of the tournament. The ageranged from 18 to25 year,the average agebeing 21 years.The deta were Collected byemploying sports competition anxietyquestionnaire (SCAT) one day prior to thecompetition.The players were divided in totwo categarized according to their teams i.eBasketball And Football.
Statical Analgsis : To compare the sportscompetition Anxiety of Basketball andFootball Inter moralTournaments boy’s players ‘T’ test wasapplied.

Result and Discussions :
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SPORTS MEDICAL CARE AND  DOPING IN SPORTS

* Dharmesh Patel

* Lecturer in Phy. Edu., Navyug Science College, Surat

Sports medical care is a specialized branch of medicine that uses the scientific medical knowledge
to take care of the modern day sportsperson by understanding, diagnosing, preventing, curing,
managing all the sports related physical injuries and psychological problems and behavioral
changes; and bringing back to normalcy and best performance.

INTRODUCTIONSports medical care is a specialized branch ofmedicine that uses the scientific medicalknowledge to take care of the modern daysportsperson by understanding, diagnosing,preventing, curing, managing all the sportsrelated physical injuries and psychologicalproblems and behavioral changes; andbringing back to normalcy and bestperformance.The goal is to provide health care and sportsmedicine services to all accredited athletes,team members, officials, media, IAAF Familymembers, volunteers and staff as well as tospectators through an organization of localpersonnel and facilities and by working withaccredited national teams’ medical personnel.These services shall be available at all trainingsites and competition venues, includingofficials and team accommodation areas.
Duties of the Health Care Services include:• Recruit and co-ordinate the utilization ofcommunity medical resources• provide primary and emergency care• provide other medical support services• supervise pharmacy services and medication supplies• establish liaison for specialty services andconsultations

• Co-ordinate services with the hospitalnetwork and emergency services• supervise environmental health and safety• Organize training sessions for the variousmedical care teams• Ensure that injections for athletes’treatments at IAAF competitions are onlyadministered by medical personnel
Location of Medical Care Sites• Poly-Clinic / Central Treatment Area• Athletes’ Accommodation• Training and Warm-Up Areas• Spectator Areas• Main Competition Stadium• Staffing• Laboratory
Scope of Services• Sports medicine and general health care• First aid and emergency care• Integration of services with the DopingControl program• Public health and safety surveillance• Coordination of services• Establish liaisons for specialty services andconsultations• Maintain a record system• Meteorological surveillance• Maintain administrative liaison with theIAAF Medical and Anti-Doping Commission
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• Assign a Commission member to serve as aliaison• Provide emergency and urgent medicalservices
DOPING CONTROL• Use of performance enhancing drugs• Equality of performance among athletes• Give a clean image to sporting events• Goal: To carry out doping control proceduresin accordance with IAAF Rules and Guidelines
Duties and Responsibilities:• Follow all IAAF Rules and Guidelines forDoping Control• Work with the IAAF Medical/Doping ControlDelegate and staff• Recruit and train an adequate staff ofchaperons and doping station attendants• Facilities - Work with the Supply Staff• Laboratory - Arrange for samples• Transportation• Security• Communication
Doping Control StationStation should consist of:• A waiting area with comfortable furniture,adequate ventilation, reading material, atelevision for viewing the competition• A work room for sample processing• Toilet facilities, separate for men andwomen, with adequate space for the athleteand an observer of the same sex
Sportsman spirit and killer spirit• attitude of a true sports person• The aim is to win• to ‘safeguard’ the prestige and honour• athlete has to win a by ‘killer spirit’
Exercise science and expert medicine• concentrates on diet and exercises• to frame or amend the rules and structure ofgames• sports medicine dealt by a team
Why sports medicine is talked about now• The expanding field• Newer medicines, aids and methods• overdose of the medicines and abuse

• affect the health and life of athletes
Supplements turn villains• magical formula for increased performance• male hormone related drugs called ‘anabolicsteroids‘• side effects of blood pressure, and adversegender specific effects• Dietary supplements
WADA and NADAWorld Anti Doping Agency (WADA),headquartered in Canada, provides the, rulesand regulations for anti doping policy. It hasgiven the standards like Prohibited Substancesand Methods, Therapeutic Exemption Limitsand Best practices code. This is monitored andimplemented through the international andNational sports federations and National AntiDoping organizations and through accreditedtesting laboratories. In India it is National AntiDoping Agency established by Government ofIndia.
Prohibited List of substances• ANABOLIC AGENTS (Anabolic AndrogenSteroids or AAS)• Peptide Hormones, Growth Factors andRelated Substances• Insulins ; Corticotrophins; Growth Hormone(GH),• Insulin-like Growth Factor-1 (IGF-1), Beta-2Agonists• Hormone Antagonists and Modulators• Diuretics and Other Masking Agents• Stimulants, Narcotics, Cannabinoids,Glucocorticosteroids
Illustration• Few Indian athletes were tested positive• Athletes pleaded their innocence andignorance• Not sufficient doctors in sports medicine toguide them• Akhil Kumar, award winning boxer - supportof the innocence• Sufficient educational background• Lack of doctors having full knowledge ofbanned drugs
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Sports medicine centers to check doping• Solution is self explanatory  from the worldsof players.• Setting up sports medicine centers all overthe country.• Making the athletes aware andknowledgeable on banned drugs.
ConclusionBe very sure of the medicines, ingredients,manufacturer and distributor source .If youdon’t know don’t take them. IOC, NADA, WADAand other relevant authorities have warnedsportspersons to avoid supplements they arenot sure about.The filtered essence is that more number ofSports Medicine Centers is the need of thehour. As sports starts from small schoolchildren sports medicine is relevant even atlower levels as an important contributingfactor for making healthy sports person byimparting scientific training, nutrition andMedicare at the same time making themaware of the WADA banned substances andinculcating a culture of clean sports and cleanindividual.“Exercise every day, and get the antioxidantvitamins and other nutrients your body needsfrom foods, not from pills. Eat a wide varietyof foods including large amounts of fruits,vegetables, whole grains, beans, nuts and otherseeds. If you want to take RecommendedDietary Allowances of vitamins in pills, goahead; there is little evidence that you willharm yourself. However, when you take largedoses of any vitamin, you don’t have thefoggiest idea whether you are harming orhelping yourself.”

REFERENCESPolicies and Procedures: Medical ServicesDepartment Atlanta Committee for theOlympic Games, Atlanta, 1996.Thompson JM, Savoia G, Powell G, ChallisEB, Jaw P. Level of Medical Care Requiredfor Mass Gatherings: The XV WinterOlympic Games in Calgary, Canada. Ann.Emerg. Med. 1991. 20:385-390.Wilkes JS, Watson DT. The OlympicMedical Experience: Venue andCommand Center Perspective. J. Med.Assoc. Ga. 1997, 86(1): 47-49.Procedural Guidelines for Doping Control,1998 Edition. International AmateurAthletic Federation, Monaco, 1998
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HEALTH AND PHYSICAL MANAGEMENT

* Vanar Harish

* H.B. Kapadia School, Ahemdabad.

What is health?The English word health comes from the oldEnglish word hale, meaning “wholeness, a beingwhole sound or well” hale comes from the proto-indo European root kailo, meaning  “wholeuninjured of good omen  “ kailo comes from theproto-Germanic root khalbas, meaning“something divided “ medilexicon’s medicaldictionary has three definitions for health , thefirst being “ the state of the organism when itfunctions optionally without evidence of diseasesor abnormality

health and physical management is a metabolic efficiency. Sickness is metabolic inefficiency.
Nobody is totally healthy or totally sick. Each of us is a unique combination of health and sickness.
And each of us has a unique combination of abilities, both emotional and physical. As we grow
up, we learn that we are loved for our abilities but hated for our disabilities. This happens at
home, at play, at school, and at work. Sometimes, this even happens with our doctors, especially
if our disabilities mystify them or remind them of  their own diabilities. So we try to hide our
disabilities from people and from ourselves. This charade undermines our relationships and our
self-esteem. We learn to fear society and hate our selves self hatred is the most debilitating sickness.
It interferes with our ability to seek and accept help. And everybody needs help. How do we free
ourselves from self-hatred ? first, we reclaim our disabilities whether society accepts them or
not. this means that we learn to take care of ourselves. Possibilities of medical in tervenation
have trived over the last decades our knowledge about mechanisms of the development of diseases
and factors influencing it has increased. Effective treatment requires a holistic approach that
takes into consideration aspects at first sight not related to a course of a specific disorder this
book contains a few chapters focusing management .the chapters are arranged in an order
reflecting multidimensionality of issues constituting this theoretical and practical area started
from the studies focusing on a general, administrative, level to considerations related to situations
of individuals suffering from a specific illness. The discussed problems concerns different age
groups- Children, adults, and the elderly. We hope that readers professionally engaged in health
care both theoretically and clinically will find it interesting, useful and inspiring.

Defination of healthThe most famous modern definition of health wascreated during preamble of constitution of theworld health organization as adopted by theinternational health conference, New York, 19-22th june  1946. signed on 22nd july 1946 by therepresentatives of 61 states (official record of theworld health organization no-2, page 100) andentered into force on 7th april 1948. “health is astate of  complete physical, mental and social wellbeing and not merely the absence of disease  orinfirmity”the definition has not been amended since 1948
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during the Ottawa charter for health promotionin 1986 , the WHO said that health is “a Resourcesfor everyday life, not the objective of living healthis a positive concept emphasizing social andpersonal resources, as well as physicalcapabilities”
Two aspects to health:-Most people accept that health can be divided intotwo broad aspects physical and mental health.
Physical health:-For humans, physical health means a good bodyhealth, which is healthy because of regularphysical activity (exercise), good nutrition, andadequate rest. As a country’s or regions people.Experience improved nutrition, health carestandards of living and quality of life their heightand weight generally increase in fact most people,when asked for a definition of health talk aboutphysical health physical health relates to anythingconcerning our bodies as physical entitiesphysical health has been the basis for active livingcampaigns and the many nutritions drives thathave swept the industrialized world. People areexposed to so much.Exposed to so much “Physical health “ data thesedays that it is hard to decide what is relevant andwhat is not another term fro physical health isphysical well being. Physical wellbeing is definedas something a person can achieve by developingall health – related componens of his / her lifestyle.Fitness reflects a person’s cardio respiratoryenducrance, muscular composition othercontributors to physical well being may includeproper nutrition, body weight management ,abstaining form drug abuse, avoiding alcoholabuse responsible sexual behaviour (sexualhealth) hygiene, and getting the right amount ofsleep.Mental health : Mental helath refers to peoplescognitive and emotional well –being. A personwho enjoys good mental health does not have amental disorder. According to WHO, mental healthis “a state of well – being in which the individualrealizes his or her own abilities, can cope withthe normal stresses of life can work productively

and fruitfully, and is able to make a contributionto his or her community’ no matter how manydefinitions people try to come up with regardingmental health, its assessment is still a subjectiveone.Determinants of health : The health of individualpeople and their communities are affected by awide range of  contributory factors. People’s goodor bad .Health is situations – what is happeningand what has happened to them, says WHO. WHOsays that the following factors probably have abigger impact on our health than access sand useof health care services :* Where we live* The state of our environment* henetics* Our income* Our education level* Our relationship with friends and family
Health Management System :The health management system ( AMS)is anevoluntionary medicine regulative processproposed by Nicholas Humphrey in which acturialassessment of fitness and economic – type cost –benefit analysis determines the body’s regulationof its physiology and health. This incorporationof cost – benefit calculations into body regulationsprovides a science grounded approach to mind –body phenomena such as placebos that areotherwise not explainable by low level, noneconomic and purely feed back based homeostaticor allostatic theories.Many medical symptoms such as inflammation,fever, pain, sickness, behavior, or morningsickness have an evolutionary medicine functionof enabling the body to protect, hea or restore itselffrom injury, infection or other physiological ‘disruptionThe deployment of self treatments have costs aswell as benefits with the result that evolution hasselected management process in the brain suchthat self – treatments are used only when theyprovide an overall cost benefit advantage. Thebrain controls physiological process through topdown regulation.
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External treatments and the availability of supportis factored into the health management system’scost benefit assessment as to whether to deployor not an evolved self – treatmentPlacebos are explained as the result of falseinformation about the availability of externaltreatment and support that mislead the healthmanagement system into not deploying evolvedself – treatments. This results in the place bosuppression of medical symptoms.

References Plunkett’s Health Care Industry Alamanc 2004 Techonology, Health care and management inthe hospital of the futureThe well – managed Health care organizationWeb helpsOpearations research and Health care AHandbookd of methods and ApplicationPerformance Management in the Health care: Improving patient outcomes : An integratedapproachOrganizational Ethics in Health care;principles, Lases, and practical solutionsThe encyclopedia of Health care ManagementBy E- Streams
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ALCOHOL, TOBACCO AND DRUGS IT’S EFFECTS ON SPORTS PERSON

* Vijesh Patel

*  M. Phil Student,  Kadi University, Gandhinagar

The alcohol which we drink is called ethanol or ethyl alcohol (c2H5OH). It is obtained by the
process of fermentation and distillation. It is a by product, made from the decomposition of wheat,
rice, barley, grapes, etc. In this process yeast is used for fermenting. Alcohol is not a food and it
does not give much energy. These are many forms of alcoholic products which w use for drinking
likes wine, whiskey, brandy, gin, beer, etc.

Harmful Effects of AlcoholThere are many views about alcohol. Someconsider it as a medicine; many drink it for thecompany sake; many say that it relievestension; many believe that it gives fun andenjoyment. All these wrong opinions cancome to end if we know the reality of its effects.These effects are very adverse over individual,family, and society. They are as follows:
(i)Economic loss : Alcohol is a costly productin all its forms. It causes great loss of money,once a person is addicted. Thus, it bringspoverty to many homes. It causes many healthproblems and to cure this extra economicburden of medical treatment is required.
(ii) Physical efficiency lost : Regular drinkingof alcohol makes body sick, weak diseased.Body loses physical efficiency and health isaffected to a great extent. Various system ofthe body reduces efficiency. Thus, it is an openinvitation to many health problems. Alcoholhas very adverse effect on sportsperson, asalcohol declines the physical efficiency to agreat extent. Thus, performance is very lowfor many days.
(iii) Loss of senses : When we drink alcohol,it affects our senses. The sense of judgementis lost, so a person cannot think properly. It

reduces self control and a person commitsmany mistakes. An alcoholic person cannotcontrol his emotions, sometimes theseemotions become aggressive and violent.Alcoholic person also loses his perfection inskills, thus low performance in games andsports.
(iv) Loss of Memory : In an alcoholic person,the brain’s activities are reduced. Brain cannotremember immediate happening oroccurrence i.e short-term memory is lost.
(v)Declines appetite : an alcoholic personcannot eat his normal diet, there for, hisappetite gets reduced. It causes decline insports performance as diet cannot meet theneed of the energy.
(vi) Crime : Alcohol has direct relation withcrime. Most of the crime is committed when aperson is drunk. Drunkards are more involvedin sex crimes. Alcohol increases the sexualdesire (but takes away the sexualperformance).
(vii) Road accidents : In most cases of roadaccidents, these are caused by the drivers whoare drunk, as they over speed the vehicle andcannot control the vehicle properly. Thus manyinnocent people are also killed by them.
(viii) Unreliable : Most of the alcoholic
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drinkers are unreliable person and consideredunfaithful. The promises made under alcoholiceffect are often painful
(x)Kidney and liver damage : Alcohol causesa lot of stress on kidney and liver. Over stresson these vital organs results in partial or fulldamage of these organs. It sometimes leads tokidney or liver cancer or its complete failure.
(xi) Increased blood pressure : Alcoholincreases the blood pressure, thus chances ofheart problem increases. It leads to aggressivebehaviour and over stress on mentalbehaviour, thus lot of headache and body ache.
TOBACCO AND ITS EFFECTSThe evil habit of smoking and chewing oftobacco has enslaved many people. It is takenin taken in various firms like cigarette, bidi,snuff, chewing tobacco (pan masala), drinkingof nicotine water(hooka), etc. All these formsof tobacco have very harmful effects. Thereason of its global popularity is that peoplelike its pleasing narcotic effect. It simulates thebrain and nervous system and givestemporary relief from worry, fatigue andhunger. The effect of tobacco is very adverseon the health.
Harmful Effects of tobacco:
1. Tobacco as poison: Nicotine is a brainpoison found in tobacco. It is the one of themost deadly poisons known to man. Half adrop of pure nicotine can be lethal to kill aperson. There is no antidote for this poison.
2. Wrong Habit: Usually people start this habitto relieve tension (wrong concept). A smallamount of nicotine with the first puff subduestension. Soon after, it again stimulates theperson for another puff. Thus, a smoker iscaught in its vicious circle and becomes a slaveto this habit.
3. Lung and Jaw Cancer: - Intake of tobaccobrings ‘tar’ along with a smoke. This tar hasstrong sticking effect and thus it gets attachedto the lining of trachea and lungs, thus causinggreat risk of lung cancer.
4. Increase in Sugar level: - Tobacco raises

the sugar level in blood by reducing theefficiency of pancreas; therefore, it is verydangerous for a diabetic person.
DRUGS AND SPORTSDrugs are life saving as well as life threateningchemicals. They are use by a sportsperson fordifferent purpose. Use these drugs have aneffect but the side effects are dangerous.Performance enhancing drugs are banned insports. IOC has recommended only naturalsources of diet for sports performance. Butmany players use these drugs to improve theirperformance in sports without knowing theirconsequences. These drugs are of various typeand they are named as egogenic aids.(A) Stimulants(B)  Narcotics(C)  Steroids(D) Growth hormones(E)  Beta-Blockers
DRUGS ADDICTIONDrugs are chemical substance which alter thebody are its function also known as medicines.When they are taken inside the body, they arebring change in the bio-chemical system of thebody. Rugs are designed to improve thechemical in the body imbalanced in the body.Drugs reduce the effect of dieses and sickness.By covering the chemical imbalanced thushelping to bring improvement.Pharmacologist try their best to make a drugas specific as possible but all drugs possessvarying degree of side effects. Drugs can beclassified as(1) Prescribe drugs(2) Non prescribe drugs.Drugs are not an evil ,every time. Many timesthey save our life through their action, but canbe very harmful when people are addicted todrugs. They take drugs as a habit under theinfluence of bad company; to remove tension,loneliness, etc. But once a person taking drugshe cannot using it, thus becoming sieve todrugs. Health is adversely affect due to weakimmune system. Many health problems grip
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the body. Gradually, the body gets addicted tothem and works only if these are takenregularly. If the drugs are not provide, the bodystatus aching the feels a lot of discomfort.The person taking these drugs cannot cameout of it, on his own. This addiction is verypowerful, it may lead an addicted one to docrimes like theft, stealing, bluffing ill- legal drugtrafficking, bring same to self and family. Itcause great loss of health, wealth, mentalcontrol, social status etc. This overload of drugsor non prescribed drug taking is termed asdrug non prescribed drugs taking is termed asdrug abuse. This addiction can only be stoppedby strong determination, hospitalisation andsympathetic attitude from family and friend.Some of the commonly used drugs are :(a) Stimulants : cough syrups, sleeping pills,caffeine.(b) Narcotics : Pain killers, opium, morphine,cocaine.

REFRENCEHealth Concept of physical education,sanjay kundra 2012.“Anabolic steroid”. NIDA: Reaserch reportseries1991:1-5
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A STUDY OF THE IMPACTS ON THE PLAYER’S AGILITY BY KABADDI GAME
TRANINING PROGRAMME

* Sanjay Bhudiya

Through Physical education only the dynamic factors like strength, speed, modesty , endurance,
co-ordination, agility, and flexibility can be progressed , developed. The researcher has tried to
study what would be the effect of the agility of the players if they are given a certain kind of
training in Kabaddi. To fulfill the purpose of this study, 40 players of kabaddi, Arts and  Commerce
college were selected out of 60 by randomly method hypothesis is “There would be certain increase
in the level of endurance and the speed of the subject after training program and skills at kabaddi
for measurement of agility shuttle Run tet was used. Tehre were two groups One is experimental
and other is control . The experimental group was given practical training They were given
training of six weeks for development of game and skills of kabaddi. The purpose was to increase
agility and control group was not given any kind of practical training. The groups had similarly
20 subjects in them to test the concept of study , agility was tested through after training and the
result of this test was favour of experimental group.

Key words : Agility

Introduction : As science is progressing sayby day, so many material facilities are availablethat a man can complete the fourth work withthe help of these machines. So man has startdliving lazy life and due to this his physicalabilities have decreased. Through physicaleducation oinly the dynamic factors likestrength, speed , modesty endurance , Co –ordination  and flexibility can be progresseddeveloped. The native game like kabaddi alsoneeds dynmic factors ; kabaddi is an ancientand interesting game. The researcher has triedto study what would be the effect of the agilityof the players if they are given a certain kindof training in kabaddi.
Methodology : To fulfill the purpose of thisstudy, 40 players of kabaddi, Arts and

commerce college, were seleced out of 60 byrandomly method. The subject were selectedfrom high school only. Hypothesis is “Therewould be certain increase in the level ofendurance and the speed of the subject aftertraining program and skills of kabaddi. Shuttlerun test was used for measurement ofagilibity. There were two groups, one isexperimental and other is control Theexperimental group was given practicaltraining. They were given training of six weekfor development of game and skills ofkabaddi endurance and speed. The purposewas to increase agility and control group wasnot given any kind of practical training boththe groups had similarly 20 subjects in them
* Devashri International School,  Ahmedabad
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· Results and statistical analysisStudy -1 Shuttle Run Test-1. 1 Pre –test comparison of experimentaland control groupBoth group are similar before test-1. 2   Post test comparison of experimentand control groupGroup N Average S. D “t” Level of  significance E.G 20 10.517 0.387 11.784 Sig. at  0.01 level  C.G 20 13.751 1.132   
 Results favour in experimental group-1.3 comparison between pre and post testof experimental groupTest N Avearage S. D r “t” Level of  significance  Pre 30 13.80 1.068   Sig. at  0.01 level  Post 30 10.51 0.387 0.20 12.87  
 There is increase speed and ability in shuttlerun test after giving training.

Conclusion : After giving training in thekabaddi game and skills and training inkabaddi game and skills increased agility ofplayers where as there is no increase of playedof the control group as training was not given
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 PHYSICAL FITNESS AND SPORTS

* Gaytri Vasava

* Lacturar In Phy. Edu., I.V. Patel Commerce College, Nadiad

In this paper it is our humble attempt to discuss importance of  fitness and sports in the life.
Physical fitness is the most important factor to attain the all different goal of life. A healthy and
physical fit person can do only activity very Basically smoothly and intershhingly. Physical fitness
as the measure of the Body Strength, Muscular Endurance, Cardio Respiratory Endurance, Speed,
Agility, Power and Flexibility. Sports and game are the most enjoyable from the Physical fitness.
They are primarily for recreational purposes but also fulfit physiological, Psychological and social
factors. Most of the Physical fitness  method advocated so far are for those Who are in the prime
of their lives, Physical fitness is more necessary for persons in the advanced  age group. Therefore
we prescrible  a special veteraris sports programme for them. There are different methods  and
means for fitness development like weight training, Jogging-running and other fitness activities
and one can choose as per his needs that best fit his requirements and capabilities. Physical
fitness is necessary for success in all games and sports without a high level of Physical fitness. An
individual will not be able to withstand the stress and strain causeal on the body by various
games and sports, Physical fitness in addition to bringing about better performance in games
and sports also help in prevention of injuries in the long run, Physical fitness can be classified
into two categories.  Health related  fitness and motor skill related   fitness. Recent research has
revealed that regular exercise done at appropriate Intensity adds years to one’s life and as well
as improves the overall quality of life.

PHYSICAL FITNESS   AND SPORTSIn this paper it is our humble attempt todiscuss importance of fitness and sports in thelife. Physical fitness is the most importantfactor to attain the all different goal of life.
DEFINATION"Physical fitness and wellness are ones richestpossessions they cannot be purchased theyare to be earned through regular andsystematic fitness programmed and positivelife style habits.”
WHAT IS PHYSICAL FITNESS?Physical fitness is the capacity to carry outreasonable well. Various forms of physicalactivities with our being unduly tired and

includes health and well being.Physical fitness has been defined in variousways. Some one rates this according to theamount of musculature development and fewdefine Physical fitness as ability to performcertain sports skill. The most Physical fitnessas the measure of the body’s strength,endurance and flexibility.Physical fitness is necessary for success in allgames and sports without a high level ofPhysical fitness an individual will not be ableto with stand the stress and strain caused onthe body by various games and sports.Physical fitness in addition to bringing aboutbetter performance in game and sports also
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helps in prevention of injuries in the long run.Physical fitness can be classified into twocategories namely. health related physicalfitness and motor skill related physical fitness.Components of Health Related Physical  fitnessThese are the components of health relatedphysical fitness* cardio-respiratory endurance* muscular strength and endurance* flexibility* body Composition
1. Cardio-respiratory enduranceIt is the ability of the lungs, heart and bloodvessels to supply a sufficient amount of oxygenand nutrients to the cells to meet demands ofactivities characterized by moderatecontractions of large muscle groups overprolonged period of time.
2. Muscular Strength and EnduranceIt is the ability of the muscle to generate forceduring a short period of time and also to getover resistance in the case of endurance loadsof medium intensity of stimulus and resistmuscular fatigue.
3. FlexibilityIt is the ability of a muscle to performmovements with large amplitude (range ofmotion).
4. Body CompositionIt is classification of the human body into fatweight and lean body mass. It could also bedefined as the amount of lean body mass andfat mass found in the human body.
Components of motor skill-related physical
fitnessMotor skill-related physical fitness has directrelevance to performance in games and sports.It enables an individual to participate in gamesand sports with greater power, speed,endurance, agility, coordination, balance act.And in turn makes him capable of attaininggood performance in a sport.The following are the components of motorskill-related physical fitness* Speed

* Coordination* Power* Endurance* Agility* Balance
1. SpeedSpeed is the ability to make rapid movementsof the same type in the shortest possible time.
2. CoordinationIt is a performance pre-requisite andprimarily determined by mechanism involvedin control and regulation of movement. It isdependent on the co-coordinative process ofnervous system and functional capacity ofsense organs.
3. PowerIt is the quality of a muscle to contractforcefully in the quickest possible time.
4. EnduranceEndurance is the quality that enables one tocontinue engaging in reasonably vigorousphysical activities for extended periods oftime.
5. AgilityIt is the ability of the human body to changedirection quickly and effectively.
6. BalanceIt is the ability of the body to maintainequilibrium under static and dynamicconditions.In order to bring about over all developmentof different types of fitness, one has toparticipate in specific programmescontributing to improvement of variouscomponents of health as well as motor skill-related physical fitness. People realize thatdeveloping components of health and motorskill-related physical fitness alone will not beenough to decrease the risk of disease andensure better health. As a result of this a newconcept called “wellness” was developed in1980 which goes beyond the components ofdifferent types of fitness.
Factors Affecting Physical FitnessThe following are the main factors which affect
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physical fitnessAnatomical factorsPhysiological factorsPsychological factors
1. Anatomical factorsIn order to be fit, the individual must possessall the body parts essential to the performanceof the task and also appropriate body size andshape for the task.Genetic imperfections in organs and tissuesare responsible for weakness and function.These limit an individual’s capacity forstrength, endurance and skill.
2. Physiological factorsIn order to be fit, the physiological system ofthe human organism must function effectivelyto sustain the particular activity that theindividual is performing. Since differentactivities make different demands on theorganism relating to neurological, respiratory,circulatory, metabolic and temperature,physiological fitness is specific to each activity.
3. Psychological factorsPsychological factors like perception,emotional stability, motivation andintelligence are importance in determiningone’s fitness level.Anxiety can become a barrier a performanceby contribution tension, elevated heart rateand blood pressure and endocrinedisturbances that add to the stress of the taskand therefore affect one’s level.
Values of physical fitness :-These are the basic values of physical fitness
1. Efficiency in work and performance:-A fit person is in a position to work efficientlyto put up better performance as compared toa person who is unfit. A fit person can carryout the task for a prolonged period withoutgetting undue fatigue.
2. Resistance to diseasePhysical fitness increases an individual bodyresistance to some of the common diseases.Conditions important to control diseasesoperate more efficiently in physically fit

individual, than they do in the case of unfitindividual.
3. Efficient Functioning of Various System
of  the bodyPhysical fitness improves and promotes theefficiency of the whole organism and isessential to the proper functioning andmaintenance of all system of body.
4. Aging Processes and LongevityPhysical fitness improves vitality and healthof the individual which inturn delays thephenomena of again. It is believe that aphysically fit person, all other things beingequal, may be expected to live longer than hissedentary and unfit counterpart. Physically fitperson are less prone to heart attacks and thisimproves the chances of a longer life.
5. Proportional Development of BodyA carefully prepared physical fitnessprogramme contributes to properdevelopment of skeletal and muscular systemof body posture.
6. Mental Health for EmergencyPhysical fitness is important to human mindbecause every movement, every body positionand every tension in the muscle tendon andjoint helps to contribute to the formation ofconcepts and ideas. Physical fitnesscontributes to the efficient working of musclesand enables the mind to make quick andcorrect decisions while maintaining controlover the emotion.
7. Preparedness for EmergencyA physical fit person performs his jobefficiently and still has a reserve of energy tomeet emergency situations.
8. Success in Games and Sports :-Physical fitness is necessary for success in allgames and sports. Without a high level ofPhysical fitness, an individual will not be ableto withstand the stress and strain caused onthe body by various games and sports.Physical fitness in addition to bringing aboutbetter performance in games and sports alsohelps in prevention of injuries in the long run.
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Research studies with people of all ages andboth sexes reveal that physical fitness is on thedecline. Results very clearly indicate that overthe years has been a decline in the aerobicfitness and increase in the body fat. Thehypokinetic diseases namely cardio-vasculardisease, adult-onset diabetes and low backproblems are on the increase. These conditioncould be improve due to better healthawareness, lowering cardio-vascular diesesrisk factors and brining about change in thediet.Research studies show that childhoodbehavior influences adulthood characteristicsand behavior. This is especially true is respectof body composition. The correct approach isto prevent adulthood obesity rather thancausing it. Maintaining good bodycomposition as a youth is considered vital forlowering adulthood obesity. Health relatedphysical fitness can do a great deal in thisregard.The research findings also bring to lightcertain important details with regard to cardio-vascular risk factors. Children who had cardio-vascular disorders and also smoked cigaretteswere more prone to get cardio-vasculardisease in letter life. Better health awarenessthrough health related physical fitness caninculcate good health habits and thus preventserious problems in later life.
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 INTERNET ACCESS AND USE AMONG PHARMACY STUDENTS OF
L.J.INSTITUTE: A SURVEY

* Hiren Solanki

The internet has become important for daily life, education, work and participation in
society. Examines the use of internet among Pharmacy students in L. J. Institute .A total of 100
questionnaires were distributed and 84 completed questionnaires were returned. Findings reveal
a high percentage of internet use among students. More than 31.06 percent of the respondents
use the internet for educational purposes. Google and Yahoo search engines are found to be
more widely used than other search engines. The major problem faced by the students in their
use of the internet includes slow access speed. Recommends that the bandwidth should be increased
to overcome the problem of slow connectivity of the internet to institute and more computers
with latest specifications and multimedia facilities should be provided.

IntroductionThe internet is an ocean of information and isused in every walk of life these days. Itprovides information on the fields of business,science, education, government andnongovernmental organizations etc. It is oneof the facilities through which the informationcan be stored, arranged and transmitted backto the users quickly, in a timely fashion, andaccurately. There are hundreds of millions webpages, bibliographical databases and full-textdatabases available on the internet.Internet has changed the methods foraccessing and using information and researchactivities. It has introduced new concepts ofthe teaching process and is recasting the rolesplayed by the participants of the educationalprocess. Therefore, it is important to realizethe perspectives of students about internetand this article aims at generating informationon use of the internet by students of Pharmacy.
Objectives of the study

1. To identify the different purposes that theinternet is used by the pharmacy students;2. To assess users satisfaction with regard tointernet resources and services;3. To find out the problems they encounter;and4. To suggest some measures to improve theuse of internet-based services and resources.
MethodologyThe study employed a structuredquestionnaire to collect data within the scopeof the study. There were nearly five hundredundergraduate and post graduate pharmacystudents at L J Institute, Ahmedabad, andquestionnaires were administered to arandomly chosen sample of 100 students outof which 84 completed questionnaires werereturned. All the 84 filled-in questionnaireswere usable. The respondents consisted of 38Male and 46 Female students. The respondentswere all late adolescents and into earlyadulthood period with age range from 17 to
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 Frequency Percentage Google 80 87.91 Lycos - - Alta vista 2 2.20 Hotbot - - Yahoo 7 7.69 Other 2 2.20 Total 91 100 
  Data presented in Table 1 reveals that Googleand Yahoo are popular search engines. Googleis the major search engine used by 87.91percent of the respondents, followed by yahoo(7.69 percent) and Alta vista (2.20 percent);other (2.20 percent).This could be as a resultof the fact that many respondents used theinternet for education purposes. Searchengines like Lycos, AltaVista and Hotbot arenot very popular among pharmacy students.

Use of internet resourcesTable 2 – Internet resources searched Frequency Percentage Conference Proceedings 3 2.22 Engineering databases 2 1.48 E-books 36 26.67 E-journals 25 18.52 Technical reports 14 10.37 Theses and dissertation 19 14.07 Other 36 26.67 Total 135 100 
 The preferences given by the respondents tovarious internet resources are as follows:26.67 percent of the respondents used theinternet for e-books, 26.67 percent for other,18.52 percent for e-journals, 14.07 percent fortheses and dissertation, 10.37 percent fortechnical reports, and 2.22 percent for

conference proceedings. A large number ofrespondents used the internet for e-books andother while the lowest number used it forengineering databases.
Purpose of browsing internet servicesTable 3 – Purpose of browsing internetservices Frequency Percentage Research 48 29.81 Entertainment 30 18.63 Education 50 31.06 Communication 28 17.39 Others 5 3.11 Total 161 100 

 Table 3 exhibits that 31.06 percent of therespondents used the internet for educationpurposes, 29.81 percent for researchpurposes, 18.63 percent for entertainmentpurposes, 17.39 percent for communicationpurposes, and 3.11 percent for others. Itsuggests that the majority of the respondentsused the internet mainly for educationalpurposes while the least number ofrespondents used the internet for otherpurposes.
Role of internetTable 4 –Role of internet in the field ofeducation Frequency Percentage Yes 73 89.02 Somewhat important 7 8.54 Not sure 2 2.44 Total 82 100 
 Most of 89.02 percent of the studentsresponded that internet can play a significantrole in the field of education, whereas 8.54percent of the respondent said that somewhatimportant and rest 2.44 percent of the studentssaid that they were not sure.

25 years. All respondents were asked tocomplete the questionnaire which consistedof 6 items.
Data Analysis
Use of search enginesTable 1 – Favorite search engines
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Satisfaction with internet servicesTable 5 – Satisfaction with internet services Frequency Percentage Yes 59 70.24 Somewhat 21 25.00 No 4 4.76 Total 84 100 
 Table 5 shows that 70.24 percent of therespondents are fully satisfied with theinternet services, whereas 25.00 percent saidthey are somewhat and 4.76 percent of therespondents are not satisfied regarding theservices provided by their institute.

Problems encountered while using
internetTable 6 – Problems encountered while usinginternet Frequency Percentage Slow access speed 49 39.84 Difficulty in finding  relevant information 16 13.01 It takes too long to  download pages  28 22.76 Cost associated with  accessing internet 14 11.38 Privacy problems 16 13.01 Other - - Total 123 100 
 It can be inferred from Table 6 that internetuse is not free from problems. More than 39.84percent of the respondents stated the problemof slow internet access, which takes a lot oftheir slot time to download the relevantinformation, whereas 11.38 percent reportedthat they had difficulties to bear the costassociated with accessing internet,13.01percent of the respondents found it difficultto get the relevant information from theinternet,22.76 percent of the respondentswere of the opinion that it took too long todownload pages, and 13.01 percent of therespondents faced problems with privacy onthe internet.

Conclusion and recommendationsThe internet provides a wealth of informationon pharmacy subject. Students are using theinternet increasingly and it occupies animportant place among varies informationsources. It is widely used by the students of L JInstitute for their education and researchpurposes and it plays an acting role insearching information. The information onthe internet is not usually available in anorganized way and the users are unable to getprecise information from the internet. In orderto make the internet more beneficial to thepharmacy students of L J Institute, morecomputers with latest specifications andmultimedia should be installed so that userscan utilize available internet services. Moreefficient technical staff should be appointedand made available in the internet section tooffer expert advice. Bandwidth should beincreased to overcome the problem of slowconnectivity. Furthermore, orientationprograms should be organized by the Instituteat regular intervals so that more students canimprove their proficiency in internet use foracademic purposes.
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LIBRARY CLASSIFICATION

* Ravi Parmar

* Data Entry Opretor Cum Asst., M K Bhavnagr university Library, Bhavnagar

The Man had Shown his interests in systematicordering of things since very long. This type ofsystem is known as classification. The Wordclassifiction has been derived from the Latinword classis, which was used in Rome innancient time to divide the persons into groups.in that period dichotomy system was intradition which meant division into twogroups only, such as rich and poor, big andsmall, master and dslave, black and white etc.thus classification was a process by which weseparate or put into a group of things on thebasis of their common characteristics. In thisway we can say that classification is asystematic grouping of things or conceptsaccording to likeness or unlikeness.While defining classification, he told threesteps for the same as following :
(A) to Class – the Things are classified to bekept in a group or in a class on the basis oftheir any of the similarity.
(B) to Classify – a class or a group is preparedon the basis of any of their similarity ae
(C) Classification – all the classes or Groupsare Systematized.In This way, When we put any thingsystematically , the process depends onthe ideas which are in our mind. Thusclassification process is a mental process ofdividing things into groups.
Definition :1. The Arrangement of books on shelves ordescription of them in the manne

which is most helpful to those who read. -
W.Sayers.2. It is the translation of the name of thesubject of a book into preferred artificiallanguage of ordinal numbers, and theindividualization of several books dealing withthe same specific subject by means of a furtherset of original numbers which represent somefutures of the book other than their thoughtcontent.                           - Dr. S.R.Ranganathan
Types of Classification :Conventionally thereare two Types of Classification as follow:
i. Natural classification :- The Classificationin which the things are classified or dividedcollectively into a group or are separated formeach other on the basis of nature andfundamental  similarities and unsimilarities  oron the basis or quality of characteristics ofcalled natural classification. Ex. if we groupplants into flowering  plants and non-floweringplants.
ii. Artificial Classification :- TheClassification done on the basis of theirartificial characteristics is called artificialclassification. For example if we classify plantsaccording to the artificial characteristics suchas plants having small sized leaves and havingbig sized leaves. In the
Various Types of Library classification
schemes : Dr. S.R.Ranganathan recognizedfive (5) types of classification scheme whichhe called species of Library Classificationschemes. They are as follows :
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1. Purely Enumerative :- About the futuresof Purely enumerative schemes we may saythat this type of scheme enumerates all thepossible subjects of past, present & future. Ittries to accommodate whole universe ofknowledge in its schedules and also providesready made class numbers to all subject bydividing them into hierarchical divisions andsubdivisions. Examples are :- Library of Congress Classification (LC)- Rider’s International Classification (IC)
2. Almost Faceted :- About the nature of thistype of scheme, Ranganathan desired it asconsisting of a large schedule enumeratingmost of the subjects of the past, the presentand anticipatable future and in addition of afew schedule of common isolates. Example are- Decimal Classification of Dewey (DDC)- Subject Classification of J.D.Brown (SC)
3. Almost Faced :- About the nature of thistypes of schemes according to Ranganathanalmost faceted classification scheme is a largeschedule of the subject of the past, Present andanticipatable future. In Addition, it includessome schedules of Common isolate. Exampleare : - Universal Decimal classification of FID(UDC)-Bibliographic classification of Bliss(BC)
4. Rigidly Faceted :- The First three editionsof Colon classification were rigidly faceted inwhich the class number of a subject is madeby adding notations of different schedules. Ithas small schedules and common isolates forpreparing class numbers, the analytic-synthetic  principle is used. Example is :- Colon Classification of Ranganathan.(1st threeAditions)
5. Freely Faceted :- From its 6th editionofcolon classification had become freely facetedguided by many principles, postulate andcanons. Example is :- Colon Classification.(6th edition)
Names of Various popular Classification
Schemes :- Library classification schemes isa representation of whole universe of

knowledge in a systematic order of its subjectswith their class numbers in various groups.Thus library classification maps the wholeuniverse of knowledge in a most helpfulsequence. Further it provides the sequence ofsubject a unique class number. The success ofany classification scheme depend upon thecoverage of different subjects and their orderthe degree of specification of subjects mappedand the ability accommodate the emergingnew subjects.Many classification schemes have beenbrought out by  their profounder till now. Theirnames are given below :-
1. Decimal Classification (DDC) by Melvil
Dewey,1876
2. Expansive Classification(EC) by C.A.
cutter, 1879
3. Library of Congress Classification(LC) by
LC, 1902
4. Universal Decimal Classification (UDC)
by FID, 1905
5. Subject Classification (SC) by J.D.Brown,
1906
6. Colon Classification (CC) by Dr.
S.R.ranganathan, 1933
7. Bibliographic Classification (BC) by
H.E.Bliss, 1935
8. International Classification (IC) by
F.Rider, 1961

BibliographyDogra, Kamal(2013).Theory of libraryclassification.new delhi : Centrumpress.312p.Singh, Bhupendra Narayan(2008).pushtakalay vignan kosh.Delhi :r.k.publishers & distibutors.104p.Bhaiya, Chhagan(2012). Granthalayvargikaran praveshika.ahmedabad :parshv publication.268p.Sharma, prahlad(2005). colonclassification. jaipur : ankitpublication,272p.Bhaiya, chhagan(2010).pustakalayvyavsthapan. ahmedabad : parshvpublication. 256p.
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     DIGITAL LIBRARY : AN OVERVIEW

* Sonal J. Oza

* Tech.Asst.,Maharajakrishnkumarshihji Bhavnagar Universitiy Library, Bhavnagar

In The Context Of Digital Libraries, Electronicpublications refer to publications of primaryor documents in machine readable from. In theearly days of electronic libraries even themachine-readable databases were referred toas electronic publications. The first electronicbook was published in 1985 in Germany.Technology has made it possible for digitallibraries integrate different formats such astexts, images, audios, and vidos. Now a days,visual information systems are getting morepopulat compared to test based informationsystems. Therefore, digital libraries arebecoming more graphical in nature. Also theconcept of hypertext has been introduced indigital librariesDigital Libraries May be the majorcontribution From the print media to theinternet, and vice versa. Some digital Libriesare created by “traditional “ libraries whowant to put their documents at the disposal ofof internet users. Other digital libries ara‘only” digital – their life is 100% on the Web.There are lierally thousands of digital libraryinitiatives of a great many varieties going onin the world today.A digital library is a library in whichcollections are stored in digital formats (asopposed to print, microform, or other media)and accessible via computers.The digitalcontent may be stored locally, or accessedremotely via computer networks. A digitallibrary is a type of information retrieval

system.
NEED DIGITAL LIBRARIES ?We need digital library technology to managelarge amounts of digital content , such asthousands of images or hundreds of audio clipsto perform searches that are impracticablemanually. Also the growing use of multimediadata has introduced new challenges in storageand communication of drawings andmultimedia objects like audio, video andimages. The WWW makes it easier andpossible to transfer such information overnational and international networks.The shrinking budget of the libraries,changing information needs of the users,remote preference increasing demand forelectronic resources and services, changinglearning style 24x7, to support distance anddistributed learning nare some of the factorswhich are responsible for the creation of thedigital library.
Library professionals are favoring digital
Libraries Because
. They shall be relieved from the additionalresponsibilities and tensiona as there is nofear of loss or damage of documents ;
. noneed to procure multiple copies of a singletitle;
. nosecurity needed;
. no storage cost needed;
. No shelving and re-shelving;
. No administration of reminders overdue fineetc.
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. Traditional libraries are limited by storagespace;

. Digital libraries have the potentials to storemuch more information, simply becausedigital Informationrequires a very littlephysical space to contain it.

. A digital library shall also satisfy thebasiclaws of library science.

. A particular digital library can provide a linkto any other resources of ther digital librariesVery easily round the clock; thus a seamlesslyintegrated resource sharing in a structuredappr Oach can be achieved.

. The user of a digital library need not to go tothe library physically; they can viewthecontents at home, office or any other non-library locations.

. People from all over the world can access tothe same information, as long as internetconnection  is   available. Thus, valuable time,energy of the scholar working on the forefrontof knowledge can be saved.

. digital libraies have the ability to enableworldwide access to a never-ending supply ofdistributed Information.Therr are various factors that explain the needof digital library which are as follows:
1. Information ExplosionThis is an era of information explosion due tomultidisciplinary and interdisciplinaryresearch, proliferation of publicationactivities, and transfer of information amonguser community. Digital libraries can fulfill therequirement of providing high quality outputto the users. Literture is growing at anexponential rate causing problems for space,storage as well as utilization of voluminousinformation.There have been several inherent problems ininformation use and handling, because of theinformation explosion, inter disciplinarynature and mission oriented nature of R&Dactivities, geographical, language and otherbarriers. Howwver, in order to overcome thesebarriers, there exist today a vast array of

electronic tools and techniques foraccumulating, storing, organizing, retrievingand interpreting information on a world widescale, in a volume and at a speed and withaccuracy that would have been impossible afaw years ago.Due to the high growth of information,changing information needs of the user andthe development of new techniques inprocessing and dissemination of informationare some of the challenges faced by thelibrarians/ information managers. To storesuch a huge amount of information physicallyis very difficult and time consuming andcomplicated. But with emergence of digitallibrary, storage and retrieval has becomeeasier, comprehensive and affordable.The professionals, scientists and researchershave to spend their lot of time in searchingand reading a literature for information oftheir subjects. The failure to locate and to findthe appropriate information may lead tocreate duplicate work. The immediate accessof Information from different databasesthroughout the world is only possible throughdigital or electronic library. The latestinformation is accessed through digital library.Digital library plays an important role inaccessing the information from outside theworld.To avoid the time consuming process and toaccess the current and urgent information thedigital or electronic library system needs to beadopted by a number of organization.
2. Storage of informationInformation is growing at an exponential ratecausing problems for space, storage as well asutilization of voluminous information. In orderto solve the space problem in libraries; manylibraries are going ahead or planning to gofurther in order to provide electronic access ofinformation to their clientele. Resources arepreserved for future generation andsimultaneously made accessible for currentuse.
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The advantages of having library material indigital storage are:
1. The contents occupy less space and can bereplicated and used electronically.
2. The content can be made available onnetworks.
3. The search for content can be automated.Now the question is whether the digitallibraries are going to replace traditionallibraries or not.Digital library techonology plays an importantrole in promoting the use of information.Digital libraries give solutions to the mainchallenges of traditional libraries such asshortage of space, economic survival andmanagement of materials; it has its ownlimitations. End users who are exposed toinformation technology will difficulty to accessthe information, which is stored inside thecomputer in digitized format. Training eachuser will be tedious task. So it may not be anunder estimation to say that digital libraryservices as a supplement.To racditional library and one can not so easilyjump to a conclusion that digital library isgoing to replace all the traditional conceptsincluding papers. In order to reduce thesubscription cost of journals, we must go forelectronic form of resources to reduce thesubscription cost of library. Libraryautomation has helped libraries in improvinglibrary activities. It saves the efforts, time andmanpower of libraries. Ln an automatedservice the information can be altered andupdated without the repetitive work involvedin the manual system. The development ofComputer, any information can be turned intosequences. It saves the time for the users, staff,and increases productivity and reliability.Digital information can be sent in multiplecopies simultaneously over informationnetworks in a fraction of a minute the even ofa second. Therefore, the management support.Digitization in all aspects will save time,energy, manpower, space, etc.

Digital libraries have the ability to enableworldwide access to a never-ending supply ofdistributed information which is constantlyand conveniently available and up datable. Thenumber of people accessing digital librarycollection through the web is increasingrapidly.
ADVANTAGES OF DIGITAL LIBRARIESDigital library is an important component forcapturing the explicit knowledge. This has tobe supplemented with the implicit knowledgeto the digital library system, which willeventually get transformed into a knowledgemanagement system.
1. No physical boundary
2. Round the clock availability
3.Structured approach
4. Information Retrieval
5. Preservation Space
6. Networking
7. Cost
8. Improved access, search and browsing
9. Information can be shared more easily
10. Effective searching and retrieval
11. Hypertext linking is possible
12. Easy to keep information current
13. Wider Access
14. Provide user-friendly interface
15. Multiple accesses
16. Improved Preservation
17. Networking
18. Bring together the people with formal,

informal and professional learning
missions.

19. Digital libraries may save money
20. Allow collaboration and exchange of

idea
21. Saves the space, which is required for
        physical documents
22. Support multimedia content
23. Access current information:
24. Computers have become portable
25. Reduced manpower
26. Some of the other benefits are:
.  Increased speed of access
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.  Connects users with authors instantly

.  Promote paperless office environment

.  Promote e-learning

.  Ensure increased productivity

.  On-line user education

.  Instant downloading of information

.  Faster addition and gap reeducation.

.  Promote universal accessibility.

.  Provide access to more information thanphysically acquired information.

.  Protects rare books that are rapidlydeteriorating due to over use and poor storagecondition.

.  Provides facility for the downloading andprinting.

.  Saves the cost and manpower required forpublishing and bringing out new editions.

.  Added value:  Certain characteristics ofobjects, primarily the quality of images, maybe    improved.Digitization can enhance legibility and removevisible flaws such as stains and discoloration.

.  Support both formal and discoloration.

.  Unlimited data span.

.  Wide availability to public.Digital technology has revolutionized theability to create electronic replica of printmaterials, and institutions around the worldare moving ahed with project to digitizedbooks, manuscripts, photographs, maps,architectural drawings, films, soundrecordings in their collection.
DISADVANTAGES OF DIGITAL LIBRARY
1. Hardware : The major risk to digital objectis not physical deterioration, but technologicalobsolescence of the devices to read them.While the lifetime of optical and magneto-optical cartridges are expected to be indecades, those of reading devices are onlyabout one decade.
2. Software : A more serious problem issoftware obsolescence. It has been pointed outthat the variety of software formats for exceedsthe number of hardware devicesmanufactured, and these programmers come

and go more quickly than the hardware does.
3. Copyright problem : It is very easy to copy,replicate, message and distribute digitalinformation. Enforcing copyright in digitalenvironment is a major issue. However, otherdigital libraries (more specially, digitalcollections, which may be acquired by thelibries ) accommodate copyright concern bylicensing content and distributing it on acommercial basis, which allows for bettermanagement of the content’s reproducationand the payment (it require) of royalties.
4. Network bandwidth : With the explodingnumber of users, multi-media contents, websites and applications (e.g.chat, games),bandwidth available for accessing digitallibraries is going to be a serious issue. Even asingle speed CD-ROM drive @ 150 KBPSprovides faster access time than a 56 KBPSmodem. As another example, over a 64KBPSISDN, line an ASCII text page arrives in lessthan half a second while an image page takes4 seconds which is a definite lag.

REFERENCE
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 U\|YF,I D\0/M o V[S GHZ U\|YF,I D\0/M o V[S GHZ U\|YF,I D\0/M o V[S GHZ U\|YF,I D\0/M o V[S GHZ U\|YF,I D\0/M o V[S GHZ

* D]S[X 0LPJF/F

* 8[SGLS, VFl;:8g84DCFZFÔ S'Q6S]DFZl;\CHL EFJGUZ I]lGJl;"8L U\|YF,I4EFJGUZ8[SGLS, VFl;:8g84DCFZFÔ S'Q6S]DFZl;\CHL EFJGUZ I]lGJl;"8L U\|YF,I4EFJGUZ8[SGLS, VFl;:8g84DCFZFÔ S'Q6S]DFZl;\CHL EFJGUZ I]lGJl;"8L U\|YF,I4EFJGUZ8[SGLS, VFl;:8g84DCFZFÔ S'Q6S]DFZl;\CHL EFJGUZ I]lGJl;"8L U\|YF,I4EFJGUZ8[SGLS, VFl;:8g84DCFZFÔ S'Q6S]DFZl;\CHL EFJGUZ I]lGJl;"8L U\|YF,I4EFJGUZ

U\YF,I V[ U|\Y H[8,L H 5|FRLG ;\:YF DFGJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P V,AT Ÿ4 5|FRLG VG[ DwII]ULG ;DIDF\ VF U|\YF,IM
;DFHGF DF+ VU|JU"GF ,MSM DF8[GF H CTF\P !)DL VG[ Z_DL ;NL NZdIFG ;FJ"HlGS U\|YF,IMGM pNŸEJ VG[
lJSF; V[S Vl£lTI 38GF U6FIP DIF"lNT ,MSM DF8[GF U|\YF,IMGM WLD[ WLD[ ;F{GF DF8[GF U|\YF,IM AGJF
DF\0IFP V,AT4;F{GF DF8[GF U\|YF,IM CMJF\ VG[ ;F{ SM. T[GM p5IMU SZTF\ CMI V[ A\G[ JrR[ V[S DM8L BF.
CTLP VF BF. 5}ZJFG]\ z|[I S[8,[S V\X[ U\YF,I D\0/MG[ K[ V[ JF:TlJSTFGM 56 :JLSFZ SZJM ZCIMP U\|YF,I
D\0/MGM pNŸEJ VG[ lJSF; V[ Z_DL ;NLGL 38GF K[PNXF\X JUL"SZ6 5wWlTGF ZRlITF D[l<J, 0I}.GF 5|ItGMV[
VD[lZSF VG[ U|[8lA|8GDF\ ;F{5|YD U|\YF,I D\0/M Vl:TtJDF\ VFJ[,F\ HMJF D/[ K[P  EFZTDF\ 56 U\|YF,I D\0/
MGM pNŸEJ V[ Z_DL ;NLGL 38GF K[P :JFT\È 5|Fl%T 5}J" EFZTDF\ ZFHI :TZGF !$ H[8,F\ U\YF,I D\0/M
Vl:TtJDF\ CTFP EFZTDF\ ;F{5|YD U|\YF,I D\0/ ZRJFG]\ z|[I VF\W|5|N[XG[ K[P HIF\ !)!$DF\ —VF\W|N[X U|\YF,ID\0/
˜ ZRJFDF\ VFjI]\P :JFT\È 5|Fl%T AFN VFH[ EFZTLI ;\3GF TDFD ZFHIMDF\  U|\YF,I D\0/M Vl:TtJDF\ VFJ[,F\
K[P

5|:TFJGF o5|:TFJGF o5|:TFJGF o5|:TFJGF o5|:TFJGF o
;FDFlHS ptSQF" VG[ ;]WFZ6FV[ DF8[ T[GL lJEFJGFVM
5ZtJ[ JW]DF\ JW] ,MSM 5MTFG]\ IMUNFG VF5[ V[ VFJxIS
K[P jIlST DF+ V[ lJEFJGFVM VG[ VFNXF["YL 5lZlRT
YFI VG[ T[G[ VFSFZ VF5JF ;FZ]\ 56 T[JL 5|J'lTDF\
;F{G[ ;F\S/L ,[JFG]\ H~ZL K[PJ/L4;FDFlHS 5|J'lT DF8[GL
5|FYlDS XZT V[ K[ S[ T[ ;[MG[ S[ ;DFHGF DM8FEFUGF
,MSMG[ :5X"TL CMI¦ DF+ SFINFVM £FZF ;FDFlHS
;]WFZ6FVM VG[ 5|J'lTVMGM VFNXL" 5lZ6FD ,FJJFG]\
D]xS[, GCL \ TM N]:SZ TM AGL H ZC[ K[¦ jIlSTVMGM
;D}CM S[ H}YM £FZF ;DFHDF\ H[ T[ VFNXF[" lJRFZWFZFVM
JC[TL SZJFDF\ VFJ[ TM T[GF lGWF"lZT 5lZ6FDM D[/
JJFG]\ XSI AGFJL XSFI K[P ;DFG lJRFZWFZFGF 5|RFZ
VG[ 5|;FZ DF8[ ;DH5}J"S VG[ SFIN[;Z ZLT[ V[S9F
D/[,F H}YG[ S[ ;D}CG[ c D\0/ c TlZS[ VM/BJFDF\ VFJ[
K[P
5lZEFQFF o5lZEFQFF o5lZEFQFF o5lZEFQFF o5lZEFQFF o
Association V\U|[Ò 5NGF 5IF"I :J~5 U]HZFTLDF\

D\0/ S[ ;\3 5NGM 5|IMU SZJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P ;DFG pN[ŸxI
DF8[ V[S XFY[ D/LG[ SFI" SZGFZF jIlSTVM VYJF
;\:YFVMGF ;D}CG[ D\0/ TZLS[ VM/BJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P
U\|YF,I lJ7FG VG[ U\|YF,I;[JFGF ptSQF"45|RFZ VG[
5|;FZ DF8[ U\|YF,I ;\A\lWT  jIlSTVMGF ;\U9GG[
U\|YF,I D\0/ S[ U\YF,I ;\3 TZLS[ VM/BJFDF\ VFJ[
K[P
U\|YF,I D\0/ U\|YF,IDF\ Z]lR ZFBGFZF jIlSTVMG]\ V[S
V[J]\ ;\U9G CMI K[ H[ U\|YF,I ;[JFGF 5|RFZ4 5|RFZ G[
ptSQF "GL XFY[ U\ |YF,I jIJ;FI VG[ U\ |YF,I
SD"RFZLVMGL SFI"U]6JTF VG[ SFI"1FDTFDF\ J'l£ SZJF
DF8[ SFI" SZT]\ CMI K[P T[ V[S :J{lrKS ;\U9G CMI K[
T[GF ;EF;NM DF+ 5]:TSF,IDF\ SFD SZGFZF SD"RFZLVM
H GYL CMTF\ 5Z\T] 5|tI1F S[ 5ZM1F ~5[ U\|YF,I XFY[ ;\A\W
ZFBGFZF 56 CMI K[P sE{IF4 Z__&4 5'P5f
:TZ o:TZ o:TZ o:TZ o:TZ o
U|\YF,I D\0/ S[ ;\3 lJlEgG :TZGF CMI K[P:YFlGS v
lJEFULI v ZFQ8=LI v VF\TZZFQ8=LI pNFP B[0F lH<,F
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5]:TSF,I D\0/ v U]HZFT U\|YF,I ;[JF ;\3 v U]HZFT
5]:TSF,I D\0/ v .lg0IG ,FIA|[ZL V[;Ml;I[XG v
VD[lZSG ,FIA|[ZL  V[;Ml;I[XG v .g8ZG[XG,
O[0Z[XG VF¶O ,FIA| [ZL V[;Ml;I[XG JU[Z [P
Üim&ap/, ÔÒÒÚ, p< _ÕÔÙÝ
lJX[QFTFVM olJX[QFTFVM olJX[QFTFVM olJX[QFTFVM olJX[QFTFVM o
v T[G]\ ;eI5N D]ST CMJ]\ HM.V[P VYF"T Ÿ45MTFGF
SFI"N1F ;\A\lWT U\|YF,IM4 U\|YF,IGF SD"RFZLVM VG[
U\|YF,IDF\ Z;vZ]lR WZFJTF\ SM. 56 jIlST T[G]\
;eI5N D[/JL XS[ T[JLT[GF A\WFZ6DF\ HMUJF. CMJL
HM.V[P
v T[GF CMN[ŸNFZM R}\8FI[,F CMJF HM.V[P
v T[GF ;EF;NM SFI"1F[+GF NZ[S lJEFUGF CMJF HM.V[P
v ;DFHGM lJ`JF; 5|F%T SZJF T[GF ;EF;NM VG[
lJX[QF SZLG[ T[GF CMN[ŸNFZM D\0/GF C[T]G[ ;Dl5"T CMJF\
HM.V[P
v T[GF SFI"S|DM ;TT UlTXL, CMJF\ HM.V[P
v T[GF ;N:IMGL lJ`J;GLITF ;TT H/JF. ZC[JL
HM.V[P sE{IF4 Z__&4 5'P&f
pN[ŸxI VG[ SFIF[ opN[ŸxI VG[ SFIF[ opN[ŸxI VG[ SFIF[ opN[ŸxI VG[ SFIF[ opN[ŸxI VG[ SFIF[ o
EFZT ;ZSFZ ãFZF !)55DF\ zL S[P5LPl;\CFGL
VwI1FTFDF\ lGDFI[, U\|YF,I ;,FCSFZ ;lDlTGF
VC[JF,DF\ U\|YF,I D\0/MGF 5F\R D]bI SFIF[ S[ pN[ŸxI
:5Q8 SZJFDF\ VFjIF K[P H[  VF D]HA K[P
v T[GM 5|FYlDS C[T] U\|Y5F,M VG[ SD"RFZLVM JrR[GF
;]D[/EIF" ;\A\WM :YFl5T SZJFP SM.56 HFTGF
E[NEFJ JUZ EF.RFZFG]\ JFTFJZ6 ZRJ]\
v 5|tI1F S[ V5|tI1F :J~5[ VFRFZ ;\lCTF ZRJFDF\ TYF
T[G[ V5GFJJF U\|Y5F,MG[ DNN SZJLP
v U\|Y5F, 5|lX1F6GF SFI"S|DM lGIlDT ZLT[ V5GFJL4
T[DGF SFIF" VG[ ;[JFVMDF\ VlWS lG5]6TF VG[
SFI"1FDTFG]\ VFZM56 YFI T[D SZJ]\ ;[lDGFZ4 ;\D[,GM4
5|lX1F6 JU[Z[ SFI"S|DMG] VFIMHG SZJ]\P
v pTD VG[ V;ZSFZS U\|YF,I;[JFGL 5}lT" DF8[ ;TT
lR\lTT VG[ SFI"XL, AGJ]\P
v U\|YF,I;[JFGF 5|RFZ VG[ 5|;FZG]\ SFI" SZJ]\P
Üim&ap/, ÔÒÒÚ, p< _ÔØ,ÔÙÝ
;N:ITF o;N:ITF o;N:ITF o;N:ITF o;N:ITF o
;EF;N D]ST CMJ]\ HM.V[PSM.56 jIlST ,JFHD EZL
;eI AGL XS[ T[JL HMUJF. SZJLP D\0/G]\ D]B5+ VG[
;DFRFZ v 5l+SF T[VMG[ lJGFD}<I[ 5}ZL 5F0JLP
;\D[,GM4 ;[lDGFZM  JU[Z[DF\ ;lS|I EFU ,[JF T[VMG[

VFD\+6 VF5J]\P
GF6F\SLI jIJ:YFoGF6F\SLI jIJ:YFoGF6F\SLI jIJ:YFoGF6F\SLI jIJ:YFoGF6F\SLI jIJ:YFo
SM.56 D\0/GL UlTlJlWVMG[ ;]IMuI ZLT[ SZJF DF8[
GF6F\GL ;TT VFJxISTF ZC[ K[P D\0/ DF8[ GF6F\SLI
:+MTM VF D]HA K[P !P;EF;N ,JFHD4 ZP5|SFXGMG]\
J[RF64 #PVG]NFG4 $PNFG S[ E[84 5PVgI :+MTMP
Üim&ap/, ÔÒÒÚ, p< _ÕÔÛ-ÕÕÔÝ
U\|YF,I D\0/M oU\|YF,I D\0/M oU\|YF,I D\0/M oU\|YF,I D\0/M oU\|YF,I D\0/M o
s!f U]HZFT 5]:TSF,I D\0/ o J0MNZF ZFHI 5]:TSF,Is!f U]HZFT 5]:TSF,I D\0/ o J0MNZF ZFHI 5]:TSF,Is!f U]HZFT 5]:TSF,I D\0/ o J0MNZF ZFHI 5]:TSF,Is!f U]HZFT 5]:TSF,I D\0/ o J0MNZF ZFHI 5]:TSF,Is!f U]HZFT 5]:TSF,I D\0/ o J0MNZF ZFHI 5]:TSF,I
D\0/ o D\0/ o D\0/ o D\0/ o D\0/ o E}T5}J" J0MNZF ZFHIGF 5|UlTXL, VG[
5|HFJt;, ZFHJL DCFZFHF ;JFÒZFJ UFISJF0 +LHF
ãFZF J0MNZF ZFHIDF\ 5]:TSF,I 5|J'lTGF zL U6[X
Z_DL ;NLGF 5|YD NFISFDF\ YIF\P 5]:TSF,IGF ZFHI
XFY[GF ;\A\WMG]\ ;\IMHG SZJF VG[ 5]:TSF,IMG[
DFU"NX"G VF5JF TYF ;DFHDF\ U\|YF,I VlEUD pEM
SZJF !)Z# DF\ J0MNZF ZFHI 5]:TSF,I D\0/GL ZRGF
SZJFDF\ VFJLP
U]HZFT 5]:TSF,I D\0/ o U]HZFT 5]:TSF,I D\0/ o U]HZFT 5]:TSF,I D\0/ o U]HZFT 5]:TSF,I D\0/ o U]HZFT 5]:TSF,I D\0/ o lA|l8X VD, C[9/GF
U]HZFTDF\ 56 J0MNZF ZFHIG[ WMZ6[ 5]:TSF,I 5|J'lT
lJSF; 5FD[4 ;DFHG]\ U\|YF,I VG[ U\|YF,I;[JF TZO
wIFG NMZJF VFJ]\ V[S D\0/ :YF5JFGL lC,RF,
!)#_DF\ X~ Y.P U]HZFT JGF"SI],Z ;M;I8LGF ;eIM
VG[ :JPlJnFUF{ZL GL,S\9GF 5|ItGMYL !)#$DF\ D/
[,L 5|YD U]HZFT 5]:TSF,I 5lZQFNDF\ D\0/GL :YF5GF
DF8[GM lG6"I ,[JFIMP H[GL O/z]lTV[ !)#(DF\ U]HZFT
5]:TSF,I D\0/GL ZRGF SZJFDF\ VFJLP
VFD4:JFT\þI 5|Fl%T AFN !)5!DF\ T[GF A\WFZ6DF\
O[ZOFZ SZJFDF\ VFjIFPJ0MNZF ZFHI 5]:TSF,I D\0/
G]\ lJ,LGLSZ6 T[DF\ SZJFDF\ VFjI]\P DwI:Y D\0/ C[9/
+6 lJEFULI D\0/MGL ZRGF SZJFDF\ VFJLP !P
J0MNZF lJEFU  ZPVDNFJFN lJEFU  #P;[MZFQ8=
lJEFUP
sZf U]HZFT U\|YF,I ;[JF v ;\3 o sZf U]HZFT U\|YF,I ;[JF v ;\3 o sZf U]HZFT U\|YF,I ;[JF v ;\3 o sZf U]HZFT U\|YF,I ;[JF v ;\3 o sZf U]HZFT U\|YF,I ;[JF v ;\3 o U]HZFTGF S[8,FS
pt;FCL4 U\|YF,I;[JF 5ZtJ[ HFU'T VG[ ;lS|I U\|Y5F,M
VG[ DFlCTL J{7FlGSMGF ;3G 5|IF;MG[ 5lZ6FD[
.P;P!)*!DF\ — U]HZFT U\|YF,I ;[JF v ;\3˜GL
:YF5GF Y. K[P ;\3G]\ J0]\ SFIF",I VDNFJFNDF\ K[P
s E{IF4 Z__&4 5'P)4!_4!Z f
s#f .lg0IG ,FIA|ZL V[;Ml;V[XG os#f .lg0IG ,FIA|ZL V[;Ml;V[XG os#f .lg0IG ,FIA|ZL V[;Ml;V[XG os#f .lg0IG ,FIA|ZL V[;Ml;V[XG os#f .lg0IG ,FIA|ZL V[;Ml;V[XG o (ALA) .P;P
!)!)DF\ —VF¶, .lg0IF 5la,S ,FIA|[ZL V[;Ml;V[XG˜
ZRGF SZJFDF\ VFJL CTL4 H[G]\ D]bI SFIF",I lJHIJF0F
CT]\PEFZTGF TDFD ;eIMDF\
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U\|YF,I 5|J'lTGM 5|;FZ VG[ 5|RFZ YFI T[JM VF D\0/
GM Z; CTMP S[8,FS ;DI 5`R|FT Ÿ jIFJ;FlIS
U\ |Y5F,MV[ VG]EjI] \  S [ VF D\0/ DCNŸV\X[
lAGjIFJ;FlIS ,MSMG[ C:TS RF<I]\ UI]\ K[P XFY[ H
S[8,FS jIFJ;FlIS U\|Y5F,MG[ ,FuI]\ S[ jIFJ;FlIS
U\|Y5F,MG]\ D\0/ CMJ]\ HM.V[P VF UF/F NZdIFG H
S[PV[DPVFXFN],FCGF G[T'tJDF\ SM,STFDF\ !)##DF\
5|YD VlB, EFZTLI U\|YF,I 5lZQFN AM,FJJFDF\
VFJLP !Z ;%8[dAZ !)##GF ZMH — .lg0IG ,FIA|ZL
V[;Ml;V[XG ˜ GL ZRGF SZJFDF \ VFJLP
(KUM, 2012, p.373)
s$f ,FIA|ZL V[;Ml;V[XG s U|[8 lA|8G fo s$f ,FIA|ZL V[;Ml;V[XG s U|[8 lA|8G fo s$f ,FIA|ZL V[;Ml;V[XG s U|[8 lA|8G fo s$f ,FIA|ZL V[;Ml;V[XG s U|[8 lA|8G fo s$f ,FIA|ZL V[;Ml;V[XG s U|[8 lA|8G fo (LA)
U\|Y5F,MGL VF\TZZFQ8=LI 5lZQFN !(**DF\ ,\0GDF\   D/
L CTLP H[DF\ V[ E,FD6 SZJFDF\ VFJL CTL S[ —,FIA|ZL
V[;Ml;V[XG VF¶O U|[8 lA|8G˜GL :YF5GF SZJFDF\ VFJ[P
E,FD6GF VF D];NŸFG[ D\H}Z SZJFDF\ VFjIMP !()&DF\
—,FIA|ZL V[;Ml;V[XG VF¶O U|[8 lA|8G˜ DFYL —VF¶O
U|[8 lA|8G˜ 5N N}Z SZJFDF\ VFjI]\P
s5f VD[lZSG ,FIA|ZL  V[;Ml;V[XG o s5f VD[lZSG ,FIA|ZL  V[;Ml;V[XG o s5f VD[lZSG ,FIA|ZL  V[;Ml;V[XG o s5f VD[lZSG ,FIA|ZL  V[;Ml;V[XG o s5f VD[lZSG ,FIA|ZL  V[;Ml;V[XG o (ALA)
U\|YF,I 5|J'lTV[ VD[lZSFGL VM/B —U\|YF,IMGM AFU˜
TZLS[ SZJFDF \ VFJ[ K[P VD[lZSG ,FIA|ZL
V[;Ml;V[XGG]\ lJ‘JG]\ ;F{YL H]GFDF\ H]G]\ VG[ lJXF/
,FIA|[ZL V[;Ml;V[XG K[P VFH[ T[GL ;Z[ZFX ;eI ;\bIF
$*4___YL JW] K[P H[DF\ ;FJ"HlGS4 X{1Fl6S4 lJlXQ8
VG[ ;\XMWG U\|YF,IM TYF ;ZSFZL U\|YF,IMDF\ SFD
SZTF\ U\|Y5F,MGM ;DF; YFI K[P V[;Ml;V[XGGM D}/
C[T] VD[lZSFGF U\|YF,IM YSL pTD U\|YF,I;[JFGL
5}lT"GM K[P VF V[;Ml;V[XGGL :YF5GF !(*&DF\
SZJFDF\ VFJL K[P T[GL :YF5GFGM IX NXF\X JUL"SZ6
5wWlTGF ZRlITF D"l<J, 0I}. VG[ H:8LG lJg;GG[
K[P VF V[;Ml;V[XGGF *_ H[8,F N[XMGF U\|Y5F,M4
J{7FlGSM4 5|SFXSM4 ,[BSM JU[Z[ ;eI5N WZFJ[ K[P
sE{IF4 Z__&4 5'P!*4Z_ f
s&f.lg0IG V[;Ml;I[XG VF¶O :5[lXI, ,FIA[|ZLhs&f.lg0IG V[;Ml;I[XG VF¶O :5[lXI, ,FIA[|ZLhs&f.lg0IG V[;Ml;I[XG VF¶O :5[lXI, ,FIA[|ZLhs&f.lg0IG V[;Ml;I[XG VF¶O :5[lXI, ,FIA[|ZLhs&f.lg0IG V[;Ml;I[XG VF¶O :5[lXI, ,FIA[|ZLh
V¶g0 .gOD["G ;[g8;" o V¶g0 .gOD["G ;[g8;" o V¶g0 .gOD["G ;[g8;" o V¶g0 .gOD["G ;[g8;" o V¶g0 .gOD["G ;[g8;" o (IASLIC) :JFT\þI 5|Fl%T
XFY[ H J{7FlGS ;\XMWG p5Z EFZ D}SJFDF\ VFJTF\4
5lZ6FD :J~5[ EFZTDF\ VG[S VF{WMlUS ;\XMWG S[gãM
Vl:TtJDF\ VFjIFP H[ SFZ6[ lJ5], 5|DF6DF\ lJlXQ8
U\|YF,IM VG[ DFlCTL S[gãM Vl:TtJDF\ VFjIF\PH[ SFZ6[
lJ5], 5|DF6DF\ lJlXQ8 U\|YF,IM  VG[ DFlCTL S[gäM
Vl:TtJDF\ VFjIF\P ;DI HTF\ ASLIBGL H[D V+[
56 lJlXQ8 U\|YF,IMG]\ D\0/ CMJ]\ HM.V[ V[JF lJRFZM

jIST YTF\ ZCIF\P
H}G Z54!)55DF\ SM,STFDF\ U\|Y5F,M4J{7FlGSM VG[
;\XMWSMGL ;EF D/LP H[DF\ lJlXQ8 U\|YF,IMG]\ D\0/
:YF5JFGM ;JF""G]DT[ lG6"I ,[JFIMP ;%8[dAZ #4
!)55DF\ .lg0IG V[;Ml;I[XG VF¶O :5[lXI,
,FIA[|ZLh V¶g0 .gOD["G ;[g8;"GL ZRGF SZJFDF\ VFJLP
(CHO, 1989, p.190)
s*f .lg0IG V[;Ml;I[XG VF¶O 8LR;" VF¶O ,FIA|ZLs*f .lg0IG V[;Ml;I[XG VF¶O 8LR;" VF¶O ,FIA|ZLs*f .lg0IG V[;Ml;I[XG VF¶O 8LR;" VF¶O ,FIA|ZLs*f .lg0IG V[;Ml;I[XG VF¶O 8LR;" VF¶O ,FIA|ZLs*f .lg0IG V[;Ml;I[XG VF¶O 8LR;" VF¶O ,FIA|ZL
V[g0 .gOD["XG ;FIg; o V[g0 .gOD["XG ;FIg; o V[g0 .gOD["XG ;FIg; o V[g0 .gOD["XG ;FIg; o V[g0 .gOD["XG ;FIg; o (IATLIS)     U\|YF,I VG[
DFlCTL lJ7FGGF lX1FSM ãFZF .lg0IG V[;Ml;I[XG
VF¶O 8LR;" VF¶O ,FIA|ZL V"g0 .gOD["G ;FIg;GL ZRGF
Z!DL ;%8[dAZ !)*_DF\ SZJFDF \ VFJLP
s E{IF4 Z__&4 5'PZ$ f
s(f .g8ZG[XG, O[0Z[XG OF¶Z .gOD[ "XG V[g0s(f .g8ZG[XG, O[0Z[XG OF¶Z .gOD[ "XG V[g0s(f .g8ZG[XG, O[0Z[XG OF¶Z .gOD[ "XG V[g0s(f .g8ZG[XG, O[0Z[XG OF¶Z .gOD[ "XG V[g0s(f .g8ZG[XG, O[0Z[XG OF¶Z .gOD[ "XG V[g0
0MSI]D[g8[XG o 0MSI]D[g8[XG o 0MSI]D[g8[XG o 0MSI]D[g8[XG o 0MSI]D[g8[XG o (FID)     V[OPVF.P0LPVF\TZZFQ8=LI TYF
;ZSFZL D\0/ K[ H[GL :YF5GF !)#(DF\ Y. K[P VFD
!)DL XTFaNLDF\ S[8,LS JF¢ŸDI;}RLVMG]\ 5|SFXG YI
R}SI]\ CT]\P XFY[ H JF¢ŸDI;}RL 1F[+[ VF\TZZFQ8=LI
;CSFZGL EFJGF 56 pEZTL CTLP VFJL EFJGFYL
5|[lZT A[l<HIDGF C[GZL ,F OMg8[G TYF 5F¶, VF¶8,[8[
V[S VF\TZZFQ8=LI VF\TZZFQ8=LI S[g§GL :YF5GF SZJFGM
lG6"I SIF["P !()5DF\ A|;[<;DF\ V[S VF\TZZFQ8=LI ;}RL
;\D[,GG]\ VFIMHG SZJFDF\ VFjI]\4 XFY[ H VF\TZZFQ8=LI
;}RL ;\:YFGL :YF5GF SZJFDF\ VFJLP
VF ;\:YF ãFZF !)!( ;]WLDF \  VF\TZZFQ8=LI
JF¢ŸDI;}RLG]\ lGDF"6 VG[ ;\S,G 5+SM  p5Z SZJFDF\
VFjI]\ !5_ ,FB ;\NEF["GF lJJZ6GM T[DF\ ;DF;
SZJFDF\ VFjIMP 5|YD lJ`JI]wW NZdIFG VF SFD :YlUT
YI]\P !)Z$YL 5]GoT[GM VFZ\E SZJFDF\ VFjIMP T[GM
A\WFZ6DF\ 5lZJT"G SZL T[G[ ;\3FtDS VF\TZZFQ8=LI
;\U9GG]\ :J~5 VF5JFDF\ VFjI]\P !)#!DF\ T[G]\ GFD
—.g8ZG[XG, .lg:88I]8 VF¶O 0F"SI]D[g8[XG˜ ZFBJFDF\
VFjI]\P H[G[ 5]oG !)#(DF\ JT"DFG GFD —.g8ZG[XG,
O[0Z[XG OF¶Z 0MSI]D[g8[XG˜ ZFBJFDF\ VFjI]\P H[G[
8}\SF1FZLV[ V[OPVF.P0LPTlZS[ VM/BJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P
Üna4m, ÓÛÛÚ, p< _ÓÙÔ-ÓÙÕÝ
s)f .g8ZG[XG, O[0Z[XG VF¶O ,FIA|ZL V[;Ml;I[Xg;s)f .g8ZG[XG, O[0Z[XG VF¶O ,FIA|ZL V[;Ml;I[Xg;s)f .g8ZG[XG, O[0Z[XG VF¶O ,FIA|ZL V[;Ml;I[Xg;s)f .g8ZG[XG, O[0Z[XG VF¶O ,FIA|ZL V[;Ml;I[Xg;s)f .g8ZG[XG, O[0Z[XG VF¶O ,FIA|ZL V[;Ml;I[Xg;
V¶g0 .lg:88I}8XG o V¶g0 .lg:88I}8XG o V¶g0 .lg:88I}8XG o V¶g0 .lg:88I}8XG o V¶g0 .lg:88I}8XG o (IFLA)     !)Z&DF\ 5|FUDF\
5]:TSF,I lJäFGMG]\ V[S VF\TZZFQ8=LI ;\D[,GG]\
VFIMHG SZJFDF\ VFjI]\P H[DF\ lJRFZ v lJDX" SZL
ZFQ8=LI 5]:TSF,I D\0/MGL V[S VF\TZZFQ8=LI ;lDlT
AGFJJFG]\ GSSL SZJFDF\ VFjI]\P tIFZAFN !)Z*DF\
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V[l0GAU"DF \  !5 ;eIMN[XM D/LG[ ,FIA| [ZL
V[;Ml;I[XGGL :YF5GF SZL T[DH VF 5lZQFNDF\
VF\TZZFQ8=LI 5]:TSF,I VG[ JF¢ŸDI;}RL ;lDlT
ZRJFDF\ VFJLP !)#_DF\ VFIMlHT T[GF T'TLI JFlQF"S
;\D[,GDF\ T[G]\ GFD International Federation of
Library Association ZFBJFDF\ VFjI]\P !)*&DF\
VF GFD XFY[  Institution HM0JFDF\ VFjI]\P CJ[ T[
International Federation of Library
Association and Institution GF GFDYL VM/
BFI K[P CF,DF\ T[GL ;eI;\bIF !___YL 56 JWFZ[
K[P T[DH !__ N[XMYL JWFZ[ ZFQ8=M 5|lTlGlWVM K[PH[G]\
D]bI  SFIF"",I C[UDF\ K[PÜis.hA,ÔÒÓÒ, p< _ÓÚ×Ý
;DF5G o;DF5G o;DF5G o;DF5G o;DF5G o
VFD4 U\|YF,I 5|J'lTGF 5|RFZ VG[ 5|;FZ TYF ptSQF"
DF8[ U\|YF,I D\0/ S[ U\|YF,I ;\3 V[S VFJxIS VG[
V;ZSFZS 5lZA/ K[P 5]:TSF,I 5|J'lT ;\A\W[ ;ZSFZ
VG[ 5|HF JrR[ DwI:YL AGL ZCL T[  U\|YF,I;[JF 5ZtJ[
lJSF; ;FWJF ;TT 5|ItGXL, 56 AGL ZC[ K[P 5|HFDF\
U\|YF,I VG[ U\|YF,I;[JF DF8[GL HFU|'lT ,FJJF V[S
XlST:+MT 56 AG[ K[P ;J";FDFgI VG[ 5|DF6E}T
U\|YF,I;[JF DF8[ T[ U\|YF,I VG[ U|\YF,I SD"RFZLVMG[
;TT SFI"XL, AGFJJF 5|Mt;FCG 5}Z]\ 5F0[ K[PXFY[ H
SD"RFZLVMGF lCT DF8[ 56 HFU'T AG[ K[P U\|Y5F,M
VG[ SD"RFZLVMG[ D}\hJTF 5`GMGF ;DFWFG DF8[ IMuI
DFU"NX"G 5}Z]\ 5F0[ K[P

;\NE" ;}lR;\NE" ;}lR;\NE" ;}lR;\NE" ;}lR;\NE" ;}lR
Kumar, P. S. G. (2012). Foundations
of  Library and Information
Science(Second Edition). Delhi : B. R.
Publishing,528 p.
Chopra, Hans Raj (1989).
Librarianship as a Profession in India.
Jodhpur : Jain Brothers, 284p.
na4,mheN³ ÜÓÛÛÚÝ _puStkaly AaEr smaj Üp/
4m Aav<itÝ _ jypur : po[N3r piBlxsR,ÔØÔ
p<*#
im&a,p/is² kumar ÜÔÒÒÚÝ _puStkaly 0v.
smaj Üp/4m Aav<itÝ _n[R idLlI : rjt p/
kaxn,ÕØÒ p<*#
is.h,Ajy kumar ÜÔÒÓÒÝ _puStkaly ivXvkox
: puStkaly AaNdoln wag - Ö Üp/4m Aav<itÝ
__n[R idLlI : AjuRn piBlix.g ha]s,ÓÛÙ p<*#\
E{IF4KUG,F, sZ__&fP U\|YF,I D\0/M s5|YD
VFJ'lTfPVDNFJFN o 5F`J" 5la,S[XG4 $Z 5'Q9
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 lX1F6 VG[ ;DFH lX1F6 VG[ ;DFH lX1F6 VG[ ;DFH lX1F6 VG[ ;DFH lX1F6 VG[ ;DFH

* lGlB, ALP UMC[,lGlB, ALP UMC[,lGlB, ALP UMC[,lGlB, ALP UMC[,lGlB, ALP UMC[,

* 8[SGLS, VFl;:8g84DCFZFÔ S'Q6S]DFZl;\CHL EFJGUZ I]lGJl;"8L U\|YF,I4EFJGUZ8[SGLS, VFl;:8g84DCFZFÔ S'Q6S]DFZl;\CHL EFJGUZ I]lGJl;"8L U\|YF,I4EFJGUZ8[SGLS, VFl;:8g84DCFZFÔ S'Q6S]DFZl;\CHL EFJGUZ I]lGJl;"8L U\|YF,I4EFJGUZ8[SGLS, VFl;:8g84DCFZFÔ S'Q6S]DFZl;\CHL EFJGUZ I]lGJl;"8L U\|YF,I4EFJGUZ8[SGLS, VFl;:8g84DCFZFÔ S'Q6S]DFZl;\CHL EFJGUZ I]lGJl;"8L U\|YF,I4EFJGUZ

5|:TFJGF o5|:TFJGF o5|:TFJGF o5|:TFJGF o5|:TFJGF o
;DFHGF ;FDFlHS 5lZA/MGF TF6FJF6F lX1F6GL
5|lS|IF 5Z V;ZSTF" 5lZA/ TZLS[ SFI" SZ[ K[PVF §lQ8V[
HM.V[ TM ;DFH VG[ lX1F6 V[S 5F;FGL A[ AFH]VM
K[PXF/FV[ GFGS0M ;DFH K[PT[YL H 0I}.V[ SCI] K[ S[
“XF/FG[ ;DFHGL ,W] VFJ°lT SCL K[P"      XF/F
;DFHDF\ DFGJ;\A\WM H[8,F lJS;[ K[ T[8,]\ XF/FG]\
JFTFJZ6 ;Z/ VG[ 5|[ZS ZC[PXF/FGF S}/E}T 38SMDF\
AF/SV5F,SvlX1FS VG[ ;\RF,S K[PVF RFZ[I 38SM
JrR[ ÒJ\T DFGJ;\A\W K[PVF DF8[ DFGJ:JEFJGL
S[8,LS lJlXQ8TFVM HF6JL HM.V[P
DFGJ;\IMHGGL S[8,LS 5|J°lTVM 5|IMHJL HM.V[P
XF/F ;DFHGF o lX1FSv lJnFYL "4lX1FSv
VFRFI"4lX1FSv lX1F6 JrR[GF DFGJ;\A\WM ;DHJF
HM.V[P
XF/F ;DFHDF\ DFGJLI ;\A\WM oXF/F ;DFHDF\ DFGJLI ;\A\WM oXF/F ;DFHDF\ DFGJLI ;\A\WM oXF/F ;DFHDF\ DFGJLI ;\A\WM oXF/F ;DFHDF\ DFGJLI ;\A\WM o
lX1FSG[ NZ[S SFI" SZTL JBT[ A]lwWYL ;\DT SZJF
50[PVFYL VF SFI" V3Z]\ Y. 50[ K[P DF8[ XF/FGF D0F
DF+ A]lwW CSMG]\ EFG VG[ TS" SZJFGL VFJ0T K[P
T[JF lX1FSMG[ NZ[S SFI" JBT[ A]lwWYL ;\DT SZJF 50[
K[PVFYL VF SFI" SZJ]\  V3Z]\ Y. 50[PDF8[ XF/FGF J0F
DF+ A]lwWDTFDF\ H GCL4 5Z\T] S/F H[JL AFATMDF\ 56
VFUJL ;}hJF/F CMJF HM.V[PVF AW] JW] ;FZL ZLT[ TM
H Y. XS[ HM T[GF 5FIFDF\ DFGJLI ;\A\WMGL 5Z:5ZTF
CMIP
XF/F :FDFHGF DFGJ;\A\WM oXF/F :FDFHGF DFGJ;\A\WM oXF/F :FDFHGF DFGJ;\A\WM oXF/F :FDFHGF DFGJ;\A\WM oXF/F :FDFHGF DFGJ;\A\WM o
XF/F ;DFHDF\ VG[S DFGJM ;FY[  SFD SZJFG] CMI K[P
T[ ;M{GF :JEFJ H]NF H]NF CMI K[P V[ AWFGF :JEFJGL
,F1Fl6STFVM HF6LG[ ;\IFHJFGM 5|ItG YJM HM.V[P
DFGJ:JEFJGL lJlXQ8TFVM V,U V,U CMI
K[PS[8,FS ,MSM VF7FWLG VG[ GD| :JEFJGF CMI K[

VG[ SFI" DF8[ :MMYL VG]S]/ CMIK[P 5|lTS]/ VG[ VG[
VFS|DS :JEFJGF VFS|D6BMZ4 G UDTL J:T] DF8[
VF0L 4 ZF\8L VG[ K]5L ZLT[ lJNG 5[NF SZ[K[P
DFGJ;D}C  VG[ XF/F ;DFHGF 5Z:5Z ;A\WM oDFGJ;D}C  VG[ XF/F ;DFHGF 5Z:5Z ;A\WM oDFGJ;D}C  VG[ XF/F ;DFHGF 5Z:5Z ;A\WM oDFGJ;D}C  VG[ XF/F ;DFHGF 5Z:5Z ;A\WM oDFGJ;D}C  VG[ XF/F ;DFHGF 5Z:5Z ;A\WM o
IMuI XlST WZFJTL jIlSTG[ T[G[ IMuI SFD ;M\5M lJZ]wW
GCLP lX1FS 5|tI[ lJnFYL"VM B]A DFGDIFNF" VgF[
lJJ[SYL JT"TF CTFP 56 VFH[ TM lX1FS VG[
lJnFYL"VMGF ;\A\WM J6;L ZCIF K[P HIF\ lX1FS VG[
lJnFYL"VM DFGJTFI]ST jIJCFZYL HLJ[ K[ tIF\ wF6F
pDNF ;\A\WM HMJF D/[ K[P
lX1FS V[ lJnFYL"GF lD+ 4 lO,;}O VG[ DFU"NX"G K[ T[
E},J] G HM.V[PXF/FDF\ VFJTM lJnFYL" VG[S
;\J[NFGFVM 4 VG[S 5|zM 4 VG[S D]\hJ6M VG[S
lH7F;FYL wF[ZFI[<FM CMI T[GL ;FY[G] S]DFXEI"] 4
ELGFXEI"] KTF ;FZL Z:T[ JF/GFZ]\ CMJ]\ HM.V[P
XF/FGF SFI"GL ;O/TFGM VFWFZ lX1FS lJnFYL" ;\A\W
p5Z lGE"Z K[P 5Z:5Z ;\A\nM N- VG[ DFGJTF I]ST
CMITM H VF AGL XS[P VF DF8[ lX1FS VG[ lJnFYL"
VMGF ;\A\WF[GF D}/ VFnFZ V[DGM 5FZ:%lZS jIJCFZ
K[P ;DFH;[JFGF SFIM"DF lJnFYL"VMG[ EFuF ,[JF
5|Mt;FCG VF5J]\ HM.V[PXF/GL TDFD 5|J]lTVMDF
;LDF0F VG[ T[GF RF[UFG ;]WL H CMI V[ .ZKGLI
GYLPVFJL XF/FVM ;DFH 5lZJT"GGL XF\T VG[
lJWFIS 5|lSIFDF\ hFhM OF/M VF5L XSTL GYLP lX1F6
V[ N]WDF\ GFBJFGF D[/J6 H[J]\ K[P lUlOG VG[ :5[g;
VF D]NFG[ 5]Q9 SZTF ‘ lX1F6 VG[ lGXF/ V[ A[ JrR[
E[N 50[ K[P ;FDgI DF6; lX1F6 VG[ lGXF/ G[ HF6[
V[SALHFGF 5IF"I U6[ K[P IFN ZC[ S[ XF/F S[ I]lGJl;"8L
5MTFGF Vl;TtJ DF8[ 56 ;DFH 5Z H VFWFZ ZFbF[
K[P;DFH G]\ k6 O[0jFF DF8[ H GCL 5Z\T] ;DFH,1FL
AGLG[ V;ZSFZS lX1F6 VF5L XSFI T[ DF8[ 56 XF?FF
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;DFHFlED]B AG[ K[P ZFWFS|Q6G SlDXG C[JF,DF\
lX1FS G[ ;FDFlHS D]lSTGM ;M{YL DM8F ;FWG TZLS[
U6JFDF\ VFJ[ K[P ;DFHYL Vl,%T V[JL lX1F^F;\:YF
VFJ]\ ;FnG AGL XS[P
EFZTDF\ UF\WLHL V[ A]lGIFNL lX1F6GL E[8 VF5LP XF/
FGF SFI"S|DDF\ ;DFHGL JF:TlJSTFG] 5|lTlA\A 50[ V[
V[S DFMl,S 5|ItG CTMPSM9FZL SlDXG lZ5M"8 DF
XF/F GF GjFF SFI" GL JFT SZJFDF\ VFJL K[P
;DFH G[ VG]~5 lX1F6DF\ 5lZJT"G o;DFH G[ VG]~5 lX1F6DF\ 5lZJT"G o;DFH G[ VG]~5 lX1F6DF\ 5lZJT"G o;DFH G[ VG]~5 lX1F6DF\ 5lZJT"G o;DFH G[ VG]~5 lX1F6DF\ 5lZJT"G o
lX1F6 G[ ;DFH5lZJT"GG] ;FWG U6JFDF\ VFJ[ K[P
SlJ NIFZFD SC[ K[ o T]H ;\U[ SM. J{Q6J YFI[ TM T]\
J{Q6J ;FRMPHF6LTM VY"XFx+L U]gGFZ lDZ0M,
J:TLGL U]6JTF DF8[ lX1F6G[ H~ZL U6FJLG[ lX1F6
V[8,[ DFGJDF\ D}0L ZMSF6 V[J] ;]+ VF5[ K[PlGZ1FZTF
VlEXF5 K[ SFZ6 S[ XMQF6 VlEXF5 K[PlX1F6 HLJG
GL U]6JTF G[ V;Z SZ[ K[PlX1F6GL ;DFHXF:+LI
VFWFZXL,FGL RRF" SZTL JBT[ VF56[ T[GF ~l-R]:T
VG[ 5|UlTXL, SFI" YFI K[PSM9FZL SlDXG[ GLR[ D]HA
SCI] K[ S[ ‘ lC;\S S|F\lT l;JFI DM8F 5FI 5Z 5lZJT"G
l;w£ SZJ]\ TF T[G[  DF8[ p5IMUL V[J]\ V[SDF+ X:+ T[
lX1F6PVgI 5lZA/M VFDF\ DNN~5 YFI VG[ SIFZ[S
TM T[DGL N[BLTL V;Z JWFZ[ H6FIP5Z\T] TDFD HGTF
;]WL 5CMR[ T[J\] X:+ TM DF+ ZFQ8L=I lX1F65|YF H K[P
ZFHFXFCLGF HDFGFDF\ AF5] G[ Y}\SNFGL WZTM 5Ml9IM
E,[ VFH[ HMJF G D/[ 56 DF[8F ;FC[AG[ WZ[ VF8M\\\ DFZTF
SM> S,FS"GL J°lT 5Ml9IF H[JL H K[PDF6; G AN<FFI
VG[ ALH]\ AN,FI tIFZ[ 5lZJT"G ;DFH Gp 5RT] GYLP
VF.G:8F.G SC[TF S[ V6]lJEFHG G[ W6F 5lZJT"G
VF6IF 56 DF6;GL lJRFZJFGL ZLT TM T[ H ZCL 4
T[YL VG[S D]xS[,LVM pEL Y.P VG[ 5lZ6FD V[ VFJ[
K[ S[ C/ AN,FI tIFZ[ T[ ;FY[ V[GM JF5ZGFZM G AN,FI
tIFZ[ VF\B[ p0LG[ J/U[ V[J\] N[BLT]\ 5lZJT"G D},UFDL
G AGTF KLKZ]\ VG[ E|FDS AGL HFI K[P
VFGF pS[, DF8[ VF56L 5F;[ wF6F Z:TVMGM lJS<5
K[P 56 D]bI A[ Z:TFVM K[ o V[S K[ lX1F6 £FZF ;DFH
AN,JGM VG[ ALHM  Z:TM SFI" £FZF ;DFH G[ AN,JFGM
VyFJF 5,8JFGF[ K[P HCMG 0I}. SC[TM CTM S[ NZ 5[-L
V[ ,MSXFCL  GJM HgD ,[ K[ G[ lX1F6 NFI6G]\ SFD SZ[
K[P5lZJT"G TM Y.G[ H ZC[ K[ 56 5|z V[8,M K[ S[ V[
DF8[GL NFI6 S. m lX1F6 56 VF SFD SZL XS[ K[ VG[
JW] V;ZSFZS ZLT[ SZL XS[ K[PX{1Fl6S ;DFHXF:+
lX1F6 G[ VFJF lJXF/ ;FDFlHS ;\NE"DF\ HMJFGL ¹=lQ8

5]ZL %FF0[ K[P ;DFH 5lZJT"GDF\ lX1F6 VFJ\] GSSZ SFI"
SZL XS[ T[ DF8[ V[GF l;DF0F JU" VG[ XF/FGF RMUFG
G[ VlTS|lDG[ K[S ;DFH ;]WL 5CMR[\ T[ B]A H~ZL K[PVFD
;DFH 5lZJT"GGL WZL DF6; K[P DF6;GF 5lZJT"G
JUZG]]\ ;DFH5lZJT"G VG[S 5|zM pEF SZ[ K[P
VFD 4 ;DFH5lZJT"GGF VU|N]T TZLS[ lX1F6 :YFG
5FD[ T[ DF8[ lX1F^FG[ jIF5S ;DFHXF:+LI 5FIF 5Z
D},JJFGL H~Z 50[ K[PX{1Fl6S ;DFH XF:+ V[JM 5FIM
5]ZM 5F0[ K[[P;DFH VFD[I 5lZJT"GXL, CMI K[PlJ7FG
VG[ 8[SGM,MHLGF SFZ6[ 5lZJT"GGL h05 B]AH JWL
U. K[ VG[ DF6;GF 5lZJT"G SZTF 0A, h05[ JW[ K[P
;DFH 5lZJT"GGL VFJL h05 lX1F6 5Z V;Z SZ[
K[P;DFH 5lZJT"G YL lX1F6 56 ;]WZ[ BZ]m VFJF
5lZJT"GYL lX1F6 V:5°XI ZCL XS[ BZ]m ;DFHDF\
VFJF   5lZJT"GM lX1F6G[ wF6L AnL ZLT[ V;Z SZ[ K[ 4
5Z\T] D]bI 5lZA/M DF\ lJbFZFT]\ ;\I]ST S]8\]A 4 DFGJLI
;\A\WMGL V5[1FF 4 5|;FZ DFNIDM 4 VM{nMULSZ6 4 ;TT
J:TL JWFZM V;Z SZ[ K[P
8]\SDF VF AWFGL V;Z HM.V[T[F  ;{F5|YD VFJ[ K[
lJBZFT]\ HT\] ;\I]ST S]8]\AP V[S ;FDFlHS ;\:YF TlZS[
;\I]ST S]8]\A T}8L ZCI] K[P 5lzDGF N[XMDF\ S]8]\ADF\ DF+
5tGL TYF AF/SMGM ;DFJ[X YFI K[PEFZTDF\ S]8]\AGF
;LDF0F ‘ DF;LGF NLSZF NLSZL ‘ ;]nL 5CMRTFP;\I]ST
S]8]\AGF ,FEM 56 CTF VG[ DIFNF"[ 56 CTLP tIFZAFN
VFJ[ K[ DFGJLI ;\A\nMGL V5[1FFPVFlY"S 5|UltFVgF[
E{MlTS ;]lJnFVM JWTL HFI K[ T[ ;FY[ DF6; lJbFZFTM
HTM HFI K[PVFJM DF6; lJBZFTM HFI K[ h05L
I\\+LSZ6 5lZ6FD[ ;DFH VJ{IlStS°T VG[ VDFGJLS°T
YTM HFI K[PH[ ;DFGDF\ DF6;vDF6; JrR[ V[S 5|SFZG]\
V,UTF56]\ ZCIF SZ[ V[ ;DFHGF ;eIMDF\ EF.RFZFGL
VG[ 5|[DGL ,FU6LVMGM VEFJ HMJF D/[ K[P\
VM{nMULSZ6YL ;DFHGF TDFD JUM"G[ :5X[‘ V[JF
WZbFD O[ZOFZM YIF K[PUFD0FVMDF\YL ,MSM XC[ZM TZO
VFSQFF"IF K[PXC[ZMDF[ SFD D/JFGL ,F,R[ VG[
ZMHLvZM8L SDFJJF UFD0F KM0LG[ XC[ZMDF\ VFJJF
,FuIF K[Ppt5FNG JWFZFGL E}BG[ SFZ6[ 5°yjFLGF E\0FZM
%F°yJL ÒZjFL XS[ T[GF SZTF\ VG[SU6L h05[ bFF,L YJF
DF\0IF K[P
VF p5ZF\T J:TL JWFZM  VG[ 5|;FZ DFwIDF[ 56 lX1F6
5Z V;ZSFZS V;Z SZ[ K[PJ:TL JWFZM VFlY"S 4
;FdFFlHS 4 VG[ X[{1Fl6S 1F[+[ VG[S ;D:IFVM peFL SZ[
K[PJU" B\0DF\ lJnFYL"VMGL ;\bIF JWJFG[ SFZ6[ VG[S
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5|zF[ VG[ ;D:IFVM 5[NF YFI K[PlX1F6GM jIF5 Jn[ T[
;FyF[ pEL YTL lXl1FT A[SFZMGL wF[ZL ;D:IFVM 56 B0L
YFI K[P VG[ VF ;FY[ 5|;FZ DFwIDF[GL JFT SZLV[ TM
Z[l0IM 4 8[l,lJhG 4 H[JF ;dF}C DFwIDF[V[ N]lGIFG[ GFGL
AGFJL NLnL K[P5]:TSM 4 VbFAFZM 4 VG[ 8LPJLP H[JF
DFwIDF[ TM lJSF;;L, N[XMDF\ 56 CJ[ ;FDFgI AGTF
HFI K[PlYI[8ZMDF\ R,lR+ HM.G[ VBAFZM JF\RLG[ VG[
UFDG[ RMZ[ Z[l0IF[ ;F\E/LG[ ;FDFgI DF6; 56 CJ[
DFlCTL D[/J[ K[P
lX1F6,1FL ;DFHGF C[T]VM olX1F6,1FL ;DFHGF C[T]VM olX1F6,1FL ;DFHGF C[T]VM olX1F6,1FL ;DFHGF C[T]VM olX1F6,1FL ;DFHGF C[T]VM o
lX1F6GL lJRFZ;6DF\ 5FIFG]\ DCtJ SMG]\ v ;DFHG]\ 4
ZFQ8=G]\ 4 S[ jIlSTG]\ ZFHlSI S[ X{1Fl6S jIJI:YFDF\ SM6
;M[{YL JW] VUtIgF]\ v ;DFH 4 S[ jIlST m VF V[S D}/
E}T 5|z K[PlX1F6GF ;FDFlHS C[T]GF A[ :J~5 K[P V[S
TM pU| :J~5 VG[ ALH]\ lJJ[SXL, :J~5PH[J]\ ZFQ8= VYJF
T[JL T[GL ;DFH G[ jIlSTGF lJSF; DF8[GL
¹lQ8P;FDFlHS C[T]GF pU| :J~5DF\ ZFQ8= VYJF N[X
TDFD AFATMDF\ ;JM"5lZTF nZFJ[ K[PZFHIG]\ VF :J~5
T [V[SCyY] ;TFXFCL ;ZdF]BtIFZXFCLP VF 5|SFZGF
ZFHIDF\ HLJGG]\ VG[ lX1F6G]\ ;FDgI NI[I V[ ZFHIG]\
lCT ;FWJ]\ T[P
lX1F6GF VFW]lGS :J~5DF\ DF\ HM.V[TM H[ N[XM
,MSXFCL ZFHIT\+G[ JZ[,F K[ T[DF\ lX1F6G]\ ;FDFlHS
C[T]G]\ T\N]Z:TG[ 5|UlTSFZS SCL XSFI V[J]\ :J~5 HMJF

D/[ K[PlX1F6GF ;FDFlHS C[T]GF VF VFW]lGS :J~5DF\
jIlSTG\] 4 ZFHI S[ ;DFHGF lCT DF8[ T[DGF TZOyFL YT]\
SM. NDG S[ lGI\+6 GYL 4 56 jIlST %MFT[ H ;DFHGF
V[S V\TU"T V\U TZLS[ ;DFHGF ;DU| lJSF; DF8[
%MFTFGF :JFY" S[ lCTG[ UM[6 AGFJL N[ K[PlX1F6GM
;FDFlHS C[T] T[GF VFn]lGS :J~5DF\ DFGJ5|lTQ9F
JnFZ[ V[JM ,FU[ K[PjIlST D]bItJ[ ;FDFlHS 5|F6L K[ G[
T[GF ljFSF; £FZF H ;DFHGF ;\JFNL G[ 3lGQ9 lJSF;
Y. XS[P;FDFlHS C[T] £FZF H ;DFh Jn] G[ JW] 38° VG[
;\ULG AGX[ 4 G[ T[DF\ ;CSFZ G[ ;[JFG]\ JFTFJZ6
;HF"X[P;FDFlHS C[T]GL :JLS'TL £FZF H jIlSTVMGL
HLJGH~ZLIFTM AC] ;FZL ZLT[ ;\TMQFL XSFX[P
lX1F6GF VFW]lGS lJRFZ5|JFC jIlSTGF ;JF" \UL
lJSF;GF 5MQFFS TZLS[ lX1F6GM bIF, SZ[ K[PjIlSTGF
;JFUL"\lJSF;GF VFN"XDF\ J{IlSTS C[T] VG[ ;FDFlHS
C[T] A\G[GF pDNF TtJMGM ;DFJ[X Y. XS[ K[P

;\NE";}lR;\NE";}lR;\NE";}lR;\NE";}lR;\NE";}lR
9FSZ4 N1F[X sZ__)f P lX1F6G]\ ;tI 4 VDNFJFN

o 5F`J" 5la,S[XG4 5°P ##&
HFGL4 A/J\T sZ__&f P lX1F6 VG[ ;FDFlHS

;\NE"4 VDNFJFN o 5F`J" 5la,S[XGP5°P !Z$
 ZFJ,4 R\l£SF sZ_!ZfP H[g0Z VG[ lJSF;4

VDNFJFN o 5F`J" 5la,S[XG4 5°P Z_*
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 COPYRIGHT OWNERSHIP & THE IMPACT ON ACADEMIC LIBRARIES

* Mitesh Gohel

* Librarian, Shree K.V. Parekh Science, Arts & Commerce College Mahuva

On account of information & knowledge explosion it has become essential for librarians to provide
a master key to this repository of knowledge. The maximum use of this tremendous up sage of
knowledge in the service, the librarian started mechanizing activities of libraries and research
institution through various gadget The main aim of any library is to provide access to proper
information explosion, due to growing demands of the user and shrinking of financial resources,
library is not able to obtain all the reading materials on demand The only way to overcome
these problems is resources sharing through networking. The present paper gives the importance
of library automation, which helps librarians for excellent control over collection. New
technologies library provides several new materials, media and mode of storing and
communicating the information. Automation requires planning, designing, and implementation.
Library automation reduces the drudgery of repeated manual efforts in library routine by use of
library automation collection, Storage, administration, processing, preservation and
communication etc. It increases productivity in terms of both works as well as in service.

Keywords:  Library, Automation, Library Automation, Information communication Technology

Introduction:India has made great strides in computer andtelecommunication technologies. It was one ofthe first few nations, which realized thepotentialities of computer for bibliographicalinformation work and routine libraryhousekeeping operations.Computer has gained its importance in everyfield of human activity because of its speed,Accuracy and capability of large scaleprocessing .It is space saving device as wellbecause information stored on computerreadable devices takes much less space thanthe conventionally stored systems.
Automation: According to Webster’sdictionary “automation is the technique of

making an apparatus, a process or a systemoperate automatically”. In other words it is themachinery that mathematically manipulatesinformation storing, select, presents andrecords input data or internally generated data.Automation word is used for automatictechnical process. In libraries automationrefers to the process of automation in housefunctions such as circulation, cataloguingAcquisition, serial controls etc.LibraryAutomation is the general term forinformation and communication technologies(ICT) that are used to replace manual systemsin the library.
Need of library automation: There arevarious reasons for automation
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1. Information Explosion (Growth ofdocuments)2.   New techniques.3.   Lack of space.4.   To save the time of the reader.5.   To improve the control over collection.6.   To avoid the duplication of work.7.   Greater efficiency.8.   Accuracy and promptness9.  To share the resources sharing amongthrough computer networks nationally andinternationally.
Selecting Automation packages· User friendly· Popularity of package· Well designed screens logically arrangedfunctions with extensive help messages· Minimum Training· Multi-user and unlimited user access· Support internationally known standards(MARC, AACR2)· Training and support (Email, DiscussionForum)
Library Housekeeping operations:A library will have to perform minimumnumber of basic operations. There operationsare conventionally referred to as “Housekeeping operations”.The basic modules of automated system are1.   Acquisition2.   Circulation3.   Cataloguing4.   Serial control5.   OPAC6.   Administration
Acquisition: The purpose of acquisition is tomanage and control the expenditure of fundsfor materials that meet the collectiondevelopment criteria of the library and theneeds of its clientele. This means thatacquisition process must be accurate, efficientand responsive to the demands of libraryusers.
Functions of Acquisitions· Suggestion management

· Ordering cancellation reminders· Receiving· Budget management· Master file management such as currencytable, vendors, publishers etc
Circulation ModuleIn libraries the circulation systemconventionally managed consists of charges,discharges, overdue control, reservation,renewal and appropriate recordsmaintenance. These operations are quiteamenable to automation. An automatedcirculation system acts as in interface betweenthe user and the information system withother backup services like acquisition,cataloguing serial control and housekeepingchores.The circulation module performs thetask, involved in the circulation function, suchas material check-in, check-out, inventory,overdue notices, holds, and reserves, fines, andstatistical reports.
Functions of Circulation· Issue Returns Renewal of Documents· Recall reservation, reservation cancellation· Reminders (Manually, emails)· Reports· Documents Issued /returned· Fine amount collected· Fine receipt
Cataloguing Module:The module performs various cataloguingtasks such as original cataloguing using theMachine Readable Catalogue (MARC) protocol,editing, copying, saving and retrievingcatalogues records. When a record is saved inthe cataloguing database, the recordautomatically appears in the OPAC, and a briefcopy of the record is also generatedautomatically for the circulation module.
Functions of cataloguing•Creation storage, retrieval and managementof bibliographic records and indexes•Import and export facility•Performs various cataloguing tasks such asoriginal cataloguing using the MARC protocol,
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copying, saving, and retrieving cataloguesrecords
Online public access catalogue (OPAC)Module because cataloguing module is theOPAC is what users consult to find and retrieveinformation of interest. Generally, the OPAC isequivalent to the card catalogue, but it providesadvanced search features. The OPAC functionallows searching by author, title, subject orkeyword; search using Boolean operators[AND, RO, NOT] hyperlink searching, wildcharacter searching and combined searchstrategy options.
Functionalities of OPAC· Simple and advance searching· Boolean search (and, or, not)· Field based searching (Author, subject, sourceetc)· Browsing:    field based and Hierarchical· Personalized OPAC (My OPAC)-SDI, CAS,Subject list etc
Serial controlThe complex job of keeping track of serials caneasily and effectively be handled using SOULthrough its Serial Control module. This modulebroadly handles following functions.· Suggestions.· Subscription (renewal and newsubscription)· Payment including fund control etc.· Check in of issues including reduction ofissues arrival.· Reminder generations.· Binding management.· Search status of every item.· Master databases management.
Library Software’s· SOUL· LIBSYS· SANJAY· MAITRAYEE· LIBMAN
Advances of Library automation:1.   It increases productivity in terms of bothworks as well as in service.

2. Professional staff need not spend much timeto do the routine library work.3.   Eliminates human errors while performingroutine library work.4. Improved Computer awareness amongusers.5.   Cataloguing is faster, instant access to non-records.6.   Excellent control over circulation.
Disadvantages of Library Automation· Initial and recurring expenses· Continuous Staff training· Hardware and software obsolescence
ConclusionFor the successful implementation of anintegrated library system all key factors mustbe in place support from administration, staff,competence, consideration of userrequirements, presence of infrastructure,(Hardware, software, networks) available data,excellent managerial skill from thecoordinator of the project.

References:Agrawal, S.P.(1989)”Development oflibrary Services in India, Concept pub.Comp, New Delhi, 100059.Dabas, K.C.(2008)”IT Application for TQMand library Marketing”, Ess Ess pub. , NewDelhi.Dabas, K.C,”TQM for library services” EssEss pub., New Delhi (15)p.58-72.Danrita J. (2009),”Future Concepts oflibrary and Information Services”, Ess EssPub., New Delhi.Dilli K.T.(2009) “Library and informationServices in Digital Era “Atlantic Pub.   NewDelhi.Galhotra M. (2008),”InformationTechnology in library and informationservices”. Ess Ess Pub., New Delhi.Kumar K.,(1993)”Library Administrationand Management”.Vikas Pub. New Delhi.
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     THE DEEP WEB : THE INTERNET’S OBSCURE DATA MINE

IntroductionThe World Wide Web (abbreviated as www orw3, commonly known as the web), is a systemof interlinked hypertext documents accessedvia the internet. With a web browser, one canview web pages that may contain text, images,videos, and other multimedia, and navigatebetween them via hyperlinks. Berners-Leecreated it in 1989 at CERN in Geneva,Switzerland so that researchers at CERN couldshare their documents from differentcomputer systems. So with the creation ofHyper Text Markup Language and the launchof World Wide Web in 1992, navigating theinternet became much easier. Ever since then,the web has been growing at an exponentialrate.
What is the Deep web?The deep web is the part of the internet thatis inaccessible to conventional search engines,and consequently, to most users. According toresearcher Marcus p. Zillman ofDeepWebResearch.info, as of January 2006,the deep web contained somewhere in thevicinity of 900 billion pages of information. In

The deep web (also called the Deepnet, the invisible web, the undernet or the hidden web) is
World Wide Web content that is not part of the surface web, which is indexed by standard search
engines. The hidden portion of the web is 550 times bigger than the surface web. Ninety five
percent of this Deep Web is free. The present paper defines the Deep Web and explores the
importance of the Deep Web for the librarians. The paper presents 16 tools to search this Deep
Web which can be effectively used by the librarians to improve their information services.
Keywords: Deep Web, Invisible Web, Search Enginescontrast, Google, the largest search engine, hadindexed just 25 billion pages.Deep Web content includes information inprivate databases that are accessible over theinternet but not intended to be crawled bysearch engines. For example, someuniversities, government agencies and otherorganizations maintain databases ofinformation that were not created for generalpublic access. Other sites may restrictdatabase access to members or subscribers.The term, “deep web,” was coined by Brightplanet, an internet search technology companythat specializes in searching deep webcontent. In their 2001 white paper,’ The DeepWeb: Surfacing Hidden Value,’ Bright Planetnoted that the deep web was growing muchmore quickly than the surface web and thatthe quality of the content within it wassignificantly higher than the vast majority ofsurface web content. Although some of theopen to the general public, Bright Planetestimates that 95% of the deep web can beaccessed through specialized search.
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Deep Web VS. Surface Web

Deep Web VS Surface Web * Size : Estimated to be 5 to 500 times larger (Bright planet)  * Dynamically generated content That lives inside databases * Growing faster than surface Web 

 * Size : Estimated to be 8+ billion (Google) to 45 billion web pages * static, crawl able web pages  * Limited to what is found by search engines 
 

Tools through which the Deep Web can be
accessed by LibrariansThe content on the Deep Web is immense andappears to be beyond measure. Yet attemptshave been made to measure it. Bergman writesthat Bright planet made an attempt to quantifythe size of the Deep Web in March 2000 andthey found that it is 400 to 550 times largerthan the surface web. The deep web contains7500 terabytes of information and 550 billionindividual documents. Whereas the surfaceweb which most search engines search haveonly 19 terabytes of information and only onebillion individual documents. So no librariancan ignore that portion of the web contentwhich is nearly 550 times larger than thesurface web. According to yet another studythe deep web contained 900 billion pages ofinformation in January 2006 and in contrastGoogle had indexed just 25 billion pages bythen. So librarians cannot ignore the 875billion pages of information that constitutesthe Deep Web.It becomes extremely crucial for librarians toknow how to access this mass of informationthat resides in the Deep Web. Many companieslike the bright planet are extending solutionsto this problem. Many researchers are alsopresenting solutions; Raghavan and Garcia-Molina have introduced a hidden web crawler,Ntoulas have also worked on building an

effective hidden web crawler. Many Metasearch engines have been built for thispurpose. A list of sixteen tools to search theDeep Web is listed below with someannotations.
WEB LIBRARYWeb Library is the companion site toTomaiuolo (2004) where the authorgenerously lists and keeps current all the linksin this book entitled, “The Web Library:Building a world class personal Library withFree Web Resources.” These links are worthbrowsing.
INTUTEIntute is a free online service that providesresources for education and research whichare evaluated by experts. The service iscreated by a network of UK universities andother partners. Subject-specific and cross-subject resources can be accessed through it.It has four subject groups viz., Arts &Humanities, Health & Life Sciences, ScienceEngineering & Technology and SocialSciences.
ACADEMIC INFORMATIONAcademic Information has a directorystructure for browsing an ocean of academicinformation.
DIGITAL LIBRARIANDigital Librarian is a directory of hand selectedlinks including these areas of interest of IT:Business & Finance, Calculators, College &University, Computers, Directories, Education,Electronic Texts, Employment, Images,Internet, Magazines & Journals, Non-profits,Reference, Search Tools, Statistics, and Webpage Design.
THE WWW VIRTUAL LIBRARYThis is considered to be oldest catalog on theWeb and was started by Tim Berners-Lee, thecreator of the web. So, isn’t strange that it findsa place in the list of Invisible Web resources?Maybe, but the WWW Virtual Library listsquite a lot of relevant resources on quite a lot
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of subjects. You can go vertically into thecategories or use the search bar. Thescreenshot shows the alphabeticalarrangement of subjects covered at the site.
DEEPWEBTECHDeepwebtech gives you five search engines(and browser plugins) for specific topics. Thesearch engines cover science, medicine, andbusiness. Using these topic specific searchengines, you can query the underlyingdatabases in the DEEP WEB.
SCIRUSScirus has a pure scientific focus. It is a farreaching research engine that can scourjournals, scientists’ homepages, courseware,pre-print server material, patents andinstitutional intranets.
BUSINESS.COMIt contains Web pages on 64,000 plus public,private and international companies. It isextremely useful for business information. Itis useful especially for information related tomarketing, human resources, and businesstravel and consumer services.
DIRECTORY OF OPEN ACCESS JOURNALSThis directory covers free and full textscientific and scholarly journals that are peerreviewed or editorial quality controlled. As ofnow 3414 journals are there in the directoryout of which 1161 journals are searchable atarticle level. It also accepts free userregistration online.
ERICERIC is sponsored by the U.S. Department ofEducation and provides free access to morethan 1.2 million bibliographic records ofjournal articles to education literature. It alsoprovides links to full text of the articleswherever available.
FLIPPERFlipper is for news and e-commerce. Thepopular categories in it are finance, lifestyletravel, home, business and entertainment.
INFOMINEINFOMINE is built by librarians andmaintained by University of California. It is avirtual library of internet resources useful forresearch. It contains databases, electronic

journals, electronic books, bulletin boards,mailing lists, online library card catalogues,articles, directories of researchers etc.
INTERNET.COMIt is an extremely useful gateway covering alloperating systems, markup languages,wireless, downloads, developers, IT security,networking and much more. It is verycomprehensive and up-to-date.
LIBRARIANS INTERNET INDEXIt is a publicly-funded website which startedfrom California and now it serves the wholeworld. It has over 20,000 entries carefullyselected and organized by librarians into 14main topics and nearly 300 related topics.Users can also subscribe to its free newsletter.It is very reliable and gives access to high-quality websites.
SCIENCE.GOVIt is a gateway to over 50 million pages ofauthoritative selected science information. Itcontains the science information provided byU.S government agencies, including researchand development results. Agriculture, appliedscience & technology, astronomy & space,biology & nature, computers &communication, earth & ocean sciences,energy & energy conservation, environment& environment quality, health & medicine,math, physics & chemistry, natural sciences &conservation and science education are thesubject areas covered by science.gov.
SOCIOSITEThis gateway is exclusively for the subject ofsociology to help sociologists. It is global inScope and contains high quality resources.This is maintained by University ofAmsterdam. The access is free to promotescholarly communication.
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DELIBERATIONS FOR INTEGRATION
(SOCIAL WORK EDUCATION, PRACTICE AND HUMAN RIGHTS)
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Vallabh Vidyanagar.

IntroductionThe International Federation of Social Workers(IFSW) & International Association of Schools ofSocial Work (IASSW) consider it very essentialthat those involved in the field of social workeducation and practice should have a clear andunreserved commitment to the promotion andprotection of human rights.In the context of social work, it can be arguablysaid that social work since inception, has been ahuman rights profession, having as its basic tenetthe value of every human being and aims topromote equitable social structures for securityand development of the people and at the sametime upholding the dignity of the human beings.However learning in social work curriculumrequires for rapt attention to four broad areas.First, the philosophy and mission of social workschools need to be explicit and should inspire thelearning process. Secondly, the structure of socialwork schools must reflect human rights concernsin terms of its policies, procedures, organisationalaspects, admissions, advertising, student andfaculty evaluations, etc. Third is the area of faculty-student relations where an open environment iscreated to facilitate the development of a sense ofequality among students and between students andfaculty. The use of learning methods that promotetransformation of students into social justiceadvocates is important here. The fourth area is ofengendering social work methods with humanrights base. If methods of social work

interventions themselves uphold human rightsaspects than only, the interventions will be humanrights based.
What are human rights ?
The United Nations has defined human rights as
those rights which are inherent in our nature and
without which we cannot live as human beings.Human rights and fundamental freedoms allow usto fully develop and use our human andfundamental freedoms allow us to fully developand use our human qualities, our intelligence, ourtalents and our conscience and to satisfy ourspiritual and other needs. They are based onmankind’s increasing demand for a life in whichthe inherent dignity and worth of each humanbeing will receive respect and protection.The denial of human rights is not only anindividual and personal tragedy, but also createsconditions of social and political unrest, sowingthe seeds of violence and conflict within andbetween societies and nations.
What is social work ?Social work orginated from various humanitarianand democratic ideals. Since inception, the socialwork has attempted to meet the human needs anddevelop human potential and resources. It is aprofession whose purpose is to bring about socialchanges in the society in general and in itsindividual forms of development.Social work is always practiced in five contexts viz.geographical, politcial, socio-economic, culturaland spiritual. The analysis of these five
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contexts reinforces the essential connectednessand coherence of social worker’s efforts and thesolidarity and energy of those who join incommon cause in human rights work. It gives aconscious direction to social work practice bymanifesting human rights context in its work.
Social work and human rightsThe focus of social work profession is on humanneeds and its conviction is that the needs are notto be met as a matter of choice but as animperative of basic justice. Thus social workmoves to the principles of human rights for itsprofessional practice. This transition from needsorientation to rights affirmation has been madenecessary because of tangible substantive needsthat have to be met.Social work is concerned with the protection ofindividual and group differences. It is often forcedto mediate between the people and the State, tochampion particular causes, and to provideprotection against the State action. As a bridgingprofession, social work has to be conscious of itsvalues and possess a solid knowledge base, notleast in the field of human rights, to guide it in manyconflicting situations throughout its practice.While social workers through their actions maywell reinforce the rights of their clients, faultyjudgement can lead them to jeopardise thoserights.Thus, human rights are inseparable from socialwork theory, values and ethics and practice. Rightscorresponding to human needs have to be upheldand fostered, and they embody the justificationand motivation for social work action. Thisinseparability creates dilemmas for social workeducaiton and practice.
Deliberations for integration
1. Recognition of human rights issues.Many aspects of social work have implicit humanrights dimension. It is therefore a prerequisitethat the teachers and students, train themselvesto recognise and explore these dimensions intheory and practice through micro, mezzo andmacro analysis.
2. Analysis

Social work and human rights both haveindividuals as their starting point. However, thisindiviudal level of analysis needs furtherexploration to understand the roort causes ofproblems and for formulating better responses.This implies that the social workers have tounderstand the interaction of their own values andprofessional ethics with the values of their clientsand prevailing socio-politcial order.
3. Responding to human rights issuesPost the analysis, the social workers need torespond to the human rights issues. They need toconceptualise that what are the human rightsissues in the problem at hand and whether thegoals and means are consistent with the nationallaws and international declarations. They alsoneed to prioritise their intervention in relation tothe persons concerned. This exercise of goalsetting must also include coherent strategy torespond to the human rights issues at differentlevels starting from individual client level tonational level.
4. Reference groups of social workersThe crusade of human rights cannot be foughtalone. The social work intervention strategiesrequire support from many different individualsand groups including law professionals, NGOs,political parties, religion, trade unions, etc.
5. EvaluationIntervention by social workers shoud beevaluated, at least in conjunction with the clientand the supervisor. The evaluation should bespecifically addressing actions taken on humanrights issues raised by the given situation. Theclients should be involved in the process ofevaluation.
6. Follow-up ActionAfter the evaluation, a future action may need tobe considered by the social worker in the light ofthe success or failure of current strategies andhence a futuristic approach is required.
7. Field WorkField work is an integral part of social workeducation, which affords students the opportunityof witnessing the practical applicatin of theory
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learned from the classroom. Hence the fieldinstructors must help students to identify humanrights aspects in everyday practice.
8. ResearchSerious academic research in the field of humanrights based social work is a key element forensuring knowledge of and respect for humanrights. Research is very much required in the areasof human rights violations, prevention of humanrights abuses, advocacy and social action, fundraising for human rights based activities, humanrights education, etc.
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cc ;F[Z9 TFZF JC[TF 5F6L cc  GJ,SYFDF\ 5|U8TL U|FD R[TGFcc ;F[Z9 TFZF JC[TF 5F6L cc  GJ,SYFDF\ 5|U8TL U|FD R[TGFcc ;F[Z9 TFZF JC[TF 5F6L cc  GJ,SYFDF\ 5|U8TL U|FD R[TGFcc ;F[Z9 TFZF JC[TF 5F6L cc  GJ,SYFDF\ 5|U8TL U|FD R[TGFcc ;F[Z9 TFZF JC[TF 5F6L cc  GJ,SYFDF\ 5|U8TL U|FD R[TGF
  s  hJ[ZR\N D[3F6L  f

* 0F"P S[P 0LP AU0F0F"P S[P 0LP AU0F0F"P S[P 0LP AU0F0F"P S[P 0LP AU0F0F"P S[P 0LP AU0F

*  .PVFRFI"4 XFD/NF; VF8"; SF[,[H4 EFJGUZ.PVFRFI"4 XFD/NF; VF8"; SF[,[H4 EFJGUZ.PVFRFI"4 XFD/NF; VF8"; SF[,[H4 EFJGUZ.PVFRFI"4 XFD/NF; VF8"; SF[,[H4 EFJGUZ.PVFRFI"4 XFD/NF; VF8"; SF[,[H4 EFJGUZ

!)DL ;NLGF pTZFW"DF\ EFZTLI R[TGFGF[ lJSF; YI[,F[P
.P;P!(5* S|F\lT E,[ lGQO/ U. KTF\ N[X[ 5F[TFGF
,F[SF[V[ 5|YD JFZ ZFQ8=LI R[TGFGF[ VG]EJ SIF["P 5|HFDF\
ZFHSLI V[STF VG[ ;lS|ITFGF[ VEFJ N[BFTF[ CF[JF KTF\
;FlCtIS 1F[+[ U|FD R[TGF HFU'T Y.vN[BFI K[P V[8,[H
TF[ ZFWF S'Q6 SC[ K[ S[4 cc EFZTLI ;\:S'lTGF[ D}/ l;wWF\T
DFGJ5|[D H ZCIF[ K[P H[GF DF8[ ;D:T 5'yJLH V[S
S]8]\A AGL U. K[cc P
hJ[ZR\ D[3F6L UF\WL I]UGF ;H"S K[P VF I]UGL
EFJGFVF[ T[DGF ;FlCtIDF\ N[BFI K[P W}DS[T]GL H[D
D[3F6LV[ ;F[Z9GF 5CF0 GNLGF ;FlGwIDF\ AF/56
U]HFZ[,]P V[ ;\:SFZ V[8,F p\0F 50[,F S[ D[3F6L 5F[TFG[
c 5CF0GF AF/S c TZLS[ VF[/BFJ[ K[P UF\WL :JI\E] 5|[D[
HUFJ[,L I]U R[TGFGF VFlJQSFZ ~5[ D[3F6LGL
SYFVF[DF\ GJF[ Z6SF[ ;\E/FIF[P DFGJ C'NIGF SF[D/
VG[ 5lZlRT EFJF[G[ GFH]SF.YL VF,[BL ATFJ[ K[P
T[DGL JF6LDF\ ;FRF ;F[Z9LGL ;FRF ;F[Z9GL DL9FX4
S]DF; VG[ A,LQ9TF 5|TLT YFI K[P
;F[Z9 TFZF JC[TF 5F6L s !)#*f GJ,SYF S], 5&
5|SZ6F[ VG[ #&$ 5FGFDF\ D]bI V0WF[ 0hG VG[ S],
+6[S 0hG GFGF DF[8F 5+ ,.G[ ;F[Z9L HGHLJGG]\
JC[6 VG[S hZ6F ,.G[ JC[ K[P WL\UL DFGJTFGL 50B[
9\0L JLZTF VG[ ;F{I"G]\ lR+ S\0FZ[,]\ K[P ULZGF GFSFGF
D[B0U- GFD[ V[S ;ZSFZL YF6]\ VFp8 5F[:8 H[J]\ VFJ[,]\
K[P tIF\YL A[ UF/F XLT/ :8[XG[ VFJLG[ 50IF K[P
DlC5TZFDG]\ S]8]\A Z[<J[ :8[XG[ pTZ[ K[P 5;FITF[ T[G[
;,FD SZ[ K[P DlC5TZFD JF3HL OF[HNFZGF CFY[ T{IFZ
YIF CTFP .0lZIF 0\]UZFG]\ WFJ6 WFJ[,F V[8,[ TF[
;F[Z9GF ;LDF0[ WFS A[;F0JF VFJ[,FP ;F\H J[/FV[
5;FILTFG[ DFDFGL NLSZLG[ 5FZJFGF SF[0 ;5GF SF9LGF[

NLSZF[ V[SFN ,L8LHL8L GF SZ[ tIF\ ;]WL V[G[ 5Z6FJ[
SF[6m NFGT AUF0LG[ B[, SIF[ " T[GL VF IF[HGF
DlC5TZFD[ p\WL JF/LP 5F[T[ 5C[Z[,L HGF[. 5;FV[ T[GF
UF/FDF\ GFBLG[ V[GF VZDFG W}/ WF6L SIF"P ~B0X[9
;]SL WZTLG]\ BDLZJ\T] 5F+ K[P T[[ NL50FG[ RLZL GFB[,F[P
T[6[ SFGF 58[,G]\ B]G SZL E[B0U-GF YF6FGL H[,DF\
5]ZFI K[P T[GF[ EF6F[ 5LGFSLG RFZ V\U|[HL E^IF[ K[P
GJL S[/J6L VG[ JFTFJZ6GL JrR[ 5LGFSL H]NL H
l5\0GF[ K[P T[ NFGl;\C SFSFGL N[J/AF HF[0[ B[<IF[ K[P
A\G[ JrR[ AF/56 ;CH 5|[D K[P UF[ZF VD,NFZ 5F;[
A[ VZHNFZ VFJ[ K[P V[S UFD ,F[SF[GF[ ;D}C H[ S]TZFG[
h[Z VF5LG[ DFZL G GFBJF HF[I[ T[GL lJG\TL SZJF VFjIF[
K[P ALHF[ VZHNFZ :+L K[P H[GF 5lTGL lD<ST CH] ;]WL
5F[TFG[ D/L GYL V[JL VZH SZ[ K[P VD,NFZ VG[ RL9L
,BL VF5LG[ lJNFI SZ[ K[P VF :+L K[ ;5FZ6P
~B0X[9GL lD,ST G D/TF T[ VZHNFZ YFI K[P
;5FZ6GF ACFZJ8FG]\ 5C[,]\ 5UYLI]\ K[P YF[0FS ;DIDF\
H NFGR\N SFSFGL NLSZL N[JF,AGF lJS|D5}ZGF ZFHF
ZFJ,HL ;FY[ ,uG GSSL YIFGF ;DFRFZ l5GFSLG[
D/[ K[P AF/56GL E[Z]0L GHZ ;D1F N]Z YFI K[P V[GF
;DFHG[ HTF[ HF[IF[ 56 N[J/AFG[ T[ D/L XSIF[ GCLP
5F[TFGL UF[RZGL AFAT[ ACFZJ8[ R0[, ~B0X[9GL
lD,ST GCL D/TF ;5FZ6 ACFZJ8[ R0[ K[P ,BD6GF
ACFZJ8FDF\ JFXLIF\U VG[ 5]GF[ E/[ K[P ,BD6GF
;FYLVF[ B}8, GLS/[ K[P ,BD6G[ h[Z VF5JFDF\ VFJ[
K[P h[ZYL DZ[,F ACFZJ8LIFG[ 5S0L lC\DT NFBJJFGL
TS CTL 5Z\T] DlC5TZFD VF TSGF[ ,FE ,[TF GYLP
DZTF[ ,BD6 UF[ZF l;5FCLVF[GF[ 9FZ SZ[ K[P ACFZJ8]\
SZTL ;L5FZ6 5S0FI K[P VG[ ZFHSF[8DF\ V[GF[ S[; RF,[
K[P V[ ;DFRFZ l5GFSLG[ D/[ K[P EFJFZ VG[ H],[BFG[
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V,U 5F0GFZ UF[N0G[ V[ EZ AHFZ[ V[ S0L 5C[ZFJX[
V[J]\ JRG VF%I]\ K[P V[ ZLT[ DlC5TZFD UF[N0G[ CFYDF\
S0L 5C[ZFJLG[ ALHF CFY[ 5F[T[ S0L 5C[ZL WF[/[ lNJ;[
EZ AHFZ[ O[ZJ[ K[P V[ ;FC; DF8[ V\U|[H ;ZSFZ
DlC5TZFDG[ ZFJ ;FC[AGF[ lBTFA VF5[ K[P
DlC5TZFD 5F;[YL l5GFSLG[ ;DFRFZ D?IF S[
;5FZ6GL WZ5S0 Y. K[ V[8,[ 5LGFSL DFDLG[ D/JF
ZF[H SF[8"DF\ VFJTF[P ;5FZ6GL lJZ]wW VG[ GFGFDF[8F
5]ZFJF[ pEF SIF" CTFP lGNF["QF VG[ EF[/F UFDl0IF
VNF,TGF VF\U6DF\ E[UF YIF CTFP 5F[,L; VO;ZF[
V[DG[ HJFA VF5JFGL ;}RGFVF[ VF5TF CTFP UF[ZF[
gIFIWLX ,[BS CTF[P ;F[Z9GL WZTLGF V[G[ 5F[TFGL SYF
DF8[ SFRF[ D;F,F[ D?IF[ CTF[P ;Z56GF HJFADF\ V[DG[
Z; CTF[P T[G[ 5F[TFGL JFTF"GL GFlISF AGJF DFUTF[ CTF[P
SF[8"DF\ ZF[H HTF l5GFSL XF/FDF\ U[ZCFHZL GF[\WFTF V[G[
OF [D" GlC VF5JFGL C[0 DF:8Z WDSL VF5[ K[P
C[0DF:8ZG[ C0W]T SZL 3Z TZO HFI K[ tIF\ V[G[ 5]Q5F
VG[ V[GF VF\W/F NFNLDF\ D/[ K[P N[J/AFYL K]8F 50[,F
GFISG[ D[3F6L ALHF 5F+ ;FY[ VFSQF"6DF\ D]S[ K[P
l5GFSL 5]Q5FG[ NZZF[H VlCIFYL VFJF HJFG]\ YFI K[P
36F lNJ;F[ JLTL UIF DlC5T ZFDGL A]ZL NXF Y. K[P
XZLZ VG[ DGYL EF\UL 50IF V[DGF TALITGL BAZ
SF-JF ;]Z[gN=N[J VG[ 0[%I]8L VFJ[ K[P DCL5TZFDGF
VJ;FG 5KL 5LGFSLG V[S,F[ 50[ K[P N[J]\AGL l:YlT
BZFA CTL 5]Q5F U. CTL4 NFNL N]BL CTF4 3ZDF\ VGFH
G CT]\4 UIF[ J[RJFGF[ JFZF[ VFjIF[4 C[0DF:8Z[ AN,F[ ,LWF[P
5LGFSLGGF[ VFS|F[X JWTF[ HTF[ CTF[ VFBL N]lGIF V[G[
N]xDG ,FUTL CTLP
VFD VCL\ SYFDF\ UF[ZF[ ;FC[A DlC5TZFDG[ SC[ K[ S[ cc
VHA H[JL K[ VF SF9LIFJF0L SF[DF[ cc VCL S9LIFJF0L
SF[DF[G]\ ;Z; lG~56 YI]\ K[P ;F{ZFQ8=GF ACFZJ8LIFVF[
BDLZJ\TL SF[DF[ U]GFVF[ VFRZTF C[FJF KTF V[GFDF\
5|;\U[ N[BFI VFJTL DF6;FI N[XL ZHJF0FGF V\U|[HF[
;FY[GF ;A\WF[ VF\TlZS l:YlT4 V[DF\ l5;FT] ,F[SHLJG
lJ`JI]wW 5|tI[GF[ VELUD4 N]Z5|FRLDF\ UF\WL VG[ V[DGL
lJRFZWFZFGF[ 5|FN]ZEFJ4 V\U|[HF[GL ;tTF ,F,;F VG[
VIF[uI B8584 ;FDFlHS ~-LVF[4 VFD VG[S AFATF[
VF GJ,DF\ 5|U8 Y. K[P
B]N  D[3F6L SC[ K[ S[4 cc H[DG[ SF[. jIlST lJX[QF 5ZYL
GCL 56 ;F[Z9L ;D}C H]JFGGL ;FRL DF8L DF\YL 30L
SF-JFGF[ DFZF[ ItG K[cc P
;F[Z9L HG;D}CGF Z_ JQF" 5}J["GF 5|JFCGF JC[6G[
VF,[BJFGF[ D[3F6LGF[ 5|ItG K[P D[3F6LG[ 5F+F[ HUT

D[/FDF\YL D?IF K[4 GFHFEF.4 lC5JF/F4 hJ[ZEF. 4
OF[HNFZ4 ;]8Z;FC[A4 CZHLJGNF; OF[HNFZ VG[ ALHF
S[8,FI T[DG[ lJX[ AG[,L 38GVF[GF JC[,F VF JC[TF
5F6LDF\ E?IF K[P NZAFZzL UF[5F/NF; VG[ 5FZ[J0FGF
B[0}T X[9zL KUGEF. DF[NL H[JLjIlSTVF[DF\YL 5|[Z6F
,.G[ 30[,F 5F+F[G[ ;F[Z9 JF;LVF[V[ VF/BL SF-IF K[P
HFG HFI 56 VFG G HI V[JF 8[SL,F DFGJLVF[GL VF
SYF K[P
5CF0G]\ WFJ6 SYFDF\ 5|;Z[,]\ K[P CF0[ ;HHGF[ 56 SF[.
VgIFI YJFGL S[ V\UT 5|[D 5|;\UYL S[ DDTFYL
ACFZJ8[ R0[,F VG[S DF6;F[GF 5|;\UF[GL JFT VF,[BF.
K[P JFTGF S8SF H[JL SF9L SF[DGL ACFN]ZLGL SYFVF[DF\
SIFZ[S :JF56" Al,NFG VG[ DNF"GUL J6"JF. K[P
;F[Z9GF HLJF\T]E}T TtJGL ;FY[ VgI ;DFHG[ 56
;DFJL ,LWF[ K[P SYFGF S[gN=DF\ ZC[TF l5GFSL4 5]Q5F VG[
T[DGL VDZ SYF K[P
5LGFSLGG]\ C'NI VF\ZE[ N[J]EF V\T[ 5]Q5DF\ lJEST YFI
K[P VF I]U,GL 5|6I SYF lGlDT K[P ,[BSG[ VlE5|[T
K[ ;F[Z9L ;\:S'lTGL JLZUFYF VG[ VFBF ;F[Z9L ;DFHDF\
5|U8TL R[TGFGF[ VF,[B VF5JFGF[P VFBF[ ;F[Z9L ;DFH
SYFGF[ GFIS K[P DlC5TZFDGF[ A|CDT[H4 ~B0GF[
JF6LIF. XF{I" 4 A[JOF ;FYLG[ A\W]S[ N[TL ;L5FZ6 4
lJWJF VG[ R]YFI[,F SFDFI"JF/L 5]Q5FGF[ CFY 5S0TF[
l5GFSL 4 S|F[WD'lT" C[0DF:8Z4 BDLZJ\TF lN,[ZlN,4
DFGJTFGL DC[SJF/F ZFHJL ;]Z[gN=N[J 4 ,AF0 VG[ ,\58
ZFHJL ,BD6 58UZ VG[ ;]ZUJF,F H[JF A\SFVF[4
V\U|[H UF[ZF CFS[DF\GF NF[Z NDFD VG[ ;tTF S[O4 ;F[Z9GL
WLUL WZTL4 5CF04 5J"TF[4 GNLVF[4 SF[+[FGF[ ;DFJ[X
Z\U~- AGL VF AW]\ V[S Z; AG[ K[P 5F+F[ VG[ JFTFJZ6
V[S ALHFG[ 5]ZS AGLG[ VFJ[ K[P
5|[D VG[ ;F{I"YL pK/T]\ ;F{ZFQ8=GF[ HDFGF[ D[3F6LV[
TFN=xI VF,[bIF[ K[P ;]DF\IF["4 ~B0X[94 EFJFZ4 H],[BF4
JU[Z[ 5F+F[ H]GJF6L J8 VG[ JLZTFGF 5|TLSF[ TZLS[ VDZ
AGL ZC[X[P DFZLHFTF 5]ZFTG SF9LIFJF0GF ZF[DF\RS
5F+F[ ~5[ J6"JFI[,L ;L5FZ6G[ ,[BS[ DNF".GL V[S
CFHZFCH]Z V[S EFJGF AGFJL K[P lJWJF VG[ lXI/
E\U YI[,L 5]Q5FG] \  5F6L U|C6 SZTF[ l5GFSL
U|FD,1DLGF  GFIS Vl`JGGL IFN VF5L HFI K[P VFD
hJ[R\N D[3F6LV[ U|FDHLJGGF G{;lU"S 5lZJ[X VG[
ZF[HL\NF ;FDFgI AGFJF[GF[ VF,\AG ,. l5GFSL 4 N[J]AF
VG[ 5]Q5FGL ,FU6LVF[G[ 5]ZL lGxATYL VlEjIlST
VF5L K[P VFD ;DU| ;F[Z9 ;DFHDF\ ;\:SFZGF[ Z6SF[
;\E/FI K[ H[ ;\:SFZ U|FD R[\TGFGF[ 5IF"I K[P
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DCFtDF UF\WLÒ: Nl,T ;]WFZF 5|J'lTVMGL TJFlZBMDF\ V[S VeIF;

* 0MP V[DPH[P 5ZDFZ0MP V[DPH[P 5ZDFZ0MP V[DPH[P 5ZDFZ0MP V[DPH[P 5ZDFZ0MP V[DPH[P 5ZDFZ

* VwI1FzL4 .lTCF; lJEFU4 DCFZFHF S'Q6S]DFZl;\CHL EFJGUZ I]lGJl;"8L4 EFJGUZVwI1FzL4 .lTCF; lJEFU4 DCFZFHF S'Q6S]DFZl;\CHL EFJGUZ I]lGJl;"8L4 EFJGUZVwI1FzL4 .lTCF; lJEFU4 DCFZFHF S'Q6S]DFZl;\CHL EFJGUZ I]lGJl;"8L4 EFJGUZVwI1FzL4 .lTCF; lJEFU4 DCFZFHF S'Q6S]DFZl;\CHL EFJGUZ I]lGJl;"8L4 EFJGUZVwI1FzL4 .lTCF; lJEFU4 DCFZFHF S'Q6S]DFZl;\CHL EFJGUZ I]lGJl;"8L4 EFJGUZ

UF\WLHLV[ :JZFHI 5}J" EFZTDF\ V:5'xITF
GFA}N SZJF VG[ T[ DF8[GF 5|ItGM SZJF ,FuIFP
UF\WLHLV[ !)!5 YL !)Z_ ;]WLDF\ EFZT ED|6
SI]\"P Nl,TMGL NIFHGS l:YlT ;]WFZJF 5|ItGM VFNIF"P
UF \WLHLV[ SCI] \ S [ :JZFHI 5}J[ "  ;FDFHLS
:JZFHI H~ZL K[P !)Z_ YL !)ZZGF
V;CSFZGF\ T[DGF SFI"S|DMDF\ T[D6[ T[DGF !!
J|TMDF\ V:5'xITF lGJFZ6 VG[ V:5'xIMGL l:YlT
;]WFZJF ccBFNLpT[HGcc G[ 56 :YFG VF%I] \P
UF\WLHLV[ !)!5 YL ,.G[ !)$* ;]WL Nl,TM DF8[
;]WFZFGL 5|J'lTVM  CFY WZL CTL H[ OST  V\lCIF
TJFlZBMDF\ H T[GM p<,[B SIM" K[P
!)!5DF\ EFZTDF\ UF \WLHLG] \  VFUDG YI] \
VG[ T[D6[ EFZTGF 36F\BZF 5|N[XMGM lJ:T'T 5|JF;
SIM"P T[DG[ ,MSMGL SFZDL UZLAL4 ;FDFlHS 5KFT56F4
lGZ1FZTF4 ;\:S'lT T[DH WD" lJX[GF Z[l-UT bIF,MGL
5|lTTL Y.P VFYL T[DG[ ,FuI] \ S[ DF+ ZFHSLI
VF\NM,G JF:TlJS VY"DF\ :JZFHI ,FJJF DF8[
5IF"%T G CT]\P 5Z\T] ;FYM;FY ZFQ8= VG[ ;DFHGF
GJW0TZ DF8[ VF\NM,GG]\ O,S lJ:TFZJFHGL H~Z
CTLP P
!P TFP ZÒ O|[A] !)!5 UF\WLHL V[ D]\A. Nl,T JU"GF
KF+F,I VG[ VtI\H XF/FGL D],FSFT ,LWLP
ZP TFP!! VMU:8 !)!5 VDNFJFN UF\WL VF‘F|D BFT[
N]NFEF. NFO0FG[  VF‘F|DDF\ NFB, SIF"P
#P TFP!! VMU:8 !)!5ov VF‘F|DDF\ ClZHG
S]8]\A ZC[JF VFJJF YL S\SF; YIM CTF T[YL S[8,FS
VF‘F|D JF;LVM V[ EMHG ,LWL G CT]\ VG[ UF\WLÒ
56 G BF\W]P
$P TFPZ_ ;%8[ !)!5ov N]NFEF. GF 5ltG 56 UF\WL
VF`F |D DF \ ZC[JF VFjIFP

5P TFP!Z GJ[dAZ !)!&ov pDZ[9 UFD BFT[
ClZHG JF; DF\ J6SZM GL D],FSFT ,LWLP
&P TFP Z! VMS8M !)!*ov E~R BFT[ VtI\HMGL
HFC[Z ;EFG[ ;\AMWLP
*P TFP #!VMU:8 !)!)ov NFCMN BFT[ ;F/JLGL
;EFDF\4 V\tIHsClZHGfJF;DF\ 5|JRGP
)P TFP Z& ;%8[ !)!)ov ZFHSM8  BFT[ ClZHG
XF/FGL D],FSFT ,LWLP
!_P TFP Z( ;%8[ !)!)ov DM8LDFZ0 V\tIH
JF;DF\ ;EF EZL4 VG[ jIFbIFG VF%I]\P
!#P TFP Z5 l0;[ !)Z_ov GFU5]Z BFT[ lCN\
V:5'xITF lGJFZ6 5lZQFNDF\ 5|D]B :YFG[ YL
;\AMWG SI]]\"4 VG[ J6SZ 5lZQFNDF\ CFHZL VF5L CTLP
!5P TFP!( V[l5|, !)Z!ov UMWZF BFT[ V\tIHM
GL ;EF ;\AMWLP
!&P TFP$ D[ !)Z!ov S50J\H BFT[ ClZHGM GL ;EF
;\AMWLP
!*P TFP! H}G !)Z!ov E~RGF J[H,5MZ BFT[
V\tIH 5lZQFNDF UF\WLHLÒG[ DFG5F+ VF%I]\P
!(P TFP!* H],F. !)Z!ov D]\A. BFT[ CFY J6SZMGL
;EF CFHZL VF5LP
!)P TFPZ$ H],F. !)Z!ov D]\A. BFT[ J6SZMGL ;EFG[
pN[XTF CFY[ J6JFGM VFU|C SIF" CTMP
Z_P TFP( VMU:8 !)Z!ov ,BG{FBFT[ YL
SFl9IFJF0GF ZFHF DCFZFHFVMG[ B]<,M 5+ ,BL4
VG[ Z[l8 \IM V5GFJJF NF~A\W SZFJJF VG[
V\tIHMGF pwWFZ DF8[ lJG\TL SZL CTLP
!ZP TFPZ( l0;[ !)Z!ov VDNFJFN BFT[ V\tIHMGL
;EFDF\ CFHZL VF5LP
Z#P TFPZ* l0;[ !)Z$ov A[/UF\J EFQF6M VF5L
V:5'xITF lGJFZ6 5lZQFNDF\ VG[ lJnFYL"
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5lZQFNDF\ CFHZL VF5L CTLP NFCMN BFT[ HFC[Z;EF
J6SZJF;DF\ ZFBL CTLP
Z5P TFP!) O[A] !)Z5ov 5MZA\NZ BFT[ V\tIHJF;GL
;EFDF\ 5|JRG SI] " \P
Z&P TFPZ! O[A] !)Z5ov JF\SFG[Z BFT[ V\tIHJF;GL
D],FSFT ,LWLP
Z*P TFPZ! O[A] !)Z5ov J-JF6 BFT[ V\tIHJF;GL
D],FSFT ,LWL VG[ EFQF6 SI]\"P
Z(P TFP!$ DFR" !)Z5ov l+J[gåD BFT[ V\tIHM
XF/FGL D],FSFTP
Z)P TFPZ& DFR" !)Z5ov D]\A. BFT[ 5KFT JU" TZOYL
DFG5+ VF5JJFDF\ VFjI]\P
#_P TFPZ V[l5|, !)Z5ov AM8FN BFT[  V\tIH
XF/FGL D],FSFT4VF XF/FGL :YF5GF ClZHG
N]NFEF. V[ SZL CTLP    TFP# V[l5|, !)Z5ov U-
0F V\tIHJF;GL D],FSFT
#!P TFP$ V[l5|, !)Z5ov ,F9L V\tIH XF/FGL
D],FSFT ClZHG DF8[ D\lNZ A\WFJJF pWZF6]\ YI]\P
TFP) V[l5|, !)Z5ov DF\UZM/ BFT[ V\tIHJF;GL
D],FSFT ,LWLP
##P TFPZZ VMS8M !)Z5ov DF\0JLsSrKf BFT[ ;Z3;
VG[ HFC[Z;EFG[;\AMWG SI"\] VlCIF T[DG[ GUZ X[9 åFZF
DFG5F+ VF%I]\4 GJ;FZL BFT[ V\tIHJF; VG[ VF‘F|D
GL D],FSFT ,LWLP
#$P TFPZ5 VMS8M !)Z5ov E]H BFT[ V\tIHXF/FGM
5FIM GFbIM VG[ HFC[Z;EFDF\ 5|JRG SI" ]
HFC[Z;EFDF\ V\tIHM G[ V,U A[;F0IF CTFP T[YL
UF\WLHL tIF\ EFQF6 SI"\ ] P
#5P TFP#_ VMS8M !)Z5ov DF\0JL BFT[ V\tIHM DF8[
V,U Z:TM VG[ T[ 56 U\NL U,LDF\ Y.G[ HTM CTM
T[YL VlCGF GUZ X[9 DFG5+ VF5TF4 :JLSFZJFGL
GF 5F0LP
#&P TFPZZ l0;[ !)Z&ov UM\lNIF BFT[ V\tIHMGL
HFC[Z;EF VG[ VF ;EFDF\ V\tIHM V[ DFG5+
VF%I]\P TFP Z O[A] !)Z*ov GFU5]Z BFT[ BFNL TYF
V:5'xITF lJX[ EFQF6 VF%I]\P
#*P TFP!# O[A] !)Z*ov DF,5]Z BFT[ ;EFEZL
H[DF\ lJnFYL"VMGL :+LVMGL VG[ V:5'xIMGL VG[ HFC[Z
ZFbIFP O[A] !)Z*ov ;TFZF BFT[ V:5'xI ;DFHGL
;EFDF\ 5|JRG SI"]P
#)P TFPZ) ;%8[ !)Z*ov DN]ZF. BFT[ ;F{ZFQ8=YL VFJLG[
J;[,F J6SZM TZOYL ;gDFG ;EFZ\E IMHFIMP ;DI

;F\H[ ;F0F K4 :Y/ ;F{ZFQ8= S,A4DFG5+ JF\RGFZ
V[,PS[PT],;LZFD CTFP
$_P TFP  l0;[P !)Z*ov 5]ZL4 HUgGFYGF D\lNZDF\
UF\WLHL G UIF4 VG[ T[DG[ SCI]\ S[4 HIF\ J[xIFVM
HFI VG[ GFR[ T[GL ;FD[ D\lNZDF\ 5|lTA\W GYL 5Z\T]
ClZHGM HFI T[GL ;FD[ 5|lTA\W K[PtIF GYL HJ]\P
$!P TFPZ$ HFgI] !)Z(ov JZT[H BFT[ V\tIH
VF`F|DDF\ ZFDÒD\lNZG] \ BFTD]C}T" SI" ] \P
$ZP TFPZ* DFR" !)Z(ov VDNFJFN XC[ZGF
hF0]JF/F ;D1F 5|JRG ;DI ;F\H[ ;F0F ;FT4:Y/
DUGEF.GL JF0LP
$#P TFP!! HFgI] !)Z)ov VDNFJFN BFT[ GJF
JF0HGL V\tIH XF/FGF ALHF JFlQF "S pt;JDF\
5|D]B5N[P VG[ SZF\RL BFT[ DFG5+M VG[ ;EFVM
hF0]JF/FVMGLP
$5P TFP!$ O[A] !)Z)ov C{åFAFN BFT[ ;EF4
hF0]JF/FVMGL VG[ UZLAJU"GLP
$&P TFP #! DFR" !)Z)ov DMZAL BFT[ V\tIH XF/
FG] \ pNWF8G SI] " \P
$*P TFP Z# D[ !)#!ov G{lGTF, BFT[
VDNFJFNGF ;Z lUZHF5|;FNG[ UF\WLÒ D/[,F\ VG[
VDNFJFNDF\ lRG]EF.GL DFl,SLGF lRG[‘JZ
DCFN[JGF D\lNZDF\ 5|J[XJF N[JF V[ SA}, YIF\P
$(P TFP! GJ[ !)#!ov Nl1F6 lC\NDF\ VFJ[,
U]~JFIZ D\lNZDF\ ClZHGMGF 5|J[X DF8[ ;tIFU|C
X~ YIMP
$)P TFPZ( GJ[ !)#!ov D]\A. ClZHGMGL VG[S
;\:YFVM TZOYL DFG5+M D?IFP
5_P TFP!! DFR" !)#Zov IJZ0F H[,s5}GFf BFT[
CMZG[ 5+4 ClZHGM DF8[ V,U DTNFZ D\0/ ZRXM TM
C]\ VFDZ6F\T p5JF; SZLXP
5!P TFP!* VMU:8 !)#Zov IJZ0F H[,s5}GFf BFT[
J0F 5|WFG ZFD;[ D[S0MG<0[ ClZHGM DF8[ V,U DTNFZ
D\0/M :YF5JFGM R}SFNM VF%IM K[ V[JF ;DFRFZ
VF%IF\P
5ZP TFP) ;%8[ !)#Zov IJZ0F H[,s5}GFf BFT[
!(v(v#Z GF 5+GM4J0F5|WFG[ TF (DLV[ TFZYL
VF5[,M HJFA VFH[ D?IM4 VDFZ[ VF 5U,]\ G K}8S[
VG[ T[ 56 V:5'xIMGF ,FE DF8[ ,[J] \  50I] \
K[PVFGF HJFADF\ ,bI]\PTDFZF R]SFNF V[DG[ ,FE
K[ VG[ DFZF p5JF;YL V[ ,FE V[VM U]DFJX[ V[D
SCL TD[ DFZF SYGMGM VJ/M VY" SZM KM TDFZF
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R]SFNFYL lC\N] ;DFHDF\ WLD] h[Z Z[0FI K[PVG[
5lZ6FD[ lKgGlEgG Y. HX[P
5#P TFP!(v!) ;%8[ !)#Zov IJZ0F H[,s5}GFf
TFP!(DL V[ V<CFAFNDF\ !Z D\lNZM H[DF\G] V[S 5\l0T
DF,lJIFÒGF DFl,SLG]\ CT]\ T[ VG[ VIMwIFDF\
AWF D\lNZM ClZHGM ;]wWF AWF lC\N]VM DF8[ B]<,F
D}SJFDF\ VFjIF\P TFP!)DLV[ VDNFJFNDF\
0MXLJF0FGL 5M/DF\ VFJ[,]\ X[9 V\AF,F,
;FZFEF.GL DFl,SLG]\ VQ8F5NÒG]\ H{G D\lNZ ClZHGM
DF8[ B]<,] D}SJFDF\ VFjI]P
5$P TFPZ_ ;%8[ !)#Zov V,U DTNFZ D\0/
ClZHGMD/[GF R}SFNF ;FD[ p5JF; X~ SIF"
U]~JFI]ZDF\ VFJ[,] \  S 'Q6 D\lNZ ClZHGM DF8[
B]<,]\ D}SJF S[,FBG[ p5JF; X~ SIF"P ZtGFlUlZ
H[,DF\ V%5F;FC[A 58JW"G hF0]JF/JFG] \ JU[Z[
5|SFZG] \  SFD SZTF CTF T[ ;ZSFZ[ A\W SZFjI] \
CT]\ V[ SZJF N[JF DF8[ V[D6[ 5ZJFGUL DF\UL 56
;ZSFZ[ GF 5F0LP
55P TFPZ$ ;%8[ !)#Zov 5]GFDF\ G[TFVM JrR[
;DH}lT Y. U. lJ,FIT J0F 5|WFG[ SZJFGM TFZ
;ZSFZL DC[,[ 5CMRF0IMovUF\WLHLÒG[ BMJF SM.G[
5F,J[ V[D GYL VD[ ;F{ ;D\T Y. lJG\TL SZLV[
KLV[ S[ VF5GM R}SFNF 5FKM B[\RM VG[ VDFZL IMHGF
:JLSFZM ClZHGM DF8[ V,U A[9SM ZC[ 56 V,U
DTNFZ D\0/ GlCP
5&P TFPZ& ;%8[ !)#Zov IJZ0F H[,s5}GFf p5JF;
KM0TF 5C[,F H[,MGF J0FG[ :5Q8TFYL Sï]\ D[\ H[G[
DF8[ ClZHGM GF S<IF6 DF8[ p5JF; SIF"[ CTM T[GF
V\U[G] \ SFD SZJF DF8[ V[8,[ S[ T[GF V\U[GF 5+
jIJCFZ VG[ D],FSFTM DF8[ DG[ ;\5}6" K}8 CMJL
HM.V[Pp5JF; K}8IF\P
5(P TFP!* VMS8M !)#Zov IJZ0F H[,s5}GFf
VF\A[0SZ D/JF VFjIF\ s;ZSFZ[ V[DG[ R[5J6L
VF5[,L S[ DF+ V:5'xITF lGJFZ6GL JFT SZHM VG[
T[ 56 5|U8 SZXM GlC\fP
5)P TFPZ$ VMS8M !)#Zov IJZ0F H[,s5}GFf
V:5'xITF lGJFZ6 V\U[ 5+ jIJCFZ VG[ D],FSFTM V\U[
;ZSFZ[ ,LW[,M lG6"I ;]l5|8[g00[ ;\E/FjIM 56 V[GL
GS, VF5JF GF 5F0LP
&_P TFP#! VMS8M !)#Zov IJZ0F H[,s5}GFf
;]l5|8[g00G[ 5+ V:5'xITF lGJFZ6GF SFD V\U[
SFU/M VG[ D],FSFTM lJX[GM 5+jIJCFZ ;ZSFZ[ KF5JM

VYJF DFZL VG[ ;ZSFZGL DF\U6L  GF A\G[ ;ZSFZ[
HFC[Z SZJF HM.V[P
&!P GJ[aDZ IJZ0F H[,s5}GFf V:5'xIMG[ D\lNZ
5|J[XGM CS VF5TM SFINM 30JFGL lJG\lT SZTL
0F"P;]AZFIGL NZBF:T4DåF; wFFZF;EFDF\ 5;FZ
Y.P
&ZP TFPZ GJ[ !)#Zov VF VZ;DF\ J0MNZFGF
UFISJF0[ VG[ SFxDLZGF DCFZFHFV[ 5MT5MTFGF\
ZFHIDF\ VFJ[,F D\lNZM ClZHGM DF8[ B]<,F D}SIF\P
&#P TFP$ GJ[ !)#Zov IJZ0F H[,s5}GFf ClZHG pwWFZ
V\U[GL ,[BDF/F45|l;wW ;J"[g8; VMO .lg0IF ;M;FI8L
DFZOT[P   l0;[ !)#Zov IZJ0F H[,s5}GFf ClZHG
5|lTlGlW VM ;FY[ RRF"P
&$P TFP!$ DFR" !)##ov 5Fl,T5]+L ,1DLsClZHG
SgIFfGF ,uG DF~lTNF;sA|Fï6f;FY[ ;FAZDTL
VF`F |DDF\ DF \ YIF\ V[ V\U[ ;\N[XM DMS<IMP
&5P TFP#_v#! D[ !)##ov V[S DF6;[4SFU/ ,BL
VF‘F|DG]\ GFD ClZHG VF`F|D VF5JF ;}RjI]\P ;%8[
!)##ov JWF" BFT[ ;FAZDTL VF‘F|D ClZHG ;[JS
;\3G[ V5"TM 5+ ,bIMP
&&P TFP* GJ[ !)##ovJWF"YL ClZHG 5|JF; X~
YIM4GFU5]Z BFT[ ClZHG ;[JSMGL ;EF D/LP
&*P TFPZ$ GJ[ !)##ov ;FAZDTL VF‘F|D ClZHG
VF`F|D GFDYL VM/BFTM YIMP
&(P TFP!5 H}G !)#$ov D]\A. BFT[ H]NL H]NL ClZHG
;\:YFVM ;FY[ RRF"P
&)P TFP!& H}G !)#$ov D]\A. BFT[ 0F[PVF\A[0SZ
JU[ [Z[ D/JF VFjIF\ JF,S[‘JZGF ClZHGJF;GL
D],FSFT ,LWLP D]\A. ;F\TFS|]h BFT[ ClZHG AM0"GL
;EFDF\ CFHZ ZCIFP
*_P TFPZZ H}G !)#$ov 5}GF BFT[ GJF
ClZHGJF;GM 5FIM GF \bIM4 VG[ VC<IFAF.
VF`F|DDF\ ClZHG SgIF KF+,IG]\ pNWF8G SI] \ "
CT]\P
*!P TFPZ* H}G !)#$ov JF0H ClZHG JF;GL
D],FSFT4 ClZHG ;[JS ;\W ;FY[ RRF" VG[
VDNFJFNDF\ V:5'xITF lGJFZ6 ;\3GL A[9SDF\
CFHZP
*ZP TFPZ) H}G !)#$ov VDNFJFN BFT[ SMRZA
ClZHG AF,D\lNZ Nl,T KF+F,I4ClZHG SgIF
KF+F,I4J6SZlJnF,I VF‘F|DGL D],FSFT ,LWLP
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*#P TFP! H},F. !)#$ov EFJGUZ BFT[  JF<S[8U[8
BFT[ E\ULJF;GM 5FIM GFbIMP
*$P TFPZ H},F. !)#$ov EFJGUZ BFT[ SFl9IFJF0
ClZHG ;[JS ;\W TYF ZFHSLI 5lZQFNGL ;lDlTGL
;\I]ST A[9SDF\ CFHZL VF5L EFJGUZ ZFHI[ AC]DFG
SI]\" VG[ DFG5+ VF%I]\"P
*5P TFP# H},F. !)#$ov EFJGUZ BFT[ 9SSZ
AF5F ClZHG VF‘F|DGL D],FSFTP
*&P  TFPZ HFgI] !)#5ov lN<CL BFT[ ClZHG ;[JS
;\3G] \  GJ] \  A\WFZ6 D\H]Z SZJFDF\ VFjI] \P VF
A\WFZ6DF\ 30TZ ;lDlTDF\ CFHZ ZCIF VG[
lN<CLDF\ ClZHG lGJF;GM 5FIM GF\bIMP
**P TFPZ$ V[l5|, !)#5ov .\gNMZ BFT[ XFZNFZFH[
ClZHG SgIFKF+F,IGL D],FSFT ,LWLP
*(P TFP#! D[!)#5ov Gl0IFN BFT[GF ClZHGMGF
ZFDÒD\lNZGL D],FSFT ,LWLP
*)P TFP#_ VMU:8 !)#5ov JWF" BFT[ ClZHG
;[JS;\WGF DwIJTL" D\0/GL SFI"JFCS ;lDlTGL
A[9SDF\ CFHZL VF5L CTLP

;\NE";]lR
ccUF\WLHLVM V1FZN[Ccc !)!5v!)#Z GJHLJG
VDNFJFNP
N,F, R\N],F, EU]EF.s;\5FNSf ccUF\WLHLGL
lNGJFCLcc GJHLJG VDNFJFNP
UF\WL DMPSP cc;tIGF\ 5|IMUMcc GJHLJG
VDNFJFNP
 ClZGHA\W] TFP#_q_$q!)##P
 ClZGHA\W] TFP_$q_*q!)#$P
 UF\WLHL ccClZHG ;[JSM DF8[cc GJHLJG 5|SFXG
!)&! VDNFJFN
S,FYL" D]S],EF. ccAF5]G] ClZHG SFI"cc GJHLJG
VDNFJFNP
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,M0" lJl,ID A[lg8SGF ;FDFlHS VG[ X{1Fl6S 1F[+[ ;]WFZFVM s!(Z(v!(#5f,M0" lJl,ID A[lg8SGF ;FDFlHS VG[ X{1Fl6S 1F[+[ ;]WFZFVM s!(Z(v!(#5f,M0" lJl,ID A[lg8SGF ;FDFlHS VG[ X{1Fl6S 1F[+[ ;]WFZFVM s!(Z(v!(#5f,M0" lJl,ID A[lg8SGF ;FDFlHS VG[ X{1Fl6S 1F[+[ ;]WFZFVM s!(Z(v!(#5f,M0" lJl,ID A[lg8SGF ;FDFlHS VG[ X{1Fl6S 1F[+[ ;]WFZFVM s!(Z(v!(#5f

* KUGEF.  DSJF6FKUGEF.  DSJF6FKUGEF.  DSJF6FKUGEF.  DSJF6FKUGEF.  DSJF6F

* 5LPHLP 8LR;"4 S[gãLI lJnF,I4 VMBF 5LPHLP 8LR;"4 S[gãLI lJnF,I4 VMBF 5LPHLP 8LR;"4 S[gãLI lJnF,I4 VMBF 5LPHLP 8LR;"4 S[gãLI lJnF,I4 VMBF 5LPHLP 8LR;"4 S[gãLI lJnF,I4 VMBF

,M0" V[DC:8" 5KL ,M0" l,l,ID S[Jlg0X A[lg8S
EFZTGM UJ"GZ HGZ, AgIFP T[D6[ H],F.v!(Z(DF\
UJ"GZ HGZ,GM SFI"EFZ ;\EF?IM CTMP T[GF ;DIDF\
VG[S 1F[+[ ;]WFZF YIF CTFP H[DF\ ;FDFlHS VG[ X{1Fl6S
1F[+GF ;]WFZF VUtIGF U6JFDF\ VFJ[ K[P A[lg8S
!(_#DF\ DãF;GF UJ"GZ TZLS[ lGDFIM CTMP !(_&DF\
J[,MZDF\ lC\NL l;5F.VMGF A\0 TZO T[6[ H[ GLlT
V5GFJL T[ SM8" VMO 0FIZ[S8;"G[ GF5;\N 50LP V[YL
T[G[ ALHF JQF[" H 5FKM AM,FJL ,LWMP !(!)DF\ T[G[
DãF;G]\ UJ"GZ5N VF5JFDF\ VFjI]\P 56 T[GM V:JLSFZ
SIF"P VFD ,M0" V[DC:8" 5KL T[G[ UJG"Z HGZ,
lGDJFDF\ VFjIMP T[ EFZT VFJL $ H],F.v!(Z(GF
ZMH 5MTFGM CMNM WFZ6 SIM"P A[lg8S VFJTFGL ;FY[ H
EFZTDF\ ;FDFlHS VG[ X{1Fl6S 1F[+[ ;]WFZF YIF H[ GLR[
D]HA K[ o
(A) A[lg8SGF ;FDFlHS 1F[+[ ;]WFZFVM o A[lg8SGF ;FDFlHS 1F[+[ ;]WFZFVM o A[lg8SGF ;FDFlHS 1F[+[ ;]WFZFVM o A[lg8SGF ;FDFlHS 1F[+[ ;]WFZFVM o A[lg8SGF ;FDFlHS 1F[+[ ;]WFZFVM o
s!f ;TLÝYF GFA]NL o s!f ;TLÝYF GFA]NL o s!f ;TLÝYF GFA]NL o s!f ;TLÝYF GFA]NL o s!f ;TLÝYF GFA]NL o ;TL YJFGM lZJFH D}/[ S[D
X~ YIM m S[JF JC[DM VG[ V\WzâF T[GF DF8[ HJFANFZ
CTF T[GM bIF, SM,A]SGF 5]:TS ‘DIGEST OF
HINDU LAW' 5ZYL VFJ[ K[P VF 5]:tS ÝDF6[
5lTVMGF D'tI] 5KL ;NŸU]6L VG[ X]â GLlTDFG
:+LVMV[ 5lTGL VluGlRTF 5Z CMDF. HJF l;JFI
T[DG[ DF8[ ALÒ SM. DCtJGL OZH AFSL ZC[TL GYLP
lJWJF 5tGL VF V[S DF+ OZH VNF G SZ[ TM T[G[ 5X]GM
VJTFZ D/[P ßIFZ[ JOFNFZL5}J"S ;TL YFI TM T[G[ DF+
VG\TSF/ ;]WL 5MTFGF 5lT ;FY[ VFG\N EMUJJFGM
D/[P V[8,]\ H GlC 5Z\T] 5MTFGF 5lTGF VG[ l5T'51FGF
+6 5[-LVMGF 5}J"HMGF 5F5MG]\ ÝFIlüT 56 SZ[ K[P
VF ÝYF !)DL ;NLDF\ A\UF/DF\ ,UEU AWF EFUMDF\
ÝRl,T CTLP ZFHF ZFDDMCGZFIGF ,BF6MDF\ T[G]\
ìNIãFJS J6"G D/[ K[P lACFZGF XFCAFN lH<,FDF\4

p¿ZÝN[XGF UFhL5]ZDF\4 Nl1F6DF\ U\HFD4 D;],L5ÎD
VG[ YgHFJ]Z lH<,FVMDF\ T[DH ZFH5}TFGF 5\HFA VG[
SFxDLZDF\ VF ÝYF D]bItJ[ prR 7FlTVM 5}ZTL ;LlDT
CTLP !(!5 YL !(Z( ;]WL ;TLGL ;Z[ZFX ;\bIF (#)
;]WL 5CM\RL CTLP lA|l8X ;¿F VF ÝYF GFA}N SZJF
DFUTL CTLP T[DH KTF\ !!ZDM WFZM 30L ;M/ JQF"
GLR[GL SgIFVM4 UE"JTL :+LVM S[ GFGF AF/SMJF/L
:+LVMG[ ;TL YTF ZMSJFDF\ VFJL CTLP
,M0" lJl,ID A[lg8SGF ;¿L ÝYFGL GFA}NLGF lG6"I ;FD[
lJlJW JT]"/M äFZF lJZMW YIM CMJF KTF\ T[G[ T[ V\U[
BZ0M T{IFZ SZL $ l0;[dAZ !(Z)DF\ —;TL˜ ÝYFG[
U[ZSFIN[;Z HFC[Z SZTM !*DM WFZM ACFZ 5F0L VF
SFINFYL ;TL YGFZ lJWJFG[ VG[ T[G[ T[DF\ DNN SZGFZ
jIÂÉTG[ EI\SZ U]G[UFZ U6JFDF\ VFjIFP B]GGM
V5ZFW U6LG[ VF SFINFDF\ D'tI]N\0GL S0S ;HF
SZJFDF\ VFJLP A\U/FGF ~l-R]:TSMV[ pU| lJZMW SZL
5LlJvSFplg;, ;]WL V5L, SZL 56 tIF\ T[G[ GSFZL
SF-JFDF\ VFJLP VF V\U[GL R/J/M YM0FS ;DI RF,]
ZCL 56 JBT HTF T[ XF\T 50L U.P
sZf 9UMGL GFA}NL o sZf 9UMGL GFA}NL o sZf 9UMGL GFA}NL o sZf 9UMGL GFA}NL o sZf 9UMGL GFA}NL o A[lg8SGF ;DIDF\ VF ALH]
DCtJG]\ SFI" CT]\ T[ 9UMGL GFA}NL CT]\P N[XGF S[8,FS
EFUMDF\ —OF;LUZ˜ S[ —9U˜ GFDYL VM/BFTF JU"DF\
5Z\5ZFUT ,]\8FZ]VM VG[ CtIFZFVMGM +F; CTMP T[VM
lGNMQF" TYF EM/F ÝJF;LVM ;FY[ DFU"DF\ HM0FTF VG[
V[SFV[S ÝJF;LGF U/[ NMZ0L S[ 5F30LGM OF\;M GFBL
DFZL GFBTF VG[ T[DGL 5F;[G]\ AW] ,]8L ,[TFP T[VM UZLA
S[ zLD\TGM E[NEFJ ZFbIF JUZ CtIF SZTFP VFJF
9UMGL 8M/LVM N[XEZDF\ 36L HuIFV[ CTLP V[S
8M/LDF\ #__ H[8,F DF6;MGL ;\bIF H6F. CTLP
VF AWL D]xS[,LVM lGJFZJF SFINM 5;FZ SZJFDF\ VFjIM
VG[ 9UMG[ HgD8L5 ;]WL ;HF O8SFZJFDF\ VFJLP
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5lZ6FD[ !(Z) YL !(#5 ;]WLGF UF/FDF\ Z___
9UMG[ 5S0JFDF\ VFjIF VG[ T[DGF 5Z SFD R,FJJFDF\
VFjI]\P !(#*DF\ 9UMGM GFX DF8[ :,LD[GG[ lGDJFDF\
VFjIMP :,LD[G[ T[DGL SFDULZL ;O/TF5}J"S SZL VG[
9UMGM GFX SIM"P !(#* 5KL 9UMGM V\T VFjIMP
s#f ;ZSFZL ;[JFVMDF\ E[NEFJGM V\T o s#f ;ZSFZL ;[JFVMDF\ E[NEFJGM V\T o s#f ;ZSFZL ;[JFVMDF\ E[NEFJGM V\T o s#f ;ZSFZL ;[JFVMDF\ E[NEFJGM V\T o s#f ;ZSFZL ;[JFVMDF\ E[NEFJGM V\T o ;ZSFZL
;[JFVMDF\ ,M0" SMG"JMl,;YL RF,L VFJTL E[NEFJ EZL
GLlTGM V\T SZJFDF\ VFjIMP !(##GF RF8"0" V[S8 WFZF
(*GL VG];FZ EFZTGF GFUlZSMG[ ——CJ[ WD"4 HgD:Y/
4 HFlT VG[ Z\U˜˜ AFATDF\ SM.56 5N DF8[ J\lRT
ZFBJFDF\ VFJX[ GlCP
(B) A[lg8SGF X{1Fl6S ;]WFZFVM o  A[lg8SGF X{1Fl6S ;]WFZFVM o  A[lg8SGF X{1Fl6S ;]WFZFVM o  A[lg8SGF X{1Fl6S ;]WFZFVM o  A[lg8SGF X{1Fl6S ;]WFZFVM o ——;ZSFZG]\ DCtJG]\
V\lTD wI[I lC\N] S[ D]:,LD lX1F6 VF5JFG]\ GlC 56
p5IMUL lX1F6 VF5JFG]\ K[P˜˜        v H[d; lD,       v H[d; lD,       v H[d; lD,       v H[d; lD,       v H[d; lD,
EFZTDF\ X{1Fl6S 1F[+[ ;]WFZFVM SZJFDF\ VFjIF K[P T[DF\
,M0" lJl,ID A[lg8SG]\ GFD DMBZ[ K[P T[DF\ lX1F6G]\
DFwID V\U|[Ò ZC[ T[ DF8[ VG[S lJJFN ;HF"IF CTFP
!(!#DF\ lA|l8X ÝN[XMGF ZC[JF;LVMDF\ lJ7FGM DF8[
7FG VF5JF VG[ T[GM lJSF; SZJF ÝlT JQF" V[S ,FB
~l5IFGL HMUJF. SZJFDF\ VFJL CTLP 5Z\T] VF ZSDGM
p5IMU S[JL ZLT[ SZJM T[ GÞL SZFI]\ G CT]\P
ßCMG V[0d;[ 5MTFGF 8}\SF UJG"Z HGZ,GF ;DIDF\
HFC[Z lX1F6 DF8[ ;lDlT GLlD lC\NLVMDF\ 7FG S[JL
ZLT[ VF5J]\ T[GL E,FD6M SZJF H6FjI]\ CT]\P ßIFZ[ VF
AFAT ,\0GDF\ lJRFZ6F DF8[ 5CM\RL tIFZ[ .lTCF;lJN
H[d; lD,[ V[S V,U GM\W T{IFZ SZL VG[ T[DF\ H6FjI]\
S[ ——;ZSFZG]\ DCtJG]\ V\lTD wI[I lC\N] S[ D]:,LD lX1F6
VF5JFG]\ GlC 56 p5IMUL lX1F6 VF5JFG]\ K[P˜˜ ZFHF
ZFDDMCGZFI H[JF lC\N] VU|6LVM 5FüFtI lX1F6GM
O[,FJM YFI T[GF lCDFITL CTF VG[ T[ ÝDF6[ T[ VFT]Z
CTFP 5FüFtI lX1F6YL ;DFHDF\ JT"DFG VlGQ9M N}Z
SZL XSFX[ TYF lC\NLVMG[ ;ZSFZL GMSZLDF\ HM0FJFGL
TS D/L ZC[X[ T[JL DFgITF 56 CTL 56 0F¶P CMZ[; V[RP
lJ<;GGF ÝEFJ VG[ VFU|CYL ÝFxR -A[ lX1F6G[
p¿[HG VF5JFG]\ 9ZFJJFDF\ VFjI]\4 5Z\T] !(#_DF\
S,STFDF\ S[8,FS zLD\T VG[ ÝlTlQ9 ,MSMV[ ;ZSFZG]\
wIFG B[\rI] S[ V\U|[Ò EFQFFGF DFwID äFZF I]ZM5LI
7FGG] lX1F6 VF5JFGL H~Z K[P 5Z\T] T[DF pU| DTE[NM
56 YIFP H[DF\ 0F¶P lJ<;G H[JF ÝFxRFJFNL lJWFGMV[
V\U|[Ò DFwID ;FD[ lJZMW NXF"jIF ;Z RF<;" 8=[lJl,IFG[
VG[ ,M0" D[SM,MV[ V\U|[Ò lX1F6 5FK/ GF6F BR"JFGL
lCDFIT SZLP D[SM,MV[ $ O[A|]VFZL !(#5DF\ VF lJQFI

5Z V[S ,F\A] 8F\R6 T{IFZ SI]Å H[ V{lTCFl;S DGFI K[P
VFD ,M0" l,lID A[lg8S[ * DFR" !(#5GF ZMH 9ZFJ
SIF" VG[ VFN[X VF5JFDF\ VFjIM S[
——lA|l8X ;ZSFZGM prR C[T] N[XGF ,MSMDF\ ;FlCtI VG[
lJ7FGG]\ lX1F6 JWFZJFGM K[ VG[ lX1F6 DF8[ OF/
JJFDF\ VFJTF GF6FGM z[Q9 p5IMU V\U|[Ò lX1F6
VF5JFDF\ H Y. XSX[P˜˜
VFD ,M0" lJl,ID A[lg8SGF XF;G NZlDIFG EFZTDF\
;FDFlHS 1F[+[ VG[ X{1Fl6S 1F[+[ H[ ;]WFZFVM YI[,F HMJF
D/[ K[ T[ VFHGF I]UGL DCtJGL N[G U6JFDF\ VFJ[ K[P

;\NE" ;}lR;\NE" ;}lR;\NE" ;}lR;\NE" ;}lR;\NE" ;}lR
EFZTGM .lTCF; o s!(!(v!((5f4 ,[BS o 0F¶P
ZD[XSF\T UMP 5ZLB4 I]lGJl;"8L U|\Y lGDF"6 AM0"4
!)((P
5lüD EFZTDF\ V\U|[HM4 ZFHSLI VG[ ;FDFlHS
5lZÝ[1FDF\4 ,[BS o 0F ¶P U]6J\TEF. N[;F.4
I]lGJl;"8L U|\Y lGDF"6 AM0"4 !)((P
EFZTLI ;\:S'lT o :J~5 VG[ lJSF; sDwISF/ VG[
VJF"RLG SF/f ,[BS o ÝJL6R\ã 5ZLB4 I]lGJl;"8L
U|\Y lGDF"6 AM0"4 Z__!P
VFW]lGS EFZTSF .lTCF;4 ,[BS o ALP V[,P U|MJZ4
V<SF DC[TF4 IX5F, V[;P RgN V[g0 S\5GL l,P4
lN<,L4 Z_!_P
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.lTCF;GF VeIF;DF\ dI]lhIDMG]\ DCtJ

* D],FSFTL VwIF5S4 XFD/NF; VF8"; SM,[H4 EFJGUZP

.lTCF; VeIF;DF\ VFWFZ 5]ZFJF CMJF H~ZL K[P
VFWFZ lJGFGM .lTCF; VW}ZM U6JFDF\ VFJ[ K[P T[YL
H ZF\S[V[ Sæ]\ K[ S[ ccNo document, No Historycc
T[YL dI]lhID V[S V[JM VFWFZ 5]ZFJM K[ S[4 H[G[ VF56[
5|tI1F HM. XSLV[ KLV[ VG[ .lTCF; VFD H CTM4 T[
;FlAT SZLG[ .lTCF;G[ JWFZ[ DHA}T AGFJJFG]\ V[S
VFWFZE}T ;FWG U6FJL XSFIP 5Z\T] T[ 5C[,F
dI]lhIDGF .lTCF; V\U[GM YM0L DFlCTL D[/JLV[P
.lTCF;SFZMGF H6FjIF D]HA dI]lhID  XaNG]\ D]/
U|LS EFQFFGF cdI]lh;c XaNDF\ ZC[,]\ K[P T[GM VY" YFI
K[ clJnFD\lNZc S[ clJnFEJGc ;DIGF ;YJFZ[ VF XaN
cdI]lhIDc GF GFDYL lJbIFT YIM VG[ V\U|[Ò EFQFFDF\
56 T[ ~- YIM HIFZ[ lCgNLDF\ T[G[ cVHFIA WZc TZLS[
VM/BJFDF\ VFJ[ K[ 5Z\T] U]HZFTL EFQFFDF\ VF56[ T[G[
c;\U|C:YFGc S[ c;\U|CF,Ic GF GFDYL VM/BLV[ KLV[P
;F{ 5|YD dI]lhID :YF5JFGL X~VFT .P;P !*5#
DF\ I]ZM5DF\ Y. CTLP HIFZ[ EFZTDF\ dI]lhIDGL
:YF5GF cV[lXIF8LS ;M;FI8Lc GFDGL ;\:YFV[ .P;P
!(!$ DF\ S,STFDF\ c.g0LIG dI]lhIDc GFDGL
:YF5GF SZL CTL VG[ U]HZFTDF\ ;F{ 5|YD dI]lhID
.P;P !(** DF\ cSrK dI]lhIDc GL :YF5GF SrKGF
DCFZFÔ B[\UFZÒ +LÔV[ SrK E]HGL ,l,T S,FVMGF
5|RFZv5|;FZ VY[" SZL CTLP T[YL T[DF\ E]HGL ,l,T
S,FGM .lTCF; ;DFI[,M HMJF D/[ K[P
dI]lhIDGM C[T] DF+ J:T]VMGM ;\U|C SZJF DF8[ GYL
CMTM4 5Z\T] ;FYMv;FY H[vT[ N[XGL ;\:S'lT4 T[GM JFZ;M
VG[ .lTCF; Ô6JF DF8[ 56 p5IMUL lGJ0[ K[P J/L4
SM. 56 N[XGL ;\:S'lT4 :YF5tI S,F4 ,l,T S,FGM
.lTCF; TYF 5|FN[lXS .lTCF;YL 5lZlRT YJFGM ;F{YL
;Z/ DFU" V[ K[ S[ T[ N[XGF dI]lhIDMGL D],FSFT ,[JL
VFJxIS K[P VF D],FSFT T[ dI]lhIDGL D],FSFT GYL4
5Z\T] T[ N[XGF .lTCF;GL D],FSFT K[P 5lZ6FD[

dI]lhIDM H[vT[ N[XGF .lTCF;G[ Ô/JJFGL4 T[G]\ Z1F6
SZJFGL TYF T[GM 5|RFZv5|;FZ SZJFDF\ DNN~5 YFI
K[ TYF .lTCF;G[ JWFZ[ N-LSZ6 SZ[ K[ VG[ 5MTFGF
N[XGF JFZ;FUT .lTCF;GL VF{5RFlZSvVGF{5RFlZS
lX1F6 VF5JFDF\ DNN~5 YFI K[P VF dI]lhIDM
;DFHGL ;[JF SZJFDF\ TYF lJSF; SZGFZL ;\:YF K[P
GOM SZGFZL GCLP T[YL H ÔC[Z HGTF DF8[ C\D[XF B]<,F
CMI K[P VF dI]lhIDGF lX1F64 VeIF; VG[ DGMZ\HG
VY[" J:T]VMG[ 5|N"lXT SZJFDF\ VFJ[ K[4 Ô/JJFDF\ VFJ[
K[ VG[ dI]lhIDMGF 5|SFXGM äFZF T[DF\ ;}RJFI[,
.lTCF;GL DFlCTL ,MSM ;]WL 5CM\RF0JFDF\ VFJ[ K[P
dI]lhIDM V[S 5|SFZGF CMTF GYL4 5Z\T] TM 5MTFGM
:YFlGS .lTCF; VG[ ;F\:S'lTS JFZ;FG[ VFWLG CMI
K[P H[D S[ 5]ZFTtJG[ ,UTF dI]lhIDM NFTP ,MY,4
G'J\XXF:+ TYF 8[SGM,MÒG[ ,UTF dI]lhIDM4 B[TLJF0L4
,MS S,F4 DCFG lJRFZSM S[ ;DFH ;]WFZSG[ ,UTF
jIlSTUT dI]lhIDM JU[Z[ 5|SFZGF CMI K[P NFPTP
C{NZFAFNG]\ ZFQ8=LI dI]lhID ZFÔXFCL ;DFHjIJ:YFG]\]
K[P HIFZ[ DCFtDF UF\WLÒGF ÒJGRlZ+G]\ ;FAZDTL
VFzDG]\ dI]lhID VG[ 5|FN[lXS dI]lhIDDF\ EFJGUZG]\
AF8"G dI]lhIDP VFJF dI]lhIDM W6F ;ZSFZzL äFZF
;\RFl,T4 TM W6F BFGUL 8=:8M äFZF ;\RFl,T CMI K[P
H[vT[ N[X TYF 5|N[XGF dI]lhIDM 5MTFGM .lTCF;4
;F\:S'lTS JFZ;M4 S,Fv:YF5tI4 ,MS S,F H[vT[ 5|N[XGF
ZFÔVM4 ÔlTVM4 T[DGF ZC[9F64 BMZFS4 5MXFS J/L
ZFÔ v DCFZFÔVMGF WZ[6F ClYIFZM TYF lR+M JU[Z[GM
.lTCF; HM.G[4 VFG\N 5FDL4 H[vT[ ;\:S'lT TZO S'T7TF
VG]EJFI K[P T[YL 5MTFGF N[XGL WZMCZG[ ;FRJJL4
Z1F6 SZL TYF T[G]\ HTG SZJFG]\ SFD dI]lhIDM SZ[ K[P
5lZ6FD[ T[ DF+ ;\U|CF,I GYL 5Z\T] ;FYMv;FY
VF56F ;F\:S'lTS JFZ;FG]\ ;\Z1F6 SZGFZL DCtJGL
;\:YF 56 K[P DF6;GL D}/E}T H~ZLIFTM ;DHJF DF8[

* ZD[X SFl,IF
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TYF DFGJÒJGGF DCFG bIF,MG[ D],JJF DF8[ VF56[
,MSS,F TYF ;\:S'lTGL lS\DT VG[ VFW]lGS ;DFHDF\
VFUJL SFDULZL ;DHJL HM.V[P EFZTGF dI]lhIDM
VF lNXFDF\ W6]\ AW] SFD SZL XS[ T[D K[P 5|FRLG VG[
VJF"RLG I]U JrR[ dI]lhIDM V[S ;[T]A\W TZLS[ SFD
SZLG[ 5lZJT"GXL, N]lGIFDF\ VtI\T VY"5}6" AGL ZC[
K[P ,MSMG]\ ÒJG ;\:SFZ I]ST TYF DGMZ\HG I]ST
AGFJJF DF8[ dI]lhIDM V[S UlTXL, ;FWG TZLS[ SFD
SZ[ K[P
7FG VG[ lJlXQ8 S[/J6L VF5GFZ XF/FVM TYF VgI
;\:YFVMGL DFOS dI]lhIDMV[ 56 .lTCF; ;FRJJFG]\
5|lTS ;DFG K[P V[8,[ HM dI]lhIDMG[ IMuI 5|Mt;FCG
VF5LG[ T[G[ S]X/TF5}J"S UM9JJFDF\ VFJ[ TM R1F]UdI
S[/J6LGF V[S DCtJGF ;FWG TZLS[ 5]ZJFZ YFI K[P
R1F]UdI S[/J6L VF5JFGF SFI"G[ 5ZL5}6" SZJF DF8[
dI]lhIDM ;F{ 5|YD ;F\:S'lTS TYF 5|FS'lTS .lTCF;G[
,UTL J:T]VMGM ;\U|C SZ[ K[ TYF T[GL Ô/J6L SZ[ K[4
5Z\T] VF ;\U|C S[ Ô/J6LG]\ SFD VD]S lJJ[SYL VG[
BF; C[T];Z SZJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P 5Z\T] HM VFJF
dI]lhIDMGM p5IMU DF+ D],FSFTLVMG[ S[/J6L4 VFG\N
VG[ 7FG VF5JF DF8[ SZJFDF\ VFJ[ TM T[G[ dI]lhID
SZTF JBFZ SC[JFDF\4 VlTXIMlST GYLP T[YL
dI]lhIDMDF\ H[vT[ J:T]VMGM ;\U|C SIF" AFN T[GL Ô/
J6L SZJLP lJäFGM4 lJnFYL"VM4 lGZL1FSM VG[ AF/SM
JU[Z[G[ T[ J:T] lJX[ 7FG VF5L .lTCF;G[ JWFZ[ ;]¡-
VG[ lJ:T'T AGFJL T[GM 5|RFZv5|;FZ SZJM HM.V[P
H[GF YSL dI]lhIDM DG]QIGL ;F{NI" ¡lQ8 S[/J[ K[4
lH7F;FJ'lTG[ p¿[lHT SZ[ K[4 E}TSF/ ;FY[ ;FTtI Ô/
JJF VG[ .lTCF; Ô6JF 5|Mt;FlCT SZ[ K[P 5lZ6FD[
SCL XSFI S[ cdI]lhID GCL TM .lTCF; GCL VG[
.lTCF; GCL TM dI]lhID GCLc dI]lhIDM ;DFHGF
;F\:S'lTS ;DFHGF ;F\:S'lTS JFZ;FDF\ TYF ÒJG lJX[
VlE~RL VG[ .lTCF; Ô6SFZL lJS;FJJFDF\ DNN~5
YFI K[ T[YL .lTCF;GL VG[SFvG[S ,[BM JF\RJFYL S[
5|JRGM ;F\E/JFYL GYL D/TL 56 dI]lhIDMGL
D],FSFT ,[JFYL D[/JL XSFI K[P
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USING THE INTERNET FOR SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT

*  Pushpa Dixit

* Lecturer,  Swami Sahajananda College of Commerce & Management, Bhavnagar.

Introduction: Since the Internet’sbreakthrough as a mass medium, it hasbecome a topic of discussion because of itsimplications for society. At the one hand thereare people those who only see great benefitsand consider the Internet a tool for freedom,commerce, connectivity, and other societalbenefits. At the other hand, one finds thosewho are worried about the harms anddisadvantages of the Internet, and whoconsider it as dangerous for existing socialstructures and institutions, to culture, moralityand human relations. In between one finds themajority, those who recognize both benefitsand harms in the Internet as it currently existsand who recognize its usefulness whileworrying about some of its negative impacts.As an example of a positive appraisal of theInternet, consider what Esther Dyson, one ofthe early enthusiasts for the Internet, states

This paper explores the potential role of the Internet for social development. Using the Internet
benefits society at large and vulnerable groups in particular of their actual needs and existing
facilities. The paper focuses on the use of Internet for social development including various aspects
such as economical, cultural, educational, medical, political, etc. As every coin has two sides, here
also we find using internet is beneficial as well as harmful in certain extent. My purpose in this
paper is to contribute to a better understanding of existing positive and negative aspects of the
Internet. The main focus will be on the appraisal of social and cultural implications of the Internet.
Whether we like it or not, policy towards the Internet is guided by beliefs about its social and
cultural benefits and harms. I will focus on perceived benefits and harms that do not seem to rest
on idiosyncratic values, meaning that they seem to rest on values that are shared by most people.

in her book Release 2.0. There, she claims: ‘TheNet offers us a chance to take charge of ourown lives and to redefine our role as citizensof local communities and of a global society. Italso hands us the responsibility to governourselves, to think for ourselves, to educateour children, to do business honestly, and towork with fellow citizens to design rules wewant to live by.’ (Dyson, 21) Dyson argues thatthe Internet offers us the chance to buildexciting communities of likemindedindividuals, enables people to redefine theirwork as they see fit, fosters truth-telling andinformation disclosure, helps build trustbetween people, and can function for peopleas a second home.  For a negative appraisal, ithas been defined as exposure to “moralpollution” and possible addiction to Internetuse that could quash the motivation to learn,especially among children.
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Next to contested benefits and harms of theInternet, there are also perceived harms andbenefits that are fairly broadly acknowledged.For instance, nearly everyone agrees that theInternet has the benefit of making a largeamount of useful information easily available,and nearly everyone agrees that the Internetcan also be harmful by making dangerous,libelous and hateful information available.People have shared values and sharedempirical beliefs by which they can come tosuch collective assessments.My purpose in this paper is to contribute to abetter understanding of existing positive andnegative appraisals of the Internet, as a firststep towards a more methodical assessmentof Internet technology. My focus will be on theappraisal of social and cultural implicationsof the Internet. Whether we like it or not,policy towards the Internet is guided by beliefsabout its social and cultural benefits andharms.Here I have classified major perceived socialand cultural benefits and harms of the Internetthat have been mentioned frequently in publicdiscussions and academic studies. I will focuson perceived benefits and harms that do notseem to rest on idiosyncratic values, meaningthat they seem to rest on values that areshared by most people. For instance, mostpeople believe that individual autonomy isgood, so if it can be shown that a technologyenhances individual autonomy, most peoplewould agree that this technology has thisbenefit. Notice, however, that even when theyshare this value, people may disagree on thebenefits of the technology in question, becausethey may have different empirical beliefs onwhether the technology actually enhancedindividual autonomy.Cataloguing such perceived cultural benefitsand harms is an important first step towardsa social and cultural technology assessment ofthe Internet and its various uses. An overviewof perceived benefits and harms may provide

a broader perspective on the Internet thatcould be to the benefit of both friends and foes,and can contribute to a better mutualunderstanding between them. Moreimportantly, it provides a potential startingpoint for a reasoned and methodical analysisof benefits and harms. Here I have assessedboth benefits and demerits based on differentvalue systems.
1.  Benefits of the Internet to SocietyThe benefits of the Internet that arementioned most frequently are its perceivedbenefits as a means to information,communication, commerce, entertainment,and social interaction. These are all functionalaspects of the internet: most of its applicationsand services have been designed explicitly toserve such functions and many people that theInternet successfully performs thesefunctions. In addition, the Internet has beenclaimed to have benefits that are lessintentional: benefits to individual developmentand cultural understanding, particularly. Thefollowing list of major perceived benefits issuggestive but not exhaustive:Ø Access to information: The Internetmakes a vast amount of information availableand makes it continuously more or lessindependent of time and place. Adequateinformation is of major importance to thesuccessful functioning of individuals, andtherefore any enhancement of the ability toacquire or access information can be seen asa great benefit to society.Ø Information dissemination: TheInternet makes it possible for anyone toquickly, easily and inexpensively post anddisseminate information and make thisinformation available to a large audience. Inthis way, the Internet promotes freedom ofspeech by enhancing the ability of individualsto voice opinions and inform and influenceothers, which can be considered a greatbenefit.
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Ø Communication: The Internetfacilitates one-to-one, one-to-many and many-to-many communications and enables usersto communicate easily and inexpensively witha wide variety of individuals across the globe.Communication goes beyond thedissemination of information: it is a two-wayprocess that allows for the expression ofviewpoints, the creation of intimacy, and thecoordination of actions. Becausecommunication is so important to individuals,the Internet’s enhancement of the power tocommunicate can be considered a greatbenefit.Ø Developing and maintaining socialrelations: The internet facilitates thedevelopment and maintenance of socialrelations with people outside one’s immediatevicinity, and provides added means to maintainrelations with people in one’s vicinity. Socialrelations are very important to the functioningof individuals and of society as a whole, andthe Internet provide powerful means fordeveloping and maintaining such relations,which is a great benefit.Ø Community formation and socialorganization: The internet facilitates thedevelopment and maintenance ofcommunities of individuals with sharedinterests and concerns and the formation andmaintenance of structured organizations withspecific agendas. The Internet also providesnew ways for individuals to engage incollective behavior and form socialmovements. Community formation and socialorganization are important in any society, andany technology that provides new means tosupport these processes can be seen toprovide important benefits.Ø Production and Commerce: TheInternet enables new models for production byenabling coordination and partial automationof productive processes that span time andspace. The Internet also enables new models

for commerce, trade and business. Theseeconomic benefits translate into social andcultural benefits because they provide peoplewith new products and services and faster andeasier delivery of existing products andservices at less cost.Ø Leisure and entertainment: TheInternet enables new forms of leisure andentertainment, both for individual use and ininteraction with others, such as playing gamesand providing forums for collectivelypracticing hobbies and for sharing and tradingcultural objects like pictures, stories, drawings,software, music, videos, etc.Ø Identity formation and psychologicaldevelopment: The Internet has been claimedto have positive effects on identity formationand psychological development by allowingpeople to experiment with alternativeidentities, to hide aspects of their identity thatcould meet with disapproval or stereotypingin face-to-face situations, to reveal aspects ofthemselves in relative anonymity, that theywould not reveal in real life, and to exposethemselves to a very broad variety of viewsand opinions.Ø Learning and cognitive development:The Internet has been claimed to havebeneficial effects on learning and cognitivedevelopment. It has been claimed that theInternet and computers more generally,support interactive learning styles, enhanceslearning by supporting new multimedia waysof presenting information.Ø Cultural understanding:  It has beenclaimed that the Internet can promote a betterunderstanding between cultures and culturalidentities by enabling people from differentcultural backgrounds and with different socialand cultural identities to come together andcommunicate with each other underconditions that are conducive to culturalexchange.
2.  Internet harmful to Society
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Some of the harms of the Internet that arementioned frequently run contrary to theirperceived benefits. Without denying that theinternet provides new possibilities forinformation, communication, commerce,entertainment, and social interaction, criticstend to argue that the quality of theseactivities is harmed when they are performedover the Internet. So there is a comparativeharm: compared to traditional ways ofperforming these activities, the Internet offersus an inferior or less beneficial way ofperforming them. In addition, critics perceivea number of other negative consequences ofInternet use, that concern humandevelopment, human experience and socialorganization.ü Information overload:  It has beenclaimed that the Internet contributes toinformation overload, by stimulating theconsumption of information and exposingusers to an abundance of often irrelevant,unclear and inaccurate messages and datafragments. This has been claimed, forindividuals, to cause anxiety, poor decision-making, difficulties in memorizing andremembering, and reduced attention span,and, for organizations, to lead less efficiencyand poorer decision-making. (Edmunds andMorris, 17-28).ü False information:  It has beenclaimed that, because of the absence of goodselection mechanisms, the Internet containsmuch false and unreliable information.Moreover, it is often impossible to evaluate thecorrectness of information found on theInternet, as it is often difficult to credit orevaluate sources. Therefore, the Internet isthought to represent a step backwardscompared to more traditional informationmedia.ü Harmful information: It has beenclaimed that, because of the absence ofselection mechanisms and effective regulation,the Internet contains a lot of harmful

information: extremist ideology, recipes formaking bombs, extreme forms ofpornography, libelous information, and soforth. Compared to other, more controlledinformation media, the Internet can thereforebe thought to do more harm.ü Harmful communication: It has beenclaimed that conversations and dialogues onthe internet often contain disrespectful,hurtful and inflammatory speech, and thatconversations are often trivial or vulgar. TheInternet has also been claimed to facilitateunwanted communication and harassmentCompared to other forms of communication,the Internet can therefore be claimed torepresent a step backwards.ü Harmful effects on social relations:It has been claimed that online socialrelationships may indirectly hurt offline (face-to-face) social relationships, because peoplewill take less time and make less effort toengage in face-to-face interaction. It has alsobeen claimed that online social relationshipstend to be less profound, valuable and durablethan offline relationships and that computer-mediated communication less expressive andauthentic than face-to-face communication.ü Harmful effects on community and
social organization: It has been claimed thatthe emergence of virtual communities andorganizations may hurt existing “physical”communities and organizations becausepeople will devote less time and energy tothem, and that virtual communities andorganizations are less profound, valuable anddurable than “physical” ones (Winner, 14-21)ü Harmful effects on production and
commerce:  It has been argued that the easydistribution of digital information over theInternet will hurt commerce and the so-calledculture industry (musicians, film makers,artists, etc.). It has also been claimed that theInternet and digital media generally,negatively affect artistic production byrationalizing art and art production
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techniques. Another claim is that Internetcommerce is vulnerable to theft, fraud andhacking.ü Harmful effects on identity
formation and psychological development:It has been claimed that the relative anonymityby which actions can be performed incyberspace can lead to antisocial behavior thatis performed without retribution. Similarly,computer games enable violent anddisrespectful behavior that is often leftunpunished, and may even rewarded. Thepossibility of such consequence less antisocialbehaviors is held to harm psychologicaldevelopment (Dreyfus, 15-21) Also, the readyand availability of Internet pornography, thatcan be consumed relatively anonymously, hasbeen claimed to promote a harmful form ofdisinhibition that harms personalities and itleads to addiction.ü Harmful effects on learning and
cognitive development: The Internet hasbeen claimed to harm learning and cognitivedevelopment by offering an associationistrather than a discursive model of knowledge(i.e. hypertext and hypermedia rather thantraditional types of texts), by disinhibitingautonomous knowledge production (“copy-paste mentality”), by limiting the attentionspan of cognitive subjects and by disinhibitingthe critical appraisal of information (theabsence of accountability for onlineinformation) (Dreyfus, 15-21)ü Cultural fragmentation: It has beenclaimed that the Internet promotes culturalfragmentation by stimulating the formation ofvirtual communities and groups organizedaround specialized interests, themes orcultural identities (Winner, 14-21).ü Loss of the sense of reality: It hasbeen claimed that the Internet helps eradicatethe distinction between reality andrepresentation, and creates a constantconfusion about this distinction, leading toinsecurities, disagreements, and a loss ofmeaning (Borgmann, 53-67).

ü Loss of privacy and private-public
boundaries:  It has been argued that there islittle privacy on the Internet, and that it isdifficult to maintain clear boundaries betweenpublic and private spaces on the Internet, withresulting insecurities about the privacyconditions under which users operate.
Conclusion:The analysis and evaluation of claims aboutthe Internet’s benefits and harms is one steptowards a general assessment of the Internet’sbenefits and harms. Such a generalassessment would evaluate and weighperceived harms and benefits of the Internetrelative to a particular value system. Such anassessment would necessarily be subjectivebecause of its choice of values relative to whichthe assessment is made. However, thiscertainly does not imply that such assessmentsare useless. If the values in question arerepresentative of a particular social group,then the assessment can be used by the groupto further its interests.
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Language, which consists of words, and is usedby all human beings except the dumb,ordinarily receives attention only from thosewho practise the art of letters or who areengaged in teaching that art. The averageperson, the man in the street, by which we donot mean the uneducated and the unculturedonly, treats language as merely a means ofcommunication, which no doubt it originallyis. Words have a difinite sound-value inherentin them, becuase all words are after all nothingbut sounds, and their sound-value is quiteindependent of the meaning or ideas theyconvey. Take the word “Aum” , for instance. Wedo not know its spiritual value, but if anybodyquestions its sound-appeal, or thinks thatconsidered as mere sound, it is not morepleasing to the ear than “Um” or “Im”, there issomething deifinitely wrong with his two-earreceiving set. That this superior sound-valueof the word “Aum” is independent of itsmeaning and associations it has for the Hindumind can easily be tested by referring thesound to non-Hindu ears.Words create music, and through this musicthey convey meanings more effectively and,sometimes, forcefully. The word
“incarnadine”, coined by Shakespeare inMacbeth is very pleasing to the ear. For thesame idea we could use the word “redden”,which, as a sound is infinitely inferior. It mustbe mentioned that not only the use of the wordbut also the appropriate placement which it

URMILA - A PHONOLOGICAL STUDYreceives through the poet doubles its musicaleffect. The passage in which the word occursis quoted below. Macbeth has murdered theking, and hears a knocking. Then he says:
How is’t with me, when every noise appals

me?
What hands are here? ha! they pluck out

mine eyes!
Will all great Neptune’s ocean wash this

blood
Clean form my hand? No; this my hand will

rather
The multitudinous seas incarnadine,

Making the green one red.Substitute  the word “redden” for“incarnadine”, ignoring for a while therequirements of metre, and it plays havoc withthe music of the line. If we pronounce theword “incarnadine” a few times, we find thatwe like its sound chiefly because of its two longvowels - the “ah” in “car”, and the “i” in “dine”.Not all of its musical effect, however, is derivedfrom its long vowels, for note the effect of therepetition of the consonant “n”. If we examineour own word “Narayana” we find the long“ah’s” and the repeated “n” pleasing. Here in anutshell are the two chief sources of verbalmusic - long vowels and the recurrence ofconsonants, long vowels being the moreimportant of the two. Consonants are theclothing of vowels, the body: vowels are thesoul. As the body,
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however beautiful, is worthless without theanimating spirit, so consonants, howeversweet, are useless without vowels. Vowels maybe well-clothed or ill-clothed, but if they arethemselves strong, their clothes, theconsonants, do not matter so much. But aharmonious combination of the two naturallygives the best results.We have so far considered only single words,which give us no idea of the intricateharmonies that can dwell in words in asequence. Consider the sublime passage formthe Bible:
Arise, shine, for thy light is come and the glory
of the Lord is risen upon thee.Note the effect of the three “i’s” following oneanother, and these followed by the glorious“o’s”, and of the “r’s” . There are some moreexamples which will help us understand howmusic is inseparably connected with poetryand prose as well and how it helps the poet tocommuicate his ideas through sounds.

Thou who didst waken from his summer
dreams

The blue Mediterranean where he lay
Lulled by the coil of his crystalline streams,

ShelleyA passage from Jeremy Taylor, describing theflight of a lark through a storm is also worthlooking at.
And then it made a prosperous flight and did
rise and sing as if it had learned music and
motion as he passed sometimes through the air
about his ministers here below.Long vowels and their variety and changes inthe rhythm of the sentence give to the passagea marked and highly pleasing vocal pattern.The following passage from T. S. Eliot’s play
Murder in the Cathedral is an exquisiteexample of both vowel-consonant music andordinary rhythm:

Since golden October declined into sombre
November,

And the apples were gathered and stored, and

the land
became brown sharp points of death in a

waste of water and mud.After discussing the relationship of words andmusic, we now turn to our topic – Urmila – A
Phonological Study. The Gujarati Literatureis abundant with poems which are known fortheir orchestration and musicality. A close lookat its history reveals that the tradition beginswith Garbis. The names, which flash upon ourminds, when we think of the Gujarati  poets,whose poems are known for their word-music,are:
Narsinh Mehta
Aaj Vrundavan Anandsagar Shamaliyo Rang

Raas Rame;
Natvar Veshe Ven Vagade, Gopi ne Mann

Gowalo Game.
Harilal Dhruv

Chho Funfve Feen Funfaatvala –
Chho Ghooghve Garjan Ghorvala –
Re’she Pakhali Charano Padi Ae;

Paaye Oonde Chhe Rudle Jadi Ae!!!
Bheemrav Bholanath
Chakshu Chanchala Te Chali Chitt Thi Re Lol,

Vadan Namra Mahin Kunla Gaal, Baal Shobhti
Re Lol,

Botadkar, Balashankar, Narsinhrav, Manilal
Dwivedi, B. K. Thakore, Kalapi and the listis endless. Manishankar R. Bhatt (Kavi
Kant) stands out because of his technical skillwhich helps him in combining thought withmusic. The lines quoted below are well-known.

Aaj, Maharaj! Jal Par Uday Joi Ne
Chandra No Hraday Ma Harsh Jame,

Sneh Ghan, Kusum Van, Vimal Parimal Gahan
Nij Gagan Mahi Utkarsh Pame!

Pita! Kaal Na Sarva Santap Shame!
Naval Ras Dhaval Tav Netra Same,
 Pita! Kaal Na Sarva Santap Same!

Aaj, Maharaj
Jaladhi Jal Dal Upar Damini Damakti,

Yamini Vyom Sar Mahi Sarti;
Kamini Kokila Keli Kujan Kare,
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Sagar Ae Bhasti Bhavya Bharti;
Pita! Srushti Saari Sammulaas Dharti!

Taral Tarani Sami Saral Tarati,
Pita! Srushti Sari Sammulaas Dharti!

Aaj, MaharajEven non-Gujarati ears would be swayed awayby the music which the arrangement of thecarefully selected words creates in thismasterpiece. Botadkar is known for hisaestheticism. Botadkar reminds us of Bhasa,since both of them weave their subject matteraround the neglected characters of our ancientmyths – Urmila and Karna. A glance at thehistory of the Gujarati literature shows us thatthe genre “Khandkavya” was first tried byKant, but it is Botadkar who gave it dignity anda well-defined structure.“A Khandakavya is a poem that deals with one
of the episodes of myths or Scriptures. It is
generally composed and according to the rules
of Sanskrit Chhandashashtra. The genre shares
high seriousness with Epic, musicality with
Lyric, dramatic effect with One-Act Play; tragic
effect with Greek Tragedy and its narrative
structure resemblance with that of Short Story.”“Urmila” has a unique beginning – a beginningthat resembles the beginning of an epic. It isunlike Kant’s “Devyaani” or “Vasant Vijay”which has a dramatic beginning. “Urmila”presents a picture of a helpless wife.Rabindranath Tagore  pointed out that Urmilais one of the most neglected mythicalcharacters.Botadkar mouths her sentimentsthrough her silence.

“Shokaveshe Hraday Bharti; Kampati Bhitio
Thi,

Ne Chinta Thi Jwalit Banati, Sambhrame
Vyagra Thati;

Vaare Vaare Swar Samajva Dur Kai Kaan
Deti,

Ubhi Bala Vivash Bani Ne Baari Ae
Bahavri Shi.”A close reading of the above lines shows thepoet’s mastery over the language and theChhandashastra. These lines are written in

Mandakranta (the name itself suggests the feelwhich is created through the music born outof this metre – lamentation). What makes thelast line more effective and appealing is therepetition of the sound ‘b’. At the same timeno one fails to notice the subtle art employedby the poet in using the words like brushes.And the lines abound in long vowels. As aresult Urmila’s helplessness and perplexity isconveyed through the pace with which thepoem moves. The poet’s diction, too, takes thepoem to a new height. The word “kampati” hasbeen used not only to maintain the rhythm ofthe stanza, but also to communicate theimpending danger. Substitute the word with“dhrujti” and see what happens. It impairs the“bhava-vishwa” of the stanza.
“Chirayu Chitt Ochintu, Vajrapaat Thayo

Shire,
Dhalati Sahasa Ubhi Sankashte Grahi Dwar

Ne!”The poem presents some of the best examplesof alliteration. “Chirayu Chitt Ochintu” conveysher condition. But the best part of the line is“Vajrapaat Thayo Shire” which tells the readerthat the pain she is undergoing is irremediable.She has collapsed. She has to make efforts tohold the door.At this point the poem becomes dramatic andwe see one more character in the frame.Laxman comes to seek her permission toaccompany Ram to the forest for the fourteenyears of his exile. And we have a helplessUrmila who speaks for the first time in thepoem. The words which emanate from her lipsshow her “satitva” and “patnitva”.
“Chinta Antar Ni Dai Dayit Ne Sangi Thava

Ichchhvu,
Aethi Uttam Viprayog Sahi Ne Ha! Chitt

Chiravu!”Compared with Sita, she emerges as an epiclike character. Sita considers it herpatnidharma to leave the palace with Ramawhereas Urmila will live in the palace and thatway she will not only maintain her
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patnidharma but also her kutumb parayanta.When a husband is with his wife, even theforest is a palace. Therefore, we canundoubtedly say that her pain is greater thanthat of Sita and it would be no exaggeration tosay that she is an ideal ‘Aaryanari’.
“Athva Aavva Sange Hath Buro Batavashe,

Sita No Dakhlo Leva Tu Avashya Ubhi
Thashe.”The poem is a microscopic view of Urmila’smental condition. The poet successfully makesuse of different chhandas to express what sheis going through. Though it belongs to thecategory narrative poetry, it is unquestionablyreflective as well. The poem is conversationalat some places but there is no conflict betweenthe characters. The same way the Chhands donot clash with each other but create aharmony which symbolizes a healthyrelationship of Urmila and Laxman. Byminutely describing her mental conditions(Urmio) the poet presents before us Urmilas– sacrifice, devotion, love… And we all exclaim,

“Bhavatu! Bhavatu! Devi! Vishva Chhone
Visare,

Pan Surgana Tari Nitya Kirti Uchchare!
Nahi Jag Mahi Tari Murti Ko Sthan Maahi,

Pan Pranayi Janona Jiv Sathe Jadeli.”In a nutshell, the whole poem proves to be anorganic whole because thoughts and musicharmoniously combine and successfullypresent the picture of a woman whosedifferent conditions are effectively echoedthrough the apt use of words, their carefularrangements and the use of suitable chhandaswhich musically highlight the inner workingsof the principal character’s mind.H. Deacon says, “Music does precisely what
words do not do. It represents a state of thought
and feeling more or less continuous, awakened
by the state of facts – a brooding over what has
been said after the words are supposed to have
ceased.”
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A STUDY OF ANXIETY IN ADOLESCENT
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The  present Investigation is to find out the difference in the anxiety among the Urban and Rural
Adolescent of high school student. The sample consisted of 120 students  out  of whom 60 were
Boys and 60 Girls Adolescent from various high school from Bhavnagar district. Data collection
was done  with help of anxiety Inventory developed by Durganand shinha and gujarati version
by Sr. A.H. trivedi &  Dr. N.C. Talajiya (2008). the sample was taken by stratified random method.
the collected data statistically analyzed with the help of T test. Result showed that. (1) There is
significant diffrerence between urban and rural adolescent student in anxiety ( t= 5.15), (2)
There is no significant difetence between boys and girls adolescent student is anxienty. (t= 0.54),
(3) There is no sigbificant difference between urban boys and girls adolescent student in
anxiety.(t=1.05), (4) There is no significant diffrenace between rural boys and girls adoscent
student in anxiety. (t=0.61), (5) There is no significant difference between urban and rural Boya
adoscent student in anxiety (t=1.61), (6) There is significant difference beten urban and rural
Girls adoscent student  in anxiety. (t=4.56)

(1)Introduction21 st   century can well be describe as the ageof anxiety. The rapid changes in science,technology, knowledge, information, sourcesi.e. in each and every sphere of life haveoverwhelmed is individual. it makes him feelhelpes and lost leading to anxiety. anxiety isassociated with a state of  apprehension,worry, helplessness, loneliness and feeling ofinsecurity, sarason (1975) suggested thatanxiety may interfere with one’sconcentration on the task and  consequentlyundermine one’s performance. Besides personwho experiences less meaning andunhappiness in life, becomes frustrated andshows prolem behavior [Begum and Rahan1991, Rahman and Khaleque 1996]
THE STATE OF ANXIETYIn  many of our conficts we experience anxiety.

we are concerned last we make the wrong.choice and suffer from it. when we feeltrapped and unable to respond . anxiety setsin. at  such times we are also troubled that wedoubt ourselves and our abilities to cope withsimplest problems. Mwmoeries of previousfailures or shortcoming rise up to threatenanxiety are that generalized state ofuneasiness and fear that characterizes manyof the precding situations and will bedescribed below.Anxiety is described here in its normaleveryday expression as well as its function asthe basis of pathological behavior. inconsidering anxiety it is important todistinguish between the state of anxirty andthe trait of anxiety. Threatening situations maycause a transitory astate of anxiety until weadjust to them. This “ anxiety state” may occur
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in anyone, regardless of his trait structure, forsome, however, anxiety is a more permanentcondition. in the anxiety prone person avariety of conflicting situations evokeapprehension, nervousness, and concern, andlead to constant feeling of stress. when anxietyis aroused in such individuals the sense ofdread and tension generalize morebroadlyand persists longer than in less anxious person.such indiviuas are said to be characterized bytrait anxietyAnxiety as a trait is sometimes described as aresult of insecurity, possibley originating ininfancy, when the child is dependent on adultsto protect him. Naglect, loss of affection ordeprivation arouses smotional behavior in theinfant which may be labeled anxiety, this kindof anxiety is associated with other people, itincludes isolation or loneliness and lack ofaffectionate responses from other people.Sullivan(1949) suggests that things can causefear, but only people can cause insecurity ofanxiety.Another way of looking at anxiety’s thatsuggested by the physiologist Malmo(1957),In a review of studies of anxiety andbehavioral arousal, he refers to anxiety as a“disease of over-arousal”, some individualshave been chronically, subjected to situationsthat arouse them physiologically, and thushave difficulty in inhibiting this arousal. wemove in the direction of understanding theiranxieties when we locate the situations thatcause abnormally high arousal. two of theseconditions that give rise to atrong arousal andin consequence disturb and disorganizedbehavior are frustration of strong self-centered motivation and conflict.
ADJUSTMENT TO CONFLICT AND ANXIETYHumans becomes anxious when frustrated,possibly, because being blocked in an ongoing,activity is punishing in some way. Both animalsand humans  when frustrated regress or theyfixate on some random act that may seemsenseless to the observer, and repeat it over

and . Homans find many methods to escapeor defend themselves from the disturbinganxiety produced by severe frustration. oneescape I sto tuen impulsively away, physicallyand mentally, from the disturbing situation.childrem seek their source of security, theparent, and adopt the behavior, attitudes, andideas of the parent model. this introjections oftheir parents’ standards becomes their”,however, other models with different behaviorare interjected, and conflict ensues, whichproduces more anxiety, builds more defenses,and favors escape. in fact adjustments to lifefor most frustration and a series of defensesand escape from the anxiety produced by thethwarted motives( symonds, 1946),Anotherfrequent response to frustration and conflict(inner frustration), in aggression sincepunishment is a frequent consequence ofaggression in our culture, it will be exploredfollowing the discussion of aggression.“Adolescence is the transition stage betweenchildhood and adulthood. it is characterized byrapid physica, social and psychologicalchanges, increasing personal autonomy, socialexperimentation indealism conflict andpersonal uncertainty and identity formationvia peer emoluments”, the word Adolescencecomes from the latin verb “ adolescerremeaning a state of emancipation. this mean “to grow” or “ to grow to maturity”. recognizedas a distrinct phase of life span. it is generallyconsidered to begin at about age 12 or 13 andto end at 18 year.Adolescence today is seen in contradictoryterams. On the one hand, it is portrayed as anespecial time of increased freedom from adultsupervision, a time when one comes into one’sown as an autonomous person and life is funand energy is abundant. on the other hand itis described as a difficult period marked byconflict with adults, wide swings in emotions,confusion about one’s place in the scheme ofthings, stressful in terms of selfesterns, esteemand fife with dangerous hazards such as
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variable N M SD “t” Valu Level of  Significance Urban Adolescents 60 21.87 8.90 5.15 0.01 Rural Adoloscents 60 15.17 4.94 
 N.S: Not significantshow that the mean score of Anxiety of uebanadolescent is higher (21.87)rhan the meanscore of rural adolescent (15.17) the differencebetween the mean score is 6.64 and significantat 0.01 leaves it is clearly indicate that urbanadolescent and Rural adolescent differsingficantly in anxiety hypothesis is notaccepted.

pregnancy and drug use. no stage in the lifespan is without problem and challenges, ofcouse, but adolescence may present moreacute challenges than any other stage of thelife span for individual and family system.
(2) OBJECTIVE:-1) To study & compare the anxiety amongadolescent studying in urben and rural Area.2) To study of compare the anxiety amongBoys & Girls Adolescent
(3) HYPOTHESES1) There is significant diffrerence betweenurban and rural adolescent student in anxiety2) There is no significant difetence betweenboys and girls adolescent student is anxienty.3) There is no sigbificant difference betweenurban boys and girls adolescent student inanxiety.4) There is no significant diffrenace betweenrural boys and girls adoscent student in anxiety.5) There is no significant difference betweenurban and rural Boys adoscent student inanxiety6) There is significant difference betweeenurban and rural Girls adoscent student  inanxiety.
(4) METHODOLOGY:(1) Sample:  The sample was stratified randommethod Total 120 sample of high schoolstudent from bhavnagar District among them60 from urben adolescent (Boys-30 and Girls-30) ) and 60 from Rural adolescent (Boys 30and Girsl-30)(II) Research Design:  A= Recidental Area A 1=urban Area A2= Rural AreaB= Adolescent Sex= B1=Boys B2=Girls(III) Tools : A= Individual Information SheetB= Anxiety InventoryAnxiety inventory developed by shriDurgandnd Sinha )1961) and Guajarativersion by Dr. A.H. Trivedi & Dr. N.C>Talajiya(2008), Reliability was found 0.92 by the split-half and 0.85 by the test- retest and validitywas found 0.69 through spearman brownmethod.

IV) Procedure:-The scale of anxiety the inventory the scalemade of two options Options was in either “YES” or “NO” This scale considered 100sentence. The response category has beenprovide each question respone “YES” Mark-1and minimum possible score is 0 high score isto be interpreted as high anxiety and low scorelow Anxiety
(5) RESULT & DISCUSSION

Table-1
“t” ratio of the Anxiety between Urban

and Rural adolescent student

Table-2
 “t” ratio of the Anxiety between Boys and

Girls adolescent students.
Variable N M SD “t” Value Level of  

Significance Boys 60 18.50 6.99 0.50 N.S Girls 60 19.19 6.88 
 N.S: Not significantshow that thew mean score of Anxiety of Girlsadolescent is higher (19.19) then the score ofBoys adolescent (18.50) the differencebetween the mean score is (0.69) there is nosignificant between Boys and Girls adolescentin anxiety it clearly indicates that Boysadolescent and Girls adolescent not differsignificantly in anxiety hypothesis is accepted.
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Variable N M SD “t” Value Level of  
Significance Boys of Urban 30 20.67 8.91 1.05 N.S Girls of Urban 30 23.07 8.88 

 N.S : Not SignificantShow that the mean score of anxiety of UrbanGirls adolescent is higher (23.07) then themean score of Urban Boys adolescent (20.67)the difference between the mean score is(2.40) there is no significant between UrbanBoys and Girls adolescent in anxiety it clearlyindicates that Urban Boys and Girls adolescentnot differ significantly in anxiety hypothesisis accceopted.
Table-4

“t” ratio of Anxiety between Boys and
Girls of Rural adolescent students.

Variable N m SD "t" Value Level of  
Significance Boys of Rural  30 15.67 5.07 0.61 N.S. Girls of Rural 30 14.67 4.87 

 N.S.: Not SignificantShow that the mean score of anxiety of RuralBoys adolescent is higher (15.67) then themean score of Rural Girls adolescent (14.67)the difference between the mean score is (1)there is no significant between Rural Boys andGirls adolescent in anxiety it clearly indicatesthat rural Boys and Girls adolescent not differsignificantly in anxiety hypothesis is accepted.
Table- 5

“t” ratio of the Anxiety between Urban
and Rural adolescent Boys

Varible N M SD "T" Value Level of  
Significance Boys of Urban 30 20.67 8.91  2.67  0.01 Boys of Rural 30 15.67 5.07 

 
N.S. : Not SignificantShow that the mean score of anxiety of UrbanBoys adolescent in higher (20.67) thedifference between the mean score is (5) thereis significant Urban Boys and Rural Boysadolescent in anxiety 0.01 significant level it isclearly indicate Urban Boys adolescent and

Variable N M SD "t" Value Level of  
Significance Girls of Urban 30 14.67 4.87  4.56  0.01 Girls of Rural 30 2`3.07 8.88 

 N.S. : Not SignificantShow that the mean score of anxiety of RuralGirls adolescent in higher (23.07)then meanscore of Urban Girls adolescent (14.67) thedifference between the mean score is (8.4)there is significant between Urban Girls andRural adolescent in anxiety 0.01 significantlevel it is clearly indicate that Urban Girlsadolescent and Rural Girls adolescent differsignificantly in anxiety hypothesis notaccepted.
(6) Conclusion1. There is significant difference  betweenUrban and Rural adolescent student in anxiety.(t=5.15)2. There is no significant  difference betweenboys and girls adolescent student in anxiety.(t=0.54)3. There is no significant difference betweenurban boys and girls adolescent student inanxiety. (t=1.05)4. There  is no significant difference betweenrural boys and girls adolescent student inanxiety. (t=1.61)5. There is no significant difference betweenurban and Rural Boys adolescent student inanxiety. (t=1.61)6. There is significant difference betweenurban and Rural Girls adolescent student inanxiety. (t=4.56)

Reference
Durganad Sinha(Anxiety Scale) sinha W.A.Self- Analysis ferm. Rupa psychologicalcenter, Varanasi.
 Ahmed, M.H.(1973) Religiosity as afunction of rigidity and anxiety, IndianJournal of Experiment psychology, 7,40-50

Table-3
“t” ratio of the Anxiety between Boys and

Girls of Urban adolescent student

Rural Boys adolescent differ significantly inhypothesis not accepted.
Table-6

“t” ratio of the Anxiety between Urban
and Rural adolescents Girls.
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ABNORMAL PSYCHOLOGICAL CONDITION

* Manthan Thadeshwar

* Principal, S.I.D. Science School, Bhavnagar

IntroductionDisturbed and aggressive behavior oftenalarming and sometimes dangerous. In manycase aggression may be a characteristics of theindividual. In other it is associates withintoxication with drug or alcohol or withdelirium. In a small number of cases theperson may be suffering from a functionalpsychosis such as schizophrenia.
Schizophrenia and delusional disorderSchizophrenia is a psychosis characterized bydelusions and hallucinations occurring in clearconsciousness. The delusions are various andmay concern interference with andbroadcasting  of one’s thoughts. Thehallucinations are usually auditory and includevoice talking about or commenting on theperson actions. Hallucinations may also occurin any modality. Mood disturbance can bepresent but is not predominant. The peak ageof onset is young adulthood and the life riskof suffering it is 1 %. Genetic factors accountfor 80% of the liability to schizophrenia butno major genes have yet been identified. Thereis also evidence of structural brainabnormalities. Episodes can be precipitated bystressful life events and by substance misuse.
Affective (Mood) disorder
(1) Depressive disorder : Depression iscommon and may be mild, moderate or severe.Clinically significant depression is oftenreferred to as major depressive disorder(MDD). Depression is a major case of disability

and of suicide. It can be both a complicationof a medical condition and a cause formedically unexplained symtoms. The fact thatit has somatic as well psychological symptomsmeans that is may be difficult is distinguishfrom a medical condition. Hence there is a riskboth of under-diagnosis it by erroneouslyattributing the symptoms to a medicalcondition, and of over-diagnosis byerroneously attributing the symptoms of amedical condition to depression. In cases ofdoubt it is helpful to see the psychologicalsymptoms of depression, particularly loss ofinterest and anhedonia. In practice depressionis under-diagnosis.Physical examination is essential in patientpresenting with a new episode of psychiatricillness, and an associated medical conditionshould be conceded, particularly in thecircumstances listed in following box· Late age of onset of psychiatric illness· No previous history of psychiatric illness· No family history of psychiatric illness· No apparent psychological precipitant
(2) Bipolar disorder (Manic Depression) :Bipolar disorder is a relapsing mooddisturbance with periods of both elevatedmood or mania and depressed mood ordepression. Psychosis may occur in bothdepressive and manic phase, with delusion andhallucinations that are usually in keeping withthe mood disturbed. In mania the patents may
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be irritable, disturbance, over-active andgrandiose. The depression is similar tounipolar depression as describe above. Thetypical age of onset and lifetime risk aresimilar to those of schizophrenia. Theaetiology is also largely genetic but as withschizophrenia no major genes have yet beenidentified. The relapse rate is very high,although patients may be perfectly wellbetween episodes.
Anxiety disorder
Generalised anxiety disorder : Anxiety andworry are universal human experience andonly assume medical significance if they aredisproportionate to stress or persist afterthese have been resolved. Anxiety is commonduring the early stages of illness but usuallysubsides. Persistent anxiety is distressing,interferes with medical management and mayrequired specific attention. Symptoms ofanxiety can be divided into psychological andsomatic. These symptoms can complicate arepresentation of underlining physical illness,and several physical condition can initiallymanifest with anxiety before other syndromesand signs develop.
Phobic anxiety disorderA phobia is an abnormal or excessive fear orparticular object or situation. Which leads toavoidance of it. A more generalized phobia ofgoing out alone or being in crowed place iscalled agoraphobia. Phobia responses cadevelop to medical intervention includingvenepuncutre, hypodermic injection, andchemotherapy or radiotherapy. Phobicsymptoms may be so severe that the patientabandons further treatment.
Obsessive – compulsive disorderObsessive – compulsive disorder (OCD) ischaracterized by obsessive thoughts which arerecurrent, unwanted and usually anxiety –provoking, and by compulsive, repeated actswhich relive feelings of tension. An exampleis repeated hand washing because ofrecurrent thoughts of contamination.

ReferenceDavidson’s  Principals and practice ofmedicine Edition 19th (Medical
Psychiatry)Dr. Bhatt  Abnormal PsychologyBass C, Benjamin S. The management of
chronic somatisation. Br J Psychiatry 1993.www.who .int/mental _health/WHO
mental health and brain disorders.www.nimh.nih.gov/publicate/schizoph.htmshizophenia
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:+L VtIFRFZGF SFZ6M VG[ 5ZL6FDM o V[S ;DFHXF:+LI VwIIG

* 0MP ZFH[gãl;\C DMZL

* VF;LP 5|MO[;Z4 ;ZSFZL lJGLIG VG[ JF6LHI SM,[H4 U-0FVF;LP 5|MO[;Z4 ;ZSFZL lJGLIG VG[ JF6LHI SM,[H4 U-0FVF;LP 5|MO[;Z4 ;ZSFZL lJGLIG VG[ JF6LHI SM,[H4 U-0FVF;LP 5|MO[;Z4 ;ZSFZL lJGLIG VG[ JF6LHI SM,[H4 U-0FVF;LP 5|MO[;Z4 ;ZSFZL lJGLIG VG[ JF6LHI SM,[H4 U-0F

;DFHHLJGDF\ DwISF/YL :+L ;FD[
VtIFRFZM ;HF"TF ZCIF K[P ;DFHHLJGGL VG[S
5lZl:YlT :+L VtIFRFZ ;H[" K[P VF VtIFRFZGF
;HF"JF 5FK/ VG[S SFZ6M K[P H[ U]HZFTGF
UF\WLHLV[ lJ`JG[ VlC\;FGM 5F9 E6FjIM4 ;tIGM DFU"
ATFjIM VG[ T[ H U]HZFTDF\ ZCL :+L VtIFRFZG]\
5|DF6 V[ U]HZFTGF UF{ZJG[ 9[; 5CM\RF0TL AFAT
K[P VFD4 :+L VtIFRFZG[ SFZ6[ :+L lGZFXFG] \
5|DF6 JwI] \  K[ VG[ T[YL H VF ;DFHG] \
Vn5TG YI]\ K[PVtIFRFZGL  DF+F lNGvAlNG
JWTL HFI K[P T[G] \  jIlSTtJ SFZ6 GCL\ 56
H]NFvH]NF SFZ6MG[ ,LW[ YFI K[P
:+L VtIFRFZGF SFZ6M o
!P ;FDFlHS ;F\:S’lTS SFZ6M o
EFZTLI ;DFHjIJ:YFDF\ 5]+ HgDG] \ DCtJ
:+L HgDGF 5|DF6 SZTF\ JW] K[P V[8,[ VF
;F\:S’lTS bIF,G[ ;FDFlHS bIF,DF\
NMCZFJJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P 5]+ HgDG] \ DCtJ 5[-L
NZ 5[-L C:TF\TZ YFI K[P :+L HgDG[ AMHF~5
DFGJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P VFJM ;F\:S’lTS bIF, 5[-L NZ
5[-L lXBJJFDF\ VFJ[ K[ VG[ lNSZLG[ N}W l5TL
SZJFGM lZJFH4 AFl,SF CtIF4 N[JNF;L 5|YFGF bIF,M
CTFP JT"DFG ;DIDF\ TALAL lJ7FGGF lJSF;
YJFGF SFZ6[ E|]6DF\ H HgDGFZ HFTLDF\ KMSZM
S[ KMSZL T[ HM. XSFI K[P T[GF ,LW[ E|]6 CtIFG]\
5|DF6 JwI] \  K[ VG[ BF; SZLG[ :+L HgDG] \
5|DF6 38I] \ K[P V[8,[ :+L E| ]6 CtIFG] \  VF
5|DF6 B]A H JwI] \ K[P H[ :+Lv5]~QFG] \ HgDG] \
5|DF6 HF6LV[ TM bIF, VFJ[P EFZTDF\ V[S CHFZ
5]~QF [ :+L HgDG] \ 5|DF6 )Z* K[P U]HZFTDF\
)!) K[ HIFZ[ U]HZFTGF lH<,FVMDF\

EFJGUZDF\ ((& K[P VFD4 ;FDFlHS SFZ6M;Z4
WFlD"S 5Z\5ZFG[ ,LW[4 NC[H 5|YFG[ SFZ6[4 JFZ;NFZ
TZLS[ 5]+ HgDG]\ DCtJ JW] CMJFGF SFZ6[ :+L
HgDTF 5}J[" H E|]6DF\ H :+L VtIFRFZGF zL U6[X
YFI K[ VG[ :+L VtIFRFZG] \ 5|YD 5lZ6FD
V[8,[ :+; E|]6 CtIFP H[G[ 5|YD :+L VtIFRFZ
TZLS[ U6FJL XSFIP VFD4 ;FDFlHS SFZ6MDF\
5Z\5ZFUT ;F\:S’lTS N=lQ8SM6 :+L 5|tI[GM ;FZM G
CMJFGF SFZ6[ :+L VtIFRFZ JwIM K[P
!P!P S]8] \A jIJ:YFDF\ :+LG] \ UF {6
:YFGvVtIFRFZG]\ 5|DF6 JWFZ[ K[ o
SM. 56 ;DFHDF\ 5FIFG] \  V[SD S]8 ] \A K[P
EFZTLI ;DFH jIJ:YF 5]~QF 5|WFG K[ VG[ S]8]\A
;\:YF 56 5]~QF 5|WFG K[P V[8,[ S]8 ] \ADF\
:+LVMG] \  :YFG UF{6 K[P S]8 ] \AGL V\NZ :+LGF
JT"GGF 56 A[J0F WMZ6M K[P 8} \SDF\ :+L ;\5}6"
5]~QF VFlWG CMI K[ T[YL VFJGFZ 5[-LGF AF/
SG] \ ;FDFlHSZ6 56 5]~QF 5|WFGJF/] \
SZJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P VG[ :+LVM 5F;[ V[JL V5[1FF
ZBFI K[ VG[ VFD S]8] \ADF\ G V;DFGTFJF/F
ALH ZM5FI K[P VgIFIGF ALH ZM5FI K[P 8]\SDF\
:+LV[ 5]~QFGF lGI\+6DF\ VG[ TFA[NFZLDF\
ZC[J] \  50[ K[ VG[ T[J] \  lXBJ[ 50[ K[P VFD4
S]8] \ADF\ VlW5tIGL VG[ V[SFlwFSFZGL EFJGFG]\
5|DF6 JWT] \ HFI K[P T[DvT[D :+L
VtIFRFZG] \  5|DF6 JWT] \ HFI K[P
!PZP NC[H4 NFd5tI HLJGDF\ ;\3QF" p5HFJGF~
VUtIG]\ 5ZLA/ K[ o

EFZTLI ;DFHDF\ ,uG V[S ;\:SFZ K[P
p¿D SFI" 5{SLG] \  ,uG V[S SFI" K[P ,uGDF\
5]+LG[ NC[H VF5L 5lTGF 3Z[ lJNFI VF5JFDF\
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VFJ[ K[P NC[HDF\ lS\DTL 3Z[6F\4 A[\S A[,[g; JU[Z[
V5FI K[P TNŸp5ZF\T 5C[ZFD6LDF\ 5lT TYF
‘J;]ZU’CGF GHLSGF ;UFDF\ R0TF pTZTF S|D[
5C[ZFD6L SZJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P ,uG 5C[,F\4 ,uG 5KL
E[8;MUFNM VF5JL V[ lCgN] ;DFHG] \ D]<I Y.
ZCI] \ K[P ;DI ;FY[ VF D]<IDF\ p¿ZM¿Z
JWFZM YTM HFI K[P NC[HGF SFZ6[ :+LGL lJ5ZLT
VG[ NIFHGS 5lZl:YlT AGL K[P NC[H DF8[ Y.G[ S[
NC[H VMK] \ ,FJJFGF SFZ6[ S]8 ] \ADF\ :+LG[
V5XaNM 5|IMHJFdC[6Fv8M6F DFZJF4 XFlZZLS v
DFGl;S +F; VF5JM VG[ NC[HGF SFZ6[ :+L 5Z
VtIFRFZMG]\ 5|DF6 JwI]\ K[P 0F¶PZ[BF UM;F<IFGM
VeIF; NXF"J[ K[ S [ 5lTv5tGLGF ;\AWMD\F
lJ;\JFlNTTFGF SFZ6MDF\ DCtJG] \ SFZ6  NC[H
K[ T[DH NC[HGF SFZ6[ :+LGF V5D’tI]G] 5|DF6
JwI] \ K[P lGdG7FlT SZTF prR 7FlTDF\ NC[HG] \
5|DF6 p\R] K[P
!P#P :+LG]\ ;FDFlHSZ6 o VFWFZLT VG[ V\S]X
5Z lGE"Z K[P o
S]8] \AGF ;FDFlHSZ6DF\ :+LVMG[ 5]~QFFWLG
AGFJFGF ;\:SFZ, VF5JFDF\ VFJ[ K[ T[DH
S]8]\ADF\ AF/56YL H :+LVMG[ HJFANFZLG]\ 7FG
lXBJJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P VG[ VFJTL SF,[ HIF\ 5Z6LG[
HX[ tIF\ 5lZl:YlT lJS’T G AG[ T[ DF8[ AF/56YL
H SFI"GM AMH V5FI K[P AF/56YL H :+LG[ 5]~QF
;A\lWT ZC[JFGF ;\:SFZM V5FI K[P AF/56DF\
DFTFvl5TFGF TFAFDF\ ZC[J] \ 50[ K[P ,uG 5KL
5lT V[ H 5ZD[‘JZGL ;\:SFZLTF AF/56YL H
XLBJFI K[P VFD AF/56YL H :+LVMV[
;CGXL,TFGF 5F9 E6JF 50[ K[P VG[ lX1F6YL
J\lRT ZC[J]\ 50[ K[ VG[ lX1FLT CMI TM 56 T[6[
5]~QFFlWG ZC[J]\ 50[ K[P VFD4 :+L VtIFRFZG]\ V[S
SFZ6 :+LVMG] \ ;FDFHLSZ6 U6FJL XSFI K[P
ZP :+L ;\U9GGM VEFJ VG[ SFINF 5|tI[GL
V7FGTF o
EFZTLI ;DFHDF\ :+LVMGL ;\bIF ;TT 38L ZCL
K[P :+LVMGL OST SFI"GF ;\NE"DF \4 5|;\UGF
;\NE"DF\ DM8L ;\bIF CMI K[ 5Z\T] ZRGFtDS VG[
SFIF"tDS ZLT[ :+L ;\U9GGM VEFJ HMJF D/[ K[P
:+L VFBZ[ 5]~QF 5|WFG ;DFH jIJ:YF CMJFGF SFZ6[
5]~QFFWLG K[ V[8,[ :+LVMDF\ ;\U9GGM VEFJ
HMJF D/[ K[P ;FYM;FY :+L lx1F6G]\ V<5 5|DF6

:+L V7FGTFDF\ JWFZM SZ[ K[P T[YL :+L 5MTFGF
lJSF;4 S<IF64 gIFI4 Z1F64 CS DF8[ SIF VlWSFZM
T[DG[ D/[,F K[ VG[ :+LGL ;J" N=lQ8V[ ;]Z1FF A1FTF
SIF SFINFVM K[ T[GL DFlCTL S[ HF6SFZL YL :+L
VHF6 K[P V7FG K[P 8}\SDF\ :+LGF lJSF; DF8[GF4
S<IF6 DF8[GF4 gIFI DF8[GF4 Z1F6 DF8[GF CSM VG[
VlWSFZM DF8[GF SFINFVMYL :+L VHF6 K[P
5lZ6FD :J~5[ SFINF 5|tI[GL V7FGTFG[ SFZ6[
:+LVM 5]~QFFWLG JW] ZCL K[P VG[ :+LVMGF
HLJGDF\ ;CGXL,TFG] \  5|DF6 VF SFZ6M;Z
JwI] \  K[ T[YL :+L 5|tI[GF VtIFRFZMG] \  5|DF6
JWT] \ UI] \  K[P
#P jIFJ;FlIS JC[\R6LDF\ :+LVMG[ J\lRT o
5]~QF 5|WFG VY" jIJ:YF VG[ ;DFHjIJ:YFDF\
DM8F EFUGL VFlY"S ;\:YF p5Z4 DM8FEFUGL lD,ST
VG[ VFlY"S 5|J’lT p5Z 5]~QF V\S]X WZFJ[ K[P
:+LVMG[ zD lJEFHGDF\ 3ZSFD VG[ 5]ZS
SFD SZJFG] \  CMI K[P 36F lJäFGM T[G[
5|KGzD SC[ K[P JT"DFG ;DIDF\ VFlY"S
pNFZLSZ6 J{l‘JSSZ6[ VG[S 5lZJT"GM ;H"IF K[P
GJL pt5FNSLI jIJ:YFDF\ H[ :+L 5F [ lX1F6
SF{X<I :J~5 GYL T[G] \  XMQF6 YFI K[P GJL
VFlY"S jIJ:YFDF\4 T[GL E}lDSFDF\ :+L 5|tI[
VtIFRFZ VFRZJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P lJ`JGF N[XM VG[
EFZTDF\ 56 VFlY"S SFZ6M;Z S]8 ] \AGL ACFZ
:+LVMG]\ XMQF6 VG[ VtIFRFZ JwIF K[P :+L V[
JF5ZL VG[ O[ \SJFGL J:T] CMI T[D T[GM p5IMU
YFI K[P I]JFG :+LVM VFDF\ HM0FI K[ 5Z\T] T[
5MTFGL EF{lTS VG[ VFlY"S lJSF;GL 3[,KFV[
VtIFRFZGM EMU AG[ K[P VFlY"S SFZ6MGF ;\NE[" :+L
VtIFRFZGF SFZ6M HM.V[ TM 5lTGL A[SFZL4 V5}ZTL
VFJS4 S]8]\ALHGM äFZF 5]ZTF 5{;F G D/JF VG[
S]8] \ALHGM VFlY"S lE\;DF\ CMI tIFZ[ GMSZL DF8[
NAF6 SZJ]\ 50[ K[P :+LG[ A[J0L E}lDSF EHJJL
50[ K[P 5tGLV[ 5MTFGM 5UFZ 5lTG[ VF5L N[JM 50[ K[P
GMSZLV[  G HFI tIFZ[ 5lT V[ 5tGLG[ DFZh}0 SZ[ K[P
VFD4 S]8 ] \AGL lGdG l:YlT ZMHL\NF HLJGDF\
lJ;\JFlNTF pEL SZ[ K[P T[DH S]8]\ADF\ 5lT A[SFZ4
H]UFZL4 jI;GL H[DS[ XZFA S[ VgI jI;GM WZFJTM
CMI tIFZ[4 VFlY"S T\UNL,L CMI tIFZ[ :+L VtIFRFZM
JW[ K[P JT"DFG ;DIDF\ jIJ;FIL :Y/MV[
:+LVMG]\ VFlY"S4 XFZLZLS XMQF6 JWL ZCI]\ K[ [P
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SFI" :Y/[ :+LVMG[ HFTLI ;TFD6LGM EMU AGJ]\
50T] \  CMI K[P VFD VFlY"S v jIFJ;FlIS
SFZ6MGF ,LW[ :+L VtIFRFZGM pNŸEJ v lJSF; VG[
jiFF5 lJ:TFZ JwIM K[P
VFD4 p5ZMST :+L VtIFRFZGF VG[SlJW SFZ6M
HMJF D/[ K[P 5]~QF 5|WFG ;DFH jIJ:YFDF\ 5]+
HgDG] \ DCtJ4 :+L 5|tI[GM 5]~QFGM N=lQ8SM64
;FDFlHS ;F\:S’lTS N=lQ8V[ :+L 5|tI[GM bIF,4
:+LVMGL V\NZ ZC[,L ;CGXL,TF4 NC[H4 :+LVMDF\
V<5lX1F64 :+LVMDF\ 5ZFJ,\AL56]\4 :+L 5|tI[GM
5]~QFMGM N=lQ8SM6 VG[ :+L ;\U9GGM VEFJ TYF
SFINF 5|tI[GL V7FGTF T[DH jIFJ;FlIS SFZ6M :+L
VtIFRFZG] \ 5|DF6 JWFZ[ K[P HLJGX{,LDF\
5lZJT"G VFJ[ K[4 5Z\T] :+LG[ HMJFGF 5lZ5|[1FDF\
5ZLJT"G GYL VFJT]\ 5Z\T] 5|:YFl5T :+L 5|tI[GF
bIF,F[ JW] 5|:YFl5T AGTF RF<IF K[P T[GF SFZ6[
:+L VtIFRFZ VG[ T[G]\ jIF5 lJ‘J JwI]\P
$P :+L 5Z YTF VtIFRFZ 5lZl:YlT VG[
5|DF6 o

S|dF lJUT 1998 1999 2000 
1 A/FtSFZ 311 304 314 
2 V5CZ6 914 896 765 
3 B]G 346 351 334 
4 NC[HvD'tI]\ 74 57 55 
5 DFGl;S +F; 2989 3365 3542 
6 K[0TLv5HJ6L 1189 1118 876 
7 AF/,uG 17 26 20 
8 VF53FT 1638 1774 1668 
9 VS:DFT DMT 3779 3378 3029 

 
!P U]HZFT ZFHIDF\ NZ !___ 5]~QFMV[
:+LVMGF 5|DF6 V\U[GL DFlCTL  GLR[GF SMQ8SDF\
VF5JFDF\ VFJL K[P

S|dF lH<,F NZ S|dF lH<,F NZ 
1 SrK 942 14 EFJGUZ 886 
2 AGF;SF\9F 868 15 VF6\N 874 
3 5F86 862 16 B[0F 880 
4 DC[;F6F 798 17 5\RDCF, 934 
5 ;FAZSF\9F 878 18 NFCMN 964 
6 UF\WLGUZ 816 19 J0MNZF 875 
7 VDNFJFN 814 20 GD"NF 952 

 

8 ;]Z[gN=GUZ 888 21 E~R 909 
9 ZFHSM8 844 22 ;]ZT 872 
10 HFDGZ 894 23 0F\U 974 
11 5MZA\NZ 897 24 GJ;FZL 912 
12 H}GFU- 898 25 J,;F0 934 
13 VDZ[,L 894    

 
ZP U]HZFTDF\ _P&GL JIH}YDF\ l,\U 5|DF64
WD" VFWFZLT

S|dF WD" l,\U 5|DF6 
1 lCgN] 880 
2 D]l:,D 913 
3 lB|:TL 917 
4 XLB 782 
5 AF{wW 886 
6 H{G 832 

 

GJL lN<CLDF\ GJF SFI"SZMGF D\0/M VG[ SFG]GL
lGQ6FTM T[DH H]NFvH]NF lJQFIGF TH7F[GF V[S
5lZQFNDF\ DlC,FVM ;FD[GF VtIFRFZMGF
;\NE"DF\ D/[,L lJUT EFZTGF ;\NE[“ HM.V[ TM
v
!P EFZTDF\ NZ Z& lDlG8[ V[S DlC,FGL K[0TL
YFI K[P
ZP NZ $$ lDlG8[ V[S :+LG]\ V5CZ6 YFI K[
#P NZ 5$ lDlG8[ SM.G[ SM. :YFGLI DlC,F 5Z
A/FTSFZ YFI K[P
$P NZ * lDlG8[ SM. G[ SM. VtIFRFZGL 38GF DlC,F
;FD[ AGTL CMI K[P

G[XG, S|F.D aI]ZM GJL lN<CLGF
!))&GF VC[JF, D]HA DlC,F VtIFRFZGL AGTL
38GFVM HM.V[ TM v
!P NZ JQF[“ !#___ :+LVM A/TSFZGM EMU AG[ K[P
ZP !$___ :+LVMGF V5CZ6 YFI K[P
#P 5___ :+LVM NC[HGF SFZ6[ VF53FT SZ[ K[P
$P Z5___ :+LVM S]8]\ADF\ XFlZZLS DFGl;S +F;GM
EFMU AG[ K[P
5P #____ :+LVM K][0TL VG[ HFlTI ;TFD6LGM
EMU AG[ K[P
&P 5___ :+LVM VG{lTS HFlTI ;A\WMGM EMU AG[
K[P
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VFD4 5|lTJQF" ! ,FBYL JW] :+LVM lJlJW 5|SFZGF
VtIFRFZGM EMU AG[ K[P :+LVM 5Z YTF H]NFvH]NF
VtIFRFZG] \ S], 5|DF6 5|lT JQF" JWT] ZCI] \ K[P
:+L 5Z JWTF VtIFRFZGL ;DFHjIJ:YFGL DCtJGL
;\:YFVM VG[ ZRGFT\+ p5Z lJS'T V;Z YFI K[ VG[
VFJGFZF ;DIDF\ T[GF U\ELZ 5ZL6FDM ;DFHG[
D/JFGF K[ T[ 5}J[“ :+L VtIFRFZGL VG[S V;ZM
5{SLGL S[8,LS V;ZMG]\ D[\ SZ[,F VG]EJMGF V\T[
GD| 5|IF; K[P
:+L VtIFRFZGF 5lZ6FDM o ;DFHDF\ SM. 56
5|SFZGF VtIFRFZGF 5lZ6FD RMSS;56[ D/TF
CMI K[P
!P :+L HgDNZDF\ 38F0M o EFZTDF\ NZ !___
5]~QF [ :+L HgDG] \ 5|DF6 p¿ZM¿Z 38T] \ HFI
K[P VG[ VF 38TL ;\bIF ;DFHDF\ :+L HgD
5|tI[GM N=lQ8SM6 5|NlX"T SZ[ K[P VG[ :+LGL 38TL
;\bIF ;DFHDF\ V;DFGTF VG[ ALHL VG[S
;D:IFVM pt5gG SZ[ K[P VFD4 :+L 5|tI[GM V,AT
:+L HgD 5|tI[GM ;DFHGM N=lQ8SM6 ;FZM GYLP
EFZTDF\ NZ NQF[“ !# lD,LIG :+LVM HgD[ K[P
T[DF\ NZ $sRFZf :+LV[ V[S :+L T[GL !5DL JQF"UF\9
pHJL XSTL GYLP U]HZFTDF\ Z__!GL J:TL U6TZL
NXF"J[ K[ S[ NZ !___ 5]~QF[ )!) :+LVMGL ;\bIF
ZCL CTLP TALAL lJ7FGGF lJSF;GF SFZ6[4 :+LGF
E| ]6DF\ ZC[, HFlTGL VM/B XSI AGJFGF
SFZ6[ HFlTI 5lZ1F6G] \ 5|DF6 JwI] \  K[ VG[
;FYM;FY :+L E| ]6 CtIFG] \  5|DF6 JwI] \   K[P
T[G] \  5lZ6FD V[8,[ :+LVMGL ;\bIFDF\ 38F0M
v VF 38F0FGL ;DFH jIJ:YFGL VG[S ;\:YF p5Z
V;Z Y. K[P H[DS[4 S]8]\A ;\:YF4 ,ugF;\:YF4 WD";\:YF4
;DFFHjIJ:YFDF\ ZFHI jIJ:YF4 VY"jIJ:YF
JU[Z[ 5Z V;Z Y. K[P :+L 5|tI[G]\ 5Z\5ZFUT J,6
5lZJlT"T YI]\ GYL H[D S[ cclNSZL ;F5GM EFZMcc
4 cc5FZSL YF56cc H[JL EFJGFVMG] \  N =lQ8SZ6
YFI K[ ;FY[ v :+L4 :+LHgDG[ AMHF~5 DFG[ K[ VFYL
:+LE|]6 CtIFG]\ 5|DF6 JwI]\ K[ VG[ :+L HgDNZ
5Z V;Z Y. K[P V,AT :+L HgDG] \ 5|DF6
38I] \ K[ [P
ZP 3Z[,] lC\;FG]\ 5|DF6 JwI]\ ;FY[ VF53FTG]\ 5|DF6
56 JwI]\ o :+L 5Z S]8]\ADF\ VtIFRFZG]\ 5|DF6
JWT]\ HFI K[P 5lT äFZF ;F;]4 ;;ZF4 G6\N4 lNIZ4
H[9 JU[Z[G[ VFlWG :+LV[ jIJCFZ SZJM 50[ K[P :+L

VtIFRFZGL V;ZYL 3Z[,] lC\;FG] \ 5|DF6 JwI] \
K[P :+L p5Z ZMHL\NF[ YTM XFZLZLS v DFGl;S
VtIFRFZG]\ V\lTD RZ6 V,AT v VF53FT v
U]HZFTDF\ :+L E|]6 CtIFG] \ VG[ NC[HGF SFZ6[
VF53FTG]\ 5|DF6 lNG 5|lTNLG JWL ZCI]\ K[ VG[
3ZGL V\NZ :+LG[ HMJFGM N=lQ8SM6 läVYL" K[ VG[ T[
V\U[GF WMZ6M A[J0F K[P :+LG[ :+L 5|tI[ 5[ZM0MS;
K[P U'CS\SF;DF\ :+L ;CEFUL CMI K[P 8} \SDF \
:+L 5|tI[ 3Z[,]lC\;F VG[ VF53FT JwiFF K[P
#P :+L lX1F6 VG[ jIJ;FI 5Z V;Z o :+L
VtIFRFZGF SFZ6[ :+L lX1F6 p5ZV;Z Y. K[P :+L
5|tI[GM N=lQ8SM64 5lJ+TFGF DF5N\0GM K[ T[YL :+L
lX1F6YL :JT\+ YX[4 5]~QF 5|E]tJ 38X[P :+L lX1F6
5Z V;Z YJF 5FDL K[P ;FY[ H :+L jIJ;FI 5Z
56 V\S]X VFjIM K[ VG[ jIJ;FIDF\ HFlTI
;TFD6LG] \  5|DF6 JWT] \ RF<I] \  K[P
$P :+L VtIFRFZ lGJFZ6GF p5FIM o :+LVM 5|tI[
VFRZJFDF\ VFJTF VtIFRFZGF lGJFZ6G[ A[
N=lQ8SM6YL HM. XSFI VG[ lGJFZL XSFIP !P ;ZSFZL
5|IF;M4 ZP ;\:YFSLI 5|IF;M4 #P jIlSTUT 5|IF;M
!P ;ZSFZL 5|IF;M o !P A/FTSFZL DF8[ ;HFGM SFINM4
ZP NC[H 5|lTA\WS WFZM4 #P VF53FT 5|lTA\WS SFG]G4
$P UE"5FT lJ~wW SFG]G4 5P V5CZ6 lJ~wW SFG]G4
&P EZ65MQF6 V\U[ SFG]G sK}8FK[0F 5KLGF CSGF
SFG]Gf *PKMSZLVM v :+LVMGF VG{lTS J[5FZ
5|lTA\WS SFG]G
ZP ;\:YFSLI 5|ItGM o !P U]HZFT ZFHI SFG]GL
;CFI VG[ ;,FC AM0"4 ZP S]8]\A ;,FC S[gN=M4 #P AF/
,uG 5|lTA\W SZJFP4 $P SFG]GL ;,FC VG[ DFU"NX"G4
5P :+L S<IF6GL HFU'lT SFI"S|D4 &P VFlY"S ;CFITF
DF8[GF 5|ItGM jIlST 5MT[ HFU'T YFI4 DFlCTL
VlWlGIDGM p5IMU SZL ,0T VF5[ TM VtIFRFZG]\
5|DF6 38F0L XSFIP

;\NE" ;}lR
 XFC VG[ NJ[4 :+LVM VG[ ;DFH4 VGF0F A]S
        0L5M4 VDNFJFNP
XFC T'l%T4 :+L VG[ lC\;F4 ;CLIZ4 J0MNZFP
N[;F. GLZFA[G4 :+L VeiFF; z[6L4 VDNFJFNP
 lCZJ[  .gNLZF4 U]HZFT DFGJ lJSF; VC[JF,4

DCFtDF UF\WL zD ;\:YFG
 lJlJW JT"DFG5+MDF\ 5|U8 YTF :+L 5Z

VFRZJFDF\ VFJTL lC\;F lJQFIS ,[BMP
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* S]\JZ Vl5"TFA[G

* ;LGLIZ 5|MH[S8 V[;Ml;I[84 lH<,F VFIMHG4 TF5L

5|:TFJGF o
lC\NDF\ HIFZ[ ;ZSFZ T[DH WGF-I JU"
GOFvG]SXFGGL U6TZL SZL ZCIF CTFP tIFZ[
SFl9IFJF0GF EFJGUZDF\ Z[<J[ A\WFJFGL X~VFT
Y. CTLP VFD KTF\ Z[<J[ AF\WSFDDF\ VF WGF-
I JUM" D}0L ZMSJF T{IFZ G CTF tIFZ[ EFJGUZ
ZFHIDF\ Z[<J[ AF\WSFDGL X~VFT DF8[ lNJFNF\0L
AgIF4 T[ CTF4 EFJGUZ ZFHIGF TbTl;\C VG[ T[GF
lNJFG UUF VMhFP VF A[ DCFNFTFVMV[ ZFHIDF\
GJ5lZJT"G ,FJJF VF VFlY"S HJFANFZL l:JSFZL
VG[ Z[<J[ A\WFJJFGL ;\5}6" T{IFZLVM 5MTFGF lXZ[ ,LWLP
T[DGL VF T{IFZLVM VFU/ HTF\ lN3"N=lQ8 ;FALT
Y.P
.P;P!(*(GF DFR" DlCGFDF\ Z[<J[ AF\WSFD X~
YI]\P VG[ VF ZLT[ Z[<J[ AF\WSFDGL X~VFT ;F{ZFQ8=DF\
;F{ 5|YD EFJGUZ ZFHIV[ SZLP
lJQFI 5|J[X o

EFJGUZ Z[<J[ :8[XGGL :YF5GF YI[ !Z* JQF"
5}6" YJF VFjIFP VF JQFM" NZlDIFG EFJGUZ ZFHI
;ZSFZ C:TS 56 AGL UI]\P VF ,F\AF ;DIF\TZ[
S[8,FS SD"RFZLVM VF EFJGUZ Z[<J[ :8[XG 5Z
SFDULZL AHFJTF CTFP H[DF \ T[VM 5MTFGF
SFI":YFGGL Vl:YZTFG[ SFZ6[ JQFM" JQF" ZCL XSIF GCLP
VG[ H[VMG]\ SFI":YFG l:YtIFtDS ZCL UI]\P T[ CTF4
V;\Ul9T S],L SFDNFZM H[ VF ;\XMWGGF D]bI S[gN=
lAN] \ K[P DlC,F S],L SFDNFZMGL D]bI lJX[QFTF
V[ ZCL K[ S[4 T[VM VF DF,v;FDFG p5F0JFG] \
VFlY"S J/TZJF/] \ SFI" 5[-L NZ 5[-L V[8,[ S[4
J\XFG]UT SZ[ K[P VF p5ZF\T DlC,F S],LVM 5MTFG]\

JFZ;FUT SFI" lNSZLVM SZTF\ JC]VMG[ ;M\5JFG]\
5;\N SZTL CTLP H[ VUFpGF ;\XMWGDF\ GM\WFI] \
K[P HIFZ[ VtIFZGL JT"DFG DlC,F S],LVM VF SFI"
JC]G[ ;M \5JF SZTF\ A[SFZ lNSZFVMG[ VF SFI"
;M\5JFG]\ JW] 5;\N SI]" K[P
V;\Ul9T S},L SFDNFZMGL ;DH]TL o

ccZ[<J[ :8[XG 5Z Z[<J[ D];FOZMGF DF,v;FDFG
HIFZ[ T[DGF NXF"jIF VG];FZ SM. lGl‘RT :YFG[
5CM\RF0TF CMI T[ jIlSTVMG[ S},L SFDNFZ TZLS[ VM/
BJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P H[G[ ;LW] \  D];FOZM äFZF
VF5JFDF\ VFJT] \  CMI K[Pcc
V;\Ul9T DlC,F S},L SFDNFZ v lJQFI 5;\NUL o

EFZTGF VgI ZFHIM SZTF\ 36F ;}h
VG[ ;DH äFZF AG[,L V[S ;\:SFZL GUZL cEFJGUZc
H[DF\ ZFHJLVM VG[ ZFHJLVMGF lNJFGMV[ 5MTFGL
lN3"N=lQ8VM ;[JL CTLP VF GUZLDF\ V[S V[JM N]oBN
5|;\U AgIMP HIFZ[ ,MSM E}BDZFGM EMU AgIF4 VF
;DI CTM .P;P!(*( NZlDIFG ;F{ZFQ8=GF VgI
N]QSF/ ZCLT ZFHIMG[ DNN SZJF JC[,L TS[ Z[<J[G]\
AF \WSFD H~ZL AgI] \  VG[ tIFZGF ZFHJLV[
SFDNFZMG[ h05L SFI" SZJFGL 5|[Z6F VF5L4 N]QSF/GM
;DI HTF\ SFDNFZMGL ;\bIFDF\ 38F0M
SZJFDF\ VFjIMP VF SFI" 5}6" YIF AFN H~ZLIFT
:+Lv5]~QFM H[ AF\WSFDMDF\ 5BF, äFZF 5F6L EZL
U]HZFG R,FJTF T[VMG[ VF SFI" ;M\5FI]\P VF ,MSM
Z[<J[GF D];FOZMGF DF,;FDFG p\RSL lGl`RT HuIFV[
B;[0JFG] \ SFI" SZTF 5Z\T] J/TZ 5}ZT] \ GF D/
TF WLD[vWLD[ ;DI HTF\ 5]~QFMGL ;\bIF 38JF
,FULP ZCL DF+ DlC,FVMP VF 5BF, p\RSGFZL

ccEFJGUZ XC[ZDF\ V;\Ul9T SFDNFZM TZLS[ DlC,FS},LVMGM ;DFHXF:+LI
VeIF; cc
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DCL,FVM CTL ccEM.cc 7FlTGLP H[DGL SFDULZL 5[-L
NZ 5[-L ZCLP T[DGF VF SFI"G[ ZFHJLVM äFZF
5|Mt;FCG VF5JFDF\ VFjI]\P

:JFT\œITF AFN Z[<J[G] \ ZFQ8=LISZ6 5 DL
HFgI]VFZLP !)5!DF\ YI]\P tIFZ AFNYL H Z[<J[
V;\Ul9T DlC,F S},L SFDNFZ TZLS[ T[DGL SFDULZL
H/JF.P EFJGUZ XC[Z l;JFI U]HZFTGF VgI
SM.56 Z[<J[ :8[XGM 5Z DlC,F S},L SFDNFZM HMJF
D/TF GYLP VF SFI" ZFHJLZM TZOYL EM. sZFH5}Tf
7FlTGL DlC,FVMG[ D/[,L VGDM, N[6UL AGL4 H[
JT"DFG ;DIDF\ VFlY"S :J~5[ VlEQFF5 AGL R}SL
K[P VF SFI"G[ DlC,F S},LVM DF+ DHA]ZLG]\ GFD
VF5[ K[P
V;\Ul9T DlC,F S},L SFDNFZMGM VeIF; SZJFGM
D]bI C[T] o
 V;\Ul9T DlC,F S},L SFDNFZMDF\
DlC,FVMG] \ 38T] \  HT] \  5|DF6P
 V;\Ul9T DlC,F S},L SFDNFZM 5MTFGF
EFlJ 5[-LGF VF SFI"DF \ JC]VMGL
;ZBFD6LDF\ A[SFZ lNSZFVMG[ HM0JF .rK[ K[P
 V[S AFH] DlC,F S],LVMG[ ZFHJLVM TZOYL
D/[,F S],L DF8[GF A[hGM UlJ"Q8 VG]EJ TM ALHL
AFH] V;\TMQFSFZS VFlY"S J/TZ D/TF VGCN
VO;M;P
 VF SFI"DF\ 38TL HTL VJSFXL ZMHLP
 J'wWF DlC,F S},L SFDNFZMG[ D/TL VJSFXL
ZMHL VG[ T[GL ;ZBFD6LDF\ I]JF DlC,F S},LVMGL
VJSFXL ZMHLG] \ 5|DF6 JW] S[ VMK] \ m
 DlC,F S},LVMG] \  VgI SFDlUZL TZOG] \
JWT] \  HT] \  5|DF6P
V;\Ul9T DlC,F S],L SFDNFZMGL
;FDFlHSvVFlY"S 5F‘J"E}lDSF o s;FDFlHS
5lZl:YlTf

DlC,FS},L SFDNFZMGL V[S AFAT 36L
GM\WGLI K[ VG[ T[ K[4 T[DGL 7FTLP NZ[S DlC,FS},L
SFDNFZM EM/sZFH5}Tf 7FlTGL K[P EM. 7FlT lJQFUS
T[DH DFGJF VG];FZ T[DGF 5}J"HM VIMwIFYL
EFJGUZ VFjIF CTF4 VG[ T[VM 5BF, äFZF
AF\WSFDGF :Y/[ 5F6L 5CM\RF0JFG] \ SFD SZTF4
Z[<J[G] \  SFD 5}6" YTF\ T[DG[ VF SFDlUZL T[
;DIGF ZFHJL äFZF ;M5FILP

;DU| ZFQ8=MDF\ HM.V[ TM4 36F SFIM"DF\
,{lUS TOFJTM HMJF D/[ K[4 5Z\T] EFJGUZ XC[ZGF
S},L SFDNFZMDF\ SFD VY[“ ,{lUS TOFJTM GCLJT
TOFJTM HMJF D/[ K[P VF Z[<J[ :8[XG 5Z DlC,F
S},L JQFM"YL SFI"ZT K[P 5Z\T] VCL\ K[0TL S[ VgI
äFZF läVYL" JFSI 5|IMU VYJF VjIJCFZLS
AGFJ VF DlC,FS},LVM ;FY[ SIFZ[I AgIM GYL4
TNp5ZF\T VCL\ &_ JQF "YL JW] JI WZFJTL
DlC,FVM DF,v;FDFG p\RSJFG] \  SFD SZ[ K[P
H[DG] \  5|DF6 !(@ K[ T[DH $& YL JW] JI
WZFJTL DlC,FS},LVMGL VJSFXLZMHLG]\ 5|DF6 JW]
HMJF D?I] \  K[4 H[DF \ J'wWF DlC,F 5MTFG] \
VF SFI" VFDZ6F\T SZJF .rK[ K[P T[GF 36F SFZ6M
T[D6[ H6FjIFP T[ V[ K[ S[4 T[VMG[ ZMHL Z/L VF5GFZ
VgI SM. GYL4 T[DH )@ :+LVMG[ 5[g;G D/T]\
GYL HIFZ[ VgI J'wWF DlC,FVM ~l-JFNL VG[ lHNL
:JEFJGL JW] HMJF D/L K[P VG[ VFYL T[VMDF\
jI;GMG] \ 5|DF6 HMJF D?I] \ K[P jI;GM H[JF S[
U]8BF4 TDFS] JU[Z[P

VFD4 ;FDFHLS 5lZl:YlT T5F;TF GM\WL
XSFI S[4 V;\Ul9T DlC,F S},LVMGL ;FDFlHS
5lZl:YlT DCNV\X[ ;FZL ZCL K[P
sVFlY"S 5lZl:YlT f

V;\Ul9T DlC,F SFDNFZMG] \  ;\XMWG
VeIF; 5C[,] \ wIFG T[DG]\ VFlY"S 5lZl:YlTVM
TZO NMZ[ K[P SFZ6 S[ EFJGUZ Z[<J[ :8[XG 5Z DF\0
VJSFXL ZMHL Z/L VF5TL A[ 8=[GMsAFgN=Ff H[ ,F\AF
~8GL K[P VF 8=[G lNJ; NZlDIFG V[SJFZ VG[ ZFl+
NZlDIFG ALHLJFZ EFJGUZ Z[<J[ :8[XGYL p50[ K[P
T[DF\ DF+ U^IF UF\9IF & YL * D];FOZM HMJF
D/[ K[P H[GM DF,;FDFG B;[[0JFGM CMI K[ VYJF
8=[GDF\ T[DGF DF8[ HuIFVM ZMSJFGL CMI K[P T[G]\
YM0]\ J/TZ S},LVM D];FOZM 5F;[YL ,[TF CMI K[P
36LJFZ D];FOZMG[ S},LVM äFZF ,[JFTF !_qv YL
!5qv ~l5IFGM EFJ JWFZ[ ,FU[ TM DF, D];FOZM
HFT[ H p\RSL HTF CMI K[P J'wWF :+LVM H[ NZ[S
lJWJF K[ 5Z\T] 3ZGL HJFANFZLVMG[ SFZ6[ VFlY"S
ZLT[ 36L DHA]ZLVM EMUJTL ZCL K[P VD4 HM.V[ TM
VFlY"S J/TZ D[/JJFYL ,.G[ 3ZGL AWL H HJFANFZL
VF J'wWD :+LVM SZTL CMI K[P VG[ VFYL VF
SFI" T[DGF DF8[ V;\TMQFSFZS AGL R]SI]\ K[P 36LJFZ
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3ZBR" DF8[ 5{;F pKLGF ,.G[ U]HZFG R,FJJFDF\
VFJ[ K[P VgI SFDlUZL SZTL DlC,FS},LVM Jl6SF[GF
3ZM S[ N]SFGMDF\ SRZFv5MTF SZJF VYJF 5F6L
EZJFG]\ SFI" SZLG[ 3ZBR" R,FJTL CMI K[P

VFD4 JT"DFG ;DIDF\ VF DlC,F
SFDNFZMGL VFlY"S l:YlT NIGLI ZCL K[P
lX1F6 VG[ VFZMuIGL ;D:IF o

VUFpGF ;\XMWGM äFZF HMJF D?I] \  S [4
DlC,FS},LVMDF\ lX1F6G] \ 5|DF6 GCLJT K[P
5Z\T] VF ;\XMWG NZlDIFG HF6JF D?I]\ S[4 #&@
DlC,F S},L SFDNFZM lXl1FT K[P H[DG]\ lX1F6 !
YL !_ WMZ6 ;]WLG] \  ZCI] \ K[P VF lXl1FT
DlC,F S},LVM K[<,F RFZ JQF "YL VF SFI"DF \
HM0FIF K[P )@ DlC,F S},LVM V[ VgI EM.
DlC,F S},LVM V[ VgI EM. DlC,FS},LVM 5F;[YL
A[h BZLNIF AFN VF SFDlUZL SZ[ K[4 5Z\T] VFJL
DlC,F S},LVMGL  GM\W6L Z[<J[  äFZF SZJFDF\ VFJTL
GYLP

VFZMuI lJQFIS AFATMG[ wIFGDF\ ,[TF
H6FX[ S[4 55@ DlC,FS},LVM XFZLZLS TS,LOMYL VG[
#&@ DlC,FS},LVM DFGl;S TSl,OMYL l50FI K[P
XFZLZLS TS,LOMDF\ BF; SZLG[ SDZGM N]oBFJM4
CFYv5UGL TS,LO JW] HMJF D/L K[4 HIFZ[ AFSLGL
DlC,FVM 3ZlJQFIS lR\TFVMYL JW] l50FI K[P
DlC,FS},LVM T[DH Z[<J[ lJQFIS ;FDFgI AFATM
o

DlC,F S},L lJQFIS VUFpGF ;\XMWGMDF\
HMJF D?I] \  CT] \  S [4 DlC,F S},LVMGL EZTL
lJQFIS AFATMDF\ Z[<J[ 5}ZT]\ wIFG VF5[ K[P H[D
S[ JIlADFZL S[ D'tI]GF SFZ6[ GJL EZTL4 T[DH
JFZ;NFZGF SFD DF8[ 5;\NUL SZJF ;F;]YL
JC]VMG[ :YFG VF5J]\P

5Z\T] JT"DFG l:YlT S. V,U :J~5[ ACFZ
VFJL4 V;\Ul9T DlC,FS},LGF ;\XMWG NZlDIFG
ACFZ VFjI] \  S [4 Z [<J[ JI DIF"NF wIFGDF\ ,[T] \
GYLP HM4 VF AFAT Z[<J[ wIFG N[T]\ CMT TM4 &_ YL
JW] JIGL J'wWF DlC,FVM S},L TZLS[ SFI" SZTL GF
CMTP Z[<J[ V[S AFATGL RMSS; :5Q8TF SZ[ K[ S[
DlC,FS},LVM Z[<J[ DH]Z GYL VG[ VCL\ SM.
JIDIF"NF GYLP T[DH JFZ;FUT AFAT[ HM.V[ TM4 VF

SFI" DF+ JC]VM H SZL XS[ T[D GYL4 56 AC[GM4
lNSZLVM 56 VF SFI" p5F0L XS[ K[P 56 ;\XMWG
NZlDIFG ACFZ VFjI] \ S[4 DlC,FS},LVM 5MTFG] \
VF JFZ;FUT SFI" JC]VM SZTF A[SFZ lNSZFVMG[
VF5JF .rK[ K[P V[8,[ 8} \SDF \ SCL XSLV[ S[4
VUFpGF NFISFVMDF\ 5]~QF S},L SFDNFZMGL
;\bIFDF\ JWFZM GM\WFX[P
Z[<J[ T\+ TZOYL DlC,FS},LVMG[ D/TL ;CFI o
 Z[<J[ T\+ JQF[“ DlC,FS},L SFDNFZMG[ V[S
U6J[X VF5[ K[4 5Z\T] VF U6J[X S},L SFDNFZMG[ N{lGS
SFI"DF\ JW] 8SL XSTF GYLP VFYL 36LJFZ SFDNFZM
SFDR,Fp U6J[X AHFZDF\YL BZLN[ K[P
 Z[<J[ T\+ XFZLZLS zDGF ZFCT DF8[ SFDNFZMG[
8=M,L VF5[ K[P VF 8=M,LVM DF8[ SFDNFZMV[ JFlQF"S
~P*_qv EZJFGF CMI K[P
 Z[<J[ T\+ äFZF S},LVMG[ ;FDFgI NJFVM
sTFJ4 XZLZ N]oBJFPPPJU[Z[f VF5JFDF\ VFJ[ K[P
 I]JF DlC,FVM SZTF\ J'wWF DlC,F
S],LVM lNJ; VG[ ZFl+ NZdIFG VF SFI" SZ[ K[P VF
p5ZF\T VgI SM. SFDULZL G SZTL CMJFYL I]JF
DlC,F S],LVM SZTF J'wWF DlC,F S],LVMGL VFJS
YM0L JW] HMJF D/[ K[P
 55 YL JW] JI WZFJTL DlC,F S],LVM
C9L,F VG[ lHNL :JEFJGL CMJFYL JW] p\DZ YJF
AFN 56 VF SFI" SM.G[ VF5JF .rKTL GYLP
 S]8] \ADF\ VgI ;eI VFJSG] \ ;FWG
G AGTF CMI4 T[ S]8]\AGL DlC,F SFDNFZM lR\lTT VG[
jI;GL HMJF D/L K[P
 JWTL HTL DM\3JFZL ;FYM;FY H~ZLIFTM 56
JWL VG[ VFYL VJSFXL ZMHLGM V;\TMQF JwiM DF8[
SFDNFZMGL ;\bIF 38LP
 EFJGUZ XC[ZGL V\NZ JFCGMGL ;UJ0TFVM
JWL K[ VG[ VFYL SM. 56 :Y/[ HTF D];FOZMG[
JFCGGL JW] ZFC HMJL 50TL GYL4 VG[ VFYL Z[<J[GF
D];FOZMGL ;\bIFDF\ ;TT 38F0M GM\WFTM ZCIM K[P
 DlC,F S],L SFDNFZMDF\ #&@ :+LVM
lXl1FT K[P
 )@ DlC,F SFDNFZMV[ D'TS DlC,F
SFDNFZMGM A[h BZLNIF K[4 H[DGL Z[<J[DF\ GM\W6L
Y. GYLP
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 S],L SFI"DF \ HM0FIF AFN #&@ DlC,F
SFDNFZMGL XFZLZLS l50FVMDF\  JWFZM GM\WFIM K[P
 )_@ S],L SFDNFZM 5MTFG]\ JFZ;FUT SFI"
NLSZLG[ ;M \5JF SZTF\ JC] VYJF lNSZFG[
;M5JFG]\ JW] 5;\N SZ[ K[P
 !(@ DlC,F SFDNFZM 5MTFGF AF/SMG[
5}ZT] \  lX1F6 VF5JF .rK[ K[ VG[ T[DG[ VF
SFI"DF\ HM0FJF N[JF .rKTF GYL4 HIFZ[ AFSLGL
DlC,F S],L SFNDZMGF ;\TFGM DM8F K[ VG[ DH]ZL
SZ[ K[P
 DlC,F S],LGF SFI"DF \ h30FG] \  5|DF6
JW] K[P
 DlC,F S],LVMGF V[SCyYF DT VG];FZPPPP
ccVF SFI" SZJF H[J] \ GYLcc
ccVF SFI" lGW"GMGL DHA]ZL K[cc
ccVF SFI" :+LVMV[ SZJF H[J] \ GYLcc

p5;\CFZ o
p5ZMST RRF"gT[ V[S AFAT JW] GM\WGLI AGL

R}SL K[ S[ DlC,F S],LVM DF+ EFJGUZ XC[ZDF\  H
K[ V[JL UlJ"Q8 EFJGF VG]EJJFG[ AN,[ DlC,F S],L
SFDNFZM VF SFI"G[ DF+ DHA]ZLG\] GFD VF5[ K[[P VF
S],L SFDNFZM Z[<J[ DH]Z GYL 5Z\T] V[S :JT\+ SFDNFZ
K[P VF p5ZF\T 3ZGL VFlY"S J/TZGL HJFANFZLVMGL
lR\TFV[ T[DG[ jI;GL AGFJL NLWF K[P

V;\U9LT DlC,F S],L SFDNFZMGM ;\XMWG
VeIF;4 V[ S],LVMGM VFlY"S 5lZl:YTLVM ;FY[ JW]
;\A\lWT K[P VG[ VFYL VFlY"S 5lZl:YlT GM\WTF
H6FI]\ S[ T[DGL VFlY"S 5lZl:YlT NIGLI K[P T[DH
T[VM JW] N[JFNFZ AgIF K[P T[VM VFlY"S AFATM 5Z
JW] wIFG N[TF ;\TFGM TZO JW] wIFG N. XSTF GYL
VG[ VFYL T[DGF ;\TFGM jI;GL AgIF K[P T[DH
T[DGF ;\TFGMDF\ AF/DH]ZLG\ ] 5|DF6 JW] HMJF
D?I\] K[P

VFD4DlC,F S],LGF ;\XMWG VeIF;
NZlDIFG NZ[S DlC,F S],L SFDNFZMV[ 5MTFGF S],L
V\U[GF SFI" lJX[ H6FJTF SCI\] S[4 —— VF SFI" SZJF
H[J] \ GYL T[DH VgI SFDULZL G D/JFYL SZJ\ ]
50[ K[ V[8,[ VF SFI" VDFZL DHA]ZL K[Pˆˆ

;\NE" ;}lR o
XFC VG[ NJ[4 :+LVM VG[ ;DFH4 VGF0F A]S
0L5M4 VDNFJFNP
XFC T'l%T4 :+L VG[ lC\;F4 ;CLIZ4 J0MNZFP
N[;F. GLZFA[G4 :+L VeiFF; z[6L4 VDNFJFNP
lCZJ[  .gNLZF4 U]HZFT DFGJ lJSF; VC[JF,4
DCFtDF UF\WL zD ;\:YFG
lJlJW JT"DFG5+MDF\ 5|U8 YTF :+L 5Z
VFRZJFDF\ VFJTL lC\;F lJQFIS ,[BMP
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,uG;\:YF ;FD[GF 50SFZM,uG;\:YF ;FD[GF 50SFZM,uG;\:YF ;FD[GF 50SFZM,uG;\:YF ;FD[GF 50SFZM,uG;\:YF ;FD[GF 50SFZM

* D],FSFTL jIFbIFTF4 XFD/NF; VF8"; SM,[H4 EFJGUZD],FSFTL jIFbIFTF4 XFD/NF; VF8"; SM,[H4 EFJGUZD],FSFTL jIFbIFTF4 XFD/NF; VF8"; SM,[H4 EFJGUZD],FSFTL jIFbIFTF4 XFD/NF; VF8"; SM,[H4 EFJGUZD],FSFTL jIFbIFTF4 XFD/NF; VF8"; SM,[H4 EFJGUZ

5|:TFJGF ov 5|:TFJGF ov 5|:TFJGF ov 5|:TFJGF ov 5|:TFJGF ov ,uG;\:YF ;DFHGL VlTjIF5S V[JL
;FJ"l+S ;\:YF K[P NZ[S ;DFH[ T[GL VFJxISTF :JLSFZL
K[P T[GF äFZF ;DFHGF ,MSMGL VG[SlJW H~lZIFTM
5|F%T Y. XS[ K[P EFZTDF\ NZ[S 7FlTVMGF\ ,uGG[
VlGJFI" DFgI\] K[P lC\N]VMDF\ ,uGG[ ;\:SFZ DFgIM K[P
lC\N] ,uGG[ VlGJFI" DFgI\] K[P lC\N] ,uGGF C[T]VMDF\
WD"G[ 5|YD :YFG VF%I\] K[P H[GM VY" V[D YFI S[
WDF"G];FZ ,uG V[S WFlD"S VG];Z6 K[P 5|HMt5l¿G[
ALH\] :YFG VG[ HFTLI .rKFG[ +LH\] VG[ K[<,\] :YFG
D?I\] K[P VFD ,uG ;\:YF ;FJ"l+S ZLT[ ,MSMGL HFTLI
.rKFVMG[ ;DFHDFgI -A[ ;\TMQFJFGL 5|YF TZLS[
:JLSFZJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P 5Z\T] VF ,uG;\:YFGF S[8,FS
lJS<5M ;DFH DF8[ 50SFZ~5 AgIF K[P ;DFHDF\ VF
,uG;\:YFDF\ Vl:TtJ ;FD[ 50SFZ~5 AG[ K[P ;DFHGL
jIJ:YF4 lJSF; VG[ Vl:TtJ ;FD[ 56 50SFZ~5 AG[
K[P VFJF lJS<5M ,uG;\:YFGF ElJQIG[ V;ZM 5CM\RF0[
K[P VFJF lJS<5MG[ GLR[ D]HA NXF"JL XSFIP
VlJJFlCT56\] o VlJJFlCT56\] o VlJJFlCT56\] o VlJJFlCT56\] o VlJJFlCT56\] o NZ[S ;DFH jIJ:YFDF\ ,uG V[ V[S
A\WG DFGJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P lC\N]VMDF\ ,uGG[ 5lJ+A\WG4
;\:SFZ DFGJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P T[DF\ :+LV[ ,uG SZJ\] H
HM.V[ V[JF VFNXM" HMJF D/[ K[P 5Z\T] 5|JT"DFG
;DFHDF\ S[8,LS lXl1FT VG[ jIJ;FIL DlC,FVM
5MTFGL .rKFYL A\WGD]ST VG[ :JT\+ÒJG ÒJJFG\]
5;\N SZ[ K[P VFJL :+LVM 5MTFGF DFTFvl5TF ;FY[ S[
:JT\+ J;JF8 SZ[ K[P BF; SZLG[ DwIDJU"GL :+LVM
S[ ßIF\ NC[HGL ;D:IF K[ VG[ DFTFvl5TF NC[H VF5L
XSTF GYL tIF\ VlGrKFV[ 56 :+LG[ VlJJFlCT ZC[J\]
50[ K[P
VFW]lGS ;DIDF\ XC[ZL lJ:TFZDF\ DwIJU"DF \
:+Lv5]~QFDF\ VlJJFCLT ZC[JFG\] J,6 JWT\] HFI K[P
VFJL 5lZl:YlT ,uG ;\:YF DF8[ 50SFZ~5 AG[ K[P H[GL

V;Z S]8\]A;\:YF p5Z 50[ K[P :J[rKFYL VlJJFlCT ZC[TL
:+LVMG[ ,uG4 ;\TFG pt5l¿4 U'CSFI"4 AF/pK[Z H[JL
5|J'l¿VM VY"CLG ,FU[ K[P V[8,\]\ H GlC 5Z\T] 5lTGF
TFAFDF\ ZC[J\]4 DFTF AGJFGL E}lDSF ÒJGDF\ lGZY"S
,FU K[P VFJL 5lZl:YlTVM :+Lv5]~QFDF\ VlJJFlCT
J,6G[ 5MQF[ K[P
VFJF V5lZ6T VJ:YFDF\ ZC[TF :+Lv5]Z]QFMG[
XFZLlZS4 DFGl;S VG[ ;FDFlHS H~lZIFT ;\A\WL
;D:IFVMGM ;FDGM SZJM 50[ K[P S[8,FS :+Lv5]Z]QFMGL
,uG SZLG[ VFlY"S VG[ SF {8 ]lA\S HJFANFZLVM
:JLSFZJFGL T{IFZL CMTL GYLP T[VM :JlGE"Z VG[
:JT\+ .rKF WZFJTF CMI K[P VFJF ,MSM ,uG SZJFG\\]
8F/[ K[P S[8,FS :+Lv5]Z]QFM VG]S|D[ DFT'tJ VG[
l5T'tJGL .rKF WZFJTF CMTF GYLP T[VM DCÀJFSF\1FL
VG[ JW] êRL SFZlSNL"GL V5[1FF ZFBTF CMI K[P T[YL
T[VM ,uG SZJFG\] 5;\N SZTF GYLP S[8,LS êRL ;O/
TF VG[ SFZlSNL" 5FD[, :+LVMG[ ,uG T[G[ ;\A\lWT
AFATM VJZMW~5 ,FU K[P T[YL :+LVMDF\ VlJJFlCT
ZC[JFG\] 5|DF6 JWFZ[ HMJF D/[ K[P
VFD4 5|JT"DFG ;DIDF\ VlJJFlCT :+L 5]Z]QFMGL
VJ:YFV[ ,uG ;\:YFGM lJS<5 K[ H[ ;DFH:JLS'T
DFGJFDF\ VFJTM GYLP
;DHFTLI ;\A\W o ;DHFTLI ;\A\W o ;DHFTLI ;\A\W o ;DHFTLI ;\A\W o ;DHFTLI ;\A\W o ,uG;\:YFV[ HFTLI ;\A\WG[ l:YZT
VF5[ VG[ ;DFH :JLS'T HFTLITF ;\TMQFJFGL TS VF5[
K[P T[DH J\XGL HF/J6L DF8[ ;\TMGMt5l¿ SZJFGL
;DFH TS 5}ZL 5F0[ K[P 5Z\T] 5|JT"DFG ;DIDF\ S[8,FS
:+Lv5]Z]QFMG[ ,uGV[ :JT\+TF VG[ SFZlSNL"G[ DF8[ A\WG
VG[ VJZMW~5 ,FU[ K[P T[VM ,uGGL VG[ ;\TFG
pt5l¿GL HJFANFZLGM V:JLSFZ SZ[ K[ VG[ T[DF\YL
ACFZ GLS/L HJF VG[ 5MTFGL HFTLI .rKFVMG[ 5|F%T
SZJF ,uGGF AN,[ ;DHFTLI ;\A\WM AF\W[ K[P VFYL
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VFJL 5lZl:YlT ,uG;\:YF DF8[ 50SFZ~5 AG[ K[P
EFZTDF\ VFJF ;DHFTLI ;A\WMG[ VG{lTS4 U[ZSFG}GL
VG[ ;FDFlHS ¡lQ8V[ V:JLS'T ;\A\WM U6JFDF\ VFjIF
K[P 5l`RDGF N[XMDF\ VFJF ;\A\WMG\] 5|DF6 JWT\] HFI
K[P EFZTDF\ 56 VFJF ;\A\WMG\] 5|DF6 JWT\] HFI K[P
VFJF ;DHFTLI ;\A\WM WZFJTF :+Lv5]Z]QFMG[ ;DFH
:JLSFZTM GYLP p,8F VFJF ;\A\W WZFJGFZFVM
CF:iFF:5N AG[ K[P HM ;DFHDF\ VFJF ;\A\WM JWTF HX[
TM T[ ;DFH DF8[ VG[ ,uG;\:YF DF8[ 50SFZ~5 AGL
ZC[X[P VFYL VFJF ;\A\WM JW] VFU/ JW[ GlC T[ DF8[
;DFH[ HFU'T AGJ\] 50X[P
lGP;\TFG ZC[JFG\] J,6 o lGP;\TFG ZC[JFG\] J,6 o lGP;\TFG ZC[JFG\] J,6 o lGP;\TFG ZC[JFG\] J,6 o lGP;\TFG ZC[JFG\] J,6 o 5|JT"DFG ;DIDF\ :+Lv5]Z]QFM
5MTFGL H~lZIFTMGL 5}lT" VY"[ VG[ ;FDFlHS :JLS'lT
DF8[ ,uG SZ[ K[P 5Z\T] ,uG SZLG[ ;\TFG pt5l¿4 AF/
pK[Z4 5Z:5Z ;DH}TL4 AF/SMG\] lX1F64 T[VMGF\ ,uG
JU[Z[ H[JL AFATMGF\ A\WGM VG[ HJFANFZL 5MTFGL
SZlSNL" DF8[ VJZMW~5 ,FU[ K[P 5MTFGL :JT\+TF p5Z
SFD D}SFTM CMI V[J]\ ,FU[ K[P VFYL :+L 5]Z]QFM A\WGD]ST
ÒJG ÒJJFGL .rKF WZFJTF\ CMI K[P VF DF8[ AF/
SMGM HgD G YFI VG[ lGo;\TFG ZCLG[ 5MTFGL
H~lZIFTM4 :JLS'lT VG[ SFZlSNL" 5|F%T SZL XSFI V[JL
ÒJGX{,L ÒJL XSFI V[JL V5[1FF JWTL HFI K[P VFYL
,uGGF C[T]VMDF\ ;\TFG pt5l¿GM C[T] H/JFTM GYLP
VFJL lJRFZ;Z6L ,uG;\:YF DF8[ ;D:IFHGS AG[ K[P
VFH ,uG SIF" lJGF :+Lv5]Z]QFM ;FY[ ZC[JFG\] J,6
WZFJ[ K[P H[GFYL ,uGGL HJFANFZLDF\YL :+Lv5]Z]QFM
D]lST VG]EJ[ K[P EFZTDF\ 56 VFJL ÒJGX{,LGM
VFZ\E Y. R}SIM K[P HM S[ T[G\] 5|DF6 DIF"lNT K[P VFD
KTF\ VFJF ;\A\WM 56 ,uG ;\:YF DF8[ 50SFZ~5 AgIF
K[P
AFl,SF CtIF o AFl,SF CtIF o AFl,SF CtIF o AFl,SF CtIF o AFl,SF CtIF o ,uGGF S[8,FS lZJFHM 5{SL NC[HGF
lZJFHGF ,LW[ S[8,FS DFTFvl5TF 5MTFGL 5]+LGF ,uG
;DI[ NC[H VF5L XSTF GYLP VFYL AFl,SFCtIFGL
;D:IF éEL Y. V[8,]\ H GlC 5Z\T] VFH[ UE"5ZL1F6
äFZF AFl,SFGL CtIF SZJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P HM AFl,SFG[ DFZL
GF\B[ TM NC[HGM 5|̀ G UZLA S]8\]SMDF\ ZC[TM GYLP VFJL
AFl,SF CtIFGL 5|YFG[ ,LW[ :+Lv5]Z]QFGL ;\bIFG\] 5|DF6
V5|DF6;ZG\] AG[ K[P H[GFYL ,F\AFUF/[ SgIFlJS|IGL
5lZl:YlT éEL YFI K[P VFJL 5lZl:YlT ,uG ;\:YF
DF8[ 50SFZ~5 AGL ZC[ K[P
:+LvHgDG[ UF{ZJ5|N DFGJFDF\ VFJT\] GYLP VFYL
:+LGM NZßHM 5]Z]QFGL ;ZBFD6LG[ lGdG ZC[ K[P :+LG[

;TT 5]Z]QFGL TFA[NFZLDF\ ZC[JFG\] AG[ K[P :+L p5Z NDG
VG[ VtIFRFZ YTF HMJF D/[ K[P VFYL :+LVM VFJL
5lZl:YlTDF\YL D]lST D[/JJF GJF lJS<5M 5;\N SZ[ K[P
H[DF\ VlJJFlCT56\]4 ;DHFTLI ;\A\WM JU[Z[GM ;DFJ[X
YFI K[P VFJF ;\\A\WM ,uG;\:YFGL 5Z\5ZFVM DF8[
HMBDM éEF\ SZ[ K[P VFJF ,uG ;\:YFGF lJS<5M S[8,FS
HFTLI ZMUM SZ[ K[P H[ ;DFHDF\ VG[ S]8\]A p5Z V;Z
SZ[ K[P H[ ;DFH DF8[ 56 ;D:IF~5 VG[ S,\S~5 AG[
K[P
J[xIF jIJ;FI o J[xIF jIJ;FI o J[xIF jIJ;FI o J[xIF jIJ;FI o J[xIF jIJ;FI o ,uG;\:YF äFZF ;DFHDFgI HFTLI
;\A\WMG[ ;\TMQFL XSFI VG[ ;DFHDF\ ,uG äFZF H VFJF
;\A\WMG[ DFgITF D/[ K[P 5|JT"DFG ;DIDF\ HFTLI ;\A\WM
,uG äFZF 5|F%T SZJFG\] DCÀJ 38T\] HFI K[P J[xIF
jIJ;FI DFZOT[ HFTLITF ;\TMQFL XSFI V[JL 5lZl:YlT
;DFHDF\ HMJF D/TL Y. K[P DCFGUZMDF\ VFJF
jIJ;FIG[ SFG}GL DFgITF D/L K[P HM VFJF jIJ;FI
DFZOT[ HFTLITF ;\TMQFFTL CMI TM ,MSM ,uG SZJFG\]
VG[ ÒJG5I"TG\] A\WG VG[ HJFANFZL ,[JFG\] :JLSFZTF
T{IFZ YTF GYLP VFH[ J[xIF jIJ;FI äFZF HFTLITF
;\TMQFJFG\] H[ J,6 K[ T[ ,uG;\:YF DF8[ 50SFZ~5 K[P
,MSM ,uG SZJFG\] 5;\N SZTF A\W YX[ TM ,uG;\:YF
;FD[ VF jIJ;FI 50SFZ~5 AGX[P
V,U lGJF; o V,U lGJF; o V,U lGJF; o V,U lGJF; o V,U lGJF; o ,uG äFZF 5lTv5tGL ;\I]ST ZLT[
S]8\]AÒJG ÒJ[ K[P 5Z\T] 5FZ:5lZS VG]S},G ;FWFJFDF\
lGQO/ AG[ tIFZ[ 5lTv5tGL V,U ZC[JFG\] 5;\N SZ[
K[P VFJL ZLT[ ZC[JFGM SFINF D]HA :+LGM CÞ D/[ K[P
5Z:5ZGF ;\A\WMDF\ ;DH}TLG[ VJSFX CMTM GYLP tIFZ[
5lTv5tGL V,U lGJF; SZTF CMI K[P NFd%tIÒJGDF\
5lTv5tGL JrR[ h30FVMDF\ 5lT V[DGL 5tGLG[ KM0L
N[ S[ SF-L D}S[ S[ SFID DF8[ T[GF DFTFvl5TFGF 3[Z DMS,L
N[ K[ S[ T[GM tIFU SZ[ K[P S[8,FS ;\HMUMDF\ 5tGL 56
5MTFGF 5lTG[ KM0LG[ l5IZ HTL ZC[ K[ S[ ALHF ;FY[
;\A\W ZFB[ tIFZ[ 5Z:5Z ;CÒJG VXSI AG[ K[P VFJF
;\HMUFMDF\ A\G[ V,U ZC[JFG\] ZFB[ K[P ,uG;\:YFG[
S]8\]AjI:YFGL DFTF U6JFDF\ VFJ[ K[P ,uGAFN S]8\]A
Vl:TtJ 5FD[ K[P 5Z\T] ,uGÒJGGL lJ8\A6FVM
S]8\ ]A;\:YFG[ J[ZlJB[Z SZL GF\B[ K[P VFYL V,U
lGJF;YL ,uGGF ;\A\WM H/JFTF GYLP
K}8FK[0F o K}8FK[0F o K}8FK[0F o K}8FK[0F o K}8FK[0F o ,uG;\:YF :+L 5]Z ]QFG[ ;DFHDFgI
5lTv5tGLGM NZßHM VF5[ K[P T[VMGF HFTLI ;\A\WMG[
;FDFlHS :JLS'lT  VF5[ K[P VFJF ;\A\WMGF VFWFZ[ HgD
5FDTF AF/SMG[ ;DFHGL :JLS'lT VF5JFDF\ VFJ[ K[P
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,uG EJMEJG\] A\WG DFGJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P ßIFZ[
K}8FK[0FYL ,uGGF ;\A\WMGM V\T VFJL HFI K[P
5lT5tGLGF\ NZßHM4 CÞM4 OZHMGM ;FDFlHS VG[
SFINFSLI ZLT[ SFIDL V\T VFJL HFI K[P 5l`RDGF
N[XMDF\ ,uGG[ K}8FK[0F VF5L N[JF V[ ;FDFgI AFAT
AGL U. K[P tIF\ K}8FK[0F VF5JF ;CH AFAT U6JFDF\
VFJ[ K[P 5Z\T] EFZTDF\ 56 ,uG SIF" AFN NFd5tI
;\A\WMDF\ lTZF0 50TL HMJF D/[ K[P T[DH SFINF D]HA
K}8FK[0FG\] 5|DF6 JWT\] HX[ TM T[ V[S 50SFZ~5 VG[
;D:IFHGS AGL ZC[X[P VFYL H K}8FK[0FG[ GF K}8S[
VlGJFI" VlGQ8 TZLS[ VM/BJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P
VF ,uG;\:YF ;FJ"l+S ZLT[ Vl:TtJ WZFJ[ K[P H]NFvH]NF
;DFHDF\ H]NFvH]NF lZJFHM 5Z\5ZFVM4 ,MSZLlTVM VG[
SFINFVM äFZF WMZ6MG\] 5F,G SZJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P T[G[
VG]S}/ Y.G[ ,uG UM9JJFG\] ZC[T]\ CMI K[P 5Z\T] ,uGGF
lJS<5MV[ ,uG;\:YFGF UF{ZJ5|N :YFG DF8[ 50SFZ
AGLG[ T[G\] UF{ZJ C6[ K[P
SgIFX]<S o SgIFX]<S o SgIFX]<S o SgIFX]<S o SgIFX]<S o SgIFX]<SG[ SgIFlJS|I S[ JW}X]<S 56 SC[JFI
K[P SgIFX]<S V[8,[ ,uGDF\ SgIF D[/JJF DF8[ SgIF51FG[
JZ51F TZOYL WG S[ lD,ST VF5JFGL 5|YFP
SgIFX],SDF\ SgIFGL lS\DT CMI K[P JZX]<SDF\ JZGL
lS\DT CMI K[P A\G[DF\ WG S[ lD,STGL VF5v,[ YFI K[
VG[ VF A\G[ 5|YF G]S;FG SZTL lGdG5|YFVM K[P lC\N]
;DFHDF\ VF A\G[ 5|YFVM N[BFI K[P JZX]<S JW] 5|DF6DF\
HMJF D/[ K[P ßIFZ[ SgIFX]<S VMKF 5|DF6DF\ HMJF D/
[ K[P VF A\G[ 5|YFVM lC\N] ,uGG[ H[ ;\:SFZ U6JFDF\
VFJ[ K[P T[ bIF,GF 5FIFDF\ O8SM DFZ[ K[P ,uG;\:YFG[
VG[ lC\N] ;DFHG[ hF\B5 ,UF0JFG\] SFI" SZ[ K[P

;\NE";}lR;\NE";}lR;\NE";}lR;\NE";}lR;\NE";}lR
,uG4 S]8\]A VG[ ;U56;\A\WM
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 :+LlX1F6GL :+LGF NZHHF 5Z V;ZM:+LlX1F6GL :+LGF NZHHF 5Z V;ZM:+LlX1F6GL :+LGF NZHHF 5Z V;ZM:+LlX1F6GL :+LGF NZHHF 5Z V;ZM:+LlX1F6GL :+LGF NZHHF 5Z V;ZM

* E}lDSF ALPUF[C[,E}lDSF ALPUF[C[,E}lDSF ALPUF[C[,E}lDSF ALPUF[C[,E}lDSF ALPUF[C[,

* D],FSFTL jIFbIFTF4  XFD/NF; VF8"; SM,[H4 EFJGUZ

lXÙ6GM VY"lXÙ6GM VY"lXÙ6GM VY"lXÙ6GM VY"lXÙ6GM VY"
lX1F6GM VY" S[/J6L VG[ T[ DF8[GL TF,LDPlJXF/
VY"DF\ HM.V[ TM jIlSTGF HgDYL V\T ;]WLGL ;DU|
;FDFlHSZ6GL 5|lS|IF4VJ,MSG VG[ VG]EJ lX1F6
U6FI K[PjIlSTG[ S[/JJ] VYF"T SM[X<ITF4SFD SZJFGL
VFJ0T VG[ A]läXlSTDF\ JWFZM SZJMP
:JT\+TF AFN EFZTDF\ :+LlX1F6GM lJSF;:JT\+TF AFN EFZTDF\ :+LlX1F6GM lJSF;:JT\+TF AFN EFZTDF\ :+LlX1F6GM lJSF;:JT\+TF AFN EFZTDF\ :+LlX1F6GM lJSF;:JT\+TF AFN EFZTDF\ :+LlX1F6GM lJSF;
:JT\+ EFZTDF\ A\WFZ6 äFZF :+Lv5]Z]QF ;DFGTFGF
D}<IG[ :YFl5T SZJFDF VFjI] \  K[PZFQ8=LI VG[
VF\TZZFQ8=LI S1FFV[ :+LGL AC]lJW E}lDSFVM(Multiple roles) 5Z EFZ D]SJFDF VFjIM
K[PVG[SlJW 5lZA/MG[ ,LW[ :+LlX1F6DF\ JWFZM YIMP
:+LlX1F6GL :+LGF NZHHF 5Z V;ZM:+LlX1F6GL :+LGF NZHHF 5Z V;ZM:+LlX1F6GL :+LGF NZHHF 5Z V;ZM:+LlX1F6GL :+LGF NZHHF 5Z V;ZM:+LlX1F6GL :+LGF NZHHF 5Z V;ZM:
 jIlSTtJGM lJSF; jIlSTtJGM lJSF; jIlSTtJGM lJSF; jIlSTtJGM lJSF; jIlSTtJGM lJSF; : lX1F6 lJGF :+L 5ZFWLG
CTL V[G] jIlSTtJ S]\l9T VG[ 5F\U/]\ CT]\4 T[ :JT\+ ZLT[
SM. lG6"I ,. XSTL G CTLPH[D H[D lX1F6 JWT]\ UI]\
T[D :+LG[ ;JF"\UL lJSF;GL TS D/LPT[G[ 5MTFGL ;]QF]%T
XlSTVMG[ BL,JJFGL TS X{1Fl6S ;\:YFVMDF\ D/[
K[PXF/F VG[ SM,[HMDF\ JU" 5|lTlGlW4lJlJW 5|J°°°°°°lTVM
H[JL S[ ZDTvUDT4;\ULT4GF8I4S,F JU[Z[DF\ EFU
,[JFYL T[GL jIlSTDTFGM lJSF; YFI K[PV[GFDF\
:JlJSF; VG[ VlEjIlSTGL TS 5}ZL 5F0[ K[PJT"DFG
;DIDF\ lX1F6G[ ,LW[ :+LVM H]NF\vH]NF\ 1F[+DF\ 5MTFGL
XlST VG[ ;FDyI" ATFJL XSL K[P5MTFGF\ :YFG lJX[GF\
5Z\5ZFUT ¹lQ8SM^FDF\YL T[ D]ST Y> K[PIMuI lG6"I
,[JF T[ XlSTDFG AGL K[PJT"DFG ;DIDF\ lX1F^FG[ ,LW[
T[GFDF\ VFtDlJ`JF; 5|U8 YIM K[PAM{l£S ZLT[ lG6"IM
,[TL Y. K[PV[ :JT\\\+ jIlST TZLS[ 5MTFGL jIlSTDTFGM
lJSF; SZTL Y. K[PlX1F6[ :+LVMDF\ GJL
h\BGF\4DCtJFSF\1FF HgDFJL K[PVFD4:+LGF\ jIlSTTJGF\

lJSF;DF lX1F6GL E}lDSF VU|U^I ZCL K[P
 ;FDFlHS UlTXL,TF ;FDFlHS UlTXL,TF ;FDFlHS UlTXL,TF ;FDFlHS UlTXL,TF ;FDFlHS UlTXL,TF : H[D H[D :+LVM lX1F6
D[/JTL Y> K[ T[D T[D T[G[ VFlY"S VG[ ;FDFlHS
lJSF;GL TS D/TL HFI K[ VG[ µwJ"UFDL UlTlX,TFGF
£FZ B},TF HFI K[PlX1F6 VFlY"S TS £FZF ;FDFlHS
UlTXL,TFG[ 5M|t;FCG VF5[ K[PS]8]\ADF\ VG[ ;DFHDF\
DMEFEI]"\ :YFG D[/JL XS[ K[PlX1F6YL ërRNZHHF
DF8[GL H\BGF HFU[ K[ V[8,]\ H GlC45MTFGM NZHHM
µ\RM ,. HJF DF8[GL DCtJFSF\1FF 56 V[DF\YL HFUL
K[PlX1F6 :+LVMG[ lJlJW D\0/M4;¿FD\0/M4:J{lrKS
;\U9GM4ZFHlSI 51F4S,AM JU[Z[DF\ ;eI5N V5FJL
:+LGL UlTXL,TFDF\ JWFZM SZ[ K[PlX1F6YL :+LGM
5MTFGM NZHHM TM µ\RM VFJ[ K[P5Z\T] WLD[ WLD[ V[GF\
AF/SM VG[ S]8]\AG[ 56 ;FDFlHS UlTXL,TFGL TS
D/[ K[P
HFU'lT HFU'lT HFU'lT HFU'lT HFU'lT : lX1F6G[ ,LW[ :+LVMDF\ lJlJW HFU'lT
VFJL K[PT[ 5MTFGF CÞM VG[ OZHMG[ JW] ;FZL ZLT[
;DHTL Y. K[P;DFHGF\ ;FDFlHS4VFlY"S4jIFJ;FlIS
1F[+MDF\ 5MTFGF CSSMYL ;EFG AGL K[PEFZTLI A\WFZ6
VG[ SFINFVMYL DFlCTUFZ AGL K[4;EFG AGL
K[PlJlJW 1F[+DF\ lXl1FT :+LVM CJ[ ;DFGTF VG[
:JT\+TFGM NFJM SZTL K[P5MTFGF CSSM lJX[GL HFU'lT
;FD[ S[8,FS 50SFZM 56 µEF YIF K[PV[GL ;FD[ VJFH
ë9FJL lC\DTYL SFD SZTL Y. K[P;DFHDF\ :+LVM 5|tI[
YTF \ VgIFIM ;FD[ HFU'lT NXF"lJ NC[H4AF/
,uG4HFTLIXMQF64VtIFRFZM4A/FtSFZM JU[Z[ H[JL
38GFVM ;FD[ Z[,L SF-JL4;}+MrRFZ SZJF4NAF6 H}Y
TlZS[ SFD SZJ]\ JU[Z[ V\U[GL ;EFGTF 5|U8TL HFI
K[P5MTFGF CÞM EMUJJFG]\ ;FDyI" T[ S[/JL XSL K[P
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 SM{8]\lAS NZHHFDF\ 5lZJT"G SM{8]\lAS NZHHFDF\ 5lZJT"G SM{8]\lAS NZHHFDF\ 5lZJT"G SM{8]\lAS NZHHFDF\ 5lZJT"G SM{8]\lAS NZHHFDF\ 5lZJT"G :     VlX1FT :+LVM
SZTF\ lX1FT :+LVMGM SM{8]\lAS NZHHM µ\RM HMJF D/[
K[PH[ :+LVM 3ZGL RFZ lNJF,MDF\ K[ T[G]\ 5Z\5ZFUT
J,6 SM{8]\lAS NZHHFG[ CSFZFtDS ZLT[ GYL :5XT]"\ 5Z\T]
H[D H[D :+L lX1F6 ,[TL YFI K[ T[D S]8]\ADF 5]+L
TZLS[45ltG TZLS[ S[ DFTF TlZS[GF\ NZHHFDF\ 5lZJT"G
VFJ[ K[PS]8]\ADF\ lXl1FT :+L EFZ~5 GYL AGTLP36LJFZ
TM lXl1FT :+L SFZlSN"LG[ JW] 5|FWFgI VF5[ TM S]8]\A
V[G[ ;CSFZ VF5[ K[P,uGHLJG G V5GFJL4V5lZl6T
ZC[JF .rKTL :+L 5Z 5Z\5ZFUT J,6 ZFBJFDF\ VFJT]\
GYLPVFJL :+LVM NIGLI l:YlTDF\ G HLJTF\ S]8]\ADF\
DNN~5 VG[ 5[|Z6F~5 AGTL HMJF D/[ K[PlXl1FT :+L
S]8]\AGL VFJSDF\ 5}ZS JWFZM SZ[ K[4VFlY"S ;CFI SZ[
K[4VFlY"S :JT\+TF EMUJ[ K[ VG[ 5MTFGF VFlY"S
:JFT\+IGM ;¡ë5IMU SZ[ K[4SIFZ[S ;,FC 56 ,[ K[PH[
:+L lX1FT K[ V[GF\ 5lT VG[ AF/SM V[GF\ TZO
VFNZEFJYL H}V[ K[4V[GL VJU6GF SZL XSTF
GYLPVFD4lX1F6[ :+LGF\ SM{8]\lAS NZZHHFDF\ 5lZJT"G
,FJJFDF\ DCtJGL E}lDSF EHJL K[P
:JlGE"ZTF :JlGE"ZTF :JlGE"ZTF :JlGE"ZTF :JlGE"ZTF : lX1F6 :+LG[ VFlY"S VG[ DFGl;S
ZLT[ :JlGE"Z AGFJ[ K[PH[D H[D :+LlX1F6 D[/JTL YFI
K[ T[D T[D ALHF 5ZG]\ VFWFlZT56]\ 38T]\ HFI K[PT[GFDF\
5|U8[,F[ VFtDlJ`JF; VFWFlZT56FYL D]ST ZFB[
K[PVFG[ ,LW[ :+L :JDFGE[Z HLJTL YFI K[P:JDFGE[Z
HLJG HLJJFGL TS p5,laW V[GL ,FRFZL 38F0[ K[PH[
:+LVF[ prRlX1F6 D[/J[ K[ T[VF[DF\ VFtDlGE"ZTF
B]DFZL VFJ[ K[ VG[ VFJL :+LVF[G[ VFlY"S TS VG[
:JFT\È D/TF\ 5]Z]QFF[ ;FD[GF XF[QF6 ;FD[ VJFH p9FJL
XS[ K[P
 ,uG1F[+[ NZHHF 5lZJT"G ,uG1F[+[ NZHHF 5lZJT"G ,uG1F[+[ NZHHF 5lZJT"G ,uG1F[+[ NZHHF 5lZJT"G ,uG1F[+[ NZHHF 5lZJT"G : H[D H[D :+LVF[
prRlX1F6 ,[TL YFI K[ T[D T[D ,uGGL JI JWTL HFI
K[PlX1F6 :+LGF T[GF HLJG;FYLGL 5;\NULDF\
CSFZFtDS E}lDSF EHJ[ K[PHLJG;FYL V\U[GF
5Z\5ZFUT bIF, VFG[ ,LW[ AN,FI K[P:J5;\NULG[
5|FWFgI V5FI K[PHIFZ[ lX1F6G]\ DCtJ G CT]\ tIFZ[
VG[ VFH[ 56 HIF\ lX1F6G]\ DCtJ GYL tIF\ DFTFl5TF
NLSZLVF[G[ GFGL JI[ ,uG SZFJL N. HJFANFZLDF\YL
D]lSTGF[ ;\TF[QF D[/J[ K[4H[ :+LVF[ prR lX1F6 D[/J[ K[
T[VF[DF\ HLJG;FYL 5;\NULGF\ 5Z\5ZFUT bIF,F[DF\
5lZJT"G HF[JF D/[ K[PDFTFl5TF 56 lX1FT NLSZLGF\
AN,FI[,F \ VlEUDG[ wIFGDF\ ,. HLJG;FYL
5;\NULDF\ AN,FI[,F\ WF[Z6F[GF[ :JLSFZ SZ[ K[P :+LlX1F6

HLJG;FYLGL 5;\NUL TS VG[ :JT\+TFDF\ JWFZF[ SZ[
K[P
,uGHLJGDF\ :+LVF[G]\ prR lX1F6 lG6"IF[ VG[ ;\A\WF[DF\
U6GF5F+ AG[ K[P 5F[TFGF\ 7FG4VG]EJ VG[ V[DGF\
S]8]\ALHGF[G[ 56 D/[ K[P5lT lJX[GF\ ~l-UT bIF,F[ tIHL
;CWD"RFlZ6L4;FYL lD+ JU[Z[GF[ T[ VFU|C ZFB[ K[P
NFd5tIHLJGDF\ T[GL VFlY"S TS4;D°lâ JWFZ[ K[P
J/L4HIF\ 5Z:5Z :G[C GYL4;\3QF" VG[ XF[QF6 K[ tIF\
lX1F6YL VFJ[,L HFU°lTV[ VFtDlGE"ZTFGF DFU" RL\wIF
K[PK]8FK[0F ,LW[,L :+L HF[ lX1FT CX[ TF[ T[6[ NIGLI
l:YlTDF\ D}SFJ]\ GlC 50[P
G[T°tJXlSTGF[ lJSF; G[T°tJXlSTGF[ lJSF; G[T°tJXlSTGF[ lJSF; G[T°tJXlSTGF[ lJSF; G[T°tJXlSTGF[ lJSF; : lX1F6 V[S V[J]\ DFwID K[
S[ H[G[ ,LW[ :+LVF[ VG[ 5]Z]QFF[DF\ G[T°tJXlSTGF[ lJSF;
YFI K[PXF/FvSF [,[HGL R} \86LVF[ V[DF \ YT] \
DTNFG4pD[NJFZL45|lTlGlWD\0/ VG[ VG[SlJW
5|J°lTDF\ 8LD ,L0Z TZLS[GL E}lDSF T[VF[DF\ G[T°tJGF\
U]6 lJS;FJ[ K[PV[ âFZF :+LXlSTGF[ lJSF; YFI
K[P:+LVF[ lX1F6 D[/jIF 5KL ;FDFHLS HLJGGF\ H]NF\
H]NF\ 1F[+DF\ G[TF AGJF\ DF8[ ;DY" AG[ K[PlJlJW 5|J°lTDF\
V[G]\ G[T°tJ p5SFZS 56 AGL ZC[ K[PBF; SZLG[ ZFHSLI
5F\BF[DF\4GFZL VF\NF[,GDF\ V[ V;ZSFZS G[T°tJ µE]\ SZL
XS[ K[P
HFC[ZÒJGDF\ ,FE HFC[ZÒJGDF\ ,FE HFC[ZÒJGDF\ ,FE HFC[ZÒJGDF\ ,FE HFC[ZÒJGDF\ ,FE : lX1F6 :+LG[ RFZ lNJF,DF\YL
D]ST SZ[ K[PVG[S S]lZJFHF [ VG[ lAGH~ZL
5Z\5ZFVF[DF\YL 56 :+LG[ D]lST V5FJ[ K[PHFC[Z:Y/
F[V[ ;FY[ OZJF HJ]\45|J°lTVF[DF\ EFU ,[JF[ VG[ V[ âFZF
5F[TFGL XlSTVF[4SFI"N1FTF4S{FX<I TYF lJRFZF[G[ jIST
SZJFGL TS D/[ K[PH[D H[D T[G]\ lX1F6G]\ :TZ AN,FT]\
HFI K[PT[D T[GFDF\ NZHHFlJQFIS ;EFGTF JWTL HFI
K[PHFC[ZHLJGDF\ VG[ ZFHSLI1F[+DF\ lG6"IGL 5|lS|IFDF\
5F[TFGF[ VFUJF[ DT VF5L lG6"I ,. XS[ K[PlXl1FT
:+L WLD[ WLD[ V[S NAF6 H}Y TlZS[ HFC[ZHLJGDF\ VFJL
ZlC K[P
 VFW]lGS D}<IF[G]\ VD,LSZ6 VFW]lGS D}<IF[G]\ VD,LSZ6 VFW]lGS D}<IF[G]\ VD,LSZ6 VFW]lGS D}<IF[G]\ VD,LSZ6 VFW]lGS D}<IF[G]\ VD,LSZ6 : lX1F6 âFZF
jIlSTDF\;DFGTF4:JFT\È4lAG;F\5|NFlISTF4µRFHLJGL
DCtJFSF\1FF4TFlS"STF4A{FlâSTF4J{7FlGS J,6 H[JF\
VFW]lGS D}<IF[ V[GL HLJGX{,LGF\ V[S EFU~5 AGL
HFI K[PV[ âFZF ;DFHDF\ GJL 5[-LG[ VFW]lGS D}<IF[
V[GL HLJGX{,LGF V[S EFU~5 AGL HFI K[PV[ âFZF
;DFHDF\ GJL 5[-LG[ VFW]lGS D}<IF[G]\ ;\:SZ6 SZL XS[
K[4ALHL 5[-LDF\ VFW]lGSLSZ6GL 5|lS|IF HF[JF D/[
K[PGFGF S]8]\AGF[ :JLSFZ4:+Lv5]~QF zDlJEFHG4AF/
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SF[G] \ pgGT HLJG JU[Z[ T[VF[GF\ HLJGG[ pgGT
AGFJJFDF\ DCtJGL E}lDSF EHJ[ K[P
 ;DFH DF8[ 5|[Z6F~5 ;DFH DF8[ 5|[Z6F~5 ;DFH DF8[ 5|[Z6F~5 ;DFH DF8[ 5|[Z6F~5 ;DFH DF8[ 5|[Z6F~5 : lXl1FT :+LG[ jIlSTUT
ZLT[ YTF\ ,FE4S]\8]\A VG[ ;DFHDF\ D/T]\ DFG V[G]\
7FG4JT"GvjIJCFZ4HLJGZLTL4lJRFZF[4D}<IF[ JU[Z[
VlXl1FT :+LVF[ DF8[ 5|[Z6F~5 AGL ZC[ K[P5]+v5]+LGF\
pK[ZE[NDF\ TOFJT VF[KF[ YTF[ HFI K[PVFZF[uI VG[
AF/SF[GF IF[uI ;FDFHLSZ6G[ wIFGDF\ ZFBL JFZ\JFZGL
5|;}lTYL D]ST ZC[ K[PVlXl1FT :+LVF[ T[VF[GL VF ZLTLG]\
VG]SZ6 SZL 5|[Z6F D/L ZC[ K[P
lX1F6YL :+LVF[DF\ A]lâ VG[ SF{X<IF[GF[ lJSF; YFI
K[P;D:IFG[ ;DHJFGL T[DH pS[,JFGL T[GFDF\ ;}h S[/
JFI K[ VG[ VF U]6F[ :+LVF[GF\ HLJGDF\ ;\S8 ;CG
SZJFGL 1FDTF VF5[ K[P:+LVF[GL 5|lTSFZS XlSTDF\
JWFZF[ YFI K[P
VFD4lX1F6[ :+LGF HLJGDF\ ;JF"\UL VG[ jIF5S TYF
N}ZUFDL V;ZF[ GL5HFJL K[P
:+LlX1F6 DF8[ VG[S VJZF[WF[4VG[S 5|ÆF[ CF[JF KTF\
VF56[ ;F{V[ V[ :JLSFZJ] HF[.V[ S[ V[SJL;DL ;NL
DFCLTL VG[ 7FGGL ;NL K[P5|FPVDtI";[G[ UZLAF[GF\
ptYFG DF8[ ;1FDTF J°lâ 5Z B}AH EFZ D}SIF[ K[PVF
DF8[ T[VF[V[ lX1F6J°lâ VG[ :JF:yIv;]WFZ VFJxIS
U^IF K[P:+LVF[GL ;F1FZTFvlX1F6GF[ ;\5}6" lJSF; V[
GJL ;NLG]\ lJhG K[PVF56[ ;F{V[ VF DF8[ ;lCIFZF
5|ItGF[ SZJF HF[.V[PCJ[ VF56G[ H~Z K[ lXl1FT
S]8]\AF[GL VG[ V[ DF8[ :+LlX1F6 VlTVFJxIS K[P
p5;\CFZ p5;\CFZ p5;\CFZ p5;\CFZ p5;\CFZ :
VFD K[<,F +6vRFZ NFISFDF\ lX1F65|Fl%TDF\ 36L
5|UlT Y. K[PT[D KTF\ ZFHIDF 7 JQF"YL JW] JIGF 24
8SF KF[SZF VG[ 46 8SF KF[SZLVF[ CH] 56 lGZ1FZ
K[PZFHIDF\ VG];}lRT VFlNHFlTGL OST VWL" J:TL
VG[ 40 8SF VFlNHFlT :+LVF[ V1FZ7FG WZFJ[
K[PHF[S[4VG];}lRT VFlNHFlT VG[ ALHL J:TL JrR[GF[
V1FZ7FGGF[ NZ 38IF[ K[P1990\ GF\ NFISFDF\ ;DU|
V1FZ7FG T[DH :+L V1FZ7FGGL AFATDF\ ZFHIG]\
:YFG GLR]\ UI] K[P VFlNDHFlTVF[GL lGZ1FZTFGF[ 5|Æ
36F[ Hl8, K[PUZLAL4:Y/F\TZ4;FDFlHSv;F\:S°lTS
D}<IF[ VG[ lX1F6GL U]6JTFGF 5|ÆF[ CH] T[DGFDF\ HF[JF
D/[ K[P
U|FDL6 VG[ XC[ZL :+LVF[GF\ V1FZ7FGDF\ JWFZF[ YIF[
K[ 56 5]~QFF[GF V1FZ7FG NZG[ CH] T[ 5CF[RL XSL
GYLP5|J[X GF[\W6LGL SFDULZL XF/FV[ ;FZL Y. K[ 5Z\T]

XF/FDF\YL VWJrR[ VeIF; KF[0L HGFZGF NZ TFH[TZGF\
JQFF["DF\ KF[SZLVF[ VG[ KF[SZFVF[ A\G[ DF8 GLRF UIF
K[4HIFZ[ 5|J[X GF[\W6LGF NZ GLRF ZC[JFG]\ RF,] ZCI]\
K[P,UEU 99 8SF UFDDF\ 5|FYlDS XF/F K[ VG[
5|FYlDS lX1F6 5}Z}\ SZJFG]\ ,1IF\S l;â YT]\ H6FI K[P
lX1F6DF\ D}l0ZF[SF6 V[8,[ DFGJD}l0DF\ ZF[SF6 V[ ZLT[
;ZSFZGL SFDULZL 5|X\;GLI ZCL K[ 5Z\T]
UZLAL45|FN[lXS V;DFGTF4JWTL HTL 5IF"JZ6
VJGTL4jIF5S DF[;DL :Y/F\TZ4lX1F6GL GA/L
U]6JTF JU[Z[ lX1F6 DF8[ VJZF[WS AGL ZC[ K[P

;\NE";}lR;\NE";}lR;\NE";}lR;\NE";}lR;\NE";}lR
HFGL4A/J\TsZ__&fPSgIF S[/J6L lJDX"4
VDNFJFN o 5F`J" 5la,S[XG4 5°P5!45Z
HFGL4A/J\TsZ__&fPlX1F6 o ;\:S°lT VG[ T\+4
VDNFJFN o 5F`J" 5la,S[XG4 5°P!#&
HFGL4A/J\TsZ__&fPlX1F6 o UF{ZJ VG[
U]6J¿F4 ZFHSM8 o 5|JL6 5]:TS E\0FZ4 5°P !Z_
HFGL4A/J\TsZ__&fPlX1F6 o V5[1FFVM VG[
p5,laW4 ZFHSM8 o 5|JL6 5]:TS E\0FZ4 5°P)&
HFGL4A/J\TsZ__&fP lX1F6 VG[ ;\:S°lT4
VDNFJFN o 5F`J" 5la,S[XG 4 5°P !*#
 9FSZ4 N1F[X sZ__)f P lX1F6G]\ ;tI 4 VDNFJFN
o 5F`J" 5la,S[XG4 5°P ##&
HFGL4 A/J\T sZ__&f P lX1F6 VG[ ;FDFlHS
;\NE" 4 VDNFJFN o 5F`J" 5la,S[XGP5°P !Z$
ZFJ,4 R\l£SF sZ_!ZfP H[g0Z VG[ lJSF; 4
VDNFJFN o 5F`J" 5la,S[ZG4 5°P Z_*
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EFZTDF\ lX1F6 VFlY"S lJSF;DF\ ;FWS S[ AFWS mEFZTDF\ lX1F6 VFlY"S lJSF;DF\ ;FWS S[ AFWS mEFZTDF\ lX1F6 VFlY"S lJSF;DF\ ;FWS S[ AFWS mEFZTDF\ lX1F6 VFlY"S lJSF;DF\ ;FWS S[ AFWS mEFZTDF\ lX1F6 VFlY"S lJSF;DF\ ;FWS S[ AFWS m

* VwIF5SVwIF5SVwIF5SVwIF5SVwIF5S, aiT<s a[ºD ki[ms< ki[l[j, (nzr , aiT<s a[ºD ki[ms< ki[l[j, (nzr , aiT<s a[ºD ki[ms< ki[l[j, (nzr , aiT<s a[ºD ki[ms< ki[l[j, (nzr , aiT<s a[ºD ki[ms< ki[l[j, (nzr HLP TF5LHLP TF5LHLP TF5LHLP TF5LHLP TF5L

* Di[. (kt)< Jvrijin)Di[. (kt)< Jvrijin)Di[. (kt)< Jvrijin)Di[. (kt)< Jvrijin)Di[. (kt)< Jvrijin)

p\Ativni:-p\Ativni:-p\Ativni:-p\Ativni:-p\Ativni:-
dr[k Äy(kt jºm[ C[ Ryir[ xmti an[ b&(¹wmti siY[ j
jºm[ C[.pr>t& (SxN t[mn) xmti an[ b&(¹wmtin[ aikir
aip[, (vksiv[ an[ bhir liv[ C[. aiY) j k[Tlik (nONiti[
(SxNn[ min(sk K[t) tr)k[ ai[LKiv[ C[. Birtni ai(Y<k
(vkismi> (SxNn&> an[$ mhRv C[. (SxN a[ ti[ minv
(nmi<Nn) p\(k\yi C[.(SxN Wiri Äy(kt sici aY<mi> minv
bn[ C[. (vni[bi Biv[ a[ jNiÄy&> C[ k[ “sfL (SxN sfL
Jvnni[ piyi[ C[.” (SxN Wiri j Äy(ktmi> sd(vciri[
an[ minv)y g&Ni[ni[ (vkis Yiy C[ tYi s>Akiri[n&> (scn
Yiy C[. (SxNn[ kirN[ Äy(ktn) v]ci(rk S(kt an[
(vcirSrN)mi> anºy bdliv aiv[ C[.
c)nmi> a[k kh[vt C[ k[ “jyir[ tm[ a[k vP<n&> aiyi[jn
kri[ Ci[ Ryir[ b)j vivi[, jyir[ dS vP<n&> aiyi[jn kri[ Ci[
Ryir[ vZx vivi[ an[ si[ vP<n&> aiyi[jn kri[ Ci[ Ryir[ li[ki[n[
(SxN aipi[.” ai kh[vt (SxNn) mh_ii (s¹w kr[ C[.
Birt j[vi (vksti d[Smi> (SxNn&> an[$ mhRv C[.
Birtni> ai(Y<k (vkismi> (SxN siwk k[ biwk C[ t[
(vS[ p\At&t l[Kmi> cci< krvimi> aiv) C[. ai(Y<k (vkismi>
(SxNn) a(nviy<ti an[ agRyti n)c[ni m&Ñiai[ prY)
f(lt Yiy C[.
1. 1. 1. 1. 1. (SxN a[ ai(Y<k vZ(¹wn&> agRyn&> siwn:- (SxN a[ ai(Y<k vZ(¹wn&> agRyn&> siwn:- (SxN a[ ai(Y<k vZ(¹wn&> agRyn&> siwn:- (SxN a[ ai(Y<k vZ(¹wn&> agRyn&> siwn:- (SxN a[ ai(Y<k vZ(¹wn&> agRyn&> siwn:- (SxNY)
nvi (vciri [ , Apwi <Rmkti, p \g(tS)lti an[
(SAtb¹wtini g&Ni[ (vks[ C[. ai bibti[ uRpidkti an[
uRpidnn[ s)w) r)t[ asr kr[ C[. (S(xt Äy(ktmi>
kiy<(nOqi,  shnS)lti, aiRm(vÅvis, simiJk an[
nig(rk jvibdir) (nOqi vg[r[ g&Ni[ (vks[ C[. j[ ai(Y<k
vZ(¹wn[ shiyk C[.
2. 2. 2. 2. 2. til)m pim[l Äy(kt a[ (vkisn) civ) :- til)m pim[l Äy(kt a[ (vkisn) civ) :- til)m pim[l Äy(kt a[ (vkisn) civ) :- til)m pim[l Äy(kt a[ (vkisn) civ) :- til)m pim[l Äy(kt a[ (vkisn) civ) :- srkir
Ùiri p\iY(mk (SxN miT[ vwir[ rkm fiLvvimi> aiv[ C[.

kirNk[ j[v) r)t[ mkinni[ piyi[ mjb*t hi[yti[ mkin
wrt)k>pni gm[ t[vi ai>cki sim[ Tk) Sk[ C[.t[v) r)t[ ji[
p\iY(mk (SxN yi[³y an[ g&Nv_iiviL&> aipvimi> aiv[
ti[ Äy(kt gm[ t[vi kpri> s>ji[gi[mi> an[ Apwi<ai[mi> Tk)
Sk[ C[. aim, p\iY(mk (SxNn[ ai(Y<k vZ(¹wni agRyni
p(rbL tr)k[ minvimi> aiv[ C[.
3.3.3.3.3.(cÃD^n y&(nv(s<T)n) AYipni :- (cÃD^n y&(nv(s<T)n) AYipni :- (cÃD^n y&(nv(s<T)n) AYipni :- (cÃD^n y&(nv(s<T)n) AYipni :- (cÃD^n y&(nv(s<T)n) AYipni :- Birt)y s>AkZ(t bh&
p&riN) C[. aipN[ C[Ãli 200 vP<mi> (vkismi> piCL rh)
gyi C)a[ pr >t & aipNi Fundamental
Characteristics Strong C[. aipN&> (vzn piyiY)
C[. p\iY(mk (SxNn[ aigL le jvi an[ biLkni[ S]x(Nk
(vkis krvi miT[ Birtmi> “Children University”
n) AYipni gi>w)ngrmi> krvimi> aiv) C[, j[mi> biLkni
svi<g) (vkisn[ mhRv aipvimi> aiÄy&> C[.
4.4.4.4.4.(SxN m[Lvvini a(wkir miT[ b>wirNmi> 93 mi[(SxN m[Lvvini a(wkir miT[ b>wirNmi> 93 mi[(SxN m[Lvvini a(wkir miT[ b>wirNmi> 93 mi[(SxN m[Lvvini a(wkir miT[ b>wirNmi> 93 mi[(SxN m[Lvvini a(wkir miT[ b>wirNmi> 93 mi[
s&wiri[:-s&wiri[:-s&wiri[:-s&wiri[:-s&wiri[:-
Birt)Y b>wirNni 93 mi[ s&wiri[ krt&> (vw[yk 12
(Ds[Àbr 2002ni ri[j s>sdmi> psir krvimi> aiÄy&> C[.
j[niY)  d[Sni bwi>j biLki[n[ (SxN m[Lvvini[ a(wkir
mL[ C[. t[Y) dr[k biLk miT[ (SxN s&lB YS[.
5. 5. 5. 5. 5. B[dBiv vgr (SxN m[Lvvini[ a(wkir:- B[dBiv vgr (SxN m[Lvvini[ a(wkir:- B[dBiv vgr (SxN m[Lvvini[ a(wkir:- B[dBiv vgr (SxN m[Lvvini[ a(wkir:- B[dBiv vgr (SxN m[Lvvini[ a(wkir:- p\Ry[k
Äy(ktn[ ki[epN jitni (l>g, wm<, ai(Y<k s>p(_i, simJk
drjji[ vg[r[ni B[dBiv vgr (SxN m[Lvvini[ a(wkir
b>wirNmi> aip[l C[. rijn)(tni mig<dS<k (s¹wi>ti[mi>
rijyi[n[ mig<dS<n aipvimi> aiÄy&> C[ k[, smijni nbLi
vgi[<n[ an[ Kis kr)n[ an&s*(ct ji(tai[,an&s*(ct
jnji(tai[ an[ kºyiai[ni (SxN miT[ p\i[Rsihn
aipvimi> aiv[, j[Y) pCit an[ nbLi vgi[< pN (SxN
p\i¼t kr) ai(Y<k (vkismi> shiyB*t bn) Sk[.
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vP< sixrtini[ dr p&$P sixrtini[ dr A#i) sixrtini[ dr 
1901 5.35 9.83 0.60 
1911 5.92 10.56 1.50 
1921 7.16 12.21 1.81 
1931 9.50 15.59 2.93 
1941 16.10 24.90 7.30 
1951 18.33 27.16 8.86 
1961 28.30 40.40 15.35 
1971 34.45 45.90 21.97 
1981 43.56 56.38 29.75 
1991 52.21 64.13 39.29 
2001 65.30 75.85 54.16 
2011 74.04 82.14 65.46 
 

sixrtini> drmi> vwiri[ YviY) smijmi> pN an[$
p(rvt<n aiv[l C[. aizid) ph[li> aipNi[ Birt d[S
Ti>kN)n&> pN uRpidn kr) Skti[ n hti[ t[ aij[ (SxN n[
kirN[  ki[À¼y&>Trni siwni[, tmim p\kirn) y>#i simg\),
eºfi[m[<Sn T[kni[li[Jni siwni[ uRpidn kr) Sk[ C[ an[
c>W upr pN phi[>cvin) (s(¹w hi>sl kr) C[[ t[ (SxNn[
j aiBir) C[.
1. 1. 1. 1. 1. aºn x[#i[ pgBr :- aºn x[#i[ pgBr :- aºn x[#i[ pgBr :- aºn x[#i[ pgBr :- aºn x[#i[ pgBr :- aipN[ j[ wiºyn) aiyit krti
hti, (SxN Wiri aij[ t[n) (nkis kr) rhyi C)a[.
h(ryiL) k\i>(t, Åv[tk\i>(tn[ kirN[  aipN[ wiºy an[ d*wn)
(nkis kr) rhyi C)a[.
Birtmi> (SxN ai(Y<k (vkismi> biwkBirtmi> (SxN ai(Y<k (vkismi> biwkBirtmi> (SxN ai(Y<k (vkismi> biwkBirtmi> (SxN ai(Y<k (vkismi> biwkBirtmi> (SxN ai(Y<k (vkismi> biwk
Birt an[ Birt j[vi (vkisS)l an[ aÃp(vk(st d[Smi>
(SxN Wiri k[Tlik x[#imi> ai(Y<k vZ(¹w an[ (vkismi>
vwiri[ Yyi[ nY) t[ miT[ aipNi (SxNmi> rh[l) k[Tl)k
Kim)ai[ jvibdir C[. aij[ pN aipN[ a>g\[ji[a[

6.6.6.6.6.(SxN minvS(kt j$(ryiti[n[ s>ti[Pvin&> siwn:-(SxN minvS(kt j$(ryiti[n[ s>ti[Pvin&> siwn:-(SxN minvS(kt j$(ryiti[n[ s>ti[Pvin&> siwn:-(SxN minvS(kt j$(ryiti[n[ s>ti[Pvin&> siwn:-(SxN minvS(kt j$(ryiti[n[ s>ti[Pvin&> siwn:-
p\iY(mk (SxN bid ji[ Äy(ktn[ mi¹y(mk an[ uμc
mi¹y(mk (SxN aipvimi> aiv[ ti[ si[nimi> s&g>w BL[
C[. mi¹y(mk an[ uμc mi¹y(mk (SxN aiw&(nk x[#ii[n)
minvS(kt j$(ryiti[n[ s>ti[Pvin&> kim kr[ C[.
7. 7. 7. 7. 7. minv)y an[ ai(Y<k (vkis miT[ :- minv)y an[ ai(Y<k (vkis miT[ :- minv)y an[ ai(Y<k (vkis miT[ :- minv)y an[ ai(Y<k (vkis miT[ :- minv)y an[ ai(Y<k (vkis miT[ :- p*rti p\miNmi>
mi¹y(mk (SxN,uμc (SxN an[ ti(lmn[ T[icn) ag\ti
aipvimi> aiv[ ti[ minv)y an[ ai(Y<k (vkis Sky bn[
C[. p\iY(mk (SxNn[  (vVAtr[ a(wk mhRv aipvimi>
aiv[l C[. aiY) j (vVni 225 d[Si[ vwti-ai[Ci
p\miNmi> (SxN piCL (vp&l Kc< kr) rhyi C[, an[
t[ni Wiri ai(Y<k (vkis an[ ai(Y<k vZ(¹wmi> ag\ti pN
hi>sl kr[l C[.
8. 8. 8. 8. 8. (vwi j sic&> rRn:- (vwi j sic&> rRn:- (vwi j sic&> rRn:- (vwi j sic&> rRn:- (vwi j sic&> rRn:- j[ Äy(kt pis[ (vwi $p) wn C[
ti[ kyir[y (hn nY) hi[ti[. (vÙin Äy(kt d(rW hi[y ti[
pN pi[tini> g&Ni[Y) Si[B[ C[. vwi j sic&> rRn C[. an[
j[n) pis[ t[ nY) t[ai[ dr[k r)t[ h)n hi[y C[.
9.9.9.9.9.p\[ig\im ai[f spi[T< T^[e(n>g a[ºD a[À¼li[ym[ºT fi[rp\[ig\im ai[f spi[T< T^[e(n>g a[ºD a[À¼li[ym[ºT fi[rp\[ig\im ai[f spi[T< T^[e(n>g a[ºD a[À¼li[ym[ºT fi[rp\[ig\im ai[f spi[T< T^[e(n>g a[ºD a[À¼li[ym[ºT fi[rp\[ig\im ai[f spi[T< T^[e(n>g a[ºD a[À¼li[ym[ºT fi[r
v&mn :-v&mn :-v&mn :-v&mn :-v&mn :-p\[ig\im ai[f spi[T< T[̂e(n>g a[ºD a[À¼li[ym[ºT
fi [r v&mn Wiri A#i)ai[n[ K[t), pS&piln, D[r),
bigiyt,mRAy uwi[g, hAtkli, h[ºDl&m vg[r[mi> aiw&(nk
T[kni[li[J tYi ti(lm aipvimi> aiv[ C[.
10.10.10.10.10.jhi[n k[n[Y g[\lb[Yni[ a(Bp\iy :- jhi[n k[n[Y g[\lb[Yni[ a(Bp\iy :- jhi[n k[n[Y g[\lb[Yni[ a(Bp\iy :- jhi[n k[n[Y g[\lb[Yni[ a(Bp\iy :- jhi[n k[n[Y g[\lb[Yni[ a(Bp\iy :- aY<SiA#i) jhi[n
k[n[Y g[\lb[Y[ a[m kH&> ht&> k[, “a[v&> bh& p\c(lt nY) k[
s]i (S(xt Äy(kt gr)b hi[y an[ a[Tl&> pN a[ si>c&> C[ k[
a(S(xt Äy(kt gr)b (sviy b)j& ki>e hi[y,” ai (vwin
(SxNn&> mhRv an[ t[n) Äy(kt, k&T&>b, smij an[ riOT^
pr Yt) asr smjiv[ C[.
11. 11. 11. 11. 11. (SxNn[ kirN[ Äy(ktn) ri[jgir xmti vwiri[ :-(SxNn[ kirN[ Äy(ktn) ri[jgir xmti vwiri[ :-(SxNn[ kirN[ Äy(ktn) ri[jgir xmti vwiri[ :-(SxNn[ kirN[ Äy(ktn) ri[jgir xmti vwiri[ :-(SxNn[ kirN[ Äy(ktn) ri[jgir xmti vwiri[ :-
ri[jgir) miT[ j$r) liykiti[ t[ (SxN Wiri p\i¼t kr[ C[.
an[ t[ p[itin) liykitn[ an&$p ni[kr) p\i¼t kr[ C[.
aim, (SxNn[ kirN[ Äy(ktn) aivkmi> vwiri[ Yti> t[ni
Jvnwi[rNmi> pN s&wiri[ Yiy C[.
12.12.12.12.12.(SxNn) Äy(kt an[ k&>T&>b pr sir) asr:- (SxNn) Äy(kt an[ k&>T&>b pr sir) asr:- (SxNn) Äy(kt an[ k&>T&>b pr sir) asr:- (SxNn) Äy(kt an[ k&>T&>b pr sir) asr:- (SxNn) Äy(kt an[ k&>T&>b pr sir) asr:- j[ k&T&>bmi>
(S(xt Äy(kt vw& hi[y Ryi> kminirn) s>²yi> pN vwir[
hi[y C[. an[ t[n[ p(rNim[ k&T*>bn) aivkmi> pN vwiri[
Yiy C[. (S(xt k&T&>bni[ ai(Y<k minm[Bi[ an[ p\(t×i mi>
pN vwiri[ Yiy C[.
13.13.13.13.13.mhin Yvi (SxNn) j$r:- mhin Yvi (SxNn) j$r:- mhin Yvi (SxNn) j$r:- mhin Yvi (SxNn) j$r:- mhin Yvi (SxNn) j$r:- k[vL uμck&Lmi jºm
l[viY) ki[e minv) mhin nY) Yti[ mhin bnvi miT[ t[n[
(SxNn) j$r hi[y C[. minv) Bl[ n)ci k&Lmi> jºmyi[

hi[y, (nw<n hi[y, pr>t& t[ (SxN p\i¼y kr) t[ b&(¹wmin
an[ mhin bn) Sk[ C[. t[mi> aiáy<n) vit nY).
14. 14. 14. 14. 14. (SxNY) p \jin) ph[l krvin) v Z (_i(SxNY) p \jin) ph[l krvin) v Z (_i(SxNY) p \jin) ph[l krvin) v Z (_i(SxNY) p \jin) ph[l krvin) v Z (_i(SxNY) p \jin) ph[l krvin) v Z (_i
(Initiative) n&> Atr U>c&> jiy :-  n&> Atr U>c&> jiy :-  n&> Atr U>c&> jiy :-  n&> Atr U>c&> jiy :-  n&> Atr U>c&> jiy :- p\jin) Si[wk S(kt
vw[ C[. ai(Y<k an[ simiJk g(tS)ltini[ uRkP< Yiy
C[. (SxNn[ l)w[ smijn[ j$r) n[tiai[, sihsv)ri[,
Di[kTri[, a[(ºj(nyri[ an[ minv s>Si[wn $p) am&Ãy m*D)
p\i¼t Yiy C[.
15. 15. 15. 15. 15. sixrtini> drmi> vwiri[:- sixrtini> drmi> vwiri[:- sixrtini> drmi> vwiri[:- sixrtini> drmi> vwiri[:- sixrtini> drmi> vwiri[:- Birt srkirni (SxN
a>g[ni aYig p\yRni[n[ kirN[ Birtmi> sixrtini> drmi>
vwiri[ Yyi[ C[. Birtmi> aiyi[jnn) p\Ym yi[jniY) (SxN
piCL m*D)ri[kiN krvimi> aiv[l C[. aim, Birt srkirni
p\yisi[Y) sixrtini> drmi> vwiri[ Yyi[ C[. j[ n)c[ni T[bl
prY) mil&m pDS[.
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apniv[l) (SxN p¹w(tn[ vLg) rhyi C)a[. kyi p\kirni
(SxNn) aipNi d[Sn[ aivÆykti C[ t[ aipN[ smJ
Skyi nY). a>g\[ji[ni gyi pC) pN aipN[ (SxNni
miLKimi> an[ (SxN p¹w(tmi> ki[e mi[Ti[ f[rfir kr)
Sk[l nY) t[min)> k[Tl)k myi<diai[ n)c[ m&jb C[.
1. (SxNx[#i[ Birtn&> AYin s]iY) n)c[:- 1. (SxNx[#i[ Birtn&> AYin s]iY) n)c[:- 1. (SxNx[#i[ Birtn&> AYin s]iY) n)c[:- 1. (SxNx[#i[ Birtn&> AYin s]iY) n)c[:- 1. (SxNx[#i[ Birtn&> AYin s]iY) n)c[:- jiºy&air)
2005 mi> y&n[Aki[ Wiri “a[jy&k[Sn fi[r ai[l ³li[bl
mi[n)Tr) r)piT<“ mi> jNivvimi> aiÄy&> C[ k[, (SxNn)
r)t[ 127 (vksti d[Si[ni[ a¿yis krvimi> aiÄyi[ hti[.an[
t[ai[n[ (SxNn) kimg)r)mi> k\mb¹w r)t[ gi[qvvimi> aiÄyi
hti. t[mi> Birtn&> AYin 105 m&> a[Tl[k[ s]iY) n)c[ ht&>.
2. (SxNn[ s)w) r)t[ K[t) uwi[g siY[ ji[Dvimi>2. (SxNn[ s)w) r)t[ K[t) uwi[g siY[ ji[Dvimi>2. (SxNn[ s)w) r)t[ K[t) uwi[g siY[ ji[Dvimi>2. (SxNn[ s)w) r)t[ K[t) uwi[g siY[ ji[Dvimi>2. (SxNn[ s)w) r)t[ K[t) uwi[g siY[ ji[Dvimi>
(nOfLti:- (nOfLti:- (nOfLti:- (nOfLti:- (nOfLti:- (SxN Wiri K[t) an[ uwi[gmi> uRpidkti
vwir) Skvin) xmti> hi[vi Cti aipNn[ (SxNn[ s)w)
r)t[ K[t) uwi[g siY[ ji[D) Skyi nY). an[ a[g\)kÃcr
siyºs BNnir Äy(kt K[t)mi> ji[Dien[ K[t)n&> uRpidn
vwirvin[ bdl[ t[ ni[kr) krvin&> ps>d kr[ C[. aim K[t)mi>
kyi (byirNni[ upyi[g krvi[ ji[ea[. t[mi> ke T[kn)k
Wiri vw& uRpidn m[Lv) Skiy, t[mi> risiyN)k Kitr,
j>t&niSk dviai[ an[ aºy aiw&Ink p¹w(tai[ni[ k[v)
r)t[ upyi[g kr) Skiy t[ BNnir Äy(kt K[t) krvimi>
Srm an&Bv[ C[.
3. (bn arkirk srkirn) n)t):- 3. (bn arkirk srkirn) n)t):- 3. (bn arkirk srkirn) n)t):- 3. (bn arkirk srkirn) n)t):- 3. (bn arkirk srkirn) n)t):- ai upri>t srkirn)
n)t) pN t[ miT[ jvibdir C[. aipNi d[Smi> (s>cie miT[
abji[ $(pyi Kc<vimi> aiv[ C[. pr>t&> piN)ni krksrByi<,
uRpidk an[ eOTtm upyi[gn) K[D*ti[n[ (SxN an[ ti(lm
aipvimi> aivt) nY). E(j¼tmi> K[t)mi> Tpk p¹w(tni[
upyi[g krvimi> aiv[ C[. j[ni Wiri piN)ni[ mh_im upyi[g
kr) Skiy C[. ji[ Birtmi> pN Tpk p¹w(tn[i vw& upyi[g
krvi miT[ sGn ti(lm aipv) ji[ea[, ti[ piN)ni[ bciv
kr) vwir[ pik le Skiy a[m C[.
4. aiw&(nk K[t)ni yi[³y (SxNni[ aBiv:- 4. aiw&(nk K[t)ni yi[³y (SxNni[ aBiv:- 4. aiw&(nk K[t)ni yi[³y (SxNni[ aBiv:- 4. aiw&(nk K[t)ni yi[³y (SxNni[ aBiv:- 4. aiw&(nk K[t)ni yi[³y (SxNni[ aBiv:- srkir
Wiri aiw&(nk K[t) miT[ abji[ $(pyi Kc<vimi> aiv[ C[,
pr>t&> aiw&(nk K[t) ke r)t[ krv) t[n&> yi[³y (SxN K[D*ti[n[
aipvimi> aivt&> nY). srkir Wiri K[t)ni (vkis miT[
K[t-(vAtrN, (SxN an[ til)mn) ji[give krvimi>
aiv) C[. pr>t& C[viDin) Äy(kt s&(w t[ni[ liB mLti[
nY). aim, srkirn) K[t (SxN an[ til)mn) ÄyvAYi
pN siY<k Ye nY).
5. kZ(P uRsv an[ kZ(P m[Lini[ liB bwi K[D*ti[n[ mÇyi[5. kZ(P uRsv an[ kZ(P m[Lini[ liB bwi K[D*ti[n[ mÇyi[5. kZ(P uRsv an[ kZ(P m[Lini[ liB bwi K[D*ti[n[ mÇyi[5. kZ(P uRsv an[ kZ(P m[Lini[ liB bwi K[D*ti[n[ mÇyi[5. kZ(P uRsv an[ kZ(P m[Lini[ liB bwi K[D*ti[n[ mÇyi[
nY):- nY):- nY):- nY):- nY):- srkir Wiri kZ(P uRsv an[ kZ(P m[Lin&> aiyi[jn
krvimi> aiv[ C[. g&jritni m&²ym>#i) nr[ºW mi[d)a[

2003n) vs>t p>cm)a[ si]p\Ymvir kZ(Pm[Lin&> g&jritmi>
aiyi[jn kr[l&> ht&> an[ Ryirbid dr vP[< kZ(Pm[Li g&jritni
(v(vw AYLi[a[ m&²ym>#i) an[ kZ(Pm>#i) Wiri krvimi> aiv[
C[. pr>t& t[ni[ liB mi[Ti K[D*ti[n[ j mÇyi[ C[. nini an[
s)mi>t K[D*ti[ s&(w t[ni[ liB mÇyi[ nY).
6. K[t)-uwi[gn) til)m l[nir t[mi> ji[Divi mi>gti[6. K[t)-uwi[gn) til)m l[nir t[mi> ji[Divi mi>gti[6. K[t)-uwi[gn) til)m l[nir t[mi> ji[Divi mi>gti[6. K[t)-uwi[gn) til)m l[nir t[mi> ji[Divi mi>gti[6. K[t)-uwi[gn) til)m l[nir t[mi> ji[Divi mi>gti[
nY):- nY):- nY):- nY):- nY):- a[j r)t[ uwi[gn) ti(lm l[nir an[ a[m.b).a[.
Ynir Äy(kt w>wi - uwi[gi[mi> ji[Divin[ bdl[ ÄhieT ki[lr
ji[b Si[w[ C[. ji[ uwi[gi[n) ti(lm l[nir Äy(kt uwi[gi[mi>
ji[Diy ti[ uRpidkti, kiy<xmtimi> vwiri[ Yiy. pr>t&>
uwi[gi[n) ti(lm l[nir t[mi> ji[Divin&> ps>d krti nY).
K[t)n&> (SxN m[Lv[l Äy(kt K[t) krvin[ bdl[ Sh[ri[mi>
ni[kr) Si[w[ C[, j[ GN)j Srmjnk bibt C[. aim, uμc
an[ k[Lviy[l ~m aºy x[#ii[ trf vLviY) tmn&> (SxN
ai(Y<k (vkismi> mdd$p Ye Skt&> nY).
7. ci[kks (vznni[ aBiv:- 7. ci[kks (vznni[ aBiv:- 7. ci[kks (vznni[ aBiv:- 7. ci[kks (vznni[ aBiv:- 7. ci[kks (vznni[ aBiv:- aijni (vwiY)<ai[mi> ci[kks
(vznni[ aBiv ji[vi mL[ C[. t[ai[ Top  class
Degree ti[ m[Lv[ C[, pr>t& (SxNY) t[nimi> p(rvt<n
aivS[ k[ k[m ? t[ t[n[ Kbr nY). aim, aijn&> (SxN
(vwiY)<ni[ svi<g) (vkis siwvin[ bdl[ mi#i D)g\)lx)
bn) gy&> C[.
8. yi[³y p\kirni (SxNni aBiv:- 8. yi[³y p\kirni (SxNni aBiv:- 8. yi[³y p\kirni (SxNni aBiv:- 8. yi[³y p\kirni (SxNni aBiv:- 8. yi[³y p\kirni (SxNni aBiv:- yi[³y p\kirni
(SxNni aBiv[ Äy(ktmi> kimci[r), kim p\Ry[ s&g, ai[C&>
kim kr) vw&> vLtr m[Lvvin) ap[xi, kimmi>Y) CTkvin)
vZ(_i, pi[tini kim p\Ry[ p\[m an[ smp<Nni[ aBiv, d[Sp\[m
an[ d[Sdizni[ aBiv ji[vi mL[ C[. (SxNni p\BivY)
Äy(ktni AvBiv, hivBiv, kiy<S]l) an[ rh[N)-kr[N)mi>
p(rvt<n aivv&> ji[ea[.
9. (S(xt b[ri[jgir)mi> vwiri[:- 9. (S(xt b[ri[jgir)mi> vwiri[:- 9. (S(xt b[ri[jgir)mi> vwiri[:- 9. (S(xt b[ri[jgir)mi> vwiri[:- 9. (S(xt b[ri[jgir)mi> vwiri[:- Birtmi> sixrtni
ai>kDiai[ ji[ti jNiS[ k[, (SxNmi> vwiri[ Yyi[ C[, pr>t&
w>wi-uwi[gi[mi> liyk Äy(ktai[n) Ki[T ji[vi mL[ C[.
aijn&> (SxN Äy(ktn[ ri[jgir) aipvimi> (nOfL gy&>
C[. t[Y) (S(xt b[ri[jgiri[n&> p\miN stt vwt&> rhy>& C[.
aim, j[ (SxN Äy(ktn[ Avivl>b) n bniv) Sk[, ri[jgir)
n aip) Sk[ an[ pi[tini pg upr UBi[ n riK) Sk[ a[
(SxN ÄyY< C[.
k[LvN)n&> aY<SiA#i minvjitni[ a[k p\ic)n virsi[ C[.
klis)kl aY<SiA#i)ai[n[ k[LvN)ni mhRv (vS[ S>ki n
ht). (SxN Wiri minv)y (mÃktmi> m*D) ri[kiN krv&> a[
²yil a[Dm (AmYni “v[ÃY ai[f n[Sn” 1937ni g\>Y
j[Tli[ j*ni[ C[. aijn&> (SxN mi#i D)g\)lx) k[ mi(ht)lx)
bn) n jiy t[ ji[vini[ smy hv[ pik) gyi[ C[. Birt
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an[ t[ni j[vi (vkisS)l an[ aÃp(vks)t d[Si[a[ zDp)
ai(Y<k (vkis an[ vZ(¹w krvi miT[ (SxNn) p¹w(tmi>
wrKm f[rfir krvin) aivÆykti C[. aijni smyn)
mi>gn[ an&$p (SxN aipv&> ji[ea[. (vkisn) (dSi p\miN[
(SxN aipvin) j$r C[. (SxNmi> krvimi> aivti f[rfiri[
uprCÃli an[ (dSi(v(hn n h[ivi ji[ea[. (SxNn)
mi>gn[ smJn[ f[rfiri[ krvimi> aiv[ ti[ (SxN ai(Y<k
vZ(¹wmi> shiyk bn) Sk[ t[m C[.

s>dB<s*(cs>dB<s*(cs>dB<s*(cs>dB<s*(cs>dB<s*(c
pyi<vrNn&> aY<SiA#i, Di[. mh[S ji[P)
(vkis an[ pyi<vrNn&> aY<SiA#i, Di[. mh[S ji[P)
pyi<vrN)y a¿yis, Di[. gi]ri>g (#iv[d)
Birt)y aY<t>#i, air. s). ji[P)
S]x(Nk aiyi[jn, wnv>t a[m. d[sie an[ riy(s>g
b). ci]wr)
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Telecom has been one of the fastest growing sectors in India, with the performance of services
providers being led by mobile telephony. Government policies and regulatory framework by
Telecom Regulatory Authority of India (TRAI) have provided conducive environment for service
providers. This has made the sector more competitive, while enhancing the accessibility of
telecommunication services at affordable tariffs to the consumers. In the last two decades, the
Indian Telecom Sector and Mobile Telephony in particular has caught the imagination of India
by revolutionizing the way we communicate, share information, and through its staggering
growth helped millions stay connected. This growth, however, has and continuous to be at cost
of the Climate, powered by an unsustainable and inefficient model of energy generation and
usage. Simultaneously, this growth has also come at significant and growing loss to the state
exchequer, raising fundamental questions on the future business and operation model of the
Telecom Sector.

KEY WORDS: Telecom, Growth in Telecom, Financial Analysis of Telecom, Prospects of Telecom

TELECOM SECTOR AND ITS GROWTH & PROSPECTS IN INDIA

TELECOM SECTOR:Telecom has been one of the fastest growingsectors in India, with the performance ofservices providers being led by mobiletelephony. From around 2.8% tele-density(connection per 100 population) in March2000, the sector now connects around 17%of India’s population through a host ofservices, which include mobile, fixed line andInternet. Thriving Indian businesses,especially the IT and BPO industries have alsohelped the strong growth in another segmentcalled ‘Enterprise services’, which includewholesale provision of data and bandwidthservices.Liberalization of the sector has not only led torapid growth but also helped a great dealtowards maximization of consumer benefits,

evident from a huge fall in tariffs. TelecomSector has witnessed a continuous rising trendin the total number of telephone subscribersand hence the teledensity.The overall wireless market and consequentlythe GSM market is led by Bharti Airtel whichheld 19.62% at the end of Feb 2012. It isfollowed by Reliance Communication whichholds 16.68% of the market and also the leaderin the CDMA segment. In the GSM Segment,Vodafone and Idea closely follow Bharti Airtelwhile TATA and Sistema follow RelianceCommunication in the CDMA Segment.The fixed line segment continues to declinein terms of the subscriber base. It has declinedto 32.17 m subscribers in March 2012 from34.73 m in March 2011. The decline wasmainly due to substitution of landlines with
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mobile phones.As far as broadband connections (>=256 kbps) are concerned, India currently has a subscriberbase of 13.8 m. Broadband penetration received a boost from the auction of broadbandspectrum. The network providers have stated that they would be looking at boosting thecontribution of data to their revenues. This bodes well for the future of broadband services.management

As far as broadband connections (>=256kbps) are concerned, India currently has asubscriber base of 13.8 m. Broadband pen-etration received a boost from the auction ofbroadband spectrum. The network providershave stated that they would be looking atboosting the contribution of data to their rev-enues. This bodes well for the future of broad-band services.India’s teledensity has improved from under4% in March 2001 to around 76% by the endof March 2012. Cellular telephony continuesto be the fastest growing segment in the In-dian telecom industry. The mobile subscriberbase (GSM and CDMA combined) has grownfrom under 2 m at the end of FY00 to touch919 m at the end of March 2012 (average an-

nual growth of nearly 64% during this 12 yearperiod). Tariff reduction and decline in hand-set costs has helped the segment to gain inscale. The cellular segment is playing an im-portant role in the industry by making itselfavailable in the rural and semi urban areaswhere teledensity is the lowest.KEY POINTS:· Supply : Intense competition has resultedin prompt service to the subscribers.· Demand : Given the low tariff environmentand relatively low rural and semi urban pen-etration levels, demand will continue to remainhigher in the foreseeable future across all thesegments.·Barriers to Entry : High capital investments,well-established players who have a nation
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wide network, license fee, continuously evolv-ing technology and lowest tariffs in the world.· Bargaining Power of Suppliers : Improvedcompetitive scenario and commoditization oftelecom services has led to reduced bargain-ing power for services providers.· Bargaining Power of Customers : A widevariety of choices available to customers bothin fixed as well as mobile telephony has re-sulted in increased bargaining power for thecustomers.· Competition : Competition has intensifiedwith the entry of new cellular players in circles.Reduced tariffs have hurt all operators.GROWTH IN TELECOM:· Subscriber Base : The mobile subscriberbase in India is estimated rise by 9% to 696million connections this year, according totechnology researcher garner. The mobile ser-vice penetration in the country is 51% andexpected to grow to 72% by 2016.· Mobile Value Added Services (MVAS) :India’s current MVAS industry has an esti-mated size of US$ 2.7 billion. The industry de-rives its revenue majorly from the top five tosix products such as game based applications,music downloads, etc., which continue to formclose to 80% of VAS revenues. Indian MVASindustry estimated to grow to US$ 10.8 billionby 2015.· Mobile Number Portability (MNP) : MNPrequests increased from 41.88 million sub-scribers at the end of March 2012 to 45.89million at the end of April 2012. In the monthof April 2012 alone, 4.01 million requests havebeen made for MNP.· Handset : The mobile handset market’s rev-enue in India will grow US$ 5.7 billion in 2010to US$ 7.8 billion in 2016, according to thestudy. India is the second largest mobile hand-set market in the world and is set to becomean even larger market with unit shipment of208.4 million in 2016 at a CAGR of 11.8 %2010 to 2016.

FINANCIAL ANALYSIS OF TELECOM SECTOR:FY12 saw the continuance of growth for theIndian telecom market, which witnessed a12% YoY increase in its subscriber base dur-ing the 12-month period. At the end of March2012, the country’s total telecom subscriberbase (fixed plus mobile) stood at about 951m. The tele-density level stood at about 76%by the end of the fiscal.

Growth remained robust in the GSM mobilespace. GSM added 115 m subscribers duringthe year. After a robust 46% YoY increase insubscriptions during FY11, the growth in GSMindustry has slowed down to 17% YoY in FY12.The year saw the apex court of the countrycancelling the disputed 2G licenses that wereissued in 2008. The cancellation caused theexit of Etisalat and Batelco from the sector.During FY12, India’s mobile subscriber basegrew by 13% YoY, from 812 m to 919 m, whilethe fixed subscriber base declined by about7%, from 34.73 m to about 32.71 m.
PROSPECTS:As far as the fixed line business goes, the lowpenetration levels in the country and theincreasing demand for data based servicessuch as the Internet will act as major catalystsin the growth of this segment. However, thegrowth would be mitigated by increasingsubstitution of landlines by mobile phone. The
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PSUs will however continue to retain theirdominant position. This is on account of highcapital investments required in setting up anationwide network. As a result, the privatesector players will have to rely on key businesscenters and pockets of high urbanization fortheir growth.Increasing choice and one of the lowest tariffsin the world have made the cellular services inIndia an attractive proposition for the averageconsumer. The penetration levels in urbanareas have already crossed 100%. Thereforethe main driver for future growth would be therural areas where tele-density is around39.22%.During FY12, a number of things were carriedout. The Supreme Court cancelled the 2Glicenses that were issued in 2008 by theerstwhile telecom minister. The Court alsodirected the regulator to formulate new rulesfor auctioning the spectrum and cancelledlicenses. The regulator, TRAI has come up withregulations which price the 2G spectrum at skyhigh prices. The operators have vehementlyopposed the pricing which they state willstrain their stretched balance sheets further.The cancellation of the licenses andsubsequent TRAI’s proposals on pricing of thenew spectrum prompted the exit of 2 foreignoperators from the country. The otheroperators too have revisited their investmentplans in India. However, the regulator isoptimistic that foreign operators would stillparticipate in the upcoming 2G auction.The operators continued to operate on thinmargins during FY12. Due to intensecompetition, tariffs continue to remain low. Atthe same time rising operating costs will forceoperating margins to continue remaining

depressed during the current fiscal as well. Atthe same time, operators are likely to see theirbalance sheets come under pressure as well.Most operators have taken huge loans to fundtheir 3G spectrum obligations. Now theywould have to raise more funds to fund the 2Gspectrum licenses. With such low margins andhigh debt to equity ratios, banks have beenskeptical about lending further to the telecomcompanies. As a result, most of them areexploring other options of raising fundsincluding listing of unlisted subsidiaries.In a latest move, operators have cut tariffs onthe premium 3G services. Most of them havestated that the decline in tariffs would be offsetby increase in volumes which would help boost3G revenues. Indian consumers are known tobe highly sensitive to price decrease andtherefore this move to cut prices is expectedto drive growth for 3G in the coming years.However, if the operators go for predatorypricing, like they did for 2G, then it would harmthe fundamentals of the sector by forcingcompanies to cut margins further. While tariffincrease on the 2G side will have to happeneventually, it remains to be seen if alloperators would make this move in thecurrent fiscal or not.
REFERENCEShttp://www.equitymaster.com/research-it/sector-info/telecom/Telecom-Sector-Analysis-Report.asphttp://www.equitymaster.com/detail.asp?date=3 /06/2007&story=4&title=Identifying-a-telecom-stock-Dos-and-Dontshttp://www.asa . in/pdfs/surveys-reports/Telecom-Sector-in-India.pdf
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“The most resilient parasite is An Idea, an idea that sticks into the mind.”- “Inception”
Any human being when enters into the world enters with a raw brain and mind. He gains
knowledge from the experience of his human ancestors through the Bibles of knowledge. Also
knowledge if not implement for actions gets rusted or in length is nothing.  Study of management
will be immaterial if it is not coupled with the practical studies. As the subject is diversified
between Indian television industry and a large mass, the responses towards the daily soaps are
as different as the nature of them. It is with great sincerity and enthusiasm that we take up the
challenge that this field has placed before us and hope to succeed about understanding the Indian
Mass and its choice regarding Indian Soap Operas.

FEMALE CONSUMERS’ PREFERENCES  FOR DIFFERENT DAILY SOAPS

Literature ReviewDebshika Dutta (2009) pointed out that therecent alliance with big west entertainmentgiants like Walt Disney and Warner Group aresurely taking Bollywood leaps and boundsahead from its current time and also leadingIndia to a platform where it would become themost favorable destination for many globalproduction units of film sector. Certainly theopening of Indian film industry to ForeignDirect Investment is itself stepping into alarger and worldwide network. Nasreen Teher& Swapna Gopalan (2007), concluded thatcorporatization, is creating an avenue forbetter practices bringing about an increasedlevel of professionalism in business andaccounting practices and opening up newavenues for this industry to earn revenuesthrough advertising, co-branding andmerchandising. In view of the changinglandscape, the Indian Film industry willpossibly witness certain notable trends over

the next several years propelling it towardsgaining recognition as a major player in theglobal market. Nasreen Teher & SwapnaGopalan (2007), opined that globalization ofthe film industry was not a completely newphenomenon; by penetrating virtually everysociety, the international spread of cinemaresulted in films becoming the first globalizedmedium. Globalization intensified greatlyafter the 1960s, based not on colonialism buton economic and social ties betweencountries. Nilanjana Sensarkar (2010) statedthat the issue of liability of internet middlemengains significance in India due to its rapidlyexpanding information and communicationindustry and the unprecedented growth of itsentertainment sector. The Indian CopyrightAct, 1957 does not address the question ofsecondary liability for receiving, storing, ortransmitting alleged infringing content. Thus,the focus shifts on the examination of theefficacy of India’s Information Technology Act,
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2000 and its proposed amendments clarify thesituation to some extent. However, theiroutcome is muddled, with the government’spolicy objectives remaining ambiguous. TheIndian entertainment industry’s response hasbeen to collaborate with its counter partsworldwide in the adoption of risk mitigationstrategies. Thomas L. McPhail (2010) pointedout that more than 50 per cent of Hollywoodmovies earn their revenues from abroad.Eighty per cent of MTV’s audiences are fromother countries and this percentage isexpected to increase as the global economycontinues to grow in size and importance.
The Indian Television Industry: The Indiantelevision industry is at an attractive growthphase with burgeoning channels and richcontent. The sector which had only fivechannels in the year 1991 today has 550channels with over 600 million viewers andwas worth $6.6 billion. 138 million householdsin India have television sets and the country isthe third largest TV market in the world nextonly to China and the United States. Thegrowth in reality shows and niche channelshave contributed as well as benefitted fromthe growth of the industry. Considering theincreasing number of homes with satelliteconnections, the industry is set for steadygrowth. According to Pricewater houseCoopers (PwC), the television industry isexpected to grow by 12.9 per centcumulatively over 2009-14. The maximumgrowth is slated to occur in 2010 (15.6 percent), followed by 2012 (13 per cent).According to the Pitch Madison MediaAdvertising Outlook 2011, television’s adrevenue is slated to grow by 20 per cent and

will touch a total of US$ 2804.3 million in 2011The report also projects that TV will remainthe highest grosser of revenues in 2012 too.It is expected to corner 45.7 per cent of thetotal ad pie this year, a further rise from 44.5per cent in 2010. According to a CII-KPMGsurvey – Indian Entertainment Industry: Focus2010, TV is the most important component,contributing more than 60% of revenues. It isexpected to drive the industry’s growth wellinto the digital era, with the advent of newdelivery systems such as direct to home (DTH)and interactive TV. Considering the fact thattelevision is expected to account for almosthalf of the Indian M&E industry revenues, andmore than twice the size of print, companiesincluding Times Network, Sahara Group,AETN 18, Colors and newspaper companyMatrubhumi are planning to launch televisionchannels. An interesting development in thetelevision sector is the growing popularity ofDTH services. The direct-to-home (DTH)market in India had 23.1 million activesubscribers by the end of 2010, as per MediaPartners Asia. This translates to 16 per centpenetration of television homes in India. Thecountry is also poised to become the world’slargest direct-to-home (DTH) satellite pay TVmarket by 2015, with a projected 70 millionsubscribers. According to market reportsaround 37 million homes have gone digital inthe year 2010 of which DTH has the largestshare of 20 million homes. According to astudy by Media Partner Asia, from 17 millionin 2009, India’s DTH subscriber base will growto 45 million by 2014 and 58 million by 2020.Pay television is expected to become an $18.5billion industry in sales by 2014 and $12.1billion by the year end.
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Indian Soap Opera: Indian soap
operas’ are soap operas written, produced,filmed in India, with characters played byIndians (including those of Western descentlike Tom Alter), with episodes broadcast onIndian television channels/channel chainsthat are not often limited to the Republic ofIndia itself: often many “serials,” as they’remore commonly referred to as, are broadcastoverseas in Pakistan, the UK, USA, and someparts of Europe, South Africa, and Australia.(Doordarshan, or DD, is an exception: untilrecently it was only viewable in India andNepal, but now also in the UK.) Indian soapoperas are often mass-produced under largeproduction banners, with houses like BalajiTelefilms run by Ekta Kapoor and ShobhaKapoor, daughter and wife respectively toHindi film star Jeetendra  running the sameserial in different languages on differenttelevision networks/channels. India’s firstsoap opera was Hum Log, which concludedwith 154 episodes, was the longest runningserial in the history of Indian television at thetime it ended. Every episode of Hum Log wasabout 25 minutes long, and the last episodewas about 55 minutes. Hindi soap operas havegained popularity abroad, across SouthAsia and beyond into Afghanistan, SoutheastAsia, and among the Indiandiaspora elsewhere. A number of Hindi soapoperas have also been dubbedinto Mandarin and gained popularity in China.

They are also aired overseas in the US,the UK, and Australia and so on. Calculating
the TRP (Television Rating Point):-Television Rating Point (TRP) is a toolprovided to judge which programmes areviewed the most. This gives us an index of thechoice of the people and also the popularity ofa particular channel. For calculation purpose,a device is attached to the TV set in a fewthousand viewers’ houses for judgingpurpose. These numbers are treated as samplefrom the overall TV owners in differentgeographical and demographic sectors. Thedevice is called as People’s Meter. It records thetime and the program that a viewer watcheson a particular day. Then, the average is takenfor a 30-day period which gives the viewershipstatus for a particular channel. In 1997, a jointindustry body appointed TAM (backed by ACNielsen) as the official record keeper ofaudience metrics. Due to the differences inmethodology and samples of TAM and INTAM,both provided differing results for the sameprograms. In 2001, a confidential list ofhouseholds in Mumbai that were participatingin the monitoring survey was released, callinginto question the reliability of the data. Thissubsequently led to the merger of the twomeasurement systems into TAM. For severalyears after this, in spite of misgivings aboutthe process, sample and other parameters,TAM was the defacto standard and monopolyin the audience metrics game.
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Research Methodology* Area of Survey: Bhavnagar city.* Types of data: Primary data, Secondary data.* Method of sampling: Cluster Sampling.* Tools used in research: Questionnaire.* Data Analysis Method: Survey throughquestionnaire.
N0: Daily Soap is not liked by
respondents.
Na: Daily Soap is liked by respondents.

Data Analysis and Interpretation
“Bade Achchhe Lagte Hain”
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Expected Frequency = Total Number Of 
Sample(30)* Probability For 1 Option(1/5) 
=6 
Chi Square Value = 86.83333333 
Tabulated V alue Of Chi Square With Degree 
Of Freedom (N-1)= 16-1=15 And Level Of 
Significant = 5%  = 24.996 
Null Hypothesis Rejected 
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Conclusions:* From above discussion, we can conclude thatthe preferences on various daily soaps arenormally same when it comes to femalerespondents.* When it comes to females’ choice of dailysoaps, they are very much unpredictable innature.* There should not be such things likemeasuring TRP only in metro cities. There isa large mass that watches daily soaps and hasdifferent mindset than metro audience.* There should be selective approach invarious fronts for targeting the female viewers.
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THE IMPACT OF CELEBRITY ENDORSEMENT ON BUYING BEHAVIOR OFCUSTOMERS IN SOFT DRINKS
** Amit Vadher

INTRODUCTIONThe modern world of marketingcommunication has become colorful andinundated with advertisements, and it is hardto get noticed. It is an uphill task for thedesigner of an advertising campaign todifferentiate itself from others and attractviewers’ attention.Everyday consumers are exposed tothousands of voices and images in magazines,newspapers, and on billboards, websites,radio and television. Every brand attempts tosteal at least a fraction of an unsuspectingperson’s time to inform him or her of theamazing and different attributes of the productat hand. The challenge of the marketer is tofind a hook that will hold the subject’sattention. In helping to achieve this, use ofcelebrity endorsers is a widely used marketingcommunication strategy.In this jet age, people tend to ignore allcommercials and advertisements whileflipping through the magazines andnewspapers or viewing TV. But even then, theglamour of a celebrity seldom goes unnoticed.Thus, celebrity endorsement in advertisementand its impact on the overall brand is of greatsignificance. In this process, the companieshire celebrities from a particular field tofeature in its advertisement campaigns. Thepromotional features and images of the

product are matched with the celebrity image,which tends to persuade a consumer to fix uphis choice from a plethora of brands. Althoughthis sounds pretty simple, but the design ofsuch campaigns and the subsequent successin achieving the desired result calls for an in-depth understanding of the product, the brandobjective, choice of a celebrity, associating thecelebrity with the brand, and a framework formeasuring the effectiveness.Companies invest large sums of money to aligntheir brands and themselves with endorsers.Such endorsers are seen as dynamic with bothattractive and likeable qualities andcompanies plan that these qualities aretransferred to products via marketingcommunication activities. Furthermore,because of their fame, celebrities serve notonly to create and maintain attention but alsoto achieve high recall rates for marketingcommunication messages in today’s highlycluttered environments.
INSIGHT INTO SOFT DRINK INDUSTRY* 1970’s and early 80’s—the entry and exit
of CokeIndia has proved to be perhaps the toughestbattle ground for the Cola giants. Coca-Cola wasthe 1st international soft drinks brand to enterIndia in early 1970’s. Indian market wasdominated by domestic brands, with Limcabeing the largest selling brand. Cola was the
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largest selling flavor with market share of40%, Lemon drinks 31% and orange drinksonly 19%. Up till 1977, Coca-cola was the leading softdrink brand in India. But due to norms set bythe Foreign Exchange Regulation Act (FERA),Coca-Cola left India and did not return till 1993after a 16 year absence from the Indianbeverage market. FERA needed Coca-Cola toreveal its secret concentrate formula as wellas reduce its equity stake which was notacceptable. Pure drinks, Delhi launched Campa-Cola, totake advantage of Coke’s exit and by the endof 70’s, was the only Cola drink in the Indianmarket. In 1980, Parle, another major Indianplayer launched Thums- Up, the drink whichtill date is most popular soft-drink in India.Pure Drinks strongly objected to Thums-Upbeing called a “soft” drink as it felt its taste istoo strong. For over a decade, Parle led theIndian soft-drinks market, with its marketshare reaching a peak of 70% in1990. * Late 80’s and early 90’s— Pepsi’s struggle
to enter IndiaPepsi saw the exit of Coke as a God sendopportunity to capture then estimated 900crore market of India. India was then a highlyregulated market with International tradeconstituting only 6% of GDP in 1985. Foreigntrade was subject to import tariffs, exporttariffs and quantitative restrictions. Foreigndirect investment (FDI) was restricted bybarriers like upper limit equity participation,restrictions on technology transfer, exportobligations and government approvals. Anyforeign investment had a lot of politicalsensitivity to it. By the time PepsiCo began itsnegotiations, the upper cap for equity holdingin Indian companies was 40%. PepsiCorealized it’ll have to be creative to enter theIndian markets.
THE BRANDS CHOSEN FOR THE STUDYThus Indian soft drink industry has seen itsshare of glamour, controversies and ups and

downs thus the Indian soft drink industry hasbeen wide and diverse and has givenconsumers a lot of option to choose the twomain MNCs that have the greatest marketshare in India are Coca-cola and Pepsi co. Thistwo have introduced many diverse and distinctbrands in Indian market.
SR. NO. PEPSI (1989) COCA-COLA (1993) 

1. Pepsi Coca-cola 
2. 7up Thums-up 
3. Mountain dew Fanta 
4. Nimbooz Sprite 
5. Slice Limca 
6. Mirinda Mazaa 

 DEFINING BRANDING & CELEBRITY
ENDORSEMENTToday, use of celebrities as part of marketingcommunication strategy is fairly commonpractice for major firms in supportingcorporate or brand imagery.* WHAT IS A BRAND?The Dictionary of Business & Managementdefines a brand as: “a name, term, sign, symbol,or design, or a combination of them, intendedto identify goods or services of one seller or agroup of sellers and to differentiate them fromthose of competitor”.* DEFINITION OF CELEBRITIESAccording to Friedman and Friedman, a “Theterm Celebrity refers to an individual who isknown to the public (actor, sports figure,entertainer, etc.) for his or her achievementsin areas other than that of the product classendorsed”.This is true for classic forms of celebrities, Like
Actors (e.g., Amitabh Bachchan, ShahrukhKhan, Aishwarya Rai, Aamir Khan).
Models (e.g., Mallaika Arora, Milind Soman,Naomi Campbell, etc),
Television Personalities (Husain, SmritiIrani),
Sports figures (e.g., Sachin Tendulkar, SaniaMirza, etc),
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Pop-Stars (e.g., Madonna, Shakira).
Businessmen (e.g., Vijay Mallya, Bill Gates)* IMPORTANT CELEBRITY ATTRIBUTESWhile selecting a celebrity as endorser, thecompany has to decide the promotionalobjective of the brand and how far thecelebrity image matches with it. The selectionis in fact a collaboration, from which both thecompany and the celebrity gains. Theimportant attributes of celebrity endorse areas follows:* Trustworthiness* Likeability* Similarity* Expertise
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Research objective:1. To find out if there is a significant level ofassociation between level of association with

SUBJECT 
 

PARTICULAR Population Age Group 08-65 Years From Bhavnagar Sample Size 150 Respondents Research Design Convenience Sampling Data Collection Primary Data & Secondary Data Data Collection Tool Questionnaire 
 

celebrity and purchase intention.2. To find out if there is a significant level ofassociation between enhancement of brandvalue by celebrity endorsement.3. To find if there is a significant level ofassociation between level of association withcelebrity and purchasing more quantity.4. To find if there is an association betweenenhancement of brand value by celebrityendorsement and purchasing frequently.5. To find the most preferred soft drink inBhavnagar.

TESTING OF HYPOTHESIS
H01: There is no significant level of association between enhancement of brand value by
celebrity and purchase intention.
HA1: There is significant level of association between enhancement of brand value by
celebrity and purchase intention.The cross tabulation of data is as given below.

 

Does this level of enhancement in brand 
value by celebrity endorsements intents you 

to purchase your respective soft drink? 
How much is the impact of celebrity 
endorsement on enhancement of 
brand value? 

Yes No Total 
Very Strongly 7 20 27 
Strong Enough 15 13 28 
Moderate 10 23 33 
Weak Enough 31 2 33 
Very Weak 24 5 29 
Total 87 63 150 
 The Chi-square table is as given below
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How much is the 
impact of celebrity 
endorsement on 
enhacement of brand 
value? 

purchase 
intention 

Obser ved 
frequency 

f0 

Expected 
frequency 

fe 
fo-fe (f0-fe)^2 

(f0-
fe)^2/fe 

Very Strong Yes 7 15.6600 -8.6600 74.9956 4.788991 No 20 11.3400 8.6600 74.9956 6.613369 
Strong Enough Yes 15 16.2400 -1.2400 1.5376 0.09468 No 24 11.7600 12.2400 149.8176 12.73959 
Moderate Yes 10 19.1400 -9.1400 83.5396 4.36466 No 23 13.8600 9.1400 83.5396 6.027388 
Weak Enough Yes 31 19.14 11.8600 140.6596 7.348986 No 2 13.86 -11.8600 140.6596 10.1486 
Very Weak Yes 24 16.82 7.1800 51.5524 3.064946 No 5 12.18 -7.1800 51.5524 4.232545 
 The ÷2 value obtained by adding the last column of the table is 21.84784The co-efficient of contingency can be given by “ ÷2/ ÷2 + NHere degree of freedom is given by (c-1) * (r-1) = (5-1) (2-1)Therefore ÷2 + N= 171.8478Thus the value of co-efficient of contingency that we have obtained is 0.2374Thus there is 0.2374 association and hence our null hypothesis is rejected and alternatehypothesis is accepted.

H02: There is no significant level of association between level of association with the
celebrity and purchasing frequently.
HA2: There is significant level of association between level of association with the
celebrity and purchase frequently.The collected data is cross tabulated in the form

 
Do you think that your level of association with celebrity has 

an impact of you trying to purchasing frequently? 
What is your level of association 
with the celebrity endorser? Yes No Total 
Very Strong 10 12 22 
Strong Enough 10 24 34 
Moderate 8 25 33 
Weak Enough 14 19 33 
Very Weak 22 6 28 
Total 64 86 150 
 The Chi-square table is as given below
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level of 
association 
with the 
celebrity 
endorser 

Level of 
association and 

its impact on 
purchasing 
frequently 

Obser ved 
frequency 

fo 

Expected 
frequency 

fe 
fo-fe (fo-fe)^2 (fo-

fe)^2/fe 

Very Strong Yes 10 9.3867 0.6133 0.37618 0.04008 No 12 12.6133 -0.6133 0.37618 0.02982 
Strong Enough Yes 10 14.5067 -4.5067 20.31 1.40005 No 24 19.4933 4.5067 20.31 1.0419 
Moderate Yes 8 14.0800 -6.0800 36.9664 2.62545 No 25 18.9200 6.0800 36.9664 1.95383 
Weak Enough Yes 14 14.08 -0.0800 0.0064 0.00045 No 19 18.92 0.0800 0.0064 0.00034 
Very Weak Yes 22 11.9467 10.0533 101.07 8.46006 No 6 16.0533 -10.0533 101.07 6.29586 
 The ÷2 value obtained by adding the lastcolumn of the table is 59.42376The co-efficient of contingency can be givenby “ ÷2/ ÷2 + NHere degree of freedom is given by (c-1) * (r-1) = (5-1) (2-1)Therefore ÷2 + N= 209.4238Thus the value of co-efficient of contingencythat we have obtained is 0.5326 Thus there is 0.5326 association and henceour null hypothesis is rejected and alternatehypothesis is accepted.

FINDINGS1. From the above analysis we can see thatthere is sizeable amount of associationbetween level of association with celebrity andpurchase intention.2. The association between the brandenhancement by celebrity endorsement andpurchase intention is more than 0.50 thus itcan be deduced that brand enhancement bycelebrities endorsement has definitely a majorimpact3. The association between level of associationand purchasing more is nearly 50% hencelevel of association is vital in peoplepurchasing more.4. It can be seen that the association betweenthe brand enhancement by celebrityendorsement and purchasing more is sizeableand cannot be neglected.

5. From talks with respondents it was alsofound that apart from celebrity endorsementother factors like taste, color, and refreshmentalso played a role in their buying decision.6. It was also found by me that the appropriatemedium (Channel, availability) through whichthey purchased also played a role.
LIMITATIONS1. The main limitation is the sampling
conducted. It was done in a convenience (NonProbabilistic) manner and no particulartechnique followed. In the survey a greaternumber of college students have beensurveyed. The data might not be representativeof the entire population thus suggestioncannot be made in a concrete manner.2. Study was based in Bhavnagar so it will notshow true picture at larger level.3. The time period of the study was limited.4. Sometimes there is unambiguity in theresponse given by the respondents.
SUGGESTIONS1. The first suggestion that can be made is thatI find sizeable association between level ofassociation with celebrity and purchase intenthence I can suggest that celebrity endorsementhave been successful in campaign ofassociating with the celebrity but it furtherneeds to be improved as there is less amountof association between level of association andpurchase frequency.
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2. The brand enhancement by celebrityendorser are quite good association is quitebut keeping the according to their image thatis according to the enhancement thecustomers perceives it quite difficult and itneeds to be sustained.3. Moreover from talks with the respondentsit was also found by me that people valuedgood clean endorsements not cheap and sleazy.
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Nowadays company’s orientation towards marketplace has been dramatically changed. Now,
it’s not about just convincing customers, but it’s more than that. Time has arrived when company
should treat customer as a part of family. There are various sources through which company
can reach to targeted audience. Out of all, marketing through social media is growing like
anything. Use of social media is a platform where you can reach every corner of any country
without much added efforts. Most common social platform is Facebook. Companies are more
engaged in activity of promotion through this huge platform. There are more than 60 million
users in India (Source: Wikipedia), most of them are youngsters. So, company can sell their
products through same. We wanted to understand the potentiality of Facebook as a Marketing
Tool. Is it the way forward? Or can it be the replacement of Traditional Advertising? Or are we
thinking too much? This brainstorming leads us to the topic concentrated to the youth of
Bhavnagar city, where we had asked them about their opinions regarding different pages,
different products/brands available to sell, different marketing activities done by companies like
Brand Page, Organization Page, Celebrity Page [Endorser], or Gamification. We wanted to test
out Potentiality of Facebook through various variables like Pages, Walls, Apps, Tagging, Opinion
Leaders, Product Reviews/Launches/Updates/Discounts, Risks Involved, Reference Groups,
Sponsored Links, and Promotional Offers etc. We asked 200 students from various faculties to
understand the Potentiality of Facebook through structured questionnaire. Our analysis consists
through various statistical methods like Hypothesis Testing and Factor analysis.
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TO STUDY FACEBOOK’S MARKETING POTENTIALITY: WITH SPECIALREFERENCE TO YOUTH OF BHAVNAGAR CITY
*  Utkarsh Trivedi

INTRODUCTIONSocial networks are becoming a highlyprofitable marketing tool for the companieswith the increasing number of users. Firmsare recognizing the advantages of webenhanced brand communities as a lever forrelationship marketing communication.Brand communities not only providecompanies with an additional communication

channel, but also allow the possibility ofestablishing linkages to devoted users.Researches on brand communities haveshown that these communities have positiveeffects on consumers’ brand attitude andattachment to a brand (McAlexander,
Schouten and Koenig, 2002).Facebook was launched in 2004 and have over800 million active users, of which 350 million
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users access Facebook through mobile devices.An average Facebook user is estimated to haveat least 130 friends and is connected to 80community pages, groups and events. Thereare more than 70 languages available on thesite. Its main use is to establish and maintainrelationships in work related situations, inpolitical affiliations or just among friends andfamilies Facebook has become the mostpowerful tool for marketing today. In April2011, the company launched a new service formarketers and interested creative agencieswhich is a form of online platform (Portal) thatallows marketers and creative design agenciesto build brand promotions on Facebook.Facebook is now a direct competitor of Googlein online advertising and this new service hasmade it possible for companies such asFinancial Times and ABC News to createdynamic commercial graphics oradvertisement. [1]According to the American MarketingAssociation, Marketing is an organizationalfunction and a set of processes for creating,communicating, and delivering value tocustomers and for managing customerrelationships in ways that benefit theorganization and its stakeholders. In thedefinition above, the key words are“organizational function, and processes forcreating, communicating, delivering, andexchanging offerings that have value forcustomers”. From an organizationperspective, the aspects of these processesreferred in the definition above are brandawareness, advertising, public relations etc.Therefore for the sake of this study, we focusonly on one branch of marketing which isbrand awareness or brand management as aprocess of communicating or delivering valueto customers. [2]

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
NEED AND SIGNIFICANCE OF RESEARCH :In the light of above literature review theauthors feel that there is an acute need to

study the potentiality of Facebook as amarketing tool. The authors want to test thefollowing hypothesis to understandpotentiality of Facebook.
RESEARCH OBJECTIVE : To study Facebook’sMarketing potentiality: with special Referenceto youth of Bhavnagar City.
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY : Here underexploratory design, extensive literature reviewis performed by the authors and in the lightof this study hypothesis has been developed.The authors feel that for appropriatejustification to the title it is necessary toconduct primary survey of Youth. Crosssection data has been collected byinterviewing four different Branches fromBhavnagar city. Due to time constrain, theuniverse is limited to Bhavnagar city and bynon probability- quota sampling method total167 respondents are analyzed. Authors havetried to collected equal number of samplesfrom four different branches namelyManagement, Science, Arts and ComputerScience. Although hundred percent equality isnot maintained due to rejection of somequestionnaires because of inadequateinformation. Factor analysis has beenperformed on the basis of variables comprisesof different aspects. A Pilot survey of fiverespondents from each Group is conducted forvalidation of questionnaire9. Thequestionnaire was printed in English and it isan interviewer administered questionnaire. Itincluded only close ended questions.
SURVEY INSTRUMENT : The questionnaireused in this study consisted of close endedquestions. These questions includedrespondent access location, number of yearsusing the Internet, types of Internet activitiesand time spent in a week on the Internet. Afive-point labelled Likert type scale was used.
SAMPLING AND DATA COLLECTION : Thesample for this study came from collegestudents undertaking bachelor andpostgraduate degree programmes. The sample
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was chosen from college going students ofvarious branches. Using a non-randomsampling, upon obtaining respondent’sconsent, he/she was asked to complete the selfadministered questionnaire.The questionnaires were distributed to 200respondents in March 2013, out of which 167Qualified for further research. The secondarydata for this study were sourced mainly fromnewspapers, journals, publications,

magazines, and books accessed via theInternet.
DATA ANALYSIS : Descriptive analysis wasused to report the profile of researchrespondent while Factor Analysis has beenconducted with the help of SPSS 16 for thisstudy. A statistical package, SPSS version 16was used for data entry and to run the data forthe statistical analysis.

Descriptive Statistics (Scales 1= Strongly Disagree to 5 = Strongly Agree  Mean Std. Deviation Analysis N Receiving Info about Product or Brand 3.2096 .75116 167 Following status and news 2.4132 1.20364 167 Being Informed to upcoming events 3.4132 1.02526 167 Knowledge about Particular Brand/Product 4.2096 1.16594 167 Styling Information 3.6108 1.35704 167 Pricing Information [Best Price & Discount] 3.2096 1.33006 167 Creative Ads 2.8024 1.16805 167 Images, Videos & Applications 3.8024 1.16805 167 I Like to show which of Products/Brands I am using 2.4012 .49161 167 Liking Brands/Products' page for Self Endorsement 2.2036 .74881 167 To become Opinion Leader about particular Brand/Product 3.4012 1.03003 167 Liking Page to Influence others to purchase that Brand/ Product 2.8024 1.46953 167 
 Inferential StatisticsH0: Gender’s Purchase Decision through Facebook depends on Nature of Product.H1: Gender’s Purchase Decision through Facebook does not depend on Nature of Product.

Observed 
Data Male Female Total Tangible 15 22 37 Intangible 10 8 18 Both 8 17 25 None 32 55 87 
Total 65 102 167 
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 Cal. Value Table Value Result 2.81 7.815 Fail to Reject H0 
Df= (R-1)*(C-1)  = (4-1)*(2-1)  = 3 (0.05 alpha)
FACTOR ANALYSIS:

Total Variance Explained 
Component 

Initial Eigenvalues Extraction Sums of Squared Loadings 
Total % of Variance Cumulative % Total % of Variance Cumulative % 1 5.742 47.851 47.851 5.742 47.851 47.851 2 3.026 25.220 73.071 3.026 25.220 73.071 3 2.664 22.201 95.272 2.664 22.201 95.272 4 .567 4.728 100.000    5 3.259E-15 2.716E-14 100.000    6 2.081E-15 1.734E-14 100.000    7 1.814E-15 1.512E-14 100.000    8 8.082E-16 6.735E-15 100.000    9 5.963E-16 4.969E-15 100.000    10 -4.448E-16 -3.707E-15 100.000    11 -1.151E-15 -9.589E-15 100.000    12 -2.376E-15 -1.980E-14 100.000    

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.    
 It is apparent from the above table three components cover 10% of the data under PrincipleComponent Analysis method and cover substantial variation. Again if we extend the limitthen, the statistics reveal three components cover almost 95% of the data.

Component Matrixa  Component  1 2 3 Knowledge about Particular Brand/Product .969 .148 .177 Styling Information .950 .053 -.105 Pricing Information [Best Price & Discount] .758 .126 .621 Creative Ads .743 -.336 -.477 Liking Brands/Products' page for Self Endorsement .952 .021 -.219 Liking Page to Influence others to purchase that Brand/ Product .833 -.047 -.201 Receiving Info about Product or Brand .279 .953 .077 Following status and news -.146 .925 -.320 Being Informed to upcoming events .364 .900 -.240 Images, Videos & Applications .688 -.206 .696 I Like to show which of Products/Brands I am using -.378 .502 .534 To become Opinion Leader about particular Brand/Product .092 .050 .992 Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. a. 3 components extracted.   
 

Oi Ei Oi-Ei (Oi-Ei)2 (Oi-Ei)2/Ei 15 14.40 0.60 0.36 0.02 10 7.01 2.99 8.96 1.28 8 9.73 -1.73 2.99 0.31 32 33.86 -1.86 3.47 0.10 22 22.60 -0.60 0.36 0.02 8 10.99 -2.99 8.96 0.82 17 15.27 1.73 2.99 0.20 55 53.14 1.86 3.47 0.07 Cal Chi Value 2.81 
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Three Factors are clearly emerging from above tables, Awareness & Endorsement, Informationaland Opinion Leadership. As Rotated Component Matrix revealed Receiving Info about Productor Brand, Following status and news Being Informed to upcoming events have higher correlationamong all the variables, and these all are combined as Informational factors.Knowledge about Particular Brand/Product, Styling Information, Pricing Information [BestPrice & Discount], Creative Ads, Liking Brands/Products’ page for Self Endorsement and LikingPage to Influence others to purchase that Brand/ Product has considerable correlation withfactor combined as Informational Factors.Following table clearly indicates the variables and factors relationship:
Variables Factors Knowledge about Particular Brand/Product Styling Information Pricing Information [Best Price & Discount] Creative Ads Liking Brands/Products' page for Self Endorsement Liking Page to Influence others to purchase that Brand/ Product 

 Awareness  &  Endorsement 
Receiving Info about Product or Brand Following status and news Being Informed to upcoming events  Informational Images, Videos & Applications I Like to show which of Products/Brands I am using To become Opinion Leader about particular Brand/Product  Opinion Leadership 
 It is apparent from the factor analysis that Individual Likes the Page of Any Product/Brand onFacebook of Particular Products/Brands mainly to stay aware & endorsing it and receivinginformation about brands and Products.
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APPENDIX
Table 2: Summary of respondent profile (sample size = 167)Respondents Characteristics Sub-Profile Percentage Gender Male Female 38.9% 61.1% Education Level Graduate Post-Graduate 39.52% 60.54% 

Branch Management Science Arts Computer Science 
49.70% 9.58% 20.36% 20.36% 
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APPENDIX
Table:1 List of Variables and operationalization of items & Cronbach’s Alpha values forvariables under study

Variables Items Items Cronbach’s 
Alpha Value       Awareness  

 I Like the Page of Any Product/Brand on Facebook to Receive Information about      That Particular Product/Brand.  I Like the Page of Any Product/Brand on Facebook to Follow Status updates & News about Particular Product/Brand.  I Like the Page of Any Product/Brand on Facebook to be informed about upcoming events of Particular Product/Brand.  I Like the Page of Any Product/Brand on Facebook to get knowledge about Particular Product/Brand.  I Like the Page of Any Product/Brand on Facebook to get information of Style, Looks & Tips about Particular Product/Brand.  I Like the Page of Any Product/Brand on Facebook to informed about best Prices & Discounts Available in Particular Product/Brand.   

       0.821 

 Engagement  Activities I do follow attractive wall pages on Facebook. I do Comment on attractive wall pages of Facebook. I do read interesting posts about Different Brands/Products on Facebook. I do Product specific interaction with the help of live chat through Facebook. I become More aware or Interested about Particular Brands/Products after reading its content on Facebook. I do follow Gamification (integration of Game dynamics into Advertisement Campaign) about Particular Brands/Products on Facebook I do Comments on wall pages which Tags me on Facebook. 

      0.730 

Risk  Social Risk (will Society accept Your Brands/Products) Functional Risk (will your Brands/Products perform as per your expectation) Financial Risk (will your money gets worth, what will if Brands/Products does not work well)  Physical Risk (will your Brands/Products create any harm to your body) Psychological Risk (will Brands/Products purchased fits with your image) Time Risk (will Brands/Products performs on Time) 

    0.898 
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“EMERGING TRENDS OF PASSING OFF BY FMCG LOCAL PLAYER IN RURAL
BHAVNAGAR- A CRITICAL REVIEW”

* Bhavik Parmar

* Co-Ordinator,  M.J.College Department of Commerce-BBA, Bhavnagar

Passing off is a common law tort which can be used to enforce unregistered trademark rights.
The tort of passing off protects the goodwill of a trader from a misrepresentation that causes
damage to goodwill. The law of passing off prevents one person from misrepresenting his/her
goods or services as being the goods and services of the claimant, and also prevents one person
from holding out his or her goods or services as having some association or connection with the
plaintiff when this is not true. Practices of passing off by local FMCG player has been consistently
increasing day to day. For e.g. “Kurmure” instead of “Kurkure”. They design same packaging with
same color to cheat the consumers. Present study critically review practices of passing off by
local FMCF player at Rural Bhavnagar. Scope of the study is limited to four villages of Bhavnagar
district i.e. Sidsar, Kamlej, Nari, and Kardej.

Key words: FMCG Players, Passing off, Rural Bhavnagar

Introduction:A cause of action for passing off is a formof intellectual property enforcement againstthe unauthorized use of a mark which isconsidered to be similar to another party’sregistered or unregistered trademarks,particularly where an action for trademarkinfringement based on a registered trade markis unlikely to be successful (due to thedifferences between the registered trademarkand the unregistered mark). Passing off is aform of common law, whereas statutorylaw such as the United Kingdom Trade MarksAct 1994 provides for enforcement ofregistered trademarks through infringementproceedings.Passing off and the law of registeredtrademarks deal with overlapping factualsituations, but deal with them in differentways. Passing off does not confer monopoly

rights to any names, marks, get-up orother indicia. It does not recognize them asproperty in its own right.Instead, the law of passing off is designed toprevent misrepresentation in the course oftrade to the public, for example, that there issome sort of association between the businessof defendant and that of the claimant. Anotherexample of passing off is where the defendantdoes something so that the public is misledinto thinking the activity is associated with theclaimant, and as a result the claimant sufferssome damage, under the law of passing off itmay be possible for the claimant to initiateaction against the defendant.Passing off is a common law tort which can beused to enforce unregistered trademark rights.The tort of passing off protects the goodwill ofa trader from a misrepresentation that causesdamage to goodwill.
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The law of passing off prevents one person from misrepresenting his/her goods or services asbeing the goods and services of the claimant, and also prevents one person from holding outhis or her goods or services as having some association or connection with the plaintiff whenthis is not true.
Objective of the study:· To know about passing off practices at Bhavnagar Rural· To know about consumer awareness about passing off practices· To critically review passing off practices and to suggest remedial measures to overcomesuch practices
Research Methodology:Present study focus on critical review of passing off practices by FMCG player at RuralBhavnagar. Design of the study is descriptive in nature. Four villages have been taken as samplesuch as  Sidsar, Kamlej, Nari, and Kardej of Bhavnagar Tehsil (Gujarat). Required data has beencollected through unstructured  interview.
Passing off practices (findings):
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Summary of findings:· Local FMCG players include Kurmure, Parle-D, Glucone-D, Daily Milk etc. who try to attractcustomer by misrepresentation by introducingsame color of packaging, logo etc.· Consumers at rural Bhavnagar are very lessaware about passing off practices due to lowlevel of literacy.· Passing off practices are found for FMCGproducts such as Snacks (Gopal Namkeen byTulsi) Biscuit & Confectionery (Parle-G byParle-D) etc.
Conclusion:I would like to conclude from the survey thatpassing off practices has been increasing inRural area and consumer awarenessprogramme should be   run to give informationabout such passing off practices andconsumer should try to take purchasingdecision after thoroughly analyzed Brandname, packaging , logo etc.
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* DiDiDiDiDi[. s).k[. pT[l. s).k[. pT[l. s).k[. pT[l. s).k[. pT[l. s).k[. pT[l

aivkv[ri[ a[ dr[k d[Sn) srkir miT[ aivkn& a[k
mhRvn&> siwn C[. t[mi> riOT̂n) (vkisn) j$(raiti[n[
phi>c) vLvi miT[ vwirini niNi m[Lvvin) p*rt)
Skytiai[ C[. Birtmi> p\Ym vKt a>g\[j SiSki[a[
1860 mi> aivkv[ri[ diKl kyi[< hti[. 1856-57 mi>
Birtmi> s]ºy riKvini[ Kc< vw) jviY) Birtni
p\Ym niNi s¿y tr)k[ j[Às (vÃsn[ aivkv[ri[ diKl
kyi[< hti[. ai kimcliu Av$pmi> aiKvimi> aiv[l
v[ri[ smy jti> kiym) Av$p[ 1886mi> diKl Yyi[.
ai wirimi> vir>vir f[rfiri[ krvimi> aiÄyi, j[ni
p(rNim[ t[n&> m*L Av$p bdlit&>> gy& an[ kiydi[
K*bj g*cvNByi[< bnti[ gyi[ t[Y) smg\ Birtmi>
aivkv[ri wiri[ 1961 diKl krvimi> aiÄyi[ hti[.
j[ni[ aml 1 l) a[(p\l 1962Y) krvimi> aiÄyi[
hti[. ai kiydimi> 298 klmi[ an[ 14 p(r(SOTi[ C[.
C[Ãli pi>c dSkimi> t[mi> pN 30 Y) vw& vKt f[rfiri[
krvimi> aiÄyi C[. t[Y) simiºy krditi miT[ K*bj
g*cvNByi[< bn) gyi[ C[. ai kiydimi> rh[l) x(tai[
an[ CTkbir)ai[ pr (ny>#iN m*kvi an[ kiydimi>
srLti livvini h[t&y) Birt srkir[ a[k k(mT)n)
rcni kr) t[N[ an[k nvi s&wiriai[ siY[ s*(ct
Diyr[kT T[x ki[D b)l 2009 rj* ky&>. Ryirbid
k[(bn[T[ s*(ct Diyr[kT T[x ki[D b)l 2010 ni
D̂ifTn[ 30m) ai[gAT 2010 ni ri[j m>j*r kyi[<. hilni[
aivkv[ri wiri[ 1961 an[ sp(_iv[ri wiri[ 1957
n) j³yia[ Diyr[kT T[x ki[D b)l aivS[. ai s*(ct
b)lmi> 319 klmi[ an[ 22 p(r(SOTi[ C[. niNim>#i)~)
(cd>brm[ 1l) a[(p\l 2013 Y) ai Diyr[kT T[x ki[D
s>p*N< lig& piDS[ a[m ligt& ht& pr>t& s*(ct Diyr[kT
T[x ki[D b)l lig& piD) Skiy& nY).

Diyr[kT T[x ki[D  {Diyr[kT T[x ki[D  {Diyr[kT T[x ki[D  {Diyr[kT T[x ki[D  {Diyr[kT T[x ki[D  {D.T.C.) b)lb)lb)lb)lb)l ni h[t&ai[ni h[t&ai[ni h[t&ai[ni h[t&ai[ni h[t&ai[
Diyr[kT T[x ki[D  {D.T.C.) b)l ni[ m&²y h[t& eºkm
T[x, (D(DºD (DAT)^¾y&Sn T[x, (f>̂ºz b[(nf)T T[x
an[ v[ÃY T[x ni kiydin[ srL bniv) g&cviDiai[
d*r krvini[ an[ krditiai[n& krBirN ai[C&
krvini[ C[. p\Ryx krv[rini miLKin[ (AYr, pirdS<k
an[ (AY(t AYipk bniv) (bnj$r) kiydik)y
zGDiai[ d*r krvini[ C[.
Diyr[kT T[x ki[D  {Diyr[kT T[x ki[D  {Diyr[kT T[x ki[D  {Diyr[kT T[x ki[D  {Diyr[kT T[x ki[D  {D.T.C.) b)lb)lb)lb)lb)l ni m&²y aikP<Ni[[ni m&²y aikP<Ni[[ni m&²y aikP<Ni[[ni m&²y aikP<Ni[[ni m&²y aikP<Ni[[
Diyr[kT T[x ki[D  {D.T.C.) b)l ni m&²y aikP<Ni[
n)c[ m&jb C[.
1. s*(ct Diyr[kT T[x ki[D  {D.T.C.) b)l Ùiri
mi[Ti Bign) krm&kt aivki[ rd YS[. Ekv)T) Ày&µy&l
f>D, n[Snl s[(v>³s s(T<(fk[T, Tm< (Dpi[z)T, y&(nT
s>k(lt v)mi yi[jni, li>bi giLini eºf\iAT^kcr
bi[ºDs, hius)>>g li[nn) prt c&kvN) tYi t[n)
Kr)d) vKt[ c&kv[l AT[Àp f), rJAT[̂Sn f) vgr[
miT[ mLti kr liB rd YS[.
2. eºkm T[x, (D(DºD (DAT)^¾y&Sn T[x, (f^>ºz
b[(nf)T T[x an[ v[ÃY T[x rd YS[ an[ t[n) j³yia[
Diyr[kT T[x ki[D  {D.T.C.) aivS[.
3. aivkv[rin) aikirN) miT[ aikirN) vP< an[
piCl& vP< a[m b[ vP<ni ²yili[ ¹yin[ l[vini hi[y C[
t[ d*r Ye jS[. hv[ s*(ct Diyr[kT T[x ki[Dmi>
niNik)y vP<ni ²yiln[ ¹yinmi> l[vini[ rh[S[.
4. vsviTn[ aiwir[ hilmi> aivkv[ri wirimi> #iN
rh[qiNni dr¶jiai[ C[. {1}rh)S {2} simiºy rh)S
an[ {3} (bn rh)S. s*(ct Diyr[kT T[x ki[D
{D.T.C.) b)lmi> rh[qiNni dr¶jiai[ mi#i b[ rh[S[
{1} Birt)y rh)S {Resident of India) an[
(bn rh)S {Non-Resident).
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5. hilni> aivkv[ri wiri m&jb krditi a[Tl[ {1}
aivkv[ri kiydi h[qL ki[e kr aYvi niNin) ki[e
rkm j[v)k[, Äyij, d>D k[ ki[e T[xn) rkm Brvi
miT[ jvibdir S²s an[ {2} aivkv[ri wiri h[qL
j[n) sim[ ki[e pgli l[vimi> aiÄyi hi[y. s*(ct
Diyr[kT T[x ki[Dmi> krditi gNvi miT[ vwirin) b[
bibti[ um[rvimi> aiv) C[.{1} j[  S²S ai kiydi
h[qL r)f>D m[Lvvin[ pi#i hi[y an[ {2} j[  S²S
ai kiydi h[qL Av](µCk r)t[ T[x a>g[ r)Tn< fiel
krti[ hi[y.
6. srkir) krditiai[n[ aivkv[ri wiri[ 1961 mi>
smiv[S krvimi> aiv[l nY). jyir[ s*(ct Diyr[kT
T[x ki[Dmi> aivkv[ri[ k[ s>p(_iv[ri[ Brvi miT[
jvibdir hi[y k[ n hi[y ti[ pN  srkir) krditiai[n[
aivr) l[vimi> aiv[l C[.
Diyr[kT T[x ki[D  {Diyr[kT T[x ki[D  {Diyr[kT T[x ki[D  {Diyr[kT T[x ki[D  {Diyr[kT T[x ki[D  {D.T.C.) b)lb)lb)lb)lb)l n) asri[n) asri[n) asri[n) asri[n) asri[
niNik)y vP< 2012-13 Y) lig& pDnir     Diyr[kT
T[x ki[D  {D.T.C.) b)lmi> (nyt ri[kiNi[mi> ri[kiN
krviY) j[ riht mL[ C[ t[ d*r krvi miT[n) ji[give
krvimi> aivnir C[. tYi aivkv[rini dri[mi>
mhRvni f[rfiri[ krvimi> aivnir C[. Diyr[kT
T[x ki[D  {T[x ki[D  {T[x ki[D  {T[x ki[D  {T[x ki[D  {D.T.C.) mhRvn) asri[ n)c[ m&jb mhRvn) asri[ n)c[ m&jb mhRvn) asri[ n)c[ m&jb mhRvn) asri[ n)c[ m&jb mhRvn) asri[ n)c[ m&jb
C[.C[.C[.C[.C[.
1. Minimum Alternate Tax (MAT) ni nvini nvini nvini nvini nvi
s*(ct dri[s*(ct dri[s*(ct dri[s*(ct dri[s*(ct dri[

hilmi> Minimum Alternate Tax (MAT) ni
dr b&k p\i[(fTni 18% {srcij< an[ a[¶y&k[Sn
s[s an[ hiyr a[[¶y&k[Sn s[sn[ ¹yinmi> l[ti j[ni[
asrkirk dr 19.93%} p\vt[< C[. s*(ct Diyr[kT
T[x ki [D  {D.T.C.) b)lmi > > Minimum
Alternate Tax (MAT) ni dr b&k p\i[(fTni 20%
krvimi> aiv[l C[.
2.yYivt rh[l Av rh[qiNni mkin a>g[ uC)n)2.yYivt rh[l Av rh[qiNni mkin a>g[ uC)n)2.yYivt rh[l Av rh[qiNni mkin a>g[ uC)n)2.yYivt rh[l Av rh[qiNni mkin a>g[ uC)n)2.yYivt rh[l Av rh[qiNni mkin a>g[ uC)n)
l)w[l m*D)ni Äyijn) rihtl)w[l m*D)ni Äyijn) rihtl)w[l m*D)ni Äyijn) rihtl)w[l m*D)ni Äyijn) rihtl)w[l m*D)ni Äyijn) riht
ti. 1-4-199 pC) Av rh[qiNni mkin a>g[ mkinn)
Kr)d), bi>wkim, p&n: bi>wkim an[ smirkim miT[
uC)n) l)w[l m*D)ni Äyij pr $i.1,50,000 kpit
aipvimi> aiv[ C[ t[ yYivt riKvimi> aiv[l C[.
3. mkin (mÃktn) aivkni S)P<k h[qL klm 243. mkin (mÃktn) aivkni S)P<k h[qL klm 243. mkin (mÃktn) aivkni S)P<k h[qL klm 243. mkin (mÃktn) aivkni S)P<k h[qL klm 243. mkin (mÃktn) aivkni S)P<k h[qL klm 24
h[qL mLt) kpitmi> GTiDi[h[qL mLt) kpitmi> GTiDi[h[qL mLt) kpitmi> GTiDi[h[qL mLt) kpitmi> GTiDi[h[qL mLt) kpitmi> GTiDi[
mkin (mÃktn) aivkni S)P<k h[qL klm 24 h[qL
mLt) kpit ci[²Ki vi(P<k m*Ãyni 30% Y) GTiD)n[
20
 % krvimi> aivS[.
4. r)Tn< fiel krvin) tir)Kmi> f[rfir4. r)Tn< fiel krvin) tir)Kmi> f[rfir4. r)Tn< fiel krvin) tir)Kmi> f[rfir4. r)Tn< fiel krvin) tir)Kmi> f[rfir4. r)Tn< fiel krvin) tir)Kmi> f[rfir
Diyr[kT T[x ki[D  {D.T.C.) b)lmi> aivkv[ri r)Tn<
fiel krvin) tir)Kmi> n)c[ m&jbni f[rfir krvimi>
aiv[l C[.

krditini[ p\kir

w>wi[ n krnir an[ k>pn)
(sviyni krditiai[

k>pn) an[ krv[ri ai[(DT
lig&> pDt& hi[y t[vi

krditiai[

Hiln) r)Tn<
fiel krvin)

tir)K
31 m) j&lie

30 m) s¼T[.

s*(ct DTC h[qLn)
r)Tn< fiel krvin)

nv) tir)K
30 m) j*n

31 m) ai[gAT

s*(ct DTC h[qL p\Ym
r)Tn< fiel krvin)

tir)K
ti.30-6-12

ti. 31-8-12

a.n>

1

2

1.1.1.1.1. T*>kigiLini m*D)nfi an[ li>bigiLiniT*>kigiLini m*D)nfi an[ li>bigiLiniT*>kigiLini m*D)nfi an[ li>bigiLiniT*>kigiLini m*D)nfi an[ li>bigiLiniT*>kigiLini m*D)nfi an[ li>bigiLini
m*D)nfi vµc[n) B[dr[Ki rdm*D)nfi vµc[n) B[dr[Ki rdm*D)nfi vµc[n) B[dr[Ki rdm*D)nfi vµc[n) B[dr[Ki rdm*D)nfi vµc[n) B[dr[Ki rd
ki[epN m*D) (mÃkt Kr)wi k[ p\i¼t kyi< pC) 36
mis ph[li v[ciN, f[rbdl) k[ hAti>tr krvimi> aiv[
ti[ T*>kigiLini[ m*D)nfi[ gNiy C[. an[ 36 mis pC)
v[ciN k[ f[rbdl) krvimi> aiv[ ti[ li>bigiLini
m*D)nfi[ kh[vimi> aiv[ C[. miºy jim)ng)r) miT[ 12

mis pC) v[ciN k[ f[rbdl) krvimi> aiv[ ti[
li>bigiLini m*D)nfi[ kh[vimi> aiv[ C[. hv[ s*(ct
Diyr[kT T[x ki[D  {D.T.C.) b)lmi> T*>kigiLini
m*D)nfi an[ li>bigiLini m*D)nfi vµc[n) B[dr[Ki
d*r kr) d[vimi> aiv) C[. hv[ m*D)nfin) aivk simiºy
siwni[mi>Y) mL[l aivk gNiS[. tYi hiln) j[m
T*>kigiLini m*D)nfi a>g[ s*ckai>k aiwi(rt m*D)
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pDtrni[ liB mLS[ n(h.
2. k&l aivkn) gNtr) miT[ aivkni siwni[n&>2. k&l aivkn) gNtr) miT[ aivkni siwni[n&>2. k&l aivkn) gNtr) miT[ aivkni siwni[n&>2. k&l aivkn) gNtr) miT[ aivkni siwni[n&>2. k&l aivkn) gNtr) miT[ aivkni siwni[n&>
vg)<krNvg)<krNvg)<krNvg)<krNvg)<krN
aivkv[ri wiri 1961 h[qL aivkni k&l pi>c siwni[
k[ S)P<ki[ gNvimi> aiv[l C[. hv[ s*(ct Diyr[kT
T[x ki[D  {D.T.C.) b)lmi> aivkni siwni[n[ m&²y
b[ siwni[mi> vh[>cvimi> aiv[l C[. {1} simiºy
aivkni siwni[ an[ {2} Kis aivkni siwni[aivkni siwni[aivkni siwni[aivkni siwni[aivkni siwni[
{a} simiºy aivkni siwni[mi> n)c[n) aivki[ni[
smiv[S Yiy C[.
1.1.1.1.1.pgir k[ ri[jgir)n) aivk
2.2.2.2.2.mkin (mÃktn) aivk
3.3.3.3.3.w>wi Äyvsiyn) aivk
4.4.4.4.4.m*D)nfin) aivk
5.5.5.5.5.bik)ni aºy siwni[n) aivk
{b} Kis siwni[n) aivk{b} Kis siwni[n) aivk{b} Kis siwni[n) aivk{b} Kis siwni[n) aivk{b} Kis siwni[n) aivk
1.1.1.1.1.ki[epN krditi miT[
j[ aivkn& p&nrivt<n n Yt&> hi[y t[v) aik(Amk
aivki [ j [v) k [ Äy &hrcni h(rfie,
di]D,Gi[Didi]D,li[Tr) an[ p_iin) rmt vg[r[mi>Y) mL[l
aivk krpi#i gNiS[.
2.2.2.2.2.(bn rh)Sn) aivk
(bnrh)S krditia[ m[Lv[l Äyij an[ (D(vDºDn)
aivk j[ni pr (D(vDºD vh[>cN) v[ri[ {DDT}
c&kvvimi> aiv[l n hi[y tYi Birtmi>Y) ri[yÃT),
T[kn)kl f) k[ aºy ri[kiNi[mi>Y) aivk m[Lv) hi[y.
3.3.3.3.3.Birt)y nig(rk (sviyni (bnrh)S[ rmtgmt
an[ t[n) siY[n) p\vZ(_imi>Y) aivk
Birt)y nig(rk (sviyni (bnrh)S[ rmtgmt ,
rmtgmtn) jih[rit, ºy&z p[pr, m[g[(zn k[ jn<lmi>
rmtgmtni ai(T<kl lKvin) p\vZ(_imi>Y) m[Lv[l
aivk
4.4.4.4.4.(bnrh)S Api[T<s a[Si[(Sa[Sn k[ s>AYia[ m[Lv[l
aivk
5.5.5.5.5.(bnrh)S Api[T<s a[Si[(Sa[Sn k[ s>AYia[
Birtmi> rmiy[l ki[epN rmtgmt a>g[ ri[yÃT) mn)
k[ t[ni j[v) ki[epN m[Lv[l aivk krpi#i gNiS[.

ReferencesSinghania, Vinod K., Direct Tax ReadyReckner, 33rd Edition, Taxman Publication(P) Pvt. Limited, New Delhi.Direct Tax Code Bill -2010-sectionDirect Tax Code by Taxmanwww.pankajbatra.com/india/new-direct-tax-code-dtc- highlights/www.ndtv.com/article/business/new-dirwww.economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/eco.www.indiasummary.com/2010/06/16/direcwww.profit.ndtv.com/news/show new-direct-tax-codewww.economictimes.indiatimes.com/quickarticles show/5578251.cms
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EVALUATION OF GOKUL GRAM YOJANA
(WITH REFERENCE TO SAURASHTRA REGION)

* Dr.Dilip.B. Joshi

*Asso. Professor, Smt.P N R Shah mahila Arts & Commerce College, Palitana.
** Assistant  Professor, Arts & Commerce College, Savli, Dist-Vadodara

Introduction:This Program Came into existence in the year1995-96 In the year 1998-99 this programwas started and the implementation of theprogram was extended up to 2011-12, In thisprogram all the villages of the state have beencovered in 5 year scheme.
Aims and Objective of this scheme:-* To Co-ordinate the different Schemes inStipulated time period* To provide employment opportunities* To harness peoples power in thedevelopment process*With the help of public participation and de-centralization of power to make villagesbeautiful clean and provide facilities
Financial Scheming:-Under the Scheme all facilities which arelooking in the villages cover under the schemea sum of Rs 15 lacks is to be provided pervillage out of which Rs 5 lacks are to be allottedby the scheme and the deficit of RS 10lacs isto be generated from Co-ordination of otherscheme as well as contribution from industriesand business houses.
Facilities to be included under the scheme:-Permanent / paved approached road, properinternal roads of the villages, facilities forproviding pure drinking water, bathrooms,maintains of village lakes, maintains of properSchool rooms, nursery, aanganwadi,

community hall, panchayat office, provadingstreet light, providing Clean common toilets,development of grazing land for Cattles, A-forestation etc. are the facilities which arecovered under this scheme.
Implementation of the scheme:-This Scheme is implanted under theChairmanship of the village sarpanch underwhom a program implementation communitymade up of members from the village isformed.After the implementation is over a villagesabha is convened to decide that all thefacilities included in the scheme are availableand functional this resolution of the villagesabha is the verified by the governing body ofthe district who on satisfaction than declaresthe village as “Gokul Gam”
Performance of Gokul Gam Yojana:-The performance of the scheme is given havebelow:-
Villages declared as Gokul Gam

Year Villages Difference 2006-07 14183 - 2007-08 14834 651 2008-09 15616 782 2009-10 16621 1005 2010-11 17682 1061 
 Source:- Department of Rural Developmentof Gujarat State 2006 to 2011

** Dr. Ashok B. Trivedi
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In the upper table are scheme shown villageswhich are included year wise in Gokul GamYojana and the yearly difference.The table shows that in the year 2006-07,14183 Villages were declared Gokul Gam.Where as in year 2007-08, 14834 villageswere declared Gokul Gam. This means that 655villages were added in 2007-08,782villagewere added 95 Gokul Gam in 2008-09, 1005villages were declared Gokul Gam in the year2009-10 and 1061 villages were declaredGokul Gam in the year 2010-11, In the abovescheme in Gujarat the different type ofFacilities made listed in the table given havebelow:-
Work Competition done till 31st Augst-

2010

Source:- Department of Rural Development ofGujarat State 2006 to 2011Examining the figures given in the above tableit can be observed that that the developmentof facilities under “Gokul Gam Pragramme” tomajor developments have occurred first is theconstruction of public roads and second is thefacilities of providing portable drinking waterand therefore under this program this physicaland in fractural development can be seenprominently in the villages covered under this

program. Simply put a village become like“Gokul”
Gokul Gram Yojana

(Table Shows on Last Page of this Artical):- Department of Rural Development of GujaratState 2006 to 2011The table above shows the financial activitiescarried out under Gokul Gram Yojana Duringthe year 2006-07 Surendranagar district wasallotted Rs.124.55 lacs under the schemesagainst this the expenditure was Rs.126.40lacs. In Bhavnagar district Rs.123,00lacs werespent against the allotment of Rs.122.88 lacsin Rajkot district Rs.13200 were spent out ofthe Rs.132.12 lacs allotment is Amreli districtRs.129.20 lacs were allotted the expenditurewas Rs.161.61 lacs This shows that theexpenditure has exceeded to the allotted themaximum fund but Amreli district tops inexpenditure. During the year 2010-11Bhavnagar district allotment was maximumfunds and the district tops is expenditure also.During all the year under study expenditureunder the scheme exceed the allotted funds inall the districts.‘Gokul Gram yojana’ is a scheme aiming atproviding facilities and bare amenities in ruralareas. The scheme has been a landmark in thedevelopment of villages A number of activitiesare taken up under this scheme which includeof connecting paddy roads, roads within thevillages, watering facilities for drinking watersupply, bathing and washing places, cleaningof wells and ponds watering place for animals,development of praline land of schoolAnganwadi and Balwadi, community hallstockpiles painting of building and walls toiletetc. Development of these activities bringsabout change in the village community like bycarrying out concrete efforts for bettermentof villages

No Information Number 01 Road 35739 02 Village tanks 7360 03 Water Drinking Facilities 29754 04 Room for School 15456 05 Public / Private Sanitation  12322 06 Electricity 3077 07 Water for cattle 8137 08 Village A-Forestation 2885 09 Shifting of Garbage 15879 10 Septic tanks & Wells 19888 11 Community Hall 11288 12 Panchayat Office 2858 13 Painting of  Houses 5638 14 Other 13756  Total 184037 
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Financial Allotment (Rs. Lacks) Actual Amount cost (Rs. Lacks) 

Sr.

No 
District 

200

6-

200

7 

200

7-

200

8 

200

8-

200

9 

200

9-

201

0 

201

0-

201

1 

200

6-

200

7 

2007

-

2008 

200

8-

200

9 

200

9-

201

0 

201

0-

201

1 

1 Surendr

anagar 

124.25 114.08 109.40 159.40 138.00 126.40 96.63 144.25 179.80 142.00 
2 Bhavana

gar 

122.88 109.78 188.70 148.12 152.12 123.00 138.62 195.69 167.20 179.28 
3 Rajkot 132.12 117.82 108.05 138.12 128.88 132.00 128.00 118.05 159.18 138.12 
4 Amreli 129.20 114.17 109.03 89.30 40.00 161.61 95.54 73.82 92.00 18.41 
5 Gujarat 

State 

3500.00 3600.00 3800.00 3800.00 4000.00 3252.68 31658.72 3568.59 3475.93 2413.44 
 

Gokul Gram Yojana

Source: - Annual Reports of DRDA, Surendranagar, Bhavangar, Rajkot, Amreli, 2006 to 2011
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“EVALUATION OF WATER SHED DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM WITH
REFERENCE OF BHAVNAGAR DISTRICT “

* B. B. Trivedi

* Deptt. Of  Economics, Bhavan’s College, Dakor. Dist-Kheda

In 1994 a Community was formed under theChairmanship of Dr C H Hanumant Rao inWhich It Was Proposed to Implement WaterShed development Program With theparticipation of the people of the Villagebecause till then most of the programs wereworking only at administrative level and thebenefit did not reach those for whom theprogram was device with a view to generateemployment and maintain environmentalbalance and by linking the two the governmentof India started the water shed developmentprogram in the year Oct 1994.In this program the limited definition andscope of Water shed was magnified Thoserural Areas Which needed development wereidentified and a few villages or one village wasselected. After taking into Consideration therevenue area and the cultural diversity of thevillage a few development issues wereundertaken with the involvement of villagepeople for the overall development of thevillage
Guidelines of the Water Shed Development
Program:The areas which have the possibilities ofdrought desert areas ,the wasteland areaswithout forests are covered under the schemeand they are to be provided with 500 HectorsWater sheds scheme .This scheme will begraudutely under taken and the villagescovered under this scheme will be provided

with watershades. The area which should becovered should have the capacity of 6200Hectors’ land and in this capacity smaller orlarge sheds of water can be selected.
Aims and objectives of water shed schemes* The development of those Villages which aredirectly or indirectly depended on this schemeof water sheds there economic developmentshould be put into momentum* To encourage the savings and thereby tointroduce new economic activity with ultimateintention to develop human and otherresources and thereby creating theemployment.* To utilize the land , water  and other naturalresources like Vegetation Which are availablein the areas of those water sheds , so as tominimize  environmental damage and to slowdown and possibly reverse the droughtsituation and thereby also to push furthereconomic development.* To take step by step actions to increase theefficiency of natural resources and toadminister the generated estates in the watersheds areas.* To try to reestablish the environmentalbalance.* To undertake activities which will enable thedevelopment of human resources and increaseincome.* To do underground water storage.* To prevent the bad effects of drought by
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water harvestation.* To bring out public awareness* To bring out educational awareness* To make equal distribution and maintainsof benefits* To provide opportunities for localemployment* To improvise public health* To undertake such kind of activities whichwould help women in their economic & socialsituation?
The norms for the works to be done under
“Water Sheds Scheme”The following norms are decided for the worksto be done under this water sheds schemes:* Development activities or 80% of the areaproperly covered by treatment by water sheds* Out of the started work 80% works wascompleted in time unit and in the limit ofestimated expenditure* Out of the started work of the project 80%of work should be conducted by beneficiarygroup* The 80% activity like technology forestationcattle breeding, crop administration andhorticulture etc should have been accepted by50% of the beneficiary groups* With reference to the problems the solutionof 80% of it should have been solved by localtechnical awareness and engineering designsand also the local problems should have beensolved by proper technology
Guidelines for Expenditure “For the
Scheme”To establish the equal standards ofexpenditure for the whole country for thewater sheds scheme or its development doesnot seem to be proper with reference to thatthe expenditure policy should be decided bywater shade development team in co –ordination with water shed community andminimum rate of wages should be sactionedby keeping in co-ordination with related”district perished agency  “ The market valuesof prevailing  in the area should also be kept

in mind keeping in –consideration theproportion of expenditure the number ofvillage should be decided were the works ofwater sheds development scheme is to beundertakenThe Matter of administration expenditures canbe claimed from “District rural Developmentagency” this claim can be made by district ruraldevelopment agency, The Water sheddevelopment teams, the water shedcommunities, and they will have to bear inmind the maximum limit of expenditureavailable from the funds.
Works Done “Under the Scheme “Many works have been completed under watershed scheme in Gujarat state as checked dams,boribandh khet talawadi, water resource lakesnala-bandhi, drip irrigation, tree schemetationetc.* Up to the year 2011, 44.79 Hectare area hasbeen improvised by 2011 in Gujarat state5590 projects have been sanctioned so farunder water resource water developmentprogramme for this project the expenditureof 1.65.588 lacks has been done.also by theyear 2011, 37327 Check dams have beenconstructed under this program in Gujaratstate.Water Shed(Hariyali) yojana in BhavnagarDistrict:-

Years Financia  
Allotment 
(Rs.in Lacks) 

Actual  
Amount Cost  
 (Rs.in Lacks) 

2006-2007 452.00 228.00 
2007-2008 498.00 358.22 
2008-2009 518.95 523.24 
2009-2010 1036.41 758.35 
2010-2011 998.25 702.34 
 Source-Department of Rural Development ofGujarat State 2006 to 2011The above table clearly indicates that duringthe year 2006-2007, total Rs. 452.00 Lac wasallotted for the Water-shad Planning ofBhavnagar District. However, the actual
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expenditure cost only Rs. 228.00 lac in thisrespect. In the same way, during the year2007-2008 and 2008-299 Rs. 498.00 lac andRs. 518.95 respectively were allotted for thisPlanning. But the actual expenditure was358.22 and 523.24 respectively for thisplanning. Whereas during the year 2009-2010,the highest grant was allotted which was Rs.1036.41 .However, the total expenditureagainst this was Rs. 758.35 lac. During the year2010-2011 total Rs. 998.25 was allotted forthis planning whereas the actual expenditurewas Rs. 702.34 lac. Hence, it is inferred thatthe actual expenditure for this planning islesser than granted fund, excluding the year2008-2009, which clearly indicates that thereis a lack in  the financial planning for the WaterShade Plan of Bhavnagar District. Hence, it isrecommended to plan accurately for theappropriate finance that is –allotment andcost.
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IMPACT OF EDUCATION ON FERTILITY IN SURAT DISTRICT

* Statistical Assistant, Office of Statistical Officer (Inspection), Vadodara.

* Vishvnath Borse

This paper is mainly focused on relation between education and fertility in male and female. To
fulfill of objective of this paper, 120 samples is selected from Surat district. After applying  test
we find out that there is no relation between education and fertility. But when we so average no
children of both male and female education wise we know that fertility rate is decreasing with
increasing of education level in both  male and female. Moreover in female it is decreasing faster
than male.

Key Words: Fertility, Average no of child, family size, Breast-feeding, Education level

IntroductionWoman Education plays important role inworld wide. It does not improve their earningability only but also empower them to decidingtheir family size. Several studies show thateducated women delay marriages, use familyplanning method and wants small family forbetter child health as well as for better childeducation.According to census 2011, population ofGujarat crossed 6 crore digit. The populationof Gujarat increased 19.17% betweenpopulation census 2001 and populationcensus 2011. In district level, Surat district has42.19% population growth rate during census2001-2011 which is highest among otherdistrict of Gujarat. Now it very importantdecrease population growth rate of Suratdistrict. It is only possible trough increasingeducation level of woman which may be causelate marriages and increase the use of birthcontrol techniques and reduce the demand ofcertain number of children, also educationaffect the social life of women by increasingdesire for higher living standards.

Review of literatureThis section show different studies indicatingthe fertility behaviour and the relationshipbetween women education and family size indifferent parts of the world.Several researches have been on this topic.Different researcher used different methodand techniques in their research and find outmixed correlations between fertility andeducation. For example, using national dataAdelman (1963), Friedlander and Silver(1967), Heer (1966), and Janowitz (1979) allfound negative correlation between fertilityand education whereas Kamerschen (1971)found a positive correlation betweeneducation and fertility. For the United States,Heer and Boynton (1971) found no significantcorrelation.According to Jain and Nag (1986) “Femaleeducation largely affects fertility through theproximate determinants. Age at marriage ofeducated females is higher than their illiteratecounterparts and the use of family planningmethods is also greater among educatedwomen. However, the duration and intensity
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of breast-feeding is lower among educatedwomen than the illiterate women”.Akmam (2002) in the case of Bangladesh,show a significant and inverse relationshipbetween education and fertility. However thestudy found success of family planningpolicies, which have been quite effective inreducing the fertility rate in that country.Kakar, Khilji and Ullah (2011), “Femaleeducation mostly results in increasing the ageat first marriage, which as a result reduces thepregnancies, and being more aware ofavailable contraceptive methods helps inreducing the household size. Educated womenare expected to marry late and usecontraceptives thus expected to have lessnumber of children. Improving the educationalstatus of women is one very effectiveinstrument for decelerating birth-rate indeveloping nation like Pakistan. Femaleliteracy and awareness about birth controland benefits of small family should beincreased systematically, to have an effect onfamily size.”
Methodology
1) Data Collection : This paper is based onprimary data. All this data was collected andthrough questioner. In the literature reviewmost of the researcher has consider onlywomen education but we have consider bothman and woman education. Here sample of120 couple who do not want more children, isselected from rural and urban area of Suratdistrict. Moreover purposive sampling is usedto collect the data. To avoid complexity the levelof education is defined as: “primary and belowprimary, matriculation (secondary educationlevel), Higher secondary and graduation andabove graduation” and no. Of children isdefined as “
2) Hypothesis Development Null
Hypothesis :  H0: There is no associationbetween education level and Fertility in bothmale and female.
Alternative Hypothesis

H1: There is an association between educationlevel and Fertility in both male and female.
3) Tools & Techniques:To test the significance of hypotheses,  testis applied. The education level of couple wasused as an independent variable whereasdependent variables were no of children asfertility indicator. Moreover mean tool is alsoused.
4) Limitation:* All limitation of sample size is applied here.* Only number of children is used as indicatorof fertility.* Limitation of sampling techniques appliedhere.
Findings & Conclusion:Table no. 1 shows average no. Of children maleand female education level wise.

Table No. : 1Education Level Average no. Of children Male Female primary and below 2.13 2.20 matriculation 2.00 2.17 Higher secondary 1.77 1.92 graduation and above 1.33 1.20 
 Above table shows that average no of childrenis decreased with higher education in bothmale and female. In primary and belowprimary education level of male, average noof children is 2.13 which is decreasing whileeducation level is increasing.in graduation andabove graduation, average no of children is1.33. Average no of children is decreased withincreasing in education level. In primary andbelow primary average no of children is2.20.which going toward down wheneducation level is increased. In graduation andabove graduation level it is 1.20. if we compareaverage no of children of Male and Femaleeducation level wise, we know that Femaleeducation is closely effected to average no ofchildren. At primary and below primaryeducation, Female average no of children is2.20 which is higher then Male’s average noof children. Another thing that at graduation
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and above graduation level, female’s averageno of children is 1.20 which is lower thanmale’s average no of children. It means thatfemale education is closely related to averageno of children.Table no 2 shows  value and Coefficient ofcontingency.
Table No. : 2 Male Female  4.996* 6.327* Coefficient of contingency 0.20 0.17 * Indicate not significant different 95% significant level 

 From above table we conclude that associationbetween education and fertility is very low inboth male and female. In mate it is 0.20whereas it is 0.17 in female which is lower thanmale. Moreover null hypothesis is acceptedwhich means there is no relation betweeneducation and fertility.
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KRONECKER PRODUCT

* Pratik Trivedi

* Shree Narayan college of commerce, Ahemdabad

Definition 2.1: If A is an m × n matrix and B is a p × q matrix, then the Kronecker product
A  B is the mp×nq block matrix

If A and B represent linear transformations V1 → W1 and V2 → W2, respectively, then A  B
represents the tensor product of the two maps, V1  V2 → W1  W2.
Example 2.1:

The Kronecker product is named after LEOPOLAND KRONECKER, even though there is little
evidence that he was the first to define and use it. Indeed, in the past the Kronecker product was
sometimes called the Zehfuss matrix, after JOHANN GEORGE ZEHFUSS.
The concept of the Kronecker product of matrices was used in experimental designs for the first
time by Vartak (1995).
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2.2 SOME IMPORTANT PROPERTIES
Bilinearity and associativity: The Kroneckerproduct is a special case of the tensor product,so it is bilinear and associative:

where A, B and C are matrices and k is a scalar.The Kronecker product is not commutative: ingeneral, A B and B  A are different matrices.However, A B and B A are permutationequivalent, meaning that there existPERMUTATION MATRICES P and Q such that
If A and B are square matrices, then A B and
B A are even permutation similar, meaningthat we can take P = QT.
The mixed-product property: If A, B, C and
D are matrices of such size that one can formthe matrix products AC and BD, then
This is called the mixed-product property,because it mixes the ordinary matrix productand the Kronecker product. It follows that A

B is invertible if and only if A and B areinvertible, in which case the inverse is givenby
Transpose: The operation of transposition isdistributive over the Kronecker product:
2.3  SOME MATHEMATICAL USES OF
KRONECKER PRODUCT
Kronecker sum and exponentiation : If Ais n-by-n, B is m-by-m and denotes the k-by-
k identity matrix then we can define what issometimes called the Kronecker sum, , by
We have the following formula for the matrixexponential which is useful in the numerical

evaluation of certain continuous-time Markovprocesses
Kronecker sums appear naturally in physicswhen considering ensembles of non-interacting systems. Let be theHamiltonian of the i-th such system. Then thetotal Hamiltonian of the ensemble is
Spectrum: Suppose that A and B are squarematrices of size n and m respectively. Let λ1,..., λn be the eigenvalues of A and μ1, ..., μm bethose of B (listed according to multiplicity).Then the eigenvalues of A B are
It follows that the trace and determinant of aKronecker product are given by
Singular values: If A and B are rectangularmatrices, then one can consider their singularvalues. Suppose that A has rA nonzero singularvalues, namelySimilarly, denote the nonzero singular valuesof B byThen the Kronecker product A B has rA rBnonzero singular values, namelySince the rank of a matrix equals the numberof nonzero singular values, we find that
Relation to the abstract tensor product: TheKronecker product of matrices corresponds tothe abstract tensor product of linear maps.Specifically, if the vector spaces V, W, X, and Yhave bases {v1, ... , vm}, {w1, ... , wn}, {x1, ... , xd},and {y1, ... , ye}, respectively, and if the matrices
A and B represent the linear transformations
S : V ’! X and T : W ’! Y, respectively in theappropriate bases, then the matrix A —” B
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represents the tensor product of the two maps,
S —” T : V —” W ’! X —” Y with respect to thebasis {v1 —” w1, v1 —” w2, ... , v2 —” w1, ... , vm—” wn} of V —” W and the similarly definedbasis of X —” Y with the property that
  A —” B(vi —” wj) = (Avi)—”(Bwj), where i
and j are integers in the proper range.When V and W are LIE ALGEBRA , and S : V ’!
V and T : W ’! W are LIE ALGEBRAHOMOMORPHSM, the Kronecker sum of A and
B represents the induced Lie algebrahomomorphisms V —” W ’! V —” W.
Matrix application: The Kronecker productcan be used to get a convenient representationfor some matrix equations. Consider forinstance the equation AXB = C, where A, B and
C are given matrices and the matrix X is theunknown. We can rewrite this equation as           Here, vec(X) denotes the vectorization of thematrix X formed by stacking the columns of Xinto a single column vector. It now follows fromthe properties of the Kronecker product thatthe equation AXB = C has a unique solution ifand only if A and B are nonsingularIf X is row-ordered into the column vector xthen  can be also be written as.
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Utilitas Math. 44, 5-15.Bose, R. C. and Nair, K. R. (1939): Partiallybalanced   incomplete   block   designs.
Sankhya, 4, 337-372.Bose, R. C. and Shimamoto, T. (1952):Classification  and  analysis  of  PBIBdesigns with two associate classes. J. Amer.
Statist. Assoc., 47, 151-184.Bechhofer, R. E.  and  Tamhane, A. C.(1981): Incomplete  block  designs  forcomparing treatments with a control:General theory. Technometrics, 23, 45-57.Corsten, L. C. A. (1962):  Balanced    blockdesigns    with   two   different   number   ofreplicates. Biometrics, 18, 499-519.Calinski T. (1971): On  some  desirablepatterns   in  block  designs.  Biometrics,   27,275-292.
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MICRO FINANCING: A BLESSING FOR THE POOR PEOPLE(A CASE STUDY OF SAURASHTRA GRAMIN BANK-TARASAMIYA (BHAVNAGAR) BRANCH)

* Lacturer, P.N.R. Shah Mahila Arts & Commerce College, Palitana

* Dilip Sondani

Microfinance refers to the provision of financial services to low-income clients, including
consumers and the self-employed. More broadly, it refers to a movement that envisions “a world
in which as many poor and near-poor households as possible have permanent access to an
appropriate range of high quality financial services, including not just credit but also savings,
insurance, and fund transfers.” Those who promote microfinance generally believe that such
access will help poor people out of poverty. The need for micro finance in India has arisen due to
failure of formal banking system in meeting the credit needs of millions of rural and urban
people. Micro finance through Self Help Groups is being propagated as an alternative system of
credit delivery for the poorest of the poor groups. In other words, micro finance is a programme
for the poor and by the poor to mobilize the savings and use them to meet their financing needs.

Keywords:  Concept, meaning and needs of micro finance, importance for poor people, and
instrument as economic empowerment.

IntroductionMicrofinance refers to the provision offinancial services to low-income clients,including consumers and the self-employed.More broadly, it refers to a movement thatenvisions “a world in which as many poor andnear-poor households as possible havepermanent access to an appropriate range ofhigh quality financial services, including notjust credit but also savings, insurance, andfund transfers.” Those who promotemicrofinance generally believe that suchaccess will help poor people out of poverty.Traditionally, banks have not providedfinancial services to clients with little or nocash income. Banks must incur substantialcosts to manage a client account, regardless ofhow small the sums of money involved. Theneed for micro finance in India has arisen due

to failure of formal banking system in meetingthe credit needs of millions of rural and urbanpeople. In other words, micro finance is aprogramme for the poor and by the poor tomobilize the savings and use them to meettheir financing needs.* Meanings, Boundaries and principlesTheoretically, microfinance may encompassany efforts to increase access to, or improvethe quality of financial services poor peoplecurrently use or could benefit from using. Forexample, poor people borrow from informalmoneylenders and save with informalcollectors. They receive loans and grants fromcharities. They buy insurance from state-owned companies. They receive fundstransfers through remittance networks (likeHawala).
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There are not many bright lines that cansharply distinguish microfinance from similaractivities. Claims could be made that agovernment that orders state banks to opendeposit accounts for poor consumers, or amoneylender that engages in usury, or acharity that runs a heifer pool are engaged inmicrofinance. Furthermore, correcting theproblem of access is best done by expandingthe number of financial institutions availableto them, as well as the capacity of thoseinstitutions. In recent years there has beenincreasing emphasis on expanding thediversity of those institutions as well, sincedifferent institutions serve different needs.Some principles that summarize a century anda half of development practice wereencapsulated in 2004 by Consultative Groupto Assist the Poor (CGAP) and endorsed by theGroup of Eight leaders at the G8 Summit onJune 10, 2004.Poor people need not just loans but alsosavings, insurance and money transferservices.Microfinance must be useful to poorhouseholds: helping them raise income, buildup assets and/or cushion themselves againstexternal shocks.* ObjectivesThe specific objectives of the study are asfollow:(I) examining the performance of micro-finance in rural areas,(ii) Analyzing the micro finance as aninstrument of economic empowerment,(iii) Finding out the role of micro finance inimproving economy of poor.* MethodologyThis paper is based on both primary andsecondary data. The primary data werecollected by self designed questionnaire from30 respondents who were member of selectedbank and analyzed by using percentage,average etc. statistical tools. While secondarydata collected from bank’s final statements,

Books, news papers, business magazines,published article and other commercialpublication etc.
Concept and needs of Micro- finance:Micro finance is a new method to meet thecredit requirement in rural areas. Since thebank borrowing requires collateral and thedeprived class do not have any type of suchcollaterals, the success of Bangladesh GrameenBanks attracted the attention of Indian policymakers towards the microfinance and microcredit, which are the new entrants in realm ofpresent rural financing. Micro finance is basedon 20 members self help groups, which willbe technically supported by NGOs andsponsor bank. In other words self group issmall, economically homogeneous andcohesive group of rural poor voluntarilycoming together to save small amountregularly, agree mutually to contribute to acommon fund and have a collective decisionmaking for providing collateral free loans onterms and conditions decided by the group.The group will make a project, which will besupervised and assistance by banks and NGOs.After evaluating the viability of the groups, thebanks further provide sufficient credit andthus this credit system promotes communityparticipation in the development process.The needs for micro finance in India has arisendue to failure of formal banking system inmeeting the credit needs of millions of ruraland urban people, who constitute poverty ornear poverty groups in the country. The formalbanking sector always demands highdiscipline in collateral security, proceduresand impracticable repayment schedules. It ispossible only by making the strategies toincrease the scope of activities of microfinance by including food credit, crop credithealth and consumption loans, skill upgradation and education loan.
ABOUT SAURASTRA GRAMIN BANK:The first gramin bank has been stared in 1972as per RBI Regional act in Gorakhpur
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(U.P).now more then 2000 branches in India.Saurashtra Gramin bank is undertaken of statebank of saurashtara which is absorption by
SBI. The study covers Tarasamiya branch ofsaurashtra Gramin bank located at Ghogharoad – Bhavnagar.
Analysis and interpretation:The data has been mobilized through randomsamples of 30 respondents, who weremembers of self help group and some are not.The bank has provided loan to ‘SAKHIMANDAL’ established under Self Help Group(SHG).Table 1 & 2 shows awareness with thecampaign of micro finance through SHG. Feedback received from bank and the respondentsabout the source of information reveals thatNGOs (SAKHI MANDAL) are the main sourcesof information about the micro finance. Theinformation shows that state and area of studyis very poor to develop the concept of SHG.

TABLE 1STATENENT OF POSITION OF ‘SAKHIMANDAL’ IN STATEParticulars No. of  sakhi  mandal Percentage  
Total registered  6317 100% 6 month completion  after registration   3906 61.83% Grading received  3222 51% Cash credit sanction  2077 32.88% 
 (Source: SG BANK)Above table shows that the awareness of stateto develop of SHG concept is very poor,because only 32.88% credit sanction out oftotal registered ‘sakhi mandal’.

TABLE 2Information about sahki mandal awarenessin selected bankNo. of bank savings account 13  6 month completion 09  Graded SM 08 % graded against on  completion  88.89% Total loan application 07 Amt. of loan sanction  Rs. 175000 
 The above information shows that gradationof completion is high (88.89%) but no. of S.M.is very low in comparison of district level. Thesize of credit per S.M. is also very low.

Conclusion:With a view to evolving supplementary creditstrategies for reaching the unreached ruralpoor in the rural areas micro financeinnovations are yielding results and givinghope to the millions of poor through providingcredit. There is need to evolve an informalcredit system with assistance from formalfinancial institutions. Though the size of creditis very small for the target users, like microentrepreneurs and low income households toutilize the fund for income generation andenterprise development and is also forcommunity use.
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FINANCIAL INCLUSION: THE STEPS TOWARDS THE UNBANKED
POPULATION AT BOTTOM OF THE PYRAMID

* MehboobKhan Baloch

*Director,  K.R. Doshi Group of Colleges, Bhavnagar

Financial Inclusion is considered to be animportant determinant for social inclusion ofpoor and vulnerable. It is in fact, one of theessential conditions for reduction of povertyand socio-economic inequalities in the society.The history of financial inclusion dates backto the co-operative credit movement in India.Successive Indian governments have tried toaddress the issue of financial exclusion bydirecting the banking sector to providefinancial services to poor and vulnerable atsubsidized conditions.The specific policy actions of the Governmentcould be traced back from nationalization ofbanks to the formation of Regional RuralBanks (RRBs) and ushering an era of SHGbanking to the evolution of BC/BF(BusinessCorrespondent /Business Facilitator) model ofbranchless banking. Starting in late 1960’s,India has been home to one of largest stateintervention in the rural credit. This clearlysuggests that so far the policy approach forfinancial inclusion of in India has largely beencredit driven which is conceptually differentand fundamentally contrasting with the actualtenets of financial inclusion and requirementsof the excluded communities. Increasinginflow of rural credit, primarily for its largebase of farming community in the hinterlandhas dominated the policy priority in Indiasince long. It was observed that the mainbarriers in the approach were two fold i.e.

institutional structure was neither profitablein rural lending nor serving the needs of thepoor In nutshell, the structure so created wasquantitatively impressive but qualitativelyweak. In 2006, the Government of India tooksome watershed steps for studying the issueof financial exclusion and devising strategicroad map for financial inclusion for poorunbanked and under banked in India,consequent of which a commission headed bythe eminent economist Dr. C Rangarajan wasformed and it came with its report on financialinclusion in 2008. The report has come withsome fundamental policy suggestions andchalking out new role play for existing and newinstitutions like Cooperatives, Banks, RegionalRural Banks, SHGs, JLGs, NBFCs and otherfinancial intermediaries like BC and BF.
Financial Inclusion: Challenges AheadExtending banking and credit services in ruraland informal urban areas is a dauntingchallenge, considering the grassroots levelrealities which are characterized bydilapidated soft and hard infrastructure likeintermittent or no broadband and telecomconnectivity, irregular power supply,unreliable public transport, sketchy roadnetwork, erratic cash flows among poorhousehold and finally lack of a universallyavailable and readily acceptable commonidentity proof. Serving low value retailcustomers in these geographies pose some
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operational, regulatory and viabilitychallenges for banks. Banks are profit orientedentities and must be able to recover the costswhich they incur in providing services likedeposits, credit, remittance, insurance etc.Otherwise the model would be unstable andmay collapse one day. On regulatory part theIndian central bank does not make anyincentivizing exceptions for banks based onbranch size, location and business potentialfor operations like cash management, branchbanking services, staffing ,operating hours andthe most important lending and interest rateson savings, which make banking with poor acostly and unremunerative affair for banks.There is a huge banking potential at base ofthe pyramid but it is required to overcome allof the identified barriers. Any successful modelwould essentially need to address all thebarriers at the same time. This entails changein the approach of delivering services to theunbanked and under-banked areas. Therefore,the need was felt for more innovative, costeffective and easily accessible delivery channelwhich would take financial services to thenooks and corners of India.

The latest mantra which has potential to solvethe extant of financial exclusion in India is theRBI proposed branchless banking model – thebusiness correspondent (B.C) channel. The B.Cenables financial inclusion by acting as anagent on behalf of bank. Basically the agentbased model of banking beyond branches hasemerged in Brazil where banks have been

using correspondents since 1970 and itproliferated to other parts of the world likeKenya, South Africa, and Philippines, Mexicoetc. in its variants. Based on the domesticrealities and global learnings, the Public-policy in India ushered a wave of branchlessbanking on January 25th, 2006 when the RBIcame up with the initial guidelines on use ofbusiness correspondents by banks with thepolicy objective of making social exclusion ahistory through financial inclusion of poor andvulnerable.
Sustainable Financial Access TechnologiesProximity and easy accessibility to the endcustomer at odd hours are the two basic tenetsfor making financial inclusion a successfulcase in unbanked and under bankedgeographies across the world. Basically thesetwo underlying factors make informal channelslike money lenders and sources like friendsand relatives, neighbors more popular andpreferred option for poor and vulnerablecommunities in informal set up wheretraditional brick and mortar branch channelfinds its operations “commercially unviable”.This is what makes innovative branchlessbanking  technologies like Biometric smartCard-Pos, Mobile Phones, text based services,online lending, e-money etc a detrimentalfactor for bridging the accessibility andproximity divide chiefly because of their lowcost and operational efficiencies. Therefore,technology plays a pivotal role in enablingfinancial inclusion ecosystem by reducingbarriers to financial inclusion viz access,proximity, financial hurdles and informationasymmetry which are identified as the keybottle -necks. Technology helps indecentralization of financial access points andbreaks barrier of accessibility and proximity.The decentralized structure of delivery channelpowered by ICTs enables financial institutionsto be in neighborhood locality of its customersand thus become “closer” to them. There areevidences of saving banks having used
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technology to overcome operational hurdlesin securing small deposits in large volumes.Technology not only simplifies deliverychannels but plays a holistic role in enablingfinancial inclusion and thus reducinguncertainties and risks associated withlivelihoods and ultimately cash flows. A newparadigm of financial inclusion embedded inthe matrix of livelihood is being discussed bylivelihood finance enthusiasts in India whichenvisage a greater role of technology beyondaccess. Recent report on financial inclusion inIndia published by UNDP highlights role oftechnology in securing livelihoods and thusreducing cash flow uncertainties.
ICT driven Business Correspondent models
in India: FINO’s Case.The level of financial exclusion in India is hugedespite of various existing banking channels.There are about 267 Million unbanked adultsand about 135 million financially excludedhouseholds in India and this number is secondto only China. The empirical evidences havepointed that one of the major barrier tofinancial inclusion is transaction cost inparticularly in delivery of credit. Consideringall these realities and on the basis of KhanGroup recommendations, the Indian Centralbank introduced BC model of branchlessbanking in the year 2006. Ever since theintroduction of BC guidelines by the RBI, Indiahas seen emergence of various branchlessbanking channels  which use multiple front-end technologies like biometric smart cardPoS, Mobile Phones, Pin, text SMS or IVRSbased services to bring greater financialaccess to end customers across the nooks andcorners of India. Quite recently cutting edgetechnology models like Nokia Money andGreen Money have mushroomed but the factremains that still India faces a huge levels offinancial exclusion and this poses a challengeas well as an opportunity to multistakeholders.A recent study suggests that the technology ledmodels of mobile branchless banking across

the world are on an average 19 per centcheaper for both the parties than theconventional banking channels. This findingreinforces the case of ICT based models ofbanking across the world inGeneral and India in particular where there ishuge untapped financial inclusion market atbase of the pyramid Table

Out of various existing models in India (table), an analysis reveals that FINO is the largestbranchless banking entity in India which haspartnered with the multistakeholders rightfrom banking institutions – Public sector andPrivate sector, Insurance companies, Microfinance institution , Government entities andmaintains relationships with other knowledgebased research organizations across the world.What makes it different is range of productsand services offered to its end 14.5 million endcustomers across 22 states in Indi.
Introducing FINO:Financial Information Network andOperations Ltd (FINO) is a financial inclusionenabling entity which provides end to endtechnology solutions and offers doorstepbanking to end customers. FINO’s robustnetwork of agents makes it world’s largestbanking agent management company. FINOwas formed three years back on July 13th,2006 with a mission of enabling financial
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inclusion to all unbanked and under bankedmasses located in informal rural and urbanareas . FINO today is a live example whichdepicts how entrepreneurial capitalism worksto solve  development challenges in emergingand transitional economies across thedeveloping world.It offers SaaS to financial institutions andemploys ICTs like biometric smart cards – Posand mobile based solutions to providefinancial inclusion services to more than 14.5million plus unbanked and under banked poorat Base of the Pyramid . The manner in whichbanking was done in India until recent in ruraland informal urban settlements has beentransformed by FINO. Three main strengthswhich makes it different from others in thetrade are: (a) scales and (b) on groundimplementation capabilities in the hinterlanddespite of multiple operational hurdles ,(c)Varied range of products and services offeredto end customers at their door step in anaffordable way . The suite of products andservices offered by FINO through the channelof its 10,000  bandhus (agents) includes:1. No frills savings accounts, 2. Insurance :Health, Life and Accidental, 3. Remittanceservices, 4. Utility bill payment services, 5.G2P services (GREGA,SSPpensions), 6.Microloans etc.What makes FINO a leader in the Indian mar-ket in addition to the factors mentioned aboveare softer aspects and social sensitivity, whichhas rolled out in the form of initiatives likeChampions of Financial Inclusion(CoFI) – anonline space for collaborations and knowledgecreation among various actors of civil societyfor generating inputs for policy and academia.Financial Inclusion Education Academy (FIEA)and financial literacy programme for strength-ening the model as a whole by generatingawareness and empowering end users.Engagement with the stakeholders across thespectrum to understand and adapt itself ac-cording to the dynamically changing micro-market and micro-customer requirements andadding value to poor customers and partnerorganizations- both at the same time is some-

thing which adds to the brand value of FINO.
Conclusion:Finally , An analysis of the branchless bankingand financial inclusion ecosystem across theemerging economies of the world in generaland India in specific draws out few clearpointers for all stakeholders .It tells us how thesector is moving across in the world and whatare the forces- market and regulatory whichhave contributed in shaping the ecosystem insome countries already discussed .To sum upwith the Indian scenario, recent developmentslike formation of UIDAI ,National FinancialSwitch-NPCI, enhancing the daily transactionlimit of mobile banking followed by favorablerecommendations of the Group of Ministers’report on use of mobile phonesas a framework of financial inclusion in Indiaand relaxation in BC model guidelines hasmade it amply evident that the UnitedProgressive Alliance (UPA) government in thecentre is committed to the agenda of socialinclusion of poor and vulnerable communitiesand Policy considers financial inclusion as oneof the powerful tools to bring a social changein near future. The Financial Inclusion Policyenvironment in India has undergone atremendous change in past one year and it isexpected to bring more dynamic changesespecially after the RBI has recently askedbanks to come up with their board approvedplans for financial inclusion, which is intandem with the broader framework ofNational Financial Inclusion programme. Itwould be interesting to note the manner inwhich private players would respond to thesepolicy changes and if they cash on gold atbottom of the pyramid.
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TQM: AN EFFECTIVE METHOD FOR QUALITY CONTROL

*  Krupa J. Bhatt

* Teaching Asst. M.J. College of Commerce, Bhavnagar

At present many business organizations takes birth due to the policy of LPG many researcher
have been take place in order to satisfy the needs of customers. Consumers can satisfy their
wants by main products or substitute products. So, the concept of TQM is accepted by the business
firm. In order to enhance the quality of their own manufacture and they tries to retain there is
share in the world markets in quality and reliability of their gods and services. Thus the TQM is
the “Management of Quality totally and fully in all respects. Small areas and all activities of
organization right from top to bottom.

Introduction:During the industrial revolution, manufacturesor craftsmen checked the quality of theirproducts personally. No outside agencies orquality control method were employed toinspect and control the quality of goods. Atpresent the word “quality” became a matterof concern for both military and industrialorganizations. This was to keep the firmscompetitive in the national and globle trademarkets.As a result of globalization, firms who wish toretain their share in the world markets inquality and reliability must maintain qualityof their goods and services. The term “Quality”has, thus, taken a form of quality revolutionwhich each firm today is striving to aim at.
Quality Meaning:Quality is conformance to requirements. Theword “Quality” has different meaning fordifferent people. Quality means “Products thatare manufactured exactly to specifications.” Italso refers to “products and services thattotally satisfy our customer needs andexpectation in every respect on a continuous

basis.”
Factors Affecting Quality:Quality is generally affected by 8M likemarkets. Money, men, materials, machines,management, motivation and managementinformation systems. So the business firmhave to take to decision after study the abovefactors and tries to remove their effect on thequality of goods and services.
Total Quality Management (TQM)According to ISO, quality management isdefined as “that aspect of the overallmanagement function that determines andimplements quality policy and as such is theresponsibility of the top management.” It is amanagerial responsibility and relates tocontrol of all activities within the organizationfor future success of the organization.Once an organization decides to concentrateon quality of its products, it implements thisdecision by applying managerial efforts tochange the entire approach to business andmake quality a guiding factor in everythingthat an organization does. The fact thatmanagerial attention is focused on every
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organizational activity, howsoever small itmay be, is the core of total qualitymanagement. It aims at continuousimprovement in organizations and focuses ontotal satisfaction of consumers, both internaland external.TQM is a modern tool for effectivemanagement, it refers to “organization’s long-term commitment to the continuousimprovement of quality throughout theorganization and with the active participationof all members at all levels to meet and exceedcustomers expectations. TQM is not a one timeprocess, it is a continuous long-term processthat involves constant managerial efforts to berecognized and reinforced throughcontinuous data collection, evaluation, feedback and improvement programmes. For TQMto be effective, an organization has to be a“learning organization”, that is, allorganizational members from top to bottom,both managerial and non-managerial have toendeavour for continuous training andeducation, measurement, accountability,recognition and rewards, communication,teamwork and application of various tools andtechniques. So it is a continuous process ofimprovement for individual, groups as well asthe entire organization, whereby managersattempt to change the organization’s way ofworking by developing people’s knowledgeabout what to do, how to do, doing it with theright methods and measuring theimprovement of the process and the currentlevel of achievement.
Tools / Techniques of TQM:TQM can be put to practice by adoptingsuitable TQM methods. Adopting the rightmethod is important as success of TQM largelydepends on the knowledge and selection of themethod, its suitability for quality managementproblems and its effective implementation byeffective leaders. Following are the tools foreffective quality control by TQM.
1. Bench Marking : Bench marking is used to

fill gaps in firm’s performance by takingindependent look at it. It heirs theorganizations more from introspective toexternally focused areas of businessoperations.
2. Deming wheel : Deming wheel aims at fullsatisfaction of consumers and so that itdevelops a new product as per therequirements of the customers.
3. ISO 9000 : It aims at providing consistentquality to customers and for this purpose itsets standards.
4. Just-in-time : It aims at delivering the rawmaterials to the production place just in timewhen they are needed. It is also known ‘Zeroinventory’ and ‘stockless production.’
5. Quality Circles : Under this method a smallgroups of persons do similar work and searchthe solutions for problems. It helps indeveloping the quality of products andindividuals.
6. Critical Path Analysis : It is a projectplanning technique which separates the workto be done on a project into adequate elements,time and cost. It allows the effect of differentcourses.
7. Failure Mode and Effect Analysis (FMEA):Under this method design of product is to beprepared after considering the problems atearly stage. It allows for planning, failures andprevention
8. Force filed analysis : It helps managers toindentify the forces which have maximumimpact on implementation of change.
9. Brain Storming : It is used when themanager wants to get to many ideas for solvingthe problem. It encourages the employers.
10. Nominal group technique : It is a way ofgenerating ideas from a group and identifyingthe level of support within the group for thoseideas.
11. Suggestion Schemes : It generates newideas for moving to continuous improvementthrough changes.
12. C-Charts : Control charts in a graphical
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presentation where managers set standards ofexpected normal variation due to chancecaused (which are acceptable within the rangeof upper and lower quality level).
13. Histograms : It is a visual presentation ofdata that highlight the problem areas.
14. Pie charts : It is a pictorial presentationof data where the relative size of eachindividual part is shown to the total.
15. Tally charts : It is a simple method of datacollection to improve quality.
Benefits of TQM :1. It helps to satisfy customer demand.2. It helps the firm to satisfy customer demand.3. It helps the firm to face competition andstrengthens competitive position.4. It enables the firm to optimally utilise itsscarce resources.5. It helps in maintaining quality costrelationships.6. It improves quality of the products bypreventing and correcting defects andreducing wastes.7. It improves organisational environment.
Principles of TQM:
1. Prevention : Prevention is better than cure.In the long run, it is cheaper to stop productdefects than trying to find them.
2. Zero defects : The ultimate aim is no (zero)defects or exceptionally low defect levels it is aproduct or service is complicated.
3. Getting things right first time : Better notto produce at all than produce somethingdefective.
4. Quality involves everyone : Quality is notjust the concern of the production oroperations department. It involves everyone,

including marketing, finance and humanresources.
5. Continuous Improvement : Businessshould always look for ways to improveprocesses to improve quality.
6. Employee involvement :Those involved inproduction and operations have importantrole to play in finding quality problems.
Conclusions:TQM principles and benefits are not restrictedto any one company or nation. They areglobally applicable and positively affect thebusiness environment. The Indian economyhas experience a marked shift towards theopen market system since its liberalisationand it open to TQM principles similar tocompanies in the west. More and morecompanies in India are adopting the TQMprinciples to derive benefits like low cost andcustomer satisfaction. Continuous topmanagement support is necessary to makeTQM a success and reality in the Indiancorporate world. It promotes employees’commitment and results in customersatisfaction – the ultimate goal of anycompany.
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EFFECT OF JYOTIGRAM SCHEME ON RURAL LIFE IN BHARUCH DISTRICT:
(A STUDY OF SELECTED FIVE VILLAGE)
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This paper studies the impact of JGS on the rural society and economy in four villages of Bharuch
district, which is situated in an area of about 524673 square meters in south Gujarat. It comprises
eight talukas namely, Ankleshver, Hasot, Jagadiya, Valiya, Narmda, Vagra, Aamod and Jambusar.
It has a total population of about 15, 51,019, out of which 74.27per cent is rural, residing in
about 665 villages. There are 665 villages is total Bharuch district all these villages are covered
under this Yojana since 2005/06.

Key Words : Institute of Rural Management Anand  (IRMA), Centre for Environmental Planning
and Technology (CEPT), International Water Management Institute (IWMI), Human Development
Index (HDI).

** M. D. Vachhani

Introduction:-Nearly 80 percent of India’s population havingaccess to electricity, face power shortagefailures and excess load supply is much lowerthan demand. To compensate the gapefficiency in energy use is to be ensured whichwill reduce losses, broaden supply base,increase productivity and competitiveness inall sectors. Moreover it lowers the emissionof green house gases per will of powergenerated and contributes to environmentalconservation.The estimated energy use in south Asia wasworth US $3.78 billion per year as noted byShah et al (2003). A portion of it was used topump out approximate 210 Km3 ofgroundwater per year for irrigation purpose.The supply of groundwater ensures efficiencyand higher productivity in agriculture at thecost of wastage and inefficiency. Energy priceshappen to be below optimum in India which

accumulates losses consistently in the energysector.  (Joshi et al 2005 E T2005)This resulted in replacing the meter systemduring 1970 by flat rate regime for powersupply to irrigation in which a flat per annumcharges was levied on agricultural connectionsbased on the capacity of pump rather than theactually metered consumption of power. Thissystem was convenient as it reduced logisticalproblems and transaction costs of monitoringaround thirteen million small and scatteredelectricity users. This ensured two fold benefitsof implementation of rationed power supplyand cost reduction. It improves financialposition of energy sector and simultaneouslypromotes rationed and sustained supply anduse of energy in agriculture.The main drawback of this system isoverexploitation of groundwater andenvironmentally sustainable. AccordinglyWorld Bank, Asian Development bank has
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recommended switching back to meteredpower supply regime. This was mainlybecause flat tariff trend reduce the marginalcost of groundwater extraction close to zeroencouraging over extraction of groundwaterfor own use and sale to other irrigators (shahat all 2003, kishor and verma 2003) The studyconcluded that groundwater and energy wentwaste shah et al (2003) suggested that thetotal duration of power supply to agriculturein India over the early year should be regulatedto a level relative to that of flat tariff and theschedule of power supply should be accordingto farmers‘ irrigational needs. Joshi et al 2005strongly believed proper management ofrationed power supply ensures reduction oflosses of energy sector from its farmoperations, overall technical and commerciallosses of power and curtail wasteful use of anestimated 12-21 km of groundwater per yearand improve farmers satisfaction Scott at al2003 recommended regulatory structure forgroundwater conservation to be routedthrough energy pricing and supply.Another limitation of flat rate regime wasunmetered power consumption led to powertheft, losses and corrupt practices recoveredbeing as agricultural consumption. Howevermost of the benefits were enjoyed byindustries and large farmers. (Joshi et al 2005)Irregular power supply results in use of phasesplitting “converters” from single to threephases to run pump sets beyond scheduledhours during peak season.JGS are beneficial to everyone involved. Studiesby IRMA as well as Ahmadabad based centrefor env. Plg at tech (CEPT) have stated how JGShas improved village life. These studiesconclude that the JGS has catalyzed agriculturesector in Gujarat. In early 2007 IWMIundertook a quick assessment of the impactof JGS in 55 village spread over 10 districtswith the helps of local researchers. The studyhowever centered on impact on groundwaterin Gujarat. The study by Tushaan Shah and

Shilpa Verma also assigns the results of IRMA& CEPT that JGS has improved quality of lifeof people in rural areas tremendously. Powercuts and voltage fluctuations are almostnegligible and torable.Majuadar (2012) correlates per capitaelectricity consumption with humandevelopment index, a broad measure of wellbeing as gauged by life expectancy, literacy,education and standard of living. According toMajuadar electricity is a powerful enabler. Alittle education goes a long way. The studyshows that when annual consumption risesfrom 0 to just few thousand kilowatt hours percapita, countries move near the top of the HDIscale. Argentina with the per capitaconsumption of about 2500 kWh has on HDIscore approached that of Canada, whoseconsumption is seven times higher.
Methodology :The scheme recently initiated andimplemented qualitative assessment ofscheme would give an overall picture of thebenefits of the scheme to rural population. Aprimary survey was undertaken in village ofBD during five selection of village wasrandomly done personal visit was undertakento each village and information was collectedthrough participatory research approach andfocus group discussion methods. Variouspeople were contacted and information,opinions of perceptions was recorded. This isone side of the coin, on the other side officialsof GVCL BH. There were interwoven to lookinto the working of the system selected village.Total villages curved in JGS 2006.
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Results and Discussion: Table: 1 selected villages and Yojana.
Village J.G.Y. implement  

dim 2005/06 
Population 30%  

Funding Nabipur April 2005 5,263 Village  Community Kantharia April 2005 5,775 Village  Community Manubar May 2006 5,029 GEB Karmad May 2006 5,127 GEB Tankaria April 2005 9,323 Village Community 
  Source: - Report 2011 MGVCL, Vadodara.The villages with more than 5000 personswere selected population for study. The villagesare well developed in terms of infrastructurelike reduction, primary health centre, Vet naryCenters, Computer Classes, Fabricationindustries Small Scale industry andcommunication services. Villages Nabipur andKantharia are only 5 to 7 Kms from Bharuchand Manubar, Karmad and Tankaria and 25to 35 Km.

Major crops:-Cotton, Tovar and Pulses are the majoragricultural produce. Due to irrigation facilitybanana of sugar care plantation is also carriedout. Bore well and canal facilities are awaitedby farmers.80% the respondents are involved inagriculture, business, services and smallindustries activities and 10% of respondentsare agricultural laborers invalids in arrivalhusbandly 50% of the respondents are 50 yrsor above and female respondents are 20%,Important fact is all the respondents arereduction with 50% of them baring above  1lac.The information reveals that after thesupplementation of the scheme villagers arenot fasting any problem related to electricitysupply and the supply of electricity is roundthe clock for 24 hours. Presently the use ofelectronic appliance for household chores hasincreased to a great extent which saves time.

With respect to income it has increased to 35to 50%. Continuous and sufficient supply ofelectricity has faceted students residing invillage are salve to collect information andnecessary study material through internet andTV programs. Social factions and events arecelebration without any hinawance and peoplefeel more secure at nights.Agriculture sector has also accrued benefitsthrough this scheme in the form of siring oftime and resources due to prompt and timelysupply of electricity. Animal husbandry hasalso developed and provided and increasedemployment and income of people.In short, implementation of JGY has improvedstandard of living of people, Availability offacilities and various services has improvedsocio-economy conditions of people.
Effect of JGY
A) Effect of jyoti Gram Yojana on Farm
operation : After jyoti Gram Yojana, farmersin all the villages were reported to be receivingthree-phase electricity for farm operation fornearly six to eight hours each, with usually, abreak of half an hour in between. All villagesthey were more frequent and lasted for aboutone to two hours, so that effective three-phasepower supply was only for about five to sixhours daily, which was both uncertain andinconvenient for them. Even as the announcedschedule for three-phase power supply. Onalternate weeks, most farmers revealed thatit was not followed strictly. Their usage had
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decreased by about 80 per cent and wasreplaced with electric engines after jyoti GramYojana.
B) Effect on Power Threat : Almost all therespondent farmers in every village supportedthis move against the theft of power. Theyopined that if they received assured andquality power supply for a sufficient duration,they would not like to run by making illegaluse of power. Convert single-phase power intothree-phase was reported it be curtailed byabout 80 to 90 per cent after JGY in all selectedvillages. This villages all farmers that theyoften used converters to run their now theirusage is completely stopped. Two reasons,namely strict checking and fines issued byMGVCL and secondly phase conversion wasnot technically feasible and more. There recentincidents of fines issued by MGVCL for illegalphase conversion were reported in all selectedvillages.
C) Effect on Households : In the entire villageunder study, domestic power supply wasreported to be available 24 hours a day, withrare occurrences of power cuts. Voltagefluctuations had stopped incompletely butware after JGY. Occurred mostly only duringmonsoons. The only perceptible effect of JGYaccording to the rural people was that, whileearlier, they had to adjust their day to dayschedule to power cuts, they do not have to doso at present. Marriages, dinner parties areusually organized at night, there used to be aconstant threat of power cuts, which coulddisrupt the whole programmer. Religiousfunctions also can be celebrated moreconveniently these days. People quality of lifehad improved after JGY because TVprogrammers related to agriculture, importantnews and other entertainment was availableregularly. Continuous power supply also addsimmensely to their comfort in the hotsummers and monsoons when mosquitoesare in plenty.In all the villages use of electrical household

gadgets was limited mostly to tube lights, fans,TV , refrigerator, and a splurge was reportedin the purchase of these, after JGY. Reportshave also invested in mixer grinders anddomestic flourmills. Earlier, well to dohouseholds in all the villages tended to possessinvertors. But their usage had almost stoppedafter JGY and most people had sold them off.However, the purchases of other labour andtimesaving gadgets like washing machines,electrical irons, had not increased much. Theprobable reason may be that these good didnot match with the value system and mindsetof the people here. Spare time was not aproblem with rural housewives, and theytended to adjust their daily schedule and useelectrical equipments as and when power wasavailable. For example, they would watch TVor use the mixer grinder as soon as power wasrestored. Hence, load shedding made littledifference to them. Besides, of course, thepurchase and use of electrical gadgets alsodepends a lot the economic affordability offamily.In all the study villages, very good reports todomestic water supply. Two time water supplya day. JGY had a positive impact on women intwo ways. One is regular domestic watersupply hours and free from Long queues atthe flourmill.
D) Effect on villages Institutions : A majorimpact of JGY was noticed in all the villagesunder study. Important functions of the dairysuch as fat testing and computerizedmeasurement of milk, printing of receipts,calculations for payments, storage of milk,storage of injections for artificial inseminationand other medicines for cattle are dependenton power supply.  And other positive Reportedto primary health centre and school.
E) Effect on rural economy:* Due to JGY average employment in rural areahas increased and mutation of people towardsurban areas has decreased.* Development of such infrastructure has
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reduced dropouts of gills of absentees to extentof 90%.* Use of electronic gadgets, heats awarenessand improvement in mutational standards hasresolute in improvement of economicstandard.* Women are able to develop time for variousactivities like education entertainment socialand other income actualizes to entreat of 70to 80%.
Conclusion:-The scheme is successful in terms of operationand reduction of theft. However this schemewill be more efficient of useful if it is able tocovert the service into income generatingopportunity for rural population properimplementation, rural education and efficientservices can ensure effective results of thescheme. This call for extensive work at valueslevels ensures conversion of opportunities byimproving economic benefits for ruralpopulation.
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CASE STUDY ON NAUKRI.COM
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This article is based on the case study of the Naukri.com. How an Idea can change the life of man
and became him a successful entrepreneur. How, he select a team and offer a profit sharing, how
he manage his business though he didn’t have the proper resources. What an entrepreneur can
do so; he can reach the milestone in his business. So, from this case study, there are lots of learning
for an entrepreneur.

Key Words : Naukri.com, Indian Institutes of Management (IIM), Indian Institutes of
Technology (IIT), LAND MARK & INFO EDGE,Sanjeev Bikhchandani is a classic story ofspotting an opportunity and chasing it withguts, determination, lots of hard work and alittle bit of luck. Naukri.com (the company islisted as “Info Edge India Ltd” on the BombayStock Exchange) is India’s number one jobportal at a time when there is a serious scarcityof employable people in just about every sectorof business and industry. Naukri.com is India’sleading internet classifieds company.Info Edge (India) Limited (Info Edge) is India’spremier on-line classifieds company inrecruitment, matrimony, real estate, educationand related services.There was no business background in thefamily, no great financial acumen or anythinghis father was the doctor in the governmentfamily & mother was a housewife. His brotherwent to IIT, Kanpur, and then IIM Ahmedabadand then did his PhD from Stanford.At the age of 12, he had decided, in whichdirection his career would take. At that timehe thinks that he should be starting hiscompany. Sanjeev went to study economics atSt. Stephen’s college, the interesting thing that

he had got the admission to IIT but didn’t takeit. He taught that it was a five year coursewhere as a B.A. was a three year course andafter that get the 2 years experience & go toIIM Ahmedabad. He had a clear goal that workfor a 1 or 2 years & then started a company.Sanjeev started 3 companies – LAND MARK &
INFO EDGE. The 1st specialized in
pharmaceutical trademarks & the 2nd produced
salary surveys & reports. The company startedlife in the servant’s quarter of his father’shouse, at a modest rent of 800 rupees permonth.  He faced a cash flow crisis on the29th–just before payday. Sanjeev’s own paychequecame from teaching at a couple of businessschools over the weekend. Luckily he met an“angel investor”; Sanjeev’s wife –and batchmate –who was working with Nestle. That’show they managed to run the house. She alsotold his wife that they will be living of on hersalary for a quite while.Sanjeev struggled for 13 years. He had movedout of the MNC job rather early. At that timehis salary was Rs 80,000 per annum. This wasdecent in 1990. What happened over the years
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when Sanjeev was struggling, at that hisfriends changed because they were doingdifferent things. They used to go on foreignholidays, visit hotels and bars, which Sanjeevsimply could not afford.  According to Sanjeev,he  got over the fear factor in the first twoyears.He realized that, “for an entrepreneur the realrisk is often a lot less than the perceived riskbefore you jump. You learn to cope, to manage— you find your cushions and buffers.”Sanjeev had not taking salary for three years— 1997 to 2000 & that was tough.Idea can come from anywhere. You could besitting in a tub and have a eureka moment. Orin a bus or at your dining table. Idea came fromanywhere, any time at any place. According toSanjeev, he could see his future, had hecontinued as a manager in the corporatesector. If he was lucky, at the end of the,* 5 years – he will be a  senior manager,* 8 years – marketing manager,* 25 years CEOHe used to ask his self: is this what he want inlife?When he was in HMM (now known as GlaxoSmithKline) he noticed that when an officecopy of Business India came in, everybody used
to read it from back to front. It had 35 to 40
pages of appointment ads in every issue. At thattime Business India was the No.1 medium for
appointment ads for managers. And peoplewould openly talk about jobs that wereavailable or slipping out of their hands. Theydiscussed opportunities. Nobody wasapplying, nobody wanted to leave becausethey were in a comfortable MNC job with goodbrands, good pay packages etc., but they usedto talk about it.  The year 1993 Sanjeev & hispartner decided to go separate ways. Eachpartner kept one company, half the employees& assets. Sanjeev was left with Info Edge & the“job data base”   idea came with it. Businesswas growing, but slowly. And then Sanjeevvisited an exhibition at Pragati Maidan called

“IT Asia”, Here, he was introduced to theinternet for the very first time. Though he wasfrom IIM, he doesn’t know about World WideWeb.After getting the knowledge of internet, withthe help of his brother, he got the server whichwas in the U.S. He gave his brother 5% share
in the company. Sanjeev then invited VN Saroja(PGP 1990) from IIMA on board. Saroja lookedafter operations in the startup team & got 9%
stake. Now, he wants to Anil Lall, a friend whowas a very good programmer & worked fromhome on freelance projects for making awebsite & gave 7% stake.Hitesh Oberoi , an IIM Bangalore Graduate -he was working in Hindustan Lever,Delhi.After that he was going to join dot comcompany & came to Sanjeev for takingadvice.Sanjeev offer him to join his company& also offer him some stocks.They went to the Central News Agency andbrought back some 29 newspapers with
appointment ads. They built the structure ofthe database. They got a thousand jobs, thenSanjeev  took a floppy  & give it to his technical
friend and told him that with the help of the
data make the web site — Naukri — in one
week. They launched on April 2, 1997.  Amazingfact is that after the first six months of
launching Naukri.com Sanjeev, did not have an
Internet connection. Naukri.com is the first sitethat was targeting Indians in India. While allothers like rediff.com, Khoj and Samacharwere all targeting Indians in the US.Many people warned Sanjeev that “naukri”,
“Naukar” etc was down-market. But somethingtold him it was distinctive, unique. He went
with his gut and stuck to the name. “Today, it’s
one of our greatest assets.” 1,000 jobsminimum on the site “Live and current.” Nojob older than 30 days, all jobs taken from thenewspapers,* Opportunity stands for “O”,* In Yesterday, there is no “O”,* in today, there is one “O”,
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* Where in tomorrow   there is three “O”.As an MBA from Ahmadabad, he had anopportunity to join multinational companybut according to his mind that is a falseprestige. “You are a prisoner of your visiting
card and the logo on it” Within six month of
launch, a direct mail letter was sent out to 3,000
HR managers and recruiters.  For 350 rupees
one could list a job on the site. For 6,000 rupeesone could get annual subscription which gaveyou unlimited listening through the year.With this efforts Naukri.com began to get thebusiness i.e., Rs.2-2.5 lacs. With more twoefforts their revenue increased between 8-9
times in a year. Suddenly, Naukri was bigger
than the rest of the company in terms of
revenue. In year one in Naukri we did Rs 2.35
lakh (Rs 235,000) of business. In year two ourfigures jumped to Rs 18 lakh (Rs 1.8 million)though Sanjeev was not able to pay his salary.
Jobs Ahead was launched on the India-Pakistan
Sharjah Cricket tournament. The advertising
budget of Jobsahead.com –just the launch –was
twice as large as naukri’s annual turnover.When that happened, Sanjeev realized thegame had changed. One can’t live with 50 lacs

turnover with 5 lacs profit. You gotta be a 5
crore company with 50 lacs profit. To migrate
from this orbit to that orbit, funding is
necessary without investments one can’t
migrate from orbit “A” to orbit “B”.From the Alexa they got over 75% to 80%share of job traffic in India And according toMatrix they got between 60% to 65%. In termsof revenue share – they roughly estimate thatthey have around 55% of the market.  Becauseof competition, they called back the venturecapitalists & got the fund from ICICI. Info edge
got funding from ICICI Venture in April, 2000.
The company, with a Rs. 36 lakhs turnover
received a Rs. 45 crore valuation. (Which in
those bubbled days seemed modest? A month
later, the market crashed.).With the help of theventure capitalist company planned 10-12offices  with 300 total staff, in the differentcities of the India. After the losses of 2 yearscompany are able to generate to profit fromthe 3rd  year with the turnover of 9.5 crores.As of May 2008, Info Edge has 1650 people ofwhich 1200 are in sales.Company also turns into diversification. Therewas already an executive search operation.The company added,
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In November 2006, Info Edge became the 1stpure Indian dotcom to conduct a successfulIPO. At that time it had revenues of 84 crores& profits of 13 crores. When company is in thescale-up phase, the main thing was learningto delegate. When the company is going for thegrowth it’s all about getting good people,aligning them to a larger goal & making thingswork. When one have a smart people, they willdemand their space. They will demand theirrespect. Businessmen have to empower them& get out the way. There is no such thing as afailed entrepreneur. You are a failedentrepreneur only when you quit. Until then,you are simply not successful…yet.Get great people – sell them the vision, the idea& share the wealth, be generous with offeringstock. If you are starting a business to makemoney, don’t do it. Chances are that you willfail, because there will be hard times. And ifyour motivation is not something beyondmoney, those hard times will test you. You willquit and go back to your job. But if you aredoing something other than money, you willrough it through the hard times.Scaling Up is also a lot about letting go. Getsmart people. If they are truly smart and if theyhave their self belief, they will create their ownspace and they will do stuff that may be you
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can’t do or maybe you haven’t thought of.
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IntroductionIn 2011 the global employment landscapelooks a little different to what we learned intextbooks at school! The ability oforganizations to attract and retain talent thatcontributes to growth and profitability is nolonger limited to drawing upon the local ornational workforce. Companies now havetools at their disposal to tap into the globaltalent pool and what I call “pockets of talentexcellence” — small clusters of highly talentedindividuals or small groups who are on top ofglobal issues and trends, adaptable and agileenough to move in and out of companies on aproject-by-project basis providing expertise tocompanies at a speed far more superior tohiring of full-time employees.
The Mobile WorkforceMastering the management of today ’straditional worker is no simple task. As globalpriorities continue to shift and change,organizations are looking to make strategicfinancial and human capital decisions. One ofthe most prevalent changes is an increased useof contingent labor to fill short-term gaps andspecific labor segments. This group of workersis growing at more than twice the rate of thefull-time workforce, and the trend looks set tocontinue.The challenge for organizations is how tostrike the right balance between producing thework themselves or outsourcing parts of it to

locally or overseas workers. The winners willbe those organisations that move early to tapinto the global pool of misplaced talent whoare ready, willing, and able to do the workothers in the local country may be unwillingor incapable of doing.Citizens in poorer countries with access to theInternet are now homeschooling theirchildren by accessing the vast amount ofeducational resources available on theInternet. The trend of self education is likelyto accelerate as parents are no longer preparedto wait for governments to reinvent theireducation systems. All that is missing for theseparents is an Internet connection. Wikipediaalones contains enough information in theright hands to educate the world’s poorestchildren with the potential to unlock “pocketsof talent excellence.”Today, foreign-born workers with universitydegrees or equivalent qualifications make upjust 2 percent of the European labor market,compared with 4.5 percent in the UnitedStates and nearly 10 percent in Canada.Improved education and training must gohand in hand with increased labour migration.Employability will continue to be a hugeproblem worldwide. Because of the unevenquality of education systems, only 25 percentof Indian and 20 percent of Russianprofessionals are currently consideredemployable by multinationals.
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American firms generated $1.68 trillion inprofit in the last quarter of 2010 alone andhave little incentive to invest it back into R&Din their home country when they could put itin countries such as Brazil, India, or China.These profits won’t stay on balance sheets forlong; companies will be merged or acquiredlikely with the mission to keep labor costs aslow as possible in order to maximizeshareholder returns. With the richest 2 percentin the world owning more than half of all globalassets, this figure may come as no surprise.Welcome to the new normal! There is so muchcorporations can do to build a pathway tocorporate success than traditional ways ofvalue creation.There are real societal problems waiting forcorporations or industries to solve, yet thereseems to be a reluctance to engage in issueswhich seem unsolvable. This is whereemployer branding without borders can havea significant impact, resolving societal issuesusing a coordinated approach betweencorporations, industries, and governments. Ifthe continents of Africa, East Asia, South Asia,and Latin America were able to each increasetheir share of world exports by just 1 percent,128 million people would be lifted out ofpoverty, five times what it receives in aid. Orconsider that nearly 1 million people aretrafficked across borders, most of these forsexual exploitation with around half of themminors. Here lies an opportunity for some ofthe world’s leading brands to really make theiremployer brand distinctive.
The Rise of the Global Employer Brand
Manager This will continue to increase in line withmanager of employer branding positions hasbeen on the rise. There has been more than a250 percent growth in job vacancies since
2006. This will continue to increase in linewith economic growth (albeit at differentrates) across the world as employer brandingis still closely viewed by many companies as

aligned with recruitment practices, thoughthis is changing.Less than 20 percent of firms around the worldhave a clear employer brand strategy, and asexpected developed markets are leading theway with U.S./Canada rates the highest (19.7percent), followed by Asia (19.4 percent),Europe/UK (18.4%), Australia (15%), Turkey(12.3%), and Russia (7.6%). Clearly there isstill alot of work to do!With the rise in employer brand dedicatedfunctions appearing in organizational charts,over the coming years there are three keyfocus areas organisations should focus on tobuild capabilities of leaders who will beresponsible for the global employer brandstrategy.
Understanding Global Issues and Culture
DiversityLeaders need to understand how the worldreally works (not just from what the mediafeeds them!) and the impact on employment.Source information on current issues andtrends relevant to employer branding whichhas already been aggregated by thoughtleaders, experts, and reputable journalists.Encourage leaders to develop a network ofemployer brand managers, thoughts leaders,and academics from around the world andfollow them on the most popular social medianetworks including Facebook, LinkedIn, andTwitter. You’re likely to gain insights into theirthinking well in advance of it appearing inarticles like this!Send managers on international assignmentsto connect the theory to reality. The Internetcan only provide a one-dimensional view ofthe world. It’s important to experience localculture on the ground. Spending time withmanagers in their home country will alsofoster a culture of trust, engagement, andsupport of global employer brandinginitiatives.Conduct training in culture diversity formanagers to enhance knowledge,
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understanding, and empathy in differences inculture and how they impact the employerbrand.
ConclusionEmployer branding is the response of HumanResources Management to the particularmarket circumstances. Very important factorin achieving employer branding objectives isto have a clearly defined employer brandstrategy. Regarding the career seekers in thefield of engineering, potential hires find

companies that are innovative, produceexciting products and offer exciting services.
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BUSINESS ETHICS EDUCATION : AN EDUCATOR’S PERSPECTIVE
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Results from the 2005 National Business Ethics Survey (NBES) indicate that over half of employees
observed at least one type of misconduct in the workplace during the past 12 months, with nearly
40% observing two or more violations. The President of the Ethics Resource Center, Dr. Patricia
Harned, has stated that this statistic has not changed much over the past 5 years even though
there is a rise in the number of companies that have implemented ethics programs. Business
faculty has the opportunity to provide business students with ethical reasoning opportunities to
meet these ethical challenges successfully. AACSB has stated in their 2004 Ethics Education in
Business Schools that…business education must encourage students to develop an understanding
of the challenges surrounding business ethics and provide students with the tools to recognize
and respond to ethical issues, both personally and organizationally. This paper outlines a
proposed undergraduate business ethics education model that is developed in compliance with
AACSB standards.* INTRODUCTIONBased on discussions with the University’sAACSB mentor, the Division of Businessdecided to place the business ethics course intothe business core component effective, fallsemester 2005. The course focuses on thediscussion of business ethics using thestakeholder management theory which statesthat there are several stakeholders’ interests,both internal and external to the organizationthat a firm must satisfy.  Internal stakeholderssuch as employees, owners and shareholderconcerns must be considered. Externalstakeholders such as the consumers orcustomers, the community and specialinterest groups also have concerns that mustbe satisfied. Depending on the currentsituation of the firm, the power of thestakeholders may vary.

Because a firm attempts to satisfy all of theirstakeholders needs, conflicts may arise. Whenthese conflicts arise, unethical decision-making may result because firms are trying tosatisfy all of their stakeholders.Managers make several decisions as part oftheir routine work day. Often, their decisionsare influenced by different stakeholder wantsor needs. Different pressures may force amanger to make a decision that may conflictwith personal or organizational ethics. Thistext provides the framework for managementstudents to realize that there may be a time intheir careers when they are faced with somedifficult ethical decisions. Hopefully, this paperwill assist them with resolving these types ofdilemmas.
AACSB STANDARDS APPLICATION TO
ETHICAL AWARENESS
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TEACHING PERFORMANCE

The term teaching performance is refer to theconduct of instruction: posing questuions,providing explanations, giving directions,showing approval, engaging in the myriadinstructional acts that a teacher performs inthe classroom. The term is not meant toencompass the effects or products ofinstruction, such as student achievement orpersonal growth. Neither is it meant toencompass such teacher characteristics asattitudes and expectations. Rather, teachingperformance is concerned, to use Dunkin andBiddles terms, with process variables ratherthan presage or product variables.A perspective on this issue is imperativebecause practice, especially when definedbroadly to include general classroom teaching.It is here where previously learned conceptsdo or do come together and where skills fit orfail to fit. Whatever the values, shortcomings,or irrelevancies of the teacher educationprogram, it is held to be through practice thatone really learns to teach. The essentialitypractice is reflected in one recommendationfor the improvement of teaching:Practice, practice, practice....frequent, variedand criticized practice. Observation,immediate feedback and practice again toperfect in a variety of situations.While this quotation clearly implies means ofcontrolling rather than simply providingpractice, its spirit is familiar.The perceptions of education students, to, tend

to validate its essentiality. Field experience andparticularly student-teaching experiencegenerally are perceived by education studentsto be the most valuable component of theirprofessional training.A clearer picture of the effect of practice mightemerge from studies in which extraneousvarisbles are better controlled. In fact, theevidence from such studies is more definitive.On the one hand, it suggests that positivechanges in certain attitudinal anddispositional behaviors occur with repeatedlaboratory and classroom teaching experience.On the other hand the evidence fails to showthat practice in itself results in targetedchanges in performance. In a selective reviewof studies based on conceptual training,Gliessman and pugh reported that practiceresulted at best “....in levels of skill acquisitionno higher then those resulting fromconceptual instruction alone. Furthermore,practice was the only means of training that,when used alone, failed to result in changes inperformance.What can be concluded from this evidence?Whatever the perceptual and attitudinalchanges that accompany practice, it appearshighly questionable to assume that practice initself is the critical variable in stimulatingchanges in teaching performance.Training variables have been referred to aboveas instructional variables. The distnctionbetween these two is in immediate purpose
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and focus. Very generally speaking,instructional varianbles are designed to teachsomething about teaching behaviour, Morespecifically, the immediate objective in usinginstructional variables is the acquisition ofconcepts about, and changes in perception of,specified teaching behaviors and skills.Intervention variables, on the other hand, areintended to directly modify behavior. Ratherthan the filmed or videotaped behavior ofanother person, the point of departure as wellas the focus of intervention is the behavior ofthe teacher himself or herself. Typically,though not always, the teachers behavior isrecorded and replayed on videotape oraudiotape. With these general distinctions inmind, we are ready to look more carefully ateach class of variables. It is perhaps anindication of how firm a hold the doctrine ofpractice has had in teacher education thatinvestigators have only recently turned theirattention to the role of knowoledge andunderstanding in changing teachingperformance.The recent development of systematic studyin this area is some what surprising sinceteacher adductors traditionally have assumedthat conveying knowledge through lectere,discussion, and demonstration would in someway affect teaching performance. While onewould be hard pressed to support such ageneral assumption, it does seem evident thata clear conception of the behaviors or skillsone is to oxhibit facilities the use of thosebehaviors and skills.To put it another way,teaching performance can be inflienced byclearly defined and delineated.A further finding, already discussed in ourprevious discussion of the place of practice,confirms the importance of conceptualinstruction: in two of the three studies thatincluded a practice condition withoutconceptual instruction, gains in use ofspecified skills were not demonstrated. Thus,it appears that instruction derected at concept

acquisition is an effective, perhaps necessary,means of influencing performance.To demonstrate the conceptual changes thatare assumed to mediate change inperformance is a more elusive task; there is,however, some indirect and direct evidence ofsuch changes. Indirect evidence can be foundonce again in the studies reviewed byGliessman and Pugh. In more than half of thecomparisons in the five studies reviewed,signigicant gains or differences in skillacquisition were accompanied bycorresponding gains or differences in concept-acquisition scores, always favouring thegroups receiving conceptual tended toaccompany more frequent use of the skillsthemselves is at least consistent with thehypothesis that concepts mediated behaviorchange.Evidence directly supporting that hypothesisis reported in one of the studies reviewed. Inthis study, not only were both conceptual andskill differences reported factoring teacherswho received conceptual instriction but, moreimortant, level of concept acquisition in theinstructed group was positively andsignificantly related to skill scores. Thus,teachers who showed greater mastery of theskill as concepts tended also to use the sameskills with greater fraquency. In trainingstudies, conceptual variables andobservational variables tend to be interrelatedthrough a common use of filmed or videotapedexamples of teaching behavior as a componentof instruction.A few investigators, however, have usedmodels exlicitly as a basis for the observationallearning of teaching skills. The rationale forsuch a training strategy generally is derivedfrom social imitation theory, a theory stresingthe imitative basis of human behavior, Briefly,this theory posits, and its supporting evidenceindicates, that people acquire complex socialand emotional behavior through imitation;such imitation may be accompanied by greater
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or ‘less awareness and may follow from filmedas well as live models.The effect of filmed or videotaped teachingmodels on teaching performance has beendemonstrated by seveal investigators, butmost directly by Lange who increasedpreserves teachers’ use of an indirect orstudent-centered teaching style by showingthem a brief film modeling that style. The factthat the subjects nor analytic training stronglysupports the hypothesized effect onperformance of viewing the filmed model.How might one account for the effect ofconceptual and observational variables onteaching performance? Those who haveinvestigated the effects of conceptual variableshave tended to argue that the critical task inacquiring a teaching behavior or skill islearning to discriminate its characteristics. Inshot, acquiring the concept of a skill enablesone to understand what one is to do in usingthat skill and pehaps how one can do it well.A case in point is the construct of indirectinfluence which Large addressed in his trainingstudy. Indirect influence comprises a set toteaching behaviours the principal componentsof which are asking questions and conveyingsupport or approval.Some teaching behaviors may be difficult totreat as teachable because they contain manynonverbal, expressive, even emotive elemengs.These behaviors may be specially well taughtthrough the use of models. Here again, the factthe highly familiar component behaviors areinvolved is an important condition of learning.Bandura hypothesized that the componentbehaviors of complex social and emotionalbehaviors often have been acquiredpreviously by the learner.To be able to exhibit those complex behavioursessentially requires that the componentbehaviours be integrated into a larger act. Thisexplains why some complex behaviors can beexhibited on the basis of observation andwithout  So interpreted, such processes would

certainly apply in the same pervasive senseto a teacher’s adjustments and adaptations toevents in the classroom. As an interventiontechnique, however, feedback refers to a moregeneral process with many verbal elements.The key to that process is some means ofconveying information to a teacher about hisor her performance.Replaying performance on different media, forexample, has show differential effects onperformance. While it is difficult to distinguishthe most and least effective media, the fact thatthe use of different media has showndiscernible differences in skill acquisitionindicates that feedback itself is a significantvariable. Similar conclusions may be drawnfrom systematic attempts to very other aspectsof the form and content of feedback.The paramount and perhaps most familiar ofthese principles is that of reinforcement:behaviors or response that result inconfirming, satisfying outcomes tend to recurwhile those that do not tend to recur. Appliedexperimentally and with some success to thecontrol of pupil-social behaviour, theseprecepts also have been applied to themodification of teaching behavior. Suchapplications have met with some success onthe conventional criterion of change inperformance in the training setting itself.Intervention variables are clearly complexvariables. Even the apparently straightforwardact of viewing one’s own performance onvideotape incites some highly complex, littleunderstood process. Gaining an understandingrehearsal or trail. The means of doing so isvideotaped or audiotaped replay of theteacher’s performance about theperformance, or some combination of the two.It is important to distinguish feedback in thissense from feedback as a basic aspect oflearning, especially perceptual-motor learning.In the latter case, feedback encompasses thevisual, auditory, kinesthetic, and other cues bywhich learners correct their directional
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responses, target tracking, and otherperceptual-correcting or adapting character ofhuman behaviour. of these processes wouldentail unraveling a tangled skein of anxieties,satisfactions, ago defenses, and confirmations.It is evident, however, that interventionthrough the use of feedback or reinforcementcontains both informational and affectiveelements. Feedback is informational in nature:what skills were used or not used; howstudents reacted to a particular teacherbehavior; what instructional style wasdisplayed.Feedback that is confirming also hasreinforcing properties, of course, but itsfunction in training is primarily informational.The use of praise or aproval, on the other hand,introduces a stronger affective element. Suchsocial reintorces may convey more or lessinformation depending upon the refinementwith which they are used but they typicallydo elicit attective responses. Thus, traininginterventions in general very in complex wayson both onformational and emotionaldimensions.

Failure to demonstrate such an advantageprobably can be attributed to a number offactors, among them less than optimalcontinuity in training elements, selection ofessentially simple target skills, and inadequateevaluation criteria. The design of an optimallyeffective training sequence, however, requiresthat careful though be given to the rationaleunderlying it. What provides the “warp,” so tospeak, of to speak, of the training fabric? Thereare at keast two defferent views on thisquestion. In the case of practiced-basedmethods such as microteaching, it is practicedbehaviors or skills that are assumed to be theconnecting thread of the training process. Thisleads to an emphasis on repeated practice asa critical element in training.
ReferenceCultural and education in America, Haroldrugg. Harcout brace, New York, 1931 p.55.For a detailed account of the impact oflockean philosophy on   American life &culture consult the meeting of east andwest. F.S.C. northop.Consult Sinclair Lewis novel Babbitt.
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,MSMGF U]6JTF I]ST ÒJGGF ;\NE"DF\ ;DFHSFI" VG[
DFGJ VlWSFZM V[SvALHF ;FY[ HM0FI[,F VlJEFHI
TtJM K[P ZFHI £FZF ,MSMGF VlWSFZM 5Z lGI\+6
D}SJFDF\ VFJT] CMI tIFZ[ GFUlZSM ;]Z1FLT VG[
VFG\NNFIS ÒJG U]HFZL XSTF GYLP ,MSXFCL ZFHI
CMJF KTF ZFHI £FZF ;DFHS<IF6GL 5FIFGL H~lZIFTM
H[D S[ EMHG4 VFJF;4 S50F VG[ D]/E]T VlWSFZM
lJGF ,MSXFCL lGY"S K[ VF ;\NE"DF\ D}/E}T S[ DFGJ
VlWSFZM X]\ K[m T[ ;DHJ]\ VCL\ H~ZL K[P
K[<,F V0WF NFISFYL ;FDFÒS SFI"SZM4
lX1F6lJNM4TtJlR\TSM4 WFZFXF:+LVM VG[ ZFHlGlT7M
DFGJ VlWSFZM lJQFIS HFU'lT O[,FJJFG]\ TYF T[ 5|F%I
AGFJJFGL XMlXQF SZL ZCIF K[ 5'yJLJF;L TDFD
jIlSTVMG[ VF VlWSFZM D}/E}T ZLT[ lJX[QFVlWSFZ
V5[" K[ TYF T[ DF8[ SM. 7FlT4 WD"4J\X4 N[X4 S[ ZFQ8=LITF
GL DIF"NF GYL DFGJ VlWSFZGM bIF, T[GL jIFbIF
5ZYL ;FZL ZLT[ :5Q8 YX[
cV[JF VlWSFZM H[ VF56L 5|S'lTDF\ H ZC[,F K[ VG[
H[GF lJGF VF56[ V[S DFGJL TZLS[G]\ ÒJG ÒJL XSLV[
GlCP DFGJ VlWSFZM VG[ D}/E}T :JT\+TFVM VF56G[
VF56F DFGJLI U]6M4 VF56L A]lâ4 VF56L 1FDTFVM
VG[ VF56L lJJ[SXlSTGF ;\5}6" lJSF; VG[ p5IMUGL
TS 5]ZL 5F0[ K[ VG[ ;FY[ H VF56L VFwIFltDS VG[
VgI H~lZIFTM ;\TMQF[ K[P
VFD DFGJ VlWSFZM DF+ ZFHSLI VFNXM" 5]ZTF H
;LDLT GYL H[DF\ ,MSXFCL -A[ R}\86L4 WD"4 VG[ EFQFFGL
VlEjIlSTG]\ :JFT\È CMI 5Z\T] T[DF\ VF p5ZF\T 5]ZTL
VFZMuI ;\EF/4 DFGJUM{ZJ4 lJSF;GL TSM4 ,{\lUS
;DFGTF H[JF DFGJÒJGGL U]6JTFGF 5F;FVMGM 56
;DFJ[X Y. XS[P

lJ`JjIF5LTF VG[ VlJEFHITF ovlJ`JjIF5LTF VG[ VlJEFHITF ovlJ`JjIF5LTF VG[ VlJEFHITF ovlJ`JjIF5LTF VG[ VlJEFHITF ovlJ`JjIF5LTF VG[ VlJEFHITF ov
DFGJ VlWSFZMGF VeIF; VG[ T[ lJQFIS SFI" SZTF
5C[,F ;FDFÒS SFI"SZ[ DFGJ VlWSFZM lJQFIS 5FIFGF
A[ bIF,M s!f lJ`JjIFl5TF VG[ sZf VlJEFHITF P
;DHJFGL H~Z K[P lJ`JjIFl5TF VYF"T
DFGJVlWSFZMGL 5|Fl%T V[ DF+ V[S N[X 5]ZT]\ H ;LDLT
GYL\PjIlST ;DU| lJ`JDF\ HIF\ 56 CMI v lGJF; SZTM
CMI tIF\  T[G[ DFGJVlWSFZM 5|F%T YJF HM.V[P EMHG4
VFJF;4 S50F\4 VFZMuI VG[ 5MQF6 ZFQ8=GL l:YlT S[
;\;FWGMG[ wIFG[ ,LWF lJGF VF H~lZIFTM 5]ZL 5F0JFGL
HJFANFZL H[T[ ZFHIGL K[P
Indivisibility:- vVlJEFHITF VYF"T jIlST VG[
;ZSFZ[ TDFD DFGJ VlWSFZMG[ DFgI ZFBJFGF K[P V[S
VlWSFZGF EMU[ ALHF VlWSFZG[ DFgI S[ 5;\NUL SZL
XSFI GlCP T[JL H ZLT[ V[S jIlSTGF VlWSFZM KLGJLG[
ALHFG[ VF5L XSFI GlCP
DFGJ VlWSFZMGL J{l`JS 3MQF6F V[ AC] DM8M SFINFSLI
N:TFJ[H GYL T[DF\ DF+ VFD]B VG[ T[ ;A\lWT +L;
H[8,F VG]rK[NH K[ T[GL EFQFF SFINFSLI K[ ;FDFÒS
SFI"SZMG[ T[GF VY"38GDF\ D]xS[,L 50L XS[ VFD KTF\
T[DGF jIJ;FIGF ;\NE"DF\ SFINFSLI lGIDG G0TZ
~5 AGL XS[ GCL\ DFGJ VlWSFZG]\ 1F[+ SFINF VFWFlZT
K[ H[DF\ ;DFHSFI"GF VG[S VFNXM" J6L ,[JFDF\ VFjIF
K[P
!PDFGJ VlWSFZMGL J{l`JS 3MQF6F VG[ T[G] VFD]B!PDFGJ VlWSFZMGL J{l`JS 3MQF6F VG[ T[G] VFD]B!PDFGJ VlWSFZMGL J{l`JS 3MQF6F VG[ T[G] VFD]B!PDFGJ VlWSFZMGL J{l`JS 3MQF6F VG[ T[G] VFD]B!PDFGJ VlWSFZMGL J{l`JS 3MQF6F VG[ T[G] VFD]B
DFGJ ;D]NFIGF TDFD ;eIMDF\ VgTlG"lCT VFtD
UM{ZJ VG[ ;DFG TYF VlJEFHI V[JF DFGJ
VlWSFZMGL DFgITF V[ lJ`JDF\ :JT\+TF4 gIFI VG[
XF\lTGM 5FIM K[
HIFZ[ 56 DFGJ VlWSFZMGL VJU6GF S[ lTZ:SFZ
SZJFDF\ VFjIM K[ tIFZ[ T[ S]|ZTDF\ 5lZ6dIM K[ H[6[
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DFGJ;NŸEFJGF 5Z H},D VFRIM" K[ tIFZ[ V[S V[JF
lJ`JG]\ ;H"G SZJFDF\ VFjI]\ HIF\ DFGJL lJRFZ4 JF6L
VG[ VlEjIlST VG[ DFgITFGM VFG\N p9FJL XS[ TYF
T[ EIYL D]ST CMI VF AFATM H[ ;FDFgI DFGJLGL
DCtJSF\1FF 3MlQFT SZ[ K[
;FY[ ;FY[ V[ 56 H~ZL K[ S[ H},D VG[ VtIFRFZ YL
D]lST DF8[ DFGJLG[ A/JM SZJFGL OZH G 50[ VFYL
DFGJ VlWSFZMG]\ Z1F6 SFINFYL YJ] HM.V[ VF
VlWSFZMGF Z1F6 DF8[ ZFQ8=M JrR[ D{l+5}6" ;A\WMGF
lJSF;G[ 5|Mt;FCG VF5J]\ H~ZL K[
;\I]ST ZFQ8=;\3GF ;eIM VF RF8"ZDF\ D}/E}T DFGJ
VlWSFZMDF\ VFtDUM{ZJ VG[ jIlSTGF D}<IDF\4 :+L VG[
5]~QFGF ;DFG VlWSFZMDF\ VG[ lGxRI5}J"S ;FDFÒS
5|UlT VG[ JW];FZF ÒJG WMZ6M GL lJ:T'T D]lST DF8[
5]Go BF+LGM lJ`JF; WZFJ[ K[P
TDFD ;eI ZFQ8MV[ D}/E}T :JT\+TFVM VG[ DFGJ
VlWSFZMGF lGZL1F6 VG[ J{l`JS VFNZG[ VFU/
W5FJJF DF8[ ;\I]ST ZFQ8=;\3 ;FY[ :J[rKFV[ ;CSFZ
;FWJF JRG[ A\WFJ] 50X[P
VF JRG AwWTFG[ ;FSFZ SZJF DF8[ VF :JT\+TFVM
VG[ VlWSFZM lJQFIS 5Z:5Z ;FDFgI ;DH6 CMJL
VtI\T VFJxIS K[P
VFYL CJ[ 5KL ;FDFgI ;EF TDFD GFUZLSM VG[ TDFD
ZFQ8=MG[ ;FDFgI WMZ6M TZLS[ VF DFGJ VlWSFZM 5|F%T
SZJF DF8[ J{l`JS 3MQF6F SZ[ K[ NZ[S jIlST VG[ ;DFHGF
NZ[S V\UMV[ ;FTtI5}6" VF 3MQF6F IFN ZFBJL HM.V[
VF VlWSFZM VG[ :JT\+TFVM 5|tI[ VFNZ S[/JJF lX1F6
VG[ VF\TZZFQ8=LI :TZ[ 5|IF; SZJM HM.V[ T[GL J{l`JS
5|Fl%T ;]lGlxRT SZJF S[ J{l`JS DFgITF DF8[
;eIZFQ8=MGL 5|HFV[ 5MTFGL CS]DTGF 5|N[XDF\ T[G]\
lGZL1F6 SZJ] HM.V[
Articles of the universal declaration - J{l`JS
3MQF6F GF VG]rK[NM o
VG]rK[N o ! VG]rK[N o ! VG]rK[N o ! VG]rK[N o ! VG]rK[N o ! NZ[S jIlST ;DFG UM{ZJ VG[ VlWSFZM
;FY[ HgD[ K[ T[VM TS";\UT VG[ lJJ[S5}6" CMI K[ VG[
T[D6[ V[SALHF 5|tI[ EF.RFZFGL EFJGF I]ST JT"G
SZJ] HM.V[
VG]rK[ o Z VG]rK[ o Z VG]rK[ o Z VG]rK[ o Z VG]rK[ o Z J\X4Z\U4HFlT4EFQF4 WD"4 ZFHSLI S[ VgI
DT ZFQ8=LI S[ ;FDFÒS D}/4 ;\5lT4HgD S[ VgI
NZHHFGF E[NEFJ lJGF VCL\ HFC[Z SZ[,F VF TDFD
VlWSFZM VG[ :JT\+TFVM NZ[S jIlSTG[ 5|F%I SZFJJFDF\
VFjIF K[ JWFZFDF\ jIlST H[ ZFQ8=GM CMI T[ ZFQ8=GF

ZFHSLI4 gIFILS S[ jIlST H[ N[XGM CMI T[ N[X S[ 5|N[XGF
NZHHFG[ VFWFZ[ SM. E[NEFJ ZFBJFDF\ GlC VFJ[ 5KL
E,[ T[ :JT\+ jIlST CMI48=:8 CMI4 lAG:JFIT XFlQFT
S[ SM. ;FJ"EM{lS DIF"NFDF\ CMI
VG]rK[N o # VG]rK[N o # VG]rK[N o # VG]rK[N o # VG]rK[N o # NZ[SG[ ÒJG4 :JT\+TF VG[ ;]Z1FFGM
VlWSFZ K[P
VG]rK[N o $ VG]rK[N o $ VG]rK[N o $ VG]rK[N o $ VG]rK[N o $ SM.G[ 56 U],FDL S[ U],FDL56FDF\ ZFBL
XSFX[ GlC4 NZ[S 5|SFZGL U],FDL VG[ U],FDMGF J[5FZ
5Z 5|lTA\W D}SJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P
VG]rK[N o 5  VG]rK[N o 5  VG]rK[N o 5  VG]rK[N o 5  VG]rK[N o 5  SM.56 jIlST 5Z +F; S[ S]|ZTF U]HFZJF
GlC4VFJ[ S[ VDFGJLI S[ VFtDUM{ZJG[ lC6IT 5CM\R[
T[JL ;HF SZJFDF\ GlC VFJ[P
VG]rK[N o & VG]rK[N o & VG]rK[N o & VG]rK[N o & VG]rK[N o & NZ[S jIlSTG[ jIlST TZLS[ SM.56 HuIFV[
SFINF ;D1F VFJJFGM CSS K[
VG]rK[N o * VG]rK[N o * VG]rK[N o * VG]rK[N o * VG]rK[N o * NZ[S jIlST SFINF ;D1F ;DFG K[ VG[
SM.56 HFTGF E[NEFJ lJGF SFINFG]\ ;DFG Z1F6
VF5JFDF\ VFJX[P VF 3MQF6FGF p<,\3G S[ VFJF
E[NEFJ DF8[ pxS[Z6L SZGFZ ;FD[ TDFDG[ ;DFG56[
Z1F6 5]~ 50JFDF\ VFJX[P
VG]rK[N o ( VG]rK[N o ( VG]rK[N o ( VG]rK[N o ( VG]rK[N o ( A\WFZ6 S[ SFINF £FZF VF D}/E}T VlWSFZM
p5,aW SZJFDF\ VFJX[ TYF ;1FD gIFIT\+ £FZF T[GF
p<\3G ;FD[ V;ZSFZS p5RFZ sZ1F6f GM NZ[SG[ CS K[
VG]rK[N o ) VG]rK[N o ) VG]rK[N o ) VG]rK[N o ) VG]rK[N o ) SM.56 jIlSTG[ VF5B]N 56[ WZ5S04
V8SFIT S[ N[XlGSF, SZL XSX[ GlCP
VG]rK[N o!_ VG]rK[N o!_ VG]rK[N o!_ VG]rK[N o!_ VG]rK[N o!_ NZ[SG[ 5MTFGF CSM VG[ OZHMGF
lGZFSZ6 VG[ T[GF 5Z D]SFI[, VgI VFZM5 JBT[
;\5}6";DFGTF VG[ jIFHAL56[ :JT\+ TY lGQ51F
gIFIT\+ ;D1F CFHZ YJFGM CS K[P
VG]rK[N o !! s!f VG]rK[N o !! s!f VG]rK[N o !! s!f VG]rK[N o !! s!f VG]rK[N o !! s!f VFZM5 D}SFI[, NZ[S jIlSTG[ SFINF
D]HAGM U]GM 5]ZJFZ G YFI tIF\ ;]WL lGNM"QF U6JFGM
CSS K[ TYF H[ HuIFV[ S[; RF,TM CMI tIF\ T[G[
sVFZM5LfG[ 5MTFGF :J ARFJ DF8[ H~ZL CSM ;]lGlxRT
SZFJJFDF\ VFJX[P
VG]rK[N o !! sZf VG]rK[N o !! sZf VG]rK[N o !! sZf VG]rK[N o !! sZf VG]rK[N o !! sZf SM.56 jIlSTG[ T[GF 5Z H[ VFZM5
D}SFIM K[ T[ U]GM H[ ;DI[ SIM" CMI T[ JBT[ H[ T[ ZFQ8=LI
S[ VF\TZFQ8=LI SFINM CX[ T[H ,FU] 50X[ ZN YI[, S[
tIFZAFNGF SFG]GM D]HA ;HF Y. XSX[ GlCP J/L HIFZ[
S'tI YI] CMI VG[ H[ S'tI YI] CMI T[ DF8[GL H[ HMUJF.
CMI T[GF SZTF JW] ;HF Y. XSX[ GlCP
VG]rK[N o!Z VG]rK[N o!Z VG]rK[N o!Z VG]rK[N o!Z VG]rK[N o!Z VF5B]N 56[ SM.56 jIlSTGF V\UT
ÒJG4 5lZJFZ S[ jIJCFZ AFAT[ NB, Y. XSX[ GlC
4J/L T[GF DFG VG[ DMEF 5Z VFS|D6 SZL XSX[ GlC
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VFJF VFS|D6 S[ NZdIFG ULZL ;FD[ SFINFG]\ Z1F6 D[/
JJFGM NZ[SG[ CS K[P
VG]rK[N o !# s!f VG]rK[N o !# s!f VG]rK[N o !# s!f VG]rK[N o !# s!f VG]rK[N o !# s!f NZ[S jIlSTG[ 5MTFGF ZFQ8=GL
;LDFDF J;JF8 SZJF VG[ D}ST56[ CZJFvOZJFGM CSS
K[
VG]rK[N o !# sZf VG]rK[N o !# sZf VG]rK[N o !# sZf VG]rK[N o !# sZf VG]rK[N o !# sZf NZ[S jIlSTG[ 5MTFGF N[X ;lCT
SM.56 N[X KM0JFGM TY 5MTFGF N[XDF\ 5ZT VFJJFGM
CS K[
VG]rK[N !$ s!f VG]rK[N !$ s!f VG]rK[N !$ s!f VG]rK[N !$ s!f VG]rK[N !$ s!f H},D ;FD[ VFzI D[/JJF VgI
N[XDF\ J;JF8 D[/JJFGM CS NZ[SG[ K[P
VG]rK[N o !$ sZf VG]rK[N o !$ sZf VG]rK[N o !$ sZf VG]rK[N o !$ sZf VG]rK[N o !$ sZf VF VlWSFZ lAGZFHSLI VG[ ;\I]ST
ZFQ8=;\3GF C[T]VM VG[ l;wWF\TMYL lJ~wW HFI tIFZ[
VD,LS'T AGX[ GlCP
VG]rK[N o !5 s!f VG]rK[N o !5 s!f VG]rK[N o !5 s!f VG]rK[N o !5 s!f VG]rK[N o !5 s!f NZ[SG[ ZFQ8=LITF sGFUZLStJf D[/
JJFGM CS K[P
VG]rK[N o !5 sZf VG]rK[N o !5 sZf VG]rK[N o !5 sZf VG]rK[N o !5 sZf VG]rK[N o !5 sZf VF5B]N 56[ SM.GL ZFQ8=LITFYL
J\lRT SZL XSFX[ GlC S[ SM.G[ ZFQ8=LITF AN,JFGF CSYL
J\lRT SZL XSFX[ GlC S[ SM.G[ ZFQ8=LITF AN,JFGF CSYL
J\lRT SZL XSFX[ GlCP
VG]rK[N o!& s!f VG]rK[N o!& s!f VG]rK[N o!& s!f VG]rK[N o!& s!f VG]rK[N o!& s!f 5]bI JIGF :+Lv5]~QFG[ HFlT4 WD"4
ZFQ8=LITF J\X4 H[JL SM.56 DIF"NF lJGF ,uG SZJFGM
VG[ 5lZJFZGM :YF5GF SZJFGM CS K[ NZ[SG[ ;DFG56[
,uG SZJFGM T[ 8SFJL ZFBJFGM TY ZN SZJFGM CS K[P
VG]rK[N o !& sZf VG]rK[N o !& sZf VG]rK[N o !& sZf VG]rK[N o !& sZf VG]rK[N o !& sZf ,uG.RK]S N\5lTG[ 5}6" VG[ D}lST
;\DlT H ,uGDF\ 5lZ6DX[P
VG]rK[N o !& s#f VG]rK[N o !& s#f VG]rK[N o !& s#f VG]rK[N o !& s#f VG]rK[N o !& s#f S]8]\A V[ ;DFHGM S]NZTL VG[ D}/
E}T V[SD K[ VG[ H[G[ ;DFH TYF ZFHI £FZF Z1F6
V5FI[,] K[P
VG]rK[N o !* s!f VG]rK[N o !* s!f VG]rK[N o !* s!f VG]rK[N o !* s!f VG]rK[N o !* s!f NZ[S jIlSTUT V[S,F VYJF VgI
;FY[ HM0F6 s;D]Cf DF\ ;\5lT WZFJJFGM CS K[P
VG]rK[N o !* sZf VG]rK[N o !* sZf VG]rK[N o !* sZf VG]rK[N o !* sZf VG]rK[N o !* sZf VF5B]N 56[ SM.G[56 ;\5lTYL
J\lRT SZL XSFX[ GlCP
VG]K[N o !( VG]K[N o !( VG]K[N o !( VG]K[N o !( VG]K[N o !( NZ[SG[ lJRFZ WZFJJFGM4 5MTFGL
lJJ[SXlSTGM VG[ WD"GL :JT\+TFGM CS K[ VF CSDF\
5MTFGL DFgITF S[ WD"DF\ 5lZJT"GSZ6GM VG[ SF\TM
V[S,F VYJF ;D]NFIDF\ VgIM ;FY[ HFC[Z S[ BFGULDF\
5MTGF WD" S[ DFgITF HFC[Z SZJFGM T[GF lX1F6 VG[
VFRZ64 5}HF TYF T[GF 5F,GGM CS K[P
VG]rK[N o !) VG]rK[N o !) VG]rK[N o !) VG]rK[N o !) VG]rK[N o !) NZ[SG[ DT VG[ VlEjIlSTGL
:JT\+TFGM CS K[ VF VlWSFZDF\ ALHFGL NB,ULZL
l;JFI DT HF/JL ZFBJFGM VG[ ;LDFVMGF A\WG lJGF
SM.56 DFwID J0[ lJRFZM VG[ DFlCTL XMWJFGM VG[

5|F%T SZJFGF CSGM ;DFJ[X YFI K[P
VG]rK[N o Z_ s!f VG]rK[N o Z_ s!f VG]rK[N o Z_ s!f VG]rK[N o Z_ s!f VG]rK[N o Z_ s!f NZ[SG[ XF\lTYL D}ST56[ E[UF YJFGM
VG[ ;\3 ZRJFGM CS K[P
VG]rK[N oZ_ sZf VG]rK[N oZ_ sZf VG]rK[N oZ_ sZf VG]rK[N oZ_ sZf VG]rK[N oZ_ sZf SM.G[ 56 SM. V[S ;\3DF\ HM0FJFGL
OZH 5F0L XSFX[ GlCP
VG]rK[N o Z! s!f VG]rK[N o Z! s!f VG]rK[N o Z! s!f VG]rK[N o Z! s!f VG]rK[N o Z! s!f 5|tI1F S[ R}\8[,F 5|lTlGlWVM £FZF
NZ[SG[ 5MTFGF N[XGL ;ZSFZDF\ EFU ,[JFGM CSS K[P
VG]rK[N o Z! sZf VG]rK[N o Z! sZf VG]rK[N o Z! sZf VG]rK[N o Z! sZf VG]rK[N o Z! sZf NZ[SG[ 5MTFGF N[XGL HFC[Z ;[JF
5|F%T SZJFGM CS K[P
VG]rK[N o Z! s#f VG]rK[N o Z! s#f VG]rK[N o Z! s#f VG]rK[N o Z! s#f VG]rK[N o Z! s#f ,MSMGL .rKF ;ZSFZGL ;TFGM
VFWFZ CX[ VF .rKF ;DIF\TZ[ D]ST56[ IMHFTL R}\86L
£FZF jIST YX[ H[ ;J"+ ;DFG DTFlWSFZ £FZF CX[ VG[
T[ U]%T DTNFG VYJF D]ST VG[ ;DFG DTGL 5|lS|IF
£FZF YX[P
VG]rK[N o ZZ VG]rK[N o ZZ VG]rK[N o ZZ VG]rK[N o ZZ VG]rK[N o ZZ ;DFHGF ;eI TZLS[ TDFDG[ ;FDFÒS
;]Z1FFGM CSS K[ VF CS NZ[S ZFHIGL ;\:YFVM VG[
;\;FWGM 5|DF6[ ZFQ8=LI 5|ItGM VG[ VF\TZZFQ8=LI
;CSFZYL 5|F%T YX[ VF VFlY"S ;FDFÒS VG[ ;F\:S'lTS
VlWSFZM T[DGF UM{ZJ VG[ D}ST jIlSTtJ lJSF; DF8[
VlGJFI" K[P
VG]rK[N o Z# s!f VG]rK[N o Z# s!f VG]rK[N o Z# s!f VG]rK[N o Z# s!f VG]rK[N o Z# s!f NZ[SG[ SFD SZJFGM4 D}ST56[
ZMHUFZ 5;\N SZJFGM4 SFI"GL gIFILS VG[ VG]S]/
5lZl:YlTGM VG[ A[ZMHUFZL ;FD[ Z1F6G[ CS K[P
VG]rK[N o Z# sZf VG]rK[N o Z# sZf VG]rK[N o Z# sZf VG]rK[N o Z# sZf VG]rK[N o Z# sZf SM.56 5|SFZGF E[NEFJ lJGF
TDFDG[ ;DFG SFD SZJF DF8[ ;DFG J/TZ D[/JJFGM
CS K[P
VG]rK[N o Z# s#f VG]rK[N o Z# s#f VG]rK[N o Z# s#f VG]rK[N o Z# s#f VG]rK[N o Z# s#f NZ[S jIlST H[ SFD SZ[ K[ T[G[ gIFILS
VG[ ;FG]S]/ J/TZ D[/JJFGM CS K[ H[ T[GF B]N TYF
T[GF 5lZJFZGF DFGJ UM{ZJGF D}<IG[ 8SFJL ZFB[ T[GL
BF+L YFI T[8,] CMI VG[ H~Z H6FI TM ;FDFlHS
;]Z1FFGF VgIM p5FIM £FZF T[GF 5}lT" SZJFDF\ VFJX[P
VG]rK[N o Z# s$f VG]rK[N o Z# s$f VG]rK[N o Z# s$f VG]rK[N o Z# s$f VG]rK[N o Z# s$f 5MTFGF CSMGL HF/J6L DF8[ NZ[SG[
DH}Z;\3GF ;eI YJFGM CS S[ DH}Z;\3 ZRJFGM CS K[P
VG]rK[N o Z$ VG]rK[N o Z$ VG]rK[N o Z$ VG]rK[N o Z$ VG]rK[N o Z$ NZ[SG[ VFZFD VG[ GJZFX D[/JJFGM
CS K[ H[DF\ jIFHAL DIF"NFDF\ SFDGF S,FSM VG[
;DIF\TZ[ 5UFZ ;lCTGL ZHFVMGM ;DFJ[X YFI K[P
VG]rK[N o Z5 VG]rK[N o Z5 VG]rK[N o Z5 VG]rK[N o Z5 VG]rK[N o Z5 NZ[SG[ 5MTFGF VG[ 5MTFGF 5lZJFZ DF8[
VFZMuI VG[ ;FZF ÒJG DF8[ IMuI WFZFWMZ6M D]HA
U]6JTFI]ST ÒJGWMZ6M 5|F%T SZJFGM CSS K[ H[DF\
BMZFS4 S50F4 VFJF;4 VG[ :JF:yI ;\EF/ TYF H~ZL
;FDFÒS ;[JFVMGM ;DFJX[ YFI K[ ;FY[ H A[ZMHUFZL4
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lADFZL4 V5\UTF4 lJW]ZTF4 J'wWFJ:YF VG[ T[GF
lGI\+6 ACFZGF VgI ;\HMUMDF\ VFÒlJSFGL p65
;FD[ ;FDFÒS ;]Z1FF 5|F%T SZJFGM CS K[P
VG]rK[N o Z5 sZf VG]rK[N o Z5 sZf VG]rK[N o Z5 sZf VG]rK[N o Z5 sZf VG]rK[N o Z5 sZf DFT'tJ VG[ AF/56G[ BF; ;\EF/
VG[ ;CFI 5]ZL 5F0JFDF\ VFJX[ ,uG S[ ,uG ACFZGF
;A\WMYL HgD[, NZ[S AF/S ;DFG ;FDFÒS ;]Z1FF
VG]EJL XSX[P
VG]rK[N o Z& s!f VG]rK[N o Z& s!f VG]rK[N o Z& s!f VG]rK[N o Z& s!f VG]rK[N o Z& s!f NZ[SG[ lX1F6 D[/JJFGM CS K[ lX1F6
DOT CX[4 SD;[SD D}/E}T VG[ 5|FYlDS
TASS[45|FYlDS lX1F6 OZÒIFT CX[4 8[SlGS, VG[
jIJ;FlIS lX1F6 p5,aW SZFJFX[ VG[ D[ZL8GF VFWFZ[
prRlX1F6 ;DFG ZLT[ TDFD DF8[ p5,aW SZFJFX[P
VG]rK[N o Z& sZf VG]rK[N o Z& sZf VG]rK[N o Z& sZf VG]rK[N o Z& sZf VG]rK[N o Z& sZf lX1F6 ;\5}6" jIlSTtJ lJS;FJ[
TYF DFGJ VlWSFZM VG[ D}/E}T :JT\+TFVM 5|tI[GF
VFNZG[ JW] DHA]T AGFJ[ T[ ;FY[ lGN["lXT SZX[ T[ TDFD
ZFQ8=M4 HFlTVM4 J\XLI S[ WFlD"S H}YM JrR[ 5Z:5Z
;DH4 ;lCQ6]TF VG[ lD+TFG[ 5|Mt;FlCT SZX[ VG[
XF\lTGL HF/J6L DF8[ ;\I]ST ZFQ8=;\3GL 5|J'lTVMG[
DHA]T AGFJX[P
VG]rK[N o Z& s#f VG]rK[N o Z& s#f VG]rK[N o Z& s#f VG]rK[N o Z& s#f VG]rK[N o Z& s#f 5MTFG AF/SM DF8[ lX1F6GM 5|SFZ
5;\N SZJFGM NZ[S DFTFl5TFG[ CS K[P
VG]rK[N o Z* s!f VG]rK[N o Z* s!f VG]rK[N o Z* s!f VG]rK[N o Z* s!f VG]rK[N o Z* s!f NZ[SG[ 5MTFGF ;D]NFIGF ;F\:S'lTS
ÒJGDF\ EFU ,[JFGM4 S,FGM VFG\N DF6JFGM J{7FlGS
5|UlTGL VF5,[ VG[ T[GM ,FE ,[JFGM CS K[P
VG]rK[N o Z* sZf VG]rK[N o Z* sZf VG]rK[N o Z* sZf VG]rK[N o Z* sZf VG]rK[N o Z* sZf NZ[SG[ 5MTFGF ZR[,F J{7FlGS
;FlCltIS4 VG[ S,FtDS pt5FNG £FZF D/[,F G{lTS VG[
EM{lTS lCTMGF Z1F6GM CS K[P
VG]rK[N o Z( VG]rK[N o Z( VG]rK[N o Z( VG]rK[N o Z( VG]rK[N o Z( VF 3MQF6F £FZF HFC[Z SZFI,F CSM VG[
:JT\+TFVM TDFD ,MSM VG]EJL XS[ T[JL ;FDFÒS
VG[ VF\TZFQ8=LI jIJ:YF 5|F%T SZJFGM NZ[SG[ CS K[P
VG]rK[N o Z) s!f VG]rK[N o Z) s!f VG]rK[N o Z) s!f VG]rK[N o Z) s!f VG]rK[N o Z) s!f NZ[SG[ ;FD]NFlIS OZHM ZC[,L K[
H[DF\ T[GF ;\5}6" VG[ D}ST jIlSTtJGM lJSF; XSI AG[
K[P
VG]rK[N o Z) sZf VG]rK[N o Z) sZf VG]rK[N o Z) sZf VG]rK[N o Z) sZf VG]rK[N o Z) sZf VF CSM VG[ :JT\+TFVM p5Z tIFZ[H
lGI\+6 D}SL XSFX[ S[ HIFZ[ ALHFVMGF CS VG[
:JT\+TFVM GF VFNZ VG[ VD,LSZ6 GF C[T]VM
;]lGlxRT SZJF4 G{lTS H~lZIFTMGL 5|Fl%T DF8[4 HFC[Z
jIJ:YF VG[ ,MSXFCL ;DFH jIJ:YFDF\ ;FDFgI
S<IF6GL 5|Fl%T DF8[P
VG]rK[N o Z) s#f VG]rK[N o Z) s#f VG]rK[N o Z) s#f VG]rK[N o Z) s#f VG]rK[N o Z) s#f I]GMGF pN[xIM VG[ l;wWF\TMGL lJ~wW
CMI tIFZ[ VF CSM VG[ :JT\+TFVM VD,LS'T Y. XSX[
GlCP

VGrK[N o #_ VGrK[N o #_ VGrK[N o #_ VGrK[N o #_ VGrK[N o #_ VF 3MQF6F5+ DF\ V[JM SM. ;]lRT VY"
GYL lGS/TM H[ SM. ZFHI4 H}Y S[ jIlSTG[ VCL\
HFC[ZSZFI[, CSM VG[ :JT\+TFVM DF8[ G]S;FGSTF" CMI
T[JF S'tI S[ 5|J'lTDF\ HM0FJFGL K]8 S[ CS VF5[P
;DFHSFI"GF ;\NE"DF\ DFGJ VlWSFZMG]\ DCtJ o;DFHSFI"GF ;\NE"DF\ DFGJ VlWSFZMG]\ DCtJ o;DFHSFI"GF ;\NE"DF\ DFGJ VlWSFZMG]\ DCtJ o;DFHSFI"GF ;\NE"DF\ DFGJ VlWSFZMG]\ DCtJ o;DFHSFI"GF ;\NE"DF\ DFGJ VlWSFZMG]\ DCtJ o
DFGJ VlWSFZMGL  J{l`JS 3MQF6F J0[ TDFD ,MSMG[
V;\bI CSM VG[ :JT\+TFVM VF5JFDF\ VFJ[ K[P
SM.56 jIlST 5KL E,[ T[ VF lJ`JDF\ UD[ tIF\ ZC[TM
CMI4 UD[ T[ S]/4 J\X4 WD"4 ;\5|NFI S[ jIJ;FIDF\ CMI
TDFDG[ VF CSMv:JT\+TFVM SM.56 HFTGF E[NEFJ
lJGF p5,aW SZJF. K[ 5Z\T] VF VlWSFZMGM jIJCFZDF\
VD,LSZ6 TYF ;DFHGF TDFD ,MSM ;]WL VF
CSMv:JT\+TFVM 5|F%T SZFJJF V[ DM8M 50SFZ K[
;DFHSFI"GF D}/E}T l;wWF\TM VG[ G{lTS lGIDM
sCode of ethicsf 56 VF CSM TYF :JT\+TFVMG[
D/TF VFJ[ K[P
DFGJ VlWSFZM ;FDFÒS SFI"SZG[ NZ[S TASS[ DFU"NX"S
AGL XS[ K[ DFGJ CSMGM bIF, H~lZIFT D\N ,MSMGL
H~lZIFTM VG[ S<IF6 ;[JFVMGL VF5}lT"G[ NIF S[ OZH
SZTF T[GF VlWSFZ VG[ ;XlSTSZ6 5Z EFZ D}S[ K[P
DFGJ CSMDF\ :+LVM4 AF/SM4 J'wWM4 DH}ZM4 B[0]TM4
J{7FlGSM4 S,FSFZM4 ;\:S'lT VG[ ;DFH V[D TDFDGF
Z1F64 lJSF; VG[ ;]Z1FFGF CSM ;]lGlxRT SZFJJFDF\
VFjIF K[ T[GL VF\TZZFQ8=LI DFgITF T[G[ VGgI
DHA}TF. VG[ 5L9A/ 5]Z] 5F0[ K[P
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U|FD lJSF; lJ:TZ6 SFI"DF\ JT"DFG ;\RFZGL V;ZSFZS p5IMULTF

* ,[SRZZ4 zL ;CHFG\N 5LPHLP ;[g8Z VMO ;MxI, JS"4 3M3F ZM04 EFJGUZP

* S]\EF6L C[DF\ULGL

lJ:TZ6 SFI" UFD0F\DF\ SZJF DF8[ ;\RFZGL H~ZLIFT DCtJGL AGL HFI K[P V;ZSFZS ;\RFZ DF8[
V;ZSFZS DFwIDGL H~ZLIFT VlGJFI" Y. 50[ K[P ;DIGL ;FY[ ;FY[ ;\RFZGF DFwIDMDF\ 5lZJT"G VFjI]
tIFZ[ ;\RFZGF DFwIDDF\ 5lZJT"G H~ZL K[P GJF DFwIDGM p5IMU S[JL ZLT[ SZJM m ,MSM ;D1F DFlCTL
S[JL ZLT[ 5CM\RF0JL m JU[Z[ AFATMGL RRF" VlC\ SZJFDF\ VFJ[,L K[P

5|:TFJGF ov
5|YD 5\RJQFL"I IMHGFYL H EFZ D]SJFDF\ VFjIM
K[P VFH[ 56 UFD0FDF\ 5*@ J;JF8 WZFJ[ K[P &)@
ZMHUFZL S'lQF 5Z VFWFZLT K[P tIFZ[ UFD0FGM lJSF;
H~ZL K[P U|FDL6 lJSF; HIF\ ;]WL ;CEFULTFG]\
5|DF6 VMK] ZC[JFG] \  H VFDF\ V;ZSFZS ZLT[
5|tIFIG VG[ UFD ,MSM DF8[ lJSF;GL H~ZLIFTGL
;DH]TL VF5JL VG[ ;CSFZ 5|F%T SZJF DF8[
5|tIFIGGL H~ZLIFT µEL YFI K[P
U|FDL6HLJG jIJ:YF V,U ZLT[ UM9JFI[, K[P
U|FDL6 ,MSM 5F;[YL ;CSFZ VG[ lJ`JF; 5|F%T SZJF
T[ Sl9G SFI" K[P VF DF8[ V;ZSFZS 5|tIFIGGL
H~ZLIFT µEL YFI K[P
H[ VY" VG[ H[ AFAT SC[JFDF\ VFJ[,L CMI T[G[ T[
H VY"DF \ ;FD[GL jIlST4 H]Y S[ ;D]NFI ;]WL
DFwIDGF VFWFZ[ 5CMRF0JFGL lS|IFG[ 5|tIFIG TZLS[
VM/BJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P
SOURCE, MESSAGE, CHANNEL, RECEIVERS
;\RFZ 5|lS|IF ov

SOURCE CHANNEL MESSAGE RECEIVERS 

EFFECT 

;\RFZGL D]bI 5wWTL ov
!  ;\:YFUT 5wWTL ov Z[l0IM4 l;G[DF4 ;DFRFZ5+4
5|NX"G45]l:TSF4 5l+SFVM4 ,[BLT ;FWGM4 5M:8Z4 S'lQF
lJnF,IM4 lJ:TZ6 VlWSFZL 8[,LOMG

Z  lAG ;\:YFUT ov
VGF{5RFZLS JFTRLT4 S]8]\AGF ;eIM4 lD+M4 50MXL
:YFlGS G[TF4 N]SFGNFZ
S'lQF DCFlJnF,IM VG[ ;ZSFZ N=FZF DFlCTL U|FDL6
;D]NFI ;]nL 5CMRF0JFGL lJSF; 5|lS|IF +6
lJEFUDF\ lJEFHLT SZJFDF\ VFJ[,L K[P
!  7FG pt5FNGT\+ ov H[ 7FGGM HgD YFI T[
T\+ S[ H[ 7FGGM pNEJ SZ[ T[ 7FG pt5FNGT\+ TZLS[
VM/BJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P
Z  7FG lJ:TZ6 T\+ ov ALHF TASSFDF\ H[ GJF
7FGGM HgD YIM K[ T[ 7FGG[ ,MSM S[ UFD0F ;]nL
5CM\RF0JFGL H[ 5|lS|IF YFI K[P T[G[ 7FG lJ:TZ6
T\+ S[ TASSF TZLS[ VM/BJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P
H[DF \ GJL DFlCTL4 7FGGL p5IMULTF VG[
p5IMUGL 5|lS|IF ;DHFJJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P VYJF
TF,LD4 RRF"4 DL8L\U4 5|SFXG4 8[,LlJhG JU[Z[ N=FZF
DFlCTL 5CMRF0JFG]\ SFI" VlC YFI K[P
#  7FG p5IMU T\+ ov
H[ 7FGGM HgD YIM 5KL 7FGGM lJ:TFZ SZJFGF
SFI" 5KL H[ 7FGGM pNEJ YIM T[ 7FGG[ p5IMU
SZJFGL 5|lS|IF X~ YFI K[P
VF p5ZMST 7FG lJSF;GL 5|lS|IFDF \ ,MSMGF
:JLSFZ DF8[ GLR[GF TASSFVMDF\ JC[RJFDF\ VFJ[
K[P
HFU'TTFvVlE~lRvD]<IF \SGvVHDFIX
v:JLSFZ
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p5ZMST 5|lS|IF V[ U|FDL6 ;D]NFIDF\ AGTL CMI
K[P GJF 7FG S[ AFATMG[ U|FDL6 ,MSM h05YL T{IFZ
YTF GYLP VF DF8[ T\+G[ T{IFZ SZJF DF8[
8[SGM,LHLGM p5IMU SZJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P H[ 7FGGL
XMW SZJFDF\ VFJL K[P T[GL p5IMULTF S[D
JWFZJL T[G[ p5ZMST AFAT ;FY[ HM0JFDF\ VFJ[ K[P
U|FDL6 ;D]NFIGL ;FY[ ;\RFZ 5|lS|IF DF8[ GLR[GL
AFATM D]bI K[P
v GJF 7FGGL H~ZLIFT ;DHJLP
v GJF 7FGYL YJFGF OFINFVMG] \ lJ:TFZ[ J6"G
SZJ]\P
v GJF 7FGGL DIF"NFVMGF pS[, DF8[ VlE5|FIM
T{IFZ SZJFP
v H~ZLIFT D]HA GJF 7FGGM p5IMU SZJMP
v VlE~RL DF8[GF 5U,FVM HF6JFP
v ,MSMGF VlE5|FIM D]HA ;]WFZF JWFZF SZJFP
v ,MSMDF\YL H G[TF AGFJJFP
NFTP S]\8]\A lGIMHG SFI"S|DGL X~VFTGM TASSM ,MSMG[
VFZMuI SFI"SZ ;DHFJ[ tIFZ[ T[DG[ AC] lJZMW
GMWFI[,P 5Z\T] VFH SFDG[ ZFDFI6 ;FY[ HM0JFDF\
VFjI]\P ZFDG]\ VFNX" HLJG VG[ OST A[ H ;\TFGMG[
;FD[ ZFBTF ,MSM N=FZF VFJSFZ 5|F%T Y> XSIMP
,MSM ;D1F GJF 7FGGM :JLSFZ h05YL YTM GYLP
VYL VHDFIXGM ;DI VF5JMP ALHL AFH] ;D:IFG[
;FD[ ZBJL VG[ AN,FJ[, ElJQI ATFJJ] \ V[
DCtJG]\ AGL ZC[ K[P
U|FD lJ:TZ6 lX1F6 DF8[ VFW]lGS DFwIDM VG[
p5IMULTF ov;DI 5lZJT"G ;FY[ ;\RFZGL
5wWTLVM V[ H ZCL 5Z\T] DFwIDMDF\ AN,FJ
VFJJF 5FdIM K[P VFH[ Z[l0IM4 GF8S4 X[ZLGF8S4
EJF>4 D\0/4 G8vG8LVM4 S95}T/L H[JF SFIM"
GFDX[QF YJFGF ;DI[ K[P tIFZ[ VFW]lGS DFwIDMGM
:JLSFZ SZJM VlGJFI" AGJF 5FdIM K[P
DMAF>, OMG o DMAF>, OMGGL ;]lJWF 5|YD
jIJl:YT X~VFT >P;P!)(!  YL
0[GDFS"4 GMJ[“ H[JF N[XMDF\ Y> CTLP H[ ;[JF VFH[
;FDFgI AGJF ,FUL K[PEFZTLI ;\RFZ DFwID
;[JF p5ZF\T BFGUL ;[JFVMGL G[8JS" VFH[ UFD0FVM
;]WL 5CMRL UIF K[P JM0FOMG4 I}lGGMZ4 V[Z8[,4 8F8F4
lJl0IMSMG4 V[Z;[,4 VF>l0IF4 V[DP8LPV[;P4 ZL,FIg;
H[JL VFH[ VG[S S\5GLVM VF Vl:TtJ WZFJ[ K[P
,MSMG[ VFH[ ;FDFgI SFI" 56 ;Z/TFYL YJF

,FuIF K[P VG[ T[ 56 B]A VMKF NZ[ JWFZ[ DFlCTLGL
VF5v,[ XSI AGL K[P 3G VFJTF XFaNLS4 ,[BLT
VG[ CJ[ lR+FtDS DFlCTLGL VF5v,[ 56 XSI
AGJF 5FDL K[P
p5IMULTF ovB[TL4 VFZMuI4 ZMHUFZL4 5X]5F,G4
;DFRFZ JU[Z[G[ V[S :Y/[YL VgI :Y/[ 5CMRF0JF
DF8[ ;\N[XFVM4 lR+M4 lJl0IM VG[ JFTRLT N=FZF N]ZGF
:Y/[ ;Z/TFYL DFlCTL DMS,L XSFI K[P
MASSEGE, MMS, CALL JU[Z[ N=FZF  DFlCTLGL
VF5v,[ SZL XSFI K[P
8[l,lJhG
!)Z* AFI"0 N=FZF 8[l,lJhGGL XMW SZJFDF\
VFJ[,L H[ VFBF lJ‘J DF8[ JZNFG ;DFG AGL ZCL
K[P EFZTDF\ N]ZNX"G VG[ T[DGL VgI 8LJL R[G,M
H DF+ Z__$ ;]WL UFD0F S[ N]ZGF lJ:TFZMDF\
V:TLtJ WZFJTL CTLP VF ;DI[ 56 N]ZNX"G H[JL
ZFQ8=LI R[G, 5Z lJlJW SFI"S |DM NXF"JJFDF\
VFJTF  CTFP WLZ[ WLZ[ DTH VFJTF  VFH[ lJlJW
R[G,M UFD0F ;]WL 5CMRJF 5FD[,L K[P V[S ;J[“
D]HA UFD0FVMDF\  $)@ 8[l,lhGGM DTH N=FZF
R,FJJFDF\  VFJ[ K[ VG[ ETV, TV9,
DDNational, Aajtak H[JL R[G,M p5Z ;F\HGF
;DI[ B[TL4 VFZMuI4 lX1F64 ZMHUFZL4 Z;M>4
5X]5F,G H[JL DFlCTLVM ,MSM ;]WL 5CMRF0JFGL ;Z/
AGFJJFDF\ VFJ[,L K[P
p5IMULTF ov lJlJW 8[l,lJhG R[G,M 5ZGF SFI"S|DM
N=FZF ;D}C ;\RFZ TZLS[ p5IMUL AGFJL XSFI K[P
SM> V[S TH7 S[ lJX[QF7 N=FZF VFJL DFlCTL ;D]C
;]WL 5CMRF0JL ;Z/ AGFJL XSFI K[P
>g8ZG[8 o >g8ZG[8 VF\TZLS HF/
TZLS[ VM/BFJL XSFI K[P SMd%I]8ZGL XMW TM
jIJl:YT >P;P !)&) DF\  YI[,L
5Z\T] T[GL p5IMULTF VG[ lJSF;
>g8ZG[8 ;[JFGL X~VFTYL YI[, K[P VFH[ SMd%I]8Z
VG[ >g8ZG[8 ;Z/ AGTF  HFI  K[P
>g8ZG[8  !)(#YL lJ‘JDF\ X~ SZJFDF\ VFjI]\P
VF56F N[XDF\ jIJl:YT X~VFT !))& YL
SZJFDF\ VFJLP
VFH[ DFlCTL D[/JJFGL ;Z/ AGFJJFDF\ VFJL K[P
lJ`JGF SM> 56 B}6[YL VD}S DLGL8DF\ HM>TL
DFlCTL D[/JJL XSI AGLP H[ GLR[ D]HAGF
EFUMDF\ JC[RL XSFIP
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DFlCTL D[/JJF ;\N[XF DF8[ DFlCTL DF8[ ;ZSFZL ZMHUFZL DF8[ ;FDFHLS G[8JS" 
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p5IMULTF ov
lJlJW 5|SFZGL DFlCTL D[/JJF VG[ DFlCTL
5CMRF0JF DF8[ p5ZMST J[A;F>0GM p5IMU SZJMP
;FDFHLS G[8JS" 5Z  H[ T[ HuIFV[YL jIlST VgI
,MSM ;]WL DFlCTL GM IMuI ZLT[ JC\[R6L SZL XS[ K[P
;MxI, G[8JS" N=FZF lJl0IM4 OM8F4 ;\N[XM JU[Z[ DMS,L
XS[ K[P VG[ UFD0FDF\ ZCL VG[ HM>TL DFlCTL D[/
JJFDF\ p5IMUL YFI K[P
:DF"8 ;[, OMGo
;M{ 5|YD GMlSIF )___ :DF8" ;[, ONG
.P;P!))& DF\ AgIMP  tIFZ 5KL
;[D;\U4lJl0IMSMG JU[Z[ ÛFZF AHFZDF\ JW] OMG
D}SIFP  V[g0ZM.0  ;L:8D GM VFlJQSFZ AGTFP 3G
INTERNAT,  WHATSUP, JU[Z[ GM p5IMU
VFH[ ;Z/ AGFJL XSFIM K[P5|YD ;\N[X JFTRLT VG[
lR+ ;]WL ;LlDT AgIF  OMG VFH[ lJl0IM ;]WL 5CMrIF
K[P
p5IMlUTFov
:DF8" OMG VFJTF lJl0IM X}\l8U4OM8M UF|OL E}UM/
GSXF 4JU[Z[ HuIF XMWL XSFI T[DH T[ HuIF
VgI ;]WL 5CMRF0JFDF\ 56 p5IMUL K[P VMG
OFD" ;JL"; G[ XSI AGFJL XSFI K[P
5|MH[S8Z
VF 8[SGM,MHL VFD TM H}GL U6FJL XSFI 56
VD]S ;]WFZF ;FY[ GJM  VFlJQSFZ K[P UFD0]\ VFBM
lNJ; 5|S'lT DF\ jI:T ZC[ K[PBF; SZLG[ ;F\HGF
;DI[ T[VMG[  VFZFD GM ;DI CMI K[P VF ;DI[
UFD0\FDF\ 5|MH[S8Z GL DNNYL lO<DM4 GF8SM S[ VgI
DFlCTL 5CM\RF0JFGL ;Z/ AGL ZC[ K[P
p5IMlUTFov
S'lQF4VFZMuI4 5X]5F,G4 U|FDlJSF;GL IMHGFVM 4,MS
HFU'lTGF  SFI"ÊDM4 SMgOZ;  JU[Z[GL p5IMlUTFYL
lJXF/ HG;D}C G[ DFlCTL VF5L XSFI K[P D]bI

;DI *o#_ YL )o__ JFuIF  ;]WLGM ZFBJFYL
DFlCTL GL  V;ZSFZSTF JWJF 5FD[ K[P
U|FD;EF
VF VF56L 5Z\5ZF CMJF KTF\ JT"DFGDF\
V[8,L H V;ZSFZS U6FJL XSFI K[PE}TSF/DF\
U|FD;EF U|FDL6 ;D:IF VG[ ,MSM lG6"I ,[JF
DF8[ S[ gIFI  DF8[ AM,FJJFDF\ VFJTL CTLP ;ZSFZ
ÛFZF  lG6"I ,[JFDF\ VFJ[, K[ S[ [  NZ K DlCG[
U|FD ;EF SZJL VlGJFI" K[PtIFZ[ 56 CH] V[JF
UFD0F\VM Vl:TtJ  WZFJ[ K[PHIF\ U|FD;EF
AM,FJFTL GYLPU|FD;EFGM VFW]lGS  p5IMU DCtJ~5
AGJF 5FDL K[P 5|HFGF 5|`GM4 ,MSMGL
H~lZIFTM4DFlCTL JU[Z[ AFATM DF8[ VFH[ U|FD
;EFGL p5IMlUTF V;ZSFZS AGL XS[ K[P
p5IMlUTFov
U|FD;EFGM lNJ; VG[ ;DI VUFpYL GÞL SZJF
T[DH HFC[ZFT SZJLP U|FD;EF NZdIFG ,MS
5|`GM4,MS H~lZIFT4 VFIMHG lJlJW AFATMG[
DCtJGL U6JL TYF BM8F VG[ JFlCIFT ;JF,M G[
N}Z ZFBL DCtJ p5Z EFZ VF5JMP T[DH UFD ,MSM
;]WL H[ DFlCTL 5CM\RF0JFGL CMI T[
SMd5I]8Z45|MH[S8ZYL ;Z/TFYL DFlCTL 5CM\RF0L
pNŸEJTF 5|`GMGM pS[, ,FJJMP
5M:8Z VG[ ELT ;}+M
ELT;}+M  56 VF56]\ 5Z\5ZFUT DFwID K[ VG[
T[GM p5IMU BF; SZLG[ RFlZÈ 30TZ DF8[ S[ VGI
,MSHFU'lT DF8[ YTM VFjIM K[P VF p5Z\FT CFY
5[.g8L\GU4 SFU/GF 5M:8Z4 l5|g8[0 5M:8Z JG[Z[GL
X~VFT Y. VG[ VFH[ VMKF BR"DF\ VFJF  5M:8Z
AGFJL XSFI K[P ;FY[ ;FY[ HFC[ZFTGL S\5GLVM 56
5M:8ZGM p5IMU YFI K[P
p5IMULTFov
5M:8Z VG[ EL\T;}+M DF8[ BF; HuIFGL 5;\NULG]\
DCtJ ZC[,] \ K[P IMuI  HuIFV[ JW] ,MSMGL H[
HuIF V[ VJZHJZ XSI AGTL CMI T[JL HuIFV[
VFJF 5M:8ZM VG[ EL\T;}+MGM  p5IMU SZJMP
5M:8ZDF\ H[ AFAT  NX"FJJDF\ VFJ[,L CMI T[
lJQFIG[ 3F8F Z\UDF ZFBJM VG[ AFSL 5FK/ VFKF
Z\UGM p5IMU SZJMP
;}+MDF\ ,MS H~lZIFTG[ JWFZ[ VFWFZ ZFBJM HM.V[P
HIF\ ,MS, DF8[ H~ZL AFAT CMI T[ H DFlCTL
D]SJL lCTFJCL K[P\
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5|NX"G
5|NX"G VFD TM HFC[ZFT VG[ DFlCTL 5CMRF0JF
DF8[G] \  pTD DFwID K[P T[D KTF\ T[GL
DIF"NFVM ZC[,L K[P ;DI BR"/F K[P VG[ VFIMHG
SZJF DF8[ 56 DFGJ ;\;FWGGL H~ZLIFT ZC[,L
K[P 5Z\T] V;ZSFZSTF ZC[,L HMJF D/[ K[P
p5IMULTF ov
SM> 56 HFC[Z :Y/ S[ HIF\ ,MS ;D}CG]\ 5|DF6
JWFZ[ CMI VYJF UFD0FDF\ S [gN= :YFG CMI
tIF\ VFIMHG SZJ]\ HM>V[P ,MS D[/F4 0FIZFVM4
;F:S'lTS TC[JFZM JU[Z[DF\ 5M:8Z S[ GJL 8[SGM,MHLG[
VHDFIX VG[ UM9J6M SFI" SZJFG]\ ;Z/ ZC[ K[P
T[DH DFlCTL h05YL VG[ ;DHFJL XSFI K[P
V\ULSFZG]\ 5|DF6 5|NX"GYL JWFZ[ YFI K[P
,MS D[/F S[ ;D}C D[/F
VF V[S 5Z\5ZFUT VG[ ;F\:S'lTS DGMZ\HG DF8[GM
SFI"S |D K[P WLZ[ WLZ[ XC[ZMDF \ ,MS D[/FVMG] \
5|DF6 VMK] YT] HFI K[P 5Z\T] UFD0FVMDF\ ,MS
D[/FG] \ 5|DF6 CH] 38F0M HMJF D/TM GYLP CF
D[/FGF lNJ;MDF\ 38F0M YI[,M K[P
VF p5ZF\T VFH[ ;ZSFZ N=FZF S'lQF D[/F4 5X]5F,G
D[/F4 ,FJ/L J]0 JU[Z[ D[/FVMG]\ VFIMHG SZJFDF\
VFJ[, HMJF D/[ K[P VFJF D[/FVM ,MSM ;]WL DFlCTL
5CM\RF0JFGL TYF 5[ |S8LS, ;lCT 8[SGM,MHLG] \
5|NX"G SZL XSFI K[P
p5IMULTF ov
D[/FVMDF\ 5|NX"G :8M, UM9JL ,MSM ;]WL lJlJW
DFlCTLG] \  lJTZ6 SFI" XSI AGFJL XSFI K[P
5l+SFVMG]\ lJTZ6 SFI" 56 SZL XSFI K[P VG[
lJXF/ ;D}CG[ DFlCTL 5CM\RF0L XSFI K[P
;D}C HG ;\RFZ DF8[ :Y/ 5;\NUL VG[ VFIMHGov
UFD;EF 4EL\T;]+M45M:8ZM4 lJl0IM XM JU[Z[ ;D}C
EHG ;\RFZGF DFwIDMGL V;ZSFZSTF :Y/ p5Z
JWFZ[ VFWFlZT CMI K[P
,MS ;EFov
5\RFIT 3Z
5|FYlDS XF/F
UFDGM RMZM
D\lNZ
SMdI]lG8L CM,

5M:8ZMov

 D]bI Z:TF p5ZGL lNJF,M
 XF/FGL lNJF,M DF\ VFZMuI VG[ :JrKTF
 D\NLZGL lNJF,M
 5FGGL N]SFGM
 A; :8[g0
;}+Mov
 D]bI  Z:TFGL AFH]GL lNJF,M
 D\lNZGL lNJF,
 XF/FGL lNJF, VG[ JWFZ[ ,MSMGF ;\5S"DF\

VFJTF :Y/M S[
 JF0LVMDF\ HJFGF Z:TF p5Z
lJl0IM XMov
 XF/FvUFDGM D]bI RMSvD\lNZvSMdI]lG8LCM,
 ,MS D[/FVM VG[ ;D}C D[/Fov
 RMSS; HuIF VG[ ;\:S'lT  D]HA VFIMHG
 lJlJW .,[8=LS VG[ VgI H~ZLIFT D]HAGF
;FWGM ZFBJF
;DF5G
;\RFZ DFGJ HFTL DF8[ DCtJG]\ 5|NFG K[P DFlCTLG[
VY";EZ ZLT[ 5CMRF0JFG]\ SFI" ;\RFZ N=FZF XSI
AGFJFI K[P ;DI AN,JFGL ;FY[ ;\RFZ
DFwIDMGF\ 5lZJT"G  VFJJFGL ;FY[ DFwID
5;\NUL 56 DCtJGL U6JFDF\ VFJ[,L K[P VFYL
U|FDL6 ;\:S'lT D]HA ;]WFZF JWFZF VFJxIS AGL
ZC[ K[P

;\NE"
 3SFG WLZH cc lJ:TZ6 lX1F6GF\ D}/TtJMcc
          SGS0L s!))(f HFDGUZ
 ;\RFZGF VFW]lGS DFwIDMP
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     :+L ;XlSTSZ6GF VJZMWM

* SFGF V[RPZFD

* .P SMvVMl0"G[8Z4 zL ;CHFG\N 5LPHLP ;[g8Z VMO ;MxI, JS"4 3M3F ZM04 EFJGUZP

:+L ;XlSTSZ6V[ !(DL ;lNYL lCDFIT CFY p5Z WZJF KTF\ +6 ;NL lJTJF KTF\ VFH ;]WL XSI
AGJF 5FdI] GYLP :+L lJSF; DF8[ VFhFNL 5C[,F VG[ VFhFNL 5KL 56 ;TT 5|ItGM YTF ZCIF K[P T[
p5ZF\T :+L Z1F6 DF8[ :JT\+ EFZTDF\ A\WFZ6LI 5U,F VG[ SFINFVMGL ZRGF SZJFDF\ VFJL4 ZFQ8=LI
VG[ VF\TZZFQ8=LI :J{lrKS ;\:YFVMGF 5|ItGM KTF\ HM.V[ V[8,M lJSF; XSI AgIM GYLP VF
:+L;XlSTSZ6DF\ AFWFVM CMJFGF SFZ6[ XSI AGT] \ GYLP VF56M ;DFH4 ;DFH N=FZF YT] \
;FDFHLSZ64 ;FDFHLS ZLJFH4 VFlY"S 5ZFJ,\AG4 X{1Fl6S AFATM4 VFZMuI,1FL AFATM JU[Z[ T[DF\ AFWFVM
ZC[,L HMJF D/[ K[P VF AFATMDF\ SIF\ SIF\ BFDL ZC[,L K[ T[ AFATGL T5F; VG[ T[DF\ ;]WFZ 5KL
:+L;XlSTSZ6 XSI AGFJJFGF 5U,F\VM V;Z SFZS AGL XS[ K[P

5|:TFJGFo
cGFZL T] GFZFI6Lc JU[Z[ JFSIM VFHGM ;DFH S[ 5]~QF
JU"GF lRgC ;DFG U6FI K[P5Z\T] JF:TlJSTF SNFR
VF AFATYL lEgG K[P ;TZDL  ;NLDF\ lJlJW
J{RFlZSTFGL  X~VFT Y. VG[ tIFZYL  GFZL R/J/GL
56 X~VFT YI[,L K[P5Z\T] VFH[ VF56L ;FD[
àL;XlSTSZ6  S[8,]m àLG[ 5MTFGF lJRFZMGL
ZH]VFT S[8,LmVF ;JF,DF\  CH] VF56G[ lJRFZ
SZTF ZCL H.V[ KLV[P lJ`J GF 36F N[XM U],FDL
DF\ YL D]ST AgIFP36L ÊF\lTVM Y. 5Z\T] àLÊF\lT
SIFZ[ Y. XS[ V[GM RMÞ; ;DI UF/M GÞL GYLP
VF8VF8,F 5|ItGM KTF\ 56 àL :JT\+TF S[D
G Y.m T[ 5|̀ G VF56G[ D]\HJGFZ AGL ZCIM K[P36F\
56 EFZTDF\ YIF VF 5KL :JT\+ EFZTDF\
56 5|ItGM YIF T[D KTF\ VF56\] UF0] CH] tIF\H
UA0L ZCI] K[ VG[ T[H AFATGL RRF" VCL YJFGL K[P
àL;XlÉSZ6GF 5|ItGMo
EFZTLI ;DFH DF\ àLG[  DFTF4AC[G45tGL S[ 5]+L
GL E}lDSF  VF5JFDF\ VFJ[,L K[PJ{lNS SF/YL D]W,
SF/GL X~VFT ;]WL VF56L àLVM ;DFGTFGF VFWFZ[
VlWSFZM 5|F%T YIF K[PlCgN] WD"DF \ XlÉGF

:J~5G[ 5}HJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P5Z\T] DMW,SF/ V[ àL
AZAFNLGM DCtJ GM ;DIUF/M U6JFDF\ VFJ[ K[
VG[ VF ;DIDF\ VF56M ;DFH R]:T ~l-vlZJFHM
GM EFZ C[9/ àLG[ NFAL N[JFDF\ VFJLP
.P;P!*5_  V\U|[H SF/ VF56F lJSF; GM SF/
U6FJL XSFI K[PH[DF\  lX1F6 GL lCDFIT Y.VG[
lX1F6 GF  5|JFCGL X~VFT V[ àL;XlÉSZ6 G[
5|[lZT VF5GFZ AgIMP
D[ZL JM<8MG ÊFO8 ÛFZF V-FZDL ;NLDF\ GFZL R/
J/ 5|JFCGL X~VFT SZJFDF\ VFJLP tIFZ
AFNGLR[GF GFZLJFN VFjIFP
• pNFZDTJFNL  GFZLJFN
• pNFDJFNL  GFZLJFN
• ;DFHJFNL GFZLJFN
• VFW]lGS GFZLJFN
 EFZTDF\ V\U| [H XF;G SF/ NZdIFG
AFl,SFCtIF U]GM AgIMP!)Z5 N[JLNF;L 5|YF GFA}N
SZJFDF\ VFJLP
 ClZlJ,F; ÛFZF !)Z) DF\ AF/
,uGVlWlGID AGFJJFDF\ VFjIMP
 !)Z! lZOM" V[S8 YL àLG[ DTNFG SZJFGM
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CÞ D?IMP
 !)$&DF\ 5Zl6T lCgN] àLDF8[ V,U
ZC[JF EZ65MQF6 VlWSFZ SFG]G AGFjIMP
 !)#*DF\ lCgN] lJD[g; V[S8 AGFJJFDF\
VFjIMP
 Z& ÔgI]VFZL !)5_ GF lNJ;[ A\WFZ6
VD,DF\ VFJTF ;DFG VlWSFZM 5|F%T YIFP
• !)5$v:5[lXI, D[Z[H V[S8
• !)55vlCgN],uGGM SFINM
• !)()vDF\ jFFl,56FGM VlWSFZ AC]5tGLtJ
5Z 5|lTA\W
• !)5&vlCgN] JFZ;F WFZM
• !)*& v ;DFG J[TG WFZM
• !)&!v 5|;}lT  ZFCT SFG}G
• !)&!vNC[H 5|YF 5|lTA\W SFG]G
• !)*#vlÊlDG, 5|Ml;HZ SM0
• !)(*vVG{lTS  J[5FZ V8SFIT
• !)*!vUE"5FT SFG]GS
• !)&&vAL0L VG[l;UFZ
• !)$( vO[S8ZL V[S8
• !)$(vSFDNFZ  ZFHIlJDF C[9/ 5|;]lTGL  BF;
ZÔ
VF p5ZF\T ##@  VGFDT 5|YFGL X~VFT Y.P  àL
lJSF; DF8[ IMHGFVM AGFJJFDF\ VFJL VG[ T[ 56
VD, AGL  H[ GLR[ D]HAGL CTLP
• 3Z lNJ0F IMHGF
• C:T S,F pnMU
• TFl,D DF8[ VFlY"S ;CFIGL IMHGF
• lJWJFGF  5]Go:YF5G DF8[GL IMHGF
• VFZMuI T5F; DFT' VG[ AF/ S<IF6
• Z_ D]ÛF SFI"ÊD
• DlC,F D\0/
• lSXMZL XlÉ IMHGF
• ;BL D\0/
• U|FlD6 DlC,F VG[ lJSF; SFI"ÊD
• 5|;]lT ;CFI IMHGF
• DlC,F ;LJ6 JU" ;CFI
• JlS"U J]DG CM:8[,
• lNSZL IMHGF
VF 5|DF6[ V\U| [H SF/ VG[ :JT\+TF AFN 56
EFZTLI àLVM ;XÉ YJF 5FDL GYLP
VF8vVF8,F 5|ItGM  KTF\ VF56L 5Z\5ZFUT VG[

3Z SZL UI[,L VD]S AFATM VJZMWS ZC[JF 5FDL K[P
H[ GLR[ D]HA  U6FJL XSFIP
àL;XlÉSZ6DF\ VJZMWS AFATMo
5Z\5ZFUT 5lT5ZD[`JZGM bIF,o
DFGJL DUH G]\ 30TZ AC] lJlR+ 5|SFZ[ YFI K[
VG[ VF56F ;DFH DF\ ;FDFlHSZ6 V[ àL YL H
YFI K[P VF56[ S]\8\]A EFJGFDF\ DFGGFZF CMJFYL
DFTF 5F;[ AF/SGM pK[Z YFI K[ VG[ VFYL DFTF
HIFZ[ ;\TFGDF\ 5]+L CMI tIFZYL H V[S JFSI
T[GF DUHDF\ ;\U|lCT  AGTL CMI K[P c5TL
5ZD[`JZ K[Pc VFH[ 5lT 5ZD[`JZ G] \  JFSI
JFZ\JFZ ;F\E/JFYL ElJQIDF\ SM. :JT\+ SFI" SZL
XSTL GYL VG[ T[ ALHF G[ VFlWG AGL ZC[ K[P
EFZTLI GFZLVM 5MTFGF 5lTG[ 5ZD[̀ JZ AGFJJFGM
bIF, C\D[XF 5MTFGF ZFBL OZGFZL K[P tIFZ[ :JT\+TF
TM AFH] p5Z ZC[ 5Z\T]\ :JT\+ lJRFZ 56 SZL XSTL
GYLP
VFlY"S 5ZFJ,\AGo
;XlSTSZ6G]\ ALH] 5F;]\ V[ VFlY"S ;1FDTF K[P
HIFZ[ VF56F N[XDF\ 5* 8SF 5|HF UFD0F \DF \
VFH[ 56 ZC[ K[P HIFZ[ N[XGL *( 8SF J:TLG[ S'lQFGF
1F[+DF\YL ZMHUFZL D[/J[ K[P VG[ B[lT jIJ;FIDF\
JlCJ8 3ZGF D]bIjIlST  ãFZF YTM CMI  tIFZ[
:+LV[ 5MTFGL VFlY"S H~ZLIFT DF8[ ALHFG[ VFlWG
ZC[JFG] \  YFI K[P
ZMHUFZLGF 1F[+[ .P;P !)5!DF\ Z#P$ 8SF lC:;M
CTMP H[ JWLG[ .P;P Z__! DF\ Z5P& 8SF YJF
5FdIMP VF K NXSFDF\ DF+ ZPZ 8SF JWFZM GM\wIM
H[G[ V;ZSFZS S[JL ZLT[ SCL  XSFIPH[ JQF" Z_!!
;]WLDF\ DF+ Z* 8SF YIMP VF p5ZF\T DCtJGL
AFAT V[ K[ S[ VF lC:;FDF\ DM8M EFU S'lQF1F[+[
;\S/FI[, CMJFYL W6M VMKM lC:;M VgI 1F[+M DF8[
AFSL ZC[ K[P Z__)GF V[S VeIF;DF\ TFZ6M
HM.V[ TM 5UFZYL SFD SZTF\ ) 8SF4 BFGUL
jIJ;FI& 8SF4 JlCJ8 !Z 8SF T[DH A\[lS[U1F[+[ DF+
!_P# 8SF ZMSF6 HMJF D/[ K[P VFD ,UEU
&5 8SF :+L ZMHUFZLGM VFWFZ S'lQF p5Z EFZ6
ZC[,] \  HMJF D/[ K[P
HFlTI V;DFGTF
VF56M ;DFH E,[ SC[TM CMI S[ VFH[ :+L 5]Z]QFGL
;DMJ0L  AGL U. K[P 5Z\T]  VF JFSI S[8,] \
IMuI K[P  S[DS[ cVFH[ :+L 5]Z]QF ;DFG AgIF K[P
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VFJL JFTM DF+ DF{lBS B],F;F l;JFI S\.H GYLP
VF56L ;ZSFZ4;DFH ;]WFZSM VG[ :J{lrKS ;\:YFVM
N=FZF 36F 5|ItGM YIF K[P
VGFDT5|YF4IMHGFVM4 VFZMuI ;]WFZ6F JU[Z[
AFATMDF\ B]A 5|ItG YIFP  ## 8SF VGFDT
CMJF KTF\ ZFHSFZ6DF\ H Z__) DF\ DF+ (
8SF 5|DF6 CT]\P UFD0F\DF\  :+L ;Z5\R VGFDT
CMI S[ :+L WFZF;eI  VGFDT CMI T[DG[ DF+
GFD DF8[ H ZFBJFDF\ VFJ[ K[ AFSL T[VM G[ SM. H
5|SFZGL HF6 CMTL GYLP
.P;P !)&! YL  .P;P Z__! ;]WLDF\ HFlTI
5|DF6 HMJFDF\ VFJ[ TM T[DF \ 56 ;TT 38F0M
GM\WFTM ZCIM K[P VFH[ 56 AF/S HgDGL AFAT CMI
S[ lX1F6GL AFAT CMI 56 HIFZ[ lJRFZ6F\ YFI
tIFZ[ 5|YD DCtJ 5]Z]QFG[ 5|F%T YFI K[P VFH[ 56
lNSZFGF  HgDGL pHJ6L YFI K[ VG[ lNSZLGF
HgDGF\ N ]oB TZLS[ HMJFI K[P VF AFAT
VF56F\ DFG;DF\ V[JL TM 9;FJL S[ JQFF[“ ;]WL
T[GL V;Z VFAFN ZC[JFGLP
X{1Fl6S ;D:IFVMP
:+L lX1F6 .P;P !)_!DF\  _P* 8SF CT] \  H[
JWLG[ VFH[ &5P$& 8SF H[8,] \ YJF 5FdI] \ K[P
VF AFAT VF56[ UJ" ,[JF H[JL BZL 5Z\T] VF
X{1Fl6S lJSF;GF ULT UFJF SZTF\ ALHL AFH]
T5F;TF bIF, VFJX[ S[ prR lX1F6DF\ DF+ #&
8SF H K[P 8[SGLS,4 jIJ;FlIS4 A[lS\U S[ U|FD
lJSF;GF 1F [+MDF\ B]A lGR] \ 5|DF6 K[P
VFH[  UFD0FDF\ 5* 8SF J:TL UFD0F\ K[ VG[
T[DF\YL $Z 8SF AC[GMGL J:TL K[ H[DF\YL ZZ 8SF
I]JlTVMG]\ 5|DF6 K[P CJ[ X{1Fl6S ;J,TM HMJF
H.V[ TM UFD0F\VMDF\ 8[lGS, SM,[HM S[ ;FDgI
SM,[HM S[ prR lX1F6GL ;J,TM 56 B]A VMKL K[
VG[ ALHL AFH] BFGUL lX1F6GL ;J,TM B]A BRF"/
K[ H[ UFD0FGF ,MSM 5MTFGF V[S AF/SG[ 56 DF\0
DF\0 E6FJTF CMI tIFZ[ S [D lX1F6 VF5J] \ T[
DCtJGL AFAT K[P VF56[ ;XST YIF S[ VF56G[
lJRFZTF  SZJF4 VF56L XlSTVMGF lJSF; DF8[
lX1F6 V[ DCtJGL S0L K[ HIFZ[ VF56FDF\ T[H
AFATGM VEFJ K[ tIFZ[ ;XST S[D YJ]\P EFZTLI
DlC,F 5F;[ XlSTVM K[ 56 ACFZ ,FJJFGM VFWFZ
GYLP

VFZMuI,1FL ;D:IF
EFZTLI :+LG] \  VFZMuI 5C[,FYL GA/] ZC[,]
HMJF D/[ K[ VF AFAT p5ZF\T S]5MQF6 56 V[8,]
H HJFANFZ H[ T[ p5ZF\T 8[l,lJhG S[ VgI AFATMYL
VFH[ 5l‘JDL ;\:S'lTGL V;ZGF ,LW[ 0FIl8\U VG[
5FT/F ZC[JFGF UF\056GL V;ZM 56 5MQ8LS
BMZFSYL J\lRT  ZC[ K[P ;ZSFZ[ S]5MQF6 lGJFZ6
SFI"S|D 56 V;ZSFZS ZC[JF 5FdIM HIFZ[ S]8\ ]A
lGIMHG SFI"S|DG[ ;FT NXSF lJtIF KTF\ VFH[ NZ[S
:+LG[ ;Z[ZFX # AF/SM K[P
:+LGF GA/F VFZMuI 5FK/ W6L ;D:IFVM 56
HJFANFZ K[ H[DF \ AF/,uG4 SHM0F,uGM4
VFZMuI,1FL HFU'TTFGM VEFJ4 lX1F6G] \ VMK]
5|DF64 VFZMuI,1FL ;]lJWFVMGM VEFJ JU[Z[P
DFTFD'tI]NZ DF\ 38F0M GMWFIM 56 T[G] \ 5|DF6
hLZM ;]WL GYL VFjI]\P VFH[ 56 # 8SF :+LVMGL
5|;]lT 3Z[ H YFI K[P VFH AFATM HMTF :+LGL
SFI"1FDTFGM lJSF; VFZMuI VFWLG K[P VG[
VFZMuIDF\ ;]WFZM GYL YJFGM tIF\ ;]WL ;XST
V[ :J%G ;DFG K[P
A[J0L E}ÂDSF
VF56F ‘;DFHDF V[S DFgITF 3Z SZL U. K[P
:+LVM C\D[XF 3Z ;\EF/JFG]\ VG[ AF/ ëK[Z G]\
SFD SZJ]\ HF[.V[P VFH AFAT YL VFH[ 56 5ltF
5ltG AgG[ GF[SZL S[ jIJ;FI SZTF CF[I T[J]\ DF+
)P5 8SF HF[JF D/[ K[P AFSLGF I]U,F[DF\YL SF[. V[S
SFD SZGFZ CMI K[P VG[ DM8FEFUG]\  3Z ;\EF/
G]\ SFD :+LVMGF EFU[ H VFJT] CMI K[P :+LVM
GMSZL SZTL CMI VG[ 5]Z]QFM 3Z ;\EF/JFG]\ VG[
AF/ pK[ZGL HJFANFZL lGEFJTF CMI T[JF DF+
!P5 8SF  VMK] K[P HIFZ[ A[ZMHUFZL l5l0T
;DFHDF\ 56 :+LG[ GMSZL SZJF N[JFDF \ GYL
VF p5ZF\T 56 lXl1FT :+LVM 56 GMSZL S[ BFGUL
jIJ;FI SZJF N[JFDF\ VFJTL GYLP
5Z\5ZF  VG[ 5Z\5ZFUT lZJFHM
DFGJL lJRFZ p5Z T[GL ;\:S'lT  VG[ JFZ;FGL V;Z
YTL CMI K[P DFGJL lJRFZ6DF\ VD]S lZJFHM V[JL
ZLT[ O;FI[, CMI K[ S[ H[G[ N}Z SZJF DF8[ ,F\AM
;DI lD8FJL XSFTL GYLP VFJF 36F lZJFHM
VF56F\ EFZTLI ;DFHGF 5FIF DF \ ZRFI[,
K[P c:+L 3ZDF \H XME[ c c :+LG[  X]\ BAZ 50[c c
:+L 3ZG]\ 3Z[6\] SC[JFI T[ 3ZDF\ H XME[ c  JU[Z[
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H[JL DFgITFVM VF56F\ ;DFH DF\ ZC[,L K[P
5Zl6T :+L V[ 5MTFGF 5lTGF lJRFZ D]HA
RF,JFG]\ ZC[ K[P VF K[ VF56F\ :JT\+ EFZTGL
:+L U],FDLP
3ZGL ACFZGL N]lGIFDF\ :+LG[ BAZ CMI V[JL
VF56F\ ;DFHDF\ 36L VMKL :+LVM K[P VG[
VFYL H HF6SFZLGM VEFJ ZC[,M HMJF D/[ K[P
ZLJFHMGL hF/DF\ :+LG[ Z ]WJFDF\ VFJ[ tIF \
VJFH p9FJGFZ GM tIFU  SZJFDF\ VFJ[ VYJF
VJFHG[ NAFJL N[JFDF \ VFJ[ K[P VFJL S[8,L
lH\NULVM VF56F\ lZJFHMDF\ ZLAF. K[P
:+L lC\;F S[ :+L VtIFRFZo
K[<,F A[ NXSFYL ;TT U]GFGF 5|DF6DF\ JWFZM
Y. ZCIM K[P VG[ VFHGF lNJ;[ lGI+6 AC] VMK]
AGJF 5FdI] \ K[P :+L VtIFRFZGL JFT SZJFDF\
VFJ[ TM JQF" Z_!Z NZlDIFG :+LVM p5Z YI[,F
U]GFG] \  5|DF6 Z4$$4Z*_ S[;M GM \WFIF CTFP
Z$4)Z# A/FTSFZ4 (4&!( NC[H D'tI] YIF\ CTF\P
VF HMTF bIF, VFJX[ S[ JQF" Z__(DF\ _P$ 8SF
D'tI] NC[HGF ,LW[ YTF\ CTF \ H[DF \ DF+ _P!
8SF 38F0M GM\WFIM K[P JQF" Z_!Z H[ :+LVM p5Z
VtIFRFZ YIF K[ T[DF \ $PZ& 8SF A/FTSFZGF
S[; CTF\P p5ZMST VF\S0FVM HMTF bIF, VFJX[ S[
VFJF ;DFH DF\ :+L lJSF; S[8,M XSI K[m
;ZSFZL 5U,FVMG] \ VIMuI VD,LSZ6 VG[
SFG]GL lGTLVMGL ;D:IFo
.P;P !)(* DF\ DlC,F VFIMUGL :YF5GF4
G[XG, SlD8L VMO J]D[G4 HFgI]VFZL !))Z DF\
G[XG, SlDXG OMZ J]DG4 Z__! DF\ lSXMZL XlST
IMHGF JU[Z[ VFJJF KTF\ 56 lJSF; YJM HM.V[
V[8,M YJF 5FdIM GYLP ALHL AFH] :+L Z1F6 DF8[
SFINFVM AGJF KTF\ 56 gIFIDF\ VF0[ VFJTL

S[ lJ,\lAT gIFI D/TM CMJFYL ,MSM OlZIFN SZTF
0Z VG]EJ[ K[ S[ 5KL OlZIFN GMWFJTF\ H GYLP
IMHGFGM ,FE BZ[BZ H[ ,MSMG[ D/JM HM.V[ T[ D[/
JL XSTF GYL VG[ ,FUJU XFlC S[ VIMuI jIlSTG[
,FE D/JFYL TSl,OM N]Z YJF 5FDlT GYLP
;DF5G
D]bI ;D:IF 5MTFYL S[ 5MTFGF 3ZYL RF,] YTL
CMI K[ VG[ T[GF pS[,GL X~VFT 56 tIFYL H
YFI TM T[GM pS[, h05L ,FJL XSFI K[P VF56F\
;DFHG] DFG; HIF\ ;]WL :+LG[ ;DHL GlC XS[ tIF
\;]WL lJSF; XSI GYLP ;D:IF N[BFI T[ SIFZ[I
CMTL GYLP V[8,[ ;D:IFGF D}/ ;]WL 5CMRJ] H~ZL
K[P VgIYF VFH ;]WL W6L :J{lrKS ;\:YFVM VG[
;ZSFZL lJEFUM :+L lJSF;GF GFD p5Z RF,TF
ZCIF K[ VG[ VFJ] H RF,T] ZCX[ TM VFJTF W6F\
JQFM" ;]WL RF,] ZCX[P

;\NE"
5|MP XFC V[PHLP VG[ 5|M NJ[ H[PS[P c EFZTLI
;DFHDF\  :+LVMGM NZHHMc  VG0Fs2004 f
VDNFJFNCRIME REPORT 2012
Census 2011 Data of Indian Population2011 Censuswww.census2011.co.in/ýMinistry of
Women and Child Developmentwcd.nic.inNational Mission for Empowermentof Women-Ministry of Women ...www.nmew.gov.in/ýhdr.undp.org/en/reports/national/.../Timor-Leste_NHDR_2011_EN.pdf
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;FDFHLS ;\:YFDF\ VFJ[,F\ 5lZJT"G VG[ 5lZJT"SM

* ,[SRZZ4 zL ;CHFG\N 5LPHLP ;[g8Z VMO ;MxI, JS"4 3M3F ZM04 EFJGUZP

* R[TG H[P ;FJ,LIF

GFUZLS TZLS[ DFGJL lHJG XSI K[P VG[ GFUZLS YJF S[ H~ZLIFTGF ;\NE[“ DFGJLGL H~ZLIFTMV[ ;DFH
N=FZF 5]ZL 5F0JFDF\ VFJ[ K[P ;DFH V[ jIJl:YT –-F\RFDF\ ZC[4jIlST TZLS[ V[S jIJl:YT lHJG  HLJ[ T[
DF8[ ;FDFHLS ;\:YFG]\ CMJ]\ VlGJFI” K[P VFJL ;\:YFVM DFGJL ;D]C lHJGGL X~VFTYL YI[,L K[P
5|FYlDS  HZ]ZL YFTM4 ;FDFHLS lGI\+64 ;FDFHLSZ64 RFlZ+ 30TZ T[DH ;\:S’lT C:TF\TZ V[ ;FDFHLS
;\:YFVM N=FZF XSI A\G[ K[P  ;DFHDF\ 5lZJT"G YT] ZC[T] CMI K[ VG[ T[ D]HA 5Z\5ZFUT ;\:YFVMDF\
56 5lZJT”G VFJJF 5FdI]\ K[P 5lZJT”GGF SFZ6[ 36F\ ;FZF 5lZ6FDM 5|F%T YIF K[P 5Z\T] 36L
AFATM GSFZFtDS Y. K[P H[ ;D:IF~5 56 K[P

5|:TFJGFo
DFGJLI HLJGG ] \ 30TZ lJSF; VG[ lGI\+6 G]\
SFD ;\:YFVM ÛFZF YFI K[P DFGJLI HLJGDF\
DCtJGL E}lDSF V[ ;\:YFVMGL ZC[ K[P  ;FDFlHS
;\:YFVMGM  HgD DFGJLGL X~VFTYL H YI[,M K[P
;M{YL 5C[,F\ S]\8]\A;\:YF4  VFlY"S ;\:YF4  ,uG;\:YF4
X{1Fl6S ;\:YF4 WD";\:YF VG[ ZFHSLI ;\:YF GL
X~VFT YI[,L HMJF D/[ K[P
;FDFHLS  ;\:YFGL ,F1Fl6STFo
• ;\:YF ,MSMGL 5|FYlDS VFJxISTFGL 5}lT" DF8[ AG[
K[P
• ;\:YFGM HgD AWF DG]QIIMGF jIJCFZ VG[ lR+
p5ZYL AG[ K[P
• 5|tI[S ;FDFHLS  ;\:YFVM RMSS; -F\RFDF\ ZRFI[,
CMI K[P
• 5|tI[S  ;\:YFGM V[S IF V[S SZTF\ JW] pN[xI
CMI K[P
• ;\:YFG] \ A\WFZ6 DF{lBS  CMI K[P
;FDFlHS ;\:YFGF SFIM"ov
• ;\:YF ;FDFHLS lGI\+6 TZLS[ SFI" SZ[ K[P
• ;\:YF jIlSTGF SFI"G[ ;Z/ AGFJ[ K[P
• JIlSTGF SFIM" VG[ :TZ lGWF"lZT SZ[ K[P
• ;\:YF ;NF jIlSTGF lCTDF\ H lG6"I  SZTL
GYL W6L JBT lJ~W 56 CMI K[P

• ;\:YF :JT\+ GYL CMTL T[ ;DFH VG[ ;\:S'lTS
jIJ:YF ;FY[ ;\A\lWT CMI K[P
• ;\:YFGF ZLT lZJFHMDF\ h05L 5lZJT"G XSI
GYLP
;FDFlHS ;\:YFVM 5lZJT"G VG[ 5lZJT"SMov
S]\8\]A ;\:YFov
DFGJLI H~ZLIFTMGF pÛEJGL ;FY[ S]\8]\A ;\:YFGM
HgD YIMP  U]OF HLJG4  GFGFvGFGF S;AF VG[
WLZ[WLZ[ UFD0F\G] \ ;H"G YJF ,FuI] ] ]P 5Z\T] ;DI
HTF\  lJSF; VG[ 8[ ŸSGM,MHL H[JF 5lZA/MYL
VM{nMlUSZ6 VG[ XC[ZLSZ6 V:TLtJ DF\
VFJJF ,FuIFP  S\]8\]A ;\:YFDF\ 5|YD TM DF6; G\]
;FDFlHSZ6 YFI K[P DFGJLI ;FDFlHSZ64
EZ6 5MQF6 JU[Z[ AFATM DF8[ S\]8\]A ;\:YF VlGJFI"
U6JFDF\ VFJ[ K[P VFHGF ;DI[ VF ;\:YFDF\
5lZJT"G S[ AN,FJ VFJJF 5FdIM K[P S\]8]\A ;\:YF
DF\ 5|YD TM DF6;G] \ ;FDFHLSZ6 YFI K[P
DFGJLI ;FDFHLSZ64 EZ6 5MQF6 JU[Z[ AFATM
VlGJFI" U6JFDF\ VFJ[ K[P VFHGF ;DI[ VF
;\:YFDF\ 5lZJT"G S[ AN,FJ VFJJF 5FdIM  K[P
S\]8]\A jIJ:YFDF\  ZMA8" SC[ K[ T[D AF/ pK[Z VG[
5|HGG DF8[ 5|DF6E}T 5|6F,L K[P VF 5|6F,LDF\
àL H[ 3Z;\EF/ VG[ AF/ pK[ZG\]  SFI" ;\EF/L H[
JT"DFG ;DIDF\ AF/ pK[Z S[ 3ZDF\ ZC[,L
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VXÉ jIlÉGF EZ65MQF6GF 56 5|`GM VFjIF
K[P
WLZ[vWLZ[ ;\I]É S\]8\ ]A 5|6F,LDF\ AN,FJ VFJJF
5FdIM K[P VF56F N[XDF\ ,UEU (5@  p5ZGF
;\I]É S]\8]\A jIJ:YF HMJF D/TL CTL H[ VFH[ GFX
5FDJF ;]WL 5CM\RL  K[P ;\I]É S\]8\ ]A jIJ:YFDF\
AF/SMG]\ ;FDFlHSZ6 VG[ J'wWMG\] EZ6 5MQF6GF
5|`GM G CTF HIFZ[ VFH[ lJEÉ S]\8\ ]ADF\ AF/
SMG]\ ;FDFlHSZ6  XF/FVM S[ VFIFVM ãFZF YJF
,FuI] K[P AF/ pK[Z VFH[ lJEÉ S\]8\]ADF\ 5|`G~5
AGTM HFI K[P S]\8\]A ;\:YFDF\ 5lZJT"G VFJTFGL
;FY[ VFH[ AF/ V5ZFW4 J'wWM VG[ VXÉ ;eIMG]\
EZ65MQF6 GM 5|`G4 AF/ pK[ZGF 5|`GM JU[Z[
VFJJF ,FuIF K[P
,uG ;\:YF o ,uG ;\:YF jIlÉUT lGI\+6 VG[
;FDFlHS jIJ:YF 8SFJJF DF8[ HJFANFZ ;\:YF CTLP
H[G]\ Vl:TtJ  RlZ+ 30TZ SZJF DF8[ VG[ AF/
pK[Z HJFANFZL JU[Z[ SFIM" DF8[ AGFJJFDF\ VFJ[,L
CTLP  VF p5ZF\T jIlSTGL[ E}lDSF4 NZHHM VG[ OZHM
GSSL YTL CTLP V[S 5tGL4 AC] 5tGL H[JF ,uGM HMJF
D/TFP VgI 5]ZS jIJ:YF DF8[ AC] 5lTtJ4 EFT'
,uG4 ElUGL ,uG4 N[ZJ8]4 H[9J8] JU[Z[ 5|SFZGL CTLP
VG],MD VG[ 5|lT,MDGM lJZMW  HMJF D/TM CTMP
VF56F\ ;DFHDF\ VFH[ 56 ,uG jIJ:YFG] \
V:TLtJ ZC[,] \  H K[P 5Z\T] \  T [DF \ AN,FJ
VFJJF 5FdIM K[P VFH[ ,uG 5;\NUL B]<,L AGL K[P
VF 5lZJT"G 5FK/ EFlTU/ ;\:S'lT4 5l`JDLSZ6
VG[ 5lZJT"G HJFANFZ K[P V[S AFH] VG],MD VG[
5|lT,MD :JLSFI" AgIF4 AC] 5tGLtJ VG[ AC]
5lTtJGF lGQF[W DF8[ SFINM 30FIM4  HIFZ[ ALHL AFH]
5;\NULGF 5F+ ;FY[ ,uG V[ ;FZL AFAT K[P HIFZ[
K]8FK[0FGF 5|`GMDF\ JWFZM4 ,uG  ACFZGF
HFlTI ;\A\WM4 ;D,{ \ULSTFGF 5|`GM 5|A/
5|DF6DF\ AgIF K[P ,LJ .G ZL,[XG H[JF
SFINFVMYL RFZLÈG]\ :TZ GLdG YJF 5FdI] \ K[P
,uG ;\:YFDF\ VFJ[,F 5lZJT"G YL ,FEM  36F\
YIF H[DF \ 5;\NULGF ,uG  YJF ,FuIF \
U'CS\SF;DF\ 38F0M GM\WFIM4 AF/ ,uGG]\ lGI\+6
YI]\P 5Z\T] ;FY[v;FY[ G]S;FG YJF 5FdI]\ K[P
7FlT ;\:YF o v
• J6" jIJ:YF o SD" VFWFlZT NZHHM D/TMP
jIlÉGF HLJGDF \ S[JF SFIM" K[ H[GF VFWFZ[ GÞL

YT]\P T[G\] J6"P !P A|Fï6 ZP 1Fl+I                      #P
J{XI $P X]ã WLZ[ WLZ[ J6" jIJ:YF T]8JF ,FULP
• 7FlT jIJ:YF o7FlT jIJ:YFGM pNŸEJ YIM
H[DF\ jIlÉGF HgD VFWFlZT NZHHM D/[ K[PVF
jIJ:YF  jIlÉGF HgD ;DI[ 7FlT GÞL Y. HTLP
VF jIJ:YF  Z_DL ;NLGF KõF  NFISF AFN 38JF
,FUL VG[ JU" jIJ:YFGM  5U5[;FZM YI[, HMJF
D?IMP !)#_ GL J:TL U6TZL D]HA EFZTDF\
#___  7FlTVM  Vl:TtJ  WZFJTL CTLP 5Z\T] 7FlT
jIJ:YF T}8JF ,FUL  VG[ JU" jIJ:YFDF\
jIlÉGF HLJG WMZ6 VFWFlZT D}<IF\SG YJF ,FuI\]P
5ZT] \  JU" jIJ:YFDF\ RMÞ; E[NZ[BF VFJ[,L
GYLP
7FlT jIJ:YF AFWF~5 CMJF KTF\ GLR[GF\  SFIM"
7FlT jIJ:YF G[ VFWLG CTF\P
• 7FlT 5\RFIT
• RMÞ; lGIDM  VG[ 5F,G DF8[ S0S lGID
• D]bI ;\:S'lT G]\ C:TFT\Z64  ZLTvZLJFHM VG[
    WMZ6M
• ;FDFHLS jIJ:YF
• VFlY"S jIJ:YF TZLS[ ;A/
• EFZTLI S/FVMGL HF/J6L
5Z\T] JU" jIJ:YF VFJJFYL 7FlTUT ;\:S'lT E},FJF
,FUL K[P 5C[ZJ[X4 JFZ;FUT jIJ;FI 4 JFZ;F. S/
FVM4 lGI\+6 JU[Z[ AFATMG] \   Vl:TtJ GFX
5FdI] \ S [ lSGFZF p5Z ZC[,] \ K[P VFH[ EFZTLI
D}/ ;\:S'lT E},FJFYL EFZTLI UZLDFG[ V;Z Y.
K[P V[S ;FDFlHS  jIJ:YFDF \ B,[, 50[,L HMJF
D/[ K[P
7FlT jIJ:YF V[S RMÞ; ZLT[ ZRFI[,L jIJ:YF CTLP
H[DF\ lGIDM4 lZJFHM4 WMZ6M4 VFlY"S jIJ:YF JU[Z[
AFATM RMSS; CTFP HIFZ[ VFW]lGS JU" jIJ:YFDF\
VF AFATM VJZMWS K[P VG[ T[ jIlÉJFNL CMJFYL
;D]C lJSF;  XSI GYLP
WD" ;\:YF o ;DFH lGI\+6DF\ WD" ;\:YFG]\ BF;
DCtJ ZC[, ] \  K[P H[ DFGJLGF 5lJ+ SFI" VG[
;DFHDF\ V;CFI ,MSM DF8[ ;CFITF VG[ 5lJ+
AFATM ;DHFJ[ TYF WD"GF 7FGG] \ SFD SZ[ K[P
VF ;\:YF ÛFZF ;DFHDF\ lGI\+6 VG[ V8SFJ[
K[P
VFH[ VF56F EFZTDF\  D]bI  ;FT WDM" VG[
lJlJW WDM"  HMJF D/[ K[P p5ZF\T 36F\ ;\5|NFIM
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56 Vl:TTJ WZFJ[ K[P WD" VFH[ 5|FRLG SZTF\
lJZMWGL AFAT K[P ,MSMDF\ EF.RFZM S[ lJSF;GL
AFATMGM p<,[B SZJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P VFYL VFH[
WD"G] \  lGI\+6 38T] \  HMJF D/[ K[P VFH[
jIlÉJFNL ;DFH 30TZ V[ WD" ÛFZF YI[, VFJSFI"
K[P H[ 5MTFG] \  ;DFHV[STFG]\ SFI" SZJFG[ AN,[
WD"YL VG[ EUJFGYL ,MSMG[ 0ZFJJFG]\ SFI" SZ[ K[P
lX1F6 ;\:YFov
lX1F6 V[ ;FDFlHSZ6GL  V[S 5|lS|IF K[P lX1F6
ãFZF ;DFHLSZ6 YFI K[P VG[ jIlÉG] \ HLJG
30TZ YFI  K[P  jIlÉtJ lJSF;4 lGI\+64 5ZLJT"G
VG[ ;FDFlHS UlTXL,TFG] \  SFD V[ lX1F6G[
VFlWG  K[P
VF56L 5F|RLG lX1F6 jIJ:YF V[ HLJG,1L
AFATMG] \  30TZG] \ SFD CT] \ VG[ VFJL lX1F6
jIJ:YF V[ ;\5}6" jIlÉtJ 30TZ4 ZMHUFZ,1FL VG[
5lZJT"GXL, CT]\P 5Z\T] \ VFHGL lX1F6 jIJ:YF
OST ZMHUFZ,1FL AGJF 5FDL K[P ;FY[ ;FY[ 8Ÿ[SGM,MHL
VG[ lJ7FGGF lJSF; ;FY[ ;\S]lRT YJF ,FuI]\  K[P
VF p5ZF\T BFGULSZ6GF ,LW[ VG[ DIF"NLT
AFATMYL lX1F6GL U]6JTF lGdgF Y. K[P
5Z\5ZFUT ;\:YFo U|FDL6 ;\:YF ;\5}6" UF|D 5Z
5|E}tJ  WZFJTL V[S DF+ ;\:YF\ CTLP H[GFYL
U|FD DF\ YTL NZ[S 5|J'lT DF\ 5\RFIT C:T1F [+
SZL XSTL HIFZ[ VFH[ U|FD 5\RFIT DF\ AN,FJ
VFjIM K[P VG[ U|FD 5\RFIT EFUL 50TF ;ZSFZL
C:T1F[5 SZ[, K[P VFYL U|FD 5\RFITDF\ H[ ,MSM
ÛFZF gIFlIS 5|J'lT VG[ U|FDL6 jIJ:YF5G
SZJFDF\ VFJT] T[ VFH[ XSI AGFJL XSFT] GYLP
U|FD 5\RFIT ãFZF NZ[S lG6"IGL AFAT ;J[ "
U|FDHGMG[ DFgI ZC[TM CTM HIFZ[ VFH[ U|FD
5\RFITG] \ DFgI ZC[T] GYLP
VFlY"S ;\;YFov
U|FDL6 VFlY"S jIJ:YF V[ lJlJW ;\:YFVM ;FY[
HM0FI[, K[ VG[ T[GFYL DFGJL  H~lZIFTM  VG[
;FDFlHS jIJ:YFGL NZ[S AFAT UM9JJFD\F VFJ[,L
CTLP  7FlT VFWFlZT VY" jIJ:YFG] \  Vl:TtJ
ZMHUFZL D[/JL XSFTL CTLP VFH[ VF VY"jIJ:YF
T]8[,L HMJF D/[ K[P 5Z\T] 7FlT7T jIJ;FI GFX
5FDL ZCIM K[P ;FY[ ;FY[ 8[SGM,MHL lJ7FG H[J]\
VFW]lGSLSZ6 YI] K[P lJSl;T ;DFH VG[

HLJGWMZ6DF\ ;]WFZM YJF KTF\ 56 VFH[
VgI ;D:IFVMGM pNEJ  YI[,M HMJF D/[ K[P
;DF5Go
p5ZMÉ RRF" VF56L  5Z\5ZFUT ;FDFHLS
jIJ:YFGL     AFATDF\ CTL VG[ VFW]lGS jIJ:YFGL
AFATDF\ CTL VG[ V[ JFTYL VFH[ 5lZlRT KLV[ S[
5lZJT"G V[ ;DFHG]\  VlGJFI" 5ZLA/ K[P T[D
KTF\ VFW]lGS lJRFZ;Z6L ;FDFHLS ;\\:YFVMDF\
VFJ[,F AN,FJ  DCtJGF  K[P 5Z\T] 5lZJT"G ;FY[
VF56L ;D:IFVM 56 VFJ[,L K[P H[ VF56F\
;DFHGF lJSF; S[ jIJ:YFDF\  AFWF~5 ZC[,L K[P

;\NE"
5||MP XFC PV[PHL VG[ 5|MPNJ[PH[ PS[— ,uG4S]\8\]A VG[
;U56v;\A\WM VG0FsZ__5f VDNFJFNSrinivas  m .n. social change in mordenINDIA New Delhi
0MP N[JZ[ ;]WLZ ZFHFZFD “EFZTLI ;FDFlHS
jIJ:YFˆ VH]"G 5la,LXL\U CFp; sZ__(f G.
lN<,LRawat H.K. Sociology basic concepts"ravatpublication (2009) jaipurp
0MP JF3[,F VlG, V[;P cc ;DFHXF:+ 5lZRIcc
I]PU\PlGPAMP sZ__5f VNFJFN
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HOW SUCCESSFULLY HAS LUPIN LTD. EMBRACED LEVERAGE?
Abstract: In today's market conditions when the expectations of the Equity shareholders arerising, a company has to be able to determine a judicious mix of debt funds and owned funds.When a company involves debt in its capital structure, it has to bear fixed charges and thishas deep impact on the company's profitability and liquidity.If the debt is used wisely it shouldalso be able to augment its profitability and improve its liquidity and if not, the same proves tobe counterproductive. Several Indian industries have written success stories that have madeIndia proud today. Several companies from the leading industries have employed debt fundswhich in some cases exceed 50% of total corporate funding.This paperfo cuseson therelationship between leverage andprofita bilityin Lupin Limited. The financial statements ofLupinLimit edhave been collected over aperiod of 7years (from 2006-07 through 2012-13).Varioustools and techniques employed reveal that the degree of   operating leverageis found tohavestatisti callysigni ficantpositive correlation with the ROI as also that thedegreeo ffinancialleverageis positively correlated with the ROI.Itis suggestedthatLupin Limited should revampits capitalstruc turesuch that it should inclu deth eoptimumblend of equityand borrowedfundssothatit haspositiveimpacton Returnon Investment.Furthermore, degree of combinedeveragei spositively correlated with ROI ofL upin.It follows thatLupin has not significantlyresorted to the use of debtfunds which also deprives it of the benefits of financialleverage.
Keywords:CombinedLeverage,FinancialLeverage,Operating Leverage, ProfitabilityandROI
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Leverage is employment of debt fund orborrowed capital. Although leverage is purelya financial tool, it is used immensely bymanagers involved in the decision-makingprocesses related to capital structuringdecisions, mergers and acquisitions,ascertainment of cost of capital etc.Themanagement of a company goes throughmany brain storming sessions before decidingon a particular capital structure- Equitydominated or Debt-dominated or trade-offbetween the two etc. Needless to say, the mainpurpose is to maximize the market value ofthe share and to fetch decent returns to theinvestors. Debt-to-Equityratio can be used aswhich divulges as to what extent the assets of

a business are financed by debt and/or byequity.
2. Literature ReviewFinancial Leverage has always been afavourite topic with the business communityas well as the academia. It evokes a full gamutof responses from both the teachingcommunity and the business community. Tofully gauge this diversity of opinion and bodyof work, several books, journals and articleswere reviewed. In this study utmost care hasbeen taken to include as diverse literature aspossible on the theoretical aspect of the topicand findings and exploratory studies.According to Paul Allen (1995), the co-founder of Microsoft, averred "Use of debt is
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a risky affair…..if the leverage employed isneutral, its presence in the balance sheet isnegated….the rate of return has to be higherfor it to be advantageous..."Martin Thomas
(2010)has opined in his research article titled'What Is Leverage And How Can I Use It' thatFinancial Leverage is simply another way ofsaying 'borrowed money'. But to leave it atthat would be a gross injustice to the value,utility and purpose of Financial Leverage …itis the fountain head of wealth and a catalystfor wealth creation.In the research article published in The WallStreet Journal, James Kobzeff (2009)hasextensively analysed the impact of capitalstructure decisions with regard to debt raisingcapacity and earning capacity of the firmandhas expounded that Financial Leverage isabout management of borrowed fund tomultiply returns...positive leverage canaugment wealth creation at phenomenal rate,but if used recklessly, it can be the undoing ofa company..''. Dilip D. Kare (2003)publisheda survey of Corporate practices with regardto employment of Financial Leverage, inwhich he said that while different industriesmay exhibit widely differing capital structure,firms in the same industry choose the samelevel of leverage composition…this means thatintra industry leverage differences were fairlynegligible''. Brent A. Gloy and Timothy G.
Baker (2002) have discussed the risk-takingand risk-aversion behaviour of variouscompanies and the reasons thereof. Theyopined "the problem of choice among risk-management strategies is addressed with thedominance of a risk-free asset criterion. Thisallows for strategies with less business risk,less expected return and greater leverage todominate strategies…".Carole E. Scott (1998)in a working paper described Financialleverage as '' name given to the impact onreturns of a change in the extent to which thefirm's assets are financed with borrowedmoney''. Louis Chaillet (2010) in his book

has stated that the prospective investorsshould first look at the quality of assetsacquired by the leveraged firm. This, theysay,is a decisive factor in projecting the futureprospects of getting a reasonable rate ofreturn. So the key issue here is how well thefirm is invested…''. Bernstein and Wild
(2004) in their have clearly investigated theissues related to the volatile interest rates andthe fluctuating financial prospects of theinvestors directly influenced by it. Theyexpounded that if interest rates are soaring,a leveraged company paying a fixed lowerinterest rate is more profitable than its non-leveraged rival…the fundamental risk with aleveraged capital structure is the risk ofinadequate cash under conditions ofadversity…". Dr. Umar Butt (2011)attemptedto study the relationship between the policiesadopted by the corporates and the degree ofleverage in their capital structures. The authorinvestigates as to what are the considerationsfor selecting various sources for finance andhow corporate governance influences theselection of the source. The author alsosegregates various firms into democraticfirms and dictatorship firms and observesthat the democratic firms resort to debt muchmore than the dictatorship firms. The authorconcludes that all the previous studies havenot given complete and consistent account ofrelationship between financial leverage andprofitability and that empirical studies pointto divergent directions which in reality maynot be the case. The author uses the data baseof 2229 firms for the years 1990-2009 anduses Pearson correlation coefficients amongthe financial leverage, profitability andindustry specific control variables for all firms.
CA Sachchidanand Pachori and Dr.
Navindra Totala (2012) made an attempt tostudy the influence of financial leverage onthe shareholders' return and marketcapitalisation of automotive clustercompanies of Pithampur, Madhyapraesh,
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India. Their study covers five years' timeperiod from 2006-07 to 2010-2011. Apartfrom dealing with the basics of FinancialLeverage, the paper clearly explains theimpact of leverage on the profitability of theautomotive industries of the region.They haveobserved that shareholders of the firms withrisk-laden debt will invest only when or up tothe point at which, the expected return oninvestment is at least as great as the promisedpayment to bondholders. They imply that ifthe expected return is less than the promisedpayment, the shareholders invest less than theoptimal amount or do not invest at all. Then,the firm value declines resulting in restricteduse of debt. Their findings indicate that evenif the rate of return on equity is high but ifthe amount of financial leverage is very highthe shareholder will ask for premium to coverthe added risk. They conclude that financialleverage is a speculative technique and thatthere are special risks and costs involved withfinancial leverage and there is no guaranteethat financial leverage strategy will besuccessful during any period in which it isemployed.
3. Rational Of The StudyIn India, there have been significant changesin the capital market over the last few decades.The government rules and regulations havealso been changing from time to time. Hence,the expectations of the investing communityhave also changed in keeping with theaforementioned changes. How thecorporates raise funds and utilise the samehas become a make or break point so far asthe financial performance of the corporateworld is concerned. Leverage has always beenand continues to be the buzz-word for thecorporates and the investors as well as otherstakeholders.Employing leverage has its prosunder a particular set of financialcircumstances and also its cons in a differentset of financial circumstances.Lupin Limited,an Ahmedabad-based company,has continued

its steady march to growth and prosperityeven in the face of changing vicissitudes at thestock market. Lupin Limited has beengrowing by leaps and bounds in recent yearsand being a home-grown company it naturallyarouses curiosity in the academia.
4. Objectives Of The Study
   Toanalysethe Financial Performance of       Lupin Ltd.
   Tocarry out LeverageAnalysisof LupinLtd.
   Toexamine the relationshipbetween       LeverageandProfitabilityinLupinLtd.
5.  Research Methodology :Considering the nature of study onlysecondary financial data have been used.Thesecondary datahave been collected fromthe company website and other reputedwebsites and online data sources.
Hypotheses
H1:  Thereis significantpositive correlationbetween Operating Leverageand ProfitabilityofLupin Ltd.
H2:  Thereis significant positivecorrelationbetween Financial Lever ageand Profitability ofLupin Ltd
H3:Thereis significant positive correlationbetween combined Lever age and Profitability of Lupin Ltd.
Methodology
  Various profitabilityratios, liquidity  ratios,and leverageratioshave beenused  to analysethe financial perfor mance of Lupin Ltd. forthe period from 2006-07 to 2012-13.
 Operating Leverage, Financial Leverage    and Combined Leverage have been    computed to gauge leverage.
i. Degree  of Operating Leverage (DOL) has    been computed as under:   Percentage change in EBIT/Percenta ge   change in sales
ii. Degree of Financial Leverage (DFL) been     computed as under:      %changein EPS/% changeinEBIT
iii. DegreeofCombinedLeverage (DCL)
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The Degree of Combined Leverage (DCL) isthe leverageratio  that sumsup  thecombinedeffect  of the Degreeof OperatingL everage(DOL)andthe Degree of FinancialLeverage(DFL) has on the Earning pershareor EPSgivena particular change in sales. Thisratio helps in ascertainin gthebest possiblefinancialan do perationa lleverage that is tobeusedinany firm or business.
 The Leverage and Profitability   relationshiphas been analysed through statistic altoolssuch as Pearsonco efficient of correlation.
Tools of data analysis:The collected data have also been also analysedusing Ratio Analysis Technique & statisticalsoftware suchas SPSS.6. Data Analysis

Table-1: DegreeofOperatingLeverage
Year Sales Operation profit %EBIT %Sales DOL 
2006-07 879.06 57.37 ---- ---- ---- 
2007-08 955.89 72.25 25.93 12.56 2.06 
2008-09 1080.98 102.48 78.62 28.41 2.76 
2009-10 1104.97 147.3 156.75 42.19 3.43 
2010-11 1558.76 181.8 216.89 63.18 3.43 
2011-12 1840.64 247.95 332.19 99.83 3.326 
2012-13 2037.88 274.43 378.35 138.40 2.73 

Table-2: Degree of Financial Leverage

Year EPS(Rs) Operation Profit 

(Rs.Cr) 

%EPS %EBIT Financial 

Leverage 
2006-07 6.25 57.37 ---- ---- ---- 
2007-08 7.38 72.25 18.08 25.93 0.69 
2008-09 9.45 102.48 51.2 78.62 0.65 
2009-10 10.46 147.3 67.36 156.7 0.42 
2010-11 14.84 181.8 137.44 216.8 0.63 
2011-12 35.14 247.95 462.24 332.1 1.39 
2012-13 26.7 274.43 327.2 378.3 0.86 

Table-3:DegreeofCombinedLeverage
Year     %changein 

EPS 

%Changein 

Sales 

DOL DFL DCL = 

DOL*DFL 

2006-07 ---- ---- ---- ---- ----- 
2007-08 18.08 12.56 2.06 0.6 1.42 
2008-09 51.2 28.41 2.76 0.6 1.79 
2009-10 67.36 42.19 3.43 0.4 1.44 
2010-11 137.44 63.18 3.43 0.6 2.16 
2011-12 462.24 99.83 3.32 1.3 4.62 
2012-13 327.2 138.40 2.73 0.8 2.35 

LIQUIDITYRATIO

Table -4  :CurrentRatio

Year Current 

Assets (Rs. Cr) 

Current 

Liabilities(Rs.Cr) 

CurrentRatio 

2006-07 302.13 177.71 1.70 

2007-08 340.41 198.4 1.71 

2008-09 326.92 194.36 1.68 

2009-10 320.08 193.28 1.10 

2010-11 345.21 313.14 1.10 

2011-12 445.23 258.83 1.72 

2012-13 694.14 350.6 1.97 

Table -5:QuickRatio

Year Quick 

Assets (Rs.Cr) 

Current 

liabilities (Rs.Cr) 

QuickRatio 

2006-07 25.77 177.71 0.14 
2007-08 36.67 198.4 0.18 
2008-09 34.69 194.36 0.18 
2009-10 42.62 193.28 0.22 
2010-11 45.85 313.14 0.14 
2011-12 53.91 258.83 0.20 
2012-13 232.05 350.6 0.66 

Table -6: Debt -EquityRatio
Year Totaldebt 

(Rs.Cr) 

Net worth 

(Rs.Cr) 

Debt-equityratio 

2006-07 480.33 2120 0.22 
2007-08 510.8 2510.38 0.20 
2008-09 440.63 2910.15 0.15 
2009-10 250.05 3347.28 0.07 
2010-11 138.77 3988.24 0.04 
2011-12 1905.4 5749.3 0.30 
2012-13 0.00 7000.33 0.00 

Table -7:TotalAssets TurnoverRatio(TATR)

Year Sales(Rs.Cr) TotalAssets(Rs.Cr) TATR 
2006-07 770.93 266.31 2.89 
2007-08 867.76 303.19 2.86 
2008-09 989.96 335.8 2.94 
2009-10 1096.21 359.33 3.05 
2010-11 1258.08 412.01 3.05 
2011-12 1540 593.72 2.62 
2012-13 1837.97 700.33 2.62 

Table-8:WorkingCapitalTurnoverRatio

Year Sales(Rs.Cr) Workingcapital(Rs.Cr) WCTR 

2006-07 770.93 124.42 6.19 
2007-08 867.76 142.01 6.11 
2008-09 989.96 132.56 7.46 
2009-10 1096.21 126.8 8.64 
2010-11 1258.08 32.07 39.22 
2011-12 1540.59 186.4 8.20 
2012-13 1837.97 343.54 5.35 
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Table-9:Rate Of Return

Year ROI (%)
2006-07 19.31 
2007-08 20.30 
2008-09 18.34 
2009-10 25.16 
2010-11 26.11 
2011-12 29.41 
2012-13 29.07 RELATIONSHIP BWTWEEN LEVERAGE ANDPROFITABILITYIt is imperative to understand the relationshipbetween leverage on the one hand andprofitability on the other. In that, correlationis astatistical technique measuringganassociation orrelationship between twoormo revariables.There can be a simplecorrelation or multiple correlation. Anassociation between two variable siscalledsimple correlation whereas anassociationamon gsevera lvariables (morethantwovariables) is calledmul tiple correlation. Iftwo variable sarenegative lycorre lated, sucha correlation is called negative correlation andthe Karl Pearsonco efficient of correlationisnegative. It may be pertinent to note herethat the Karl Pearson coefficient fcorrelationvariesfrom-1 to +1. Whent wovaria blesarepositive lycorrelated the nthecorrelationiscalled positive correlation and theKarlPearsonco efficient of correlationis positive.If there is no correlation between twovariables, it is called zerocorrelation and theKarl Pearsonco efficient  of correlationiszero.However, when the correlation coefficient-1then there exists perfectne gative correlationand it turns out to be +1, it indicate sperfectpositive correlation..

Table-10:CorrelationCoefficientb/wDOL andROI (SPSS) 
 Variables DOL ROI 

DOL PearsonCorrelation 1 .946**

Sig.(2-tailed)  .004 

N 6 6 
ROI PearsonCorrelation .946** 1 

Sig.(2-tailed) .004  

N 6 6 

Thetable-10shows that the correlationcoefficient between DOL (Degree ofLeverage) and ROI (Return on Investment) is0.946 which is statistically significant at 0.01level of significant as significant level(pvalue=0.004) less than 0.01.There fore,it isobserved that degree of operating leverageis significant positively corre lated with theROI. It mean sthat degree of operating leverage of Lupin was at a desirable level or in agood position. It is suggested to Lupin to continue it spresent operating leverage practicein future also.
Table -11:Correlationb/w DFL andROI  (SPSS) 
 Variables DFL ROI 

DFL PearsonCorrelation 1 .195 
Sig.(2-tailed)  .712 

N 6 6 
ROI PearsonCorrelation .195 1 

Sig.(2-tailed) .712  

N 6 6 As can be observed from the table-11, thecorrelation coefficient between DFL(Degreeof Financial Leverage) and ROI (Return onInvestment) is 0.195 which is statistic ally notsigni ficantat 0. 01 level of significan t assignificant level (pvalue= 0. 712) more than0.05. There fore, it is implied that the (DFL)degree of financial leverage is positive lycorrelated with the return on investment.Lupin Ltd. can be said to not have beenoptimally levered as suggested by DFL. LupinLtd. is advised to review and recast its presentcapital structur eso that there is judicious mixof equity and borrowed funds to experiencethe positive impact of leverage on ROI.
Table12–Correlation b/wROI andDCL  (SPSS) 

 Variables ROI DCL 

ROI PearsonCorrelation 1 .469 

Sig.(2-tailed)  .349 

N 6 6 

DCL PearsonCorrelation .469 1 

Sig.(2-tailed) .349  

N 6 6 

\
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A glance at table-12divulges that thecorrelation coefficient between DCL (Degreeof Financial Leverage) and ROI (Return onInvestment)is 0.469 which is statistically notsignificant at level of significan tassignificantlevel (pvalue=0.349) more than 0.01. Therefore, it is observedthat degree of combinedleverage is positively correlated with the ROIbut not significant statistically. It means thatdegree of combined ffect of leverage of LupinLtd. was not profound or at an optimum level.The key to augment ROI is effectivemanagement of debt. Again the company isadvised to tweak its capital structure to havethe desired effects of leverage.
CONCLUSIONS:This paper attempts toexplore the relationship between leverageand profitability and concludes that thecompany is not maintaining optimumperating leverage. As revealed by what theaforementioned in-depth analysis, Lupin Ltdis not maintaining optimum financialle verage.As a natural corollary, the average degree ofcombined leverageis also not optimum.Everything in moderation is desirable. Thecompany is tilting on the "inadequateleverage" side. This lopsided disarray of capitalstructure should be corrected byadministering greater dose of leverage toaugment profitability as well liquidity. In thecontext of liquidity, the company is notsufficiently liquid as reflected in the averagefcurrent ratio of just 1.5which is less than thestandard norm of 2.1, reflecting the "not-so-satisfactory" liquidity position of thecompany. It may not be able to meet or evenworse, default on its short-term obligations.The exact same truth is brought out by thequick ratio with the average quick ratio being0.25 against the standard norm of 1.Lupin Ltdhas an average total debtcapital employedwhich is merely 8.43percentof total capitalemployed. That leads to the conclusion thatthe company is heavily banking on shareholders' funds, 91 % of its capital requirementsand borrowed funds to the extent of just8.43%. This inadequate use of debt has failed

to unlock the company's potential to createwealth for its share holders. The same fact iscorroborated by the averaged out debtequityratio (at 0.12) of Lupin Ltd. and that is whythe advantages of leverage are negated to thecompany.Total Assetsturn over Ratiomaintaine do fLupin Ltd.is2.86 which again shows that totalassets have not been used productively toachieve greater amount of sales. It indicatesthat firm'smanage mentefficiency was notsuperior. However, the company is efficientwhen it comes to using its fixed assets asreflected in average of fixed Asset Turn overRatio which come to 8.11times. It can be saidthe fixe dassetsw ith the company have beeneffectively engaged in generating higher sales.The average of Working Capital turn overratio maintained byLupin Ltd. is11.6timesindicating firm' ssuperior managementefficiency.As far as profitability goes, the average ROImaintained by Lupin was 34.35% during thestudy period which can be taken assatisfactory.Moreover, when profitability andleverageare considered to gether, it can bestated that the degree of operating leverageis significant positive lycorrelated with theROI. The degree of financiall everage ispositively correlated with the ROI. The degreeof combined leverage is positively correlatedwith the RO Ialthough notsignificantstatistically, implying that the degree ofcombine defect ofl everage was not atanoptimum level. This again brings home thepoint that the company must introduce agreater dose of leverage to achieve greaterprofitability and liquidity and even thecherished objective of shareholders' wealthcreation can also be accomplished. Bibliography& Webliography
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TRIBLES AND SPORTSTribes of Gujarat have an interesting history. The Ramayana and Mahabharata make severalreference to the hill tribes. The reference  to the Bhil hunter mistakenly staying Lord Krishnaat Prabhas Patan shows that the tribe had freedom in his region. in the charactor of Shabri.Valmiky's Ramayana portrays the simple and hospitable of the Bhil women.Bhil Tribes ruledover the Chhotaudaipur, Rajpipla and Sagbara region of Ratanmal in the Panchmahalsdistrict.the Danta region in the Banaskantha district and over principalities around Ider. Inthe 11th century Karnadeo (son of Bhimadeo, the Chalukya King who ruled over north Gujaratmarched against Asha Palli and vanquished him.He then established karnavati, a new Kingdomnear Palai,in the southern suburb of Ahmedabad.
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Location of Tribes  of GujaratTribes of Gujarat inhabit the rugged terrainadjoining the Aravallis,the western redges ofthe Vindhya and Saputara mountain Rangeand the northen siopes of the SahyadriRanges.
The Trible belt in Gujarat consists of the

district ofDanga,Surat,Bharuch,Panchmahals,Sabarkanthavarious sects of adivasis. mainly of Bhil Tribesand Konkan origin reside in the region.Tribes such as the Siddhis, Rabari Tribes,Mers and Bharvads live in the coastalSarashtra districties of Junagadh, Jamnagarand Kutch.The Sidhis are known to have come to Indiafrom East Africa and have district Negroidfeatures.The Rabaries and the Mers seem tohave come from the Mediterranean in earlytimes.The australoid Adivasi (who have Australoidfeatures) live in the two tracts. They haveKonkan features the other group lives in thehill tracts along the state's eastern border andcomprise of Bhil Garasias,DungriBhils,Ratwas,Naikas and others. They haveBhil features.

In the plains of the Surat,Broch and BuibarDistricts there are also other tribes,such as,the Dublas,who seem to have a foreign origin,the Dhodias, who might have migrated fromthe Dhulia region of Maharashtra and theChodhuris, who may have come from Orissaor West Bengal.
Demographics of Tribes of GujaratThers are over 5million Adivadis or tribalcommunities in Gujarat.Tribes with Bhilfeatures account for more then 50% of theGujarat's Adivasi poppulaion .Most of theAdivasi sects claim descent from clans,suchas,the Rathod,Solanki,Chauhan,Parmar andMakwana.The colourful ghagra the jhulki,thesallo and the jewellery won by the Bhil garasiawomen reveal Rajput influence as well.The Bhils near Akkalkavu in west khandeshand those in Ratanpur came under theinfluence of the Muslims and though theyadopted the muslim faith,their women neitheraccepted the pactice of wearing veils.Culture of Tribes of GujaratThe trible pople of Gujarat are religious andare animistic in religion.They worshipanimals,uch as the tiger,crocodile and snake
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as Gods and also worship some plant Godsand a hill God(Thumbi Dev).They also havemany Gods in common with the Hindus suchas chamunda,Kalika,Amba,Lord Hanumanand Lord Krishna.Their greatest festival isHoli.It is said that this and other festivals suchas Diwali.which it is said originally belongedto these aborigines.were in due course oftime adopted by the Hindus Scholars are alsoof the opinion that the concept of the MotherGoddess Parvati(daughter of the hill king)and that of the Lord Shiva has beenborrowed by the Hindus from theAdivasis.The tribes also worship their deadancestors.Indian Traditional sports TournamentIndia is the mother of traditional sports andthe sports are played quite extensivelythroughout the country.The Indian peoplelove playing the traditional sports very muchand take part in various competitivetournament. whenever they get a chance.TheIndian traditional tournaments are organisedby various authorities like the national, stateor district associations. Apart from them, theorganisers of different village festivals alsoorganise various Indian traditional sportstournaments.In India ,most of the Indian traditionalsports tournament are organised duringfestivals.there are several religoion festivalsin India that have become famous particularlybecause of organising a traditional sportstournament.the sports like Thoda,Vallamali orBoat Race, kabaddi, Kho-kho, Mallakhamb,sagol etc attract a large number of peopleduring festivals.Rural Sports in India bears the essence ofvarious games and the assortment of sportsplayed amidst the territory og India thatmobilizes the rural sector at once. RuralSports like Gilli Danda, Kabaddi, Football,basketball,wrestling, kite flying, kancha,Pitthu etc.  Adivasi Players of India.1.Mc Mary kom -Boxer.

 Mangte Chungneijang Mary Kom(born1March 1983[?]),also Known as MC MaryKom,[²] is a boxer from Manipur,India.She isa five- time Amateur Boxing champion,andthe only women boxer to have won a medalin each one of the six worldchampionships.[³]weight category 41,45,46,48 and 51 Kg.
Awards:1. Padma bhushan(Sports),20132. Arjun Award(Boxing),20033. Padma Shree(Sports),20064. Contender for Rajiv Gandhi Khel RatnaAward,20075. People of the year-Limca Book ofRecords,20076. CNN-IBN & Reliance Indistries' realHeroes Award 14/4/2008 Mon7. Pepsi MTV Youth Icon 20088. ´Magnificent mary`AIBA 20089. Rajiv Gandhi Khel Ratna award,200910. International Boxing Associaton'sAmbassador for Women's Boxing200911. Sportswoman of the year 2010,SaharaSports Award
2.Durga Boro -FootballerDurga Boro (born 28 june 1987) is anIndian professional footballer who plays asa striker for Guwahati.
3.Sunita Lakra -Indian Women's Hockey

Team(Born June 11,1991 )is a member of theIndian women's national field hockeyteamwho plays as a forward for theteam.Hailing from Odisha she made herInternational debut in 2009,and has oftenbeen cited the backbone of the team sincethen and evenbeen part of importanttournaments like the 17th Asian Games andthe recently culminated Women's HockeyWorld League Round 2.India's clash againstnew Zealand yesterday at the Hawke;s BayCup 2015 marked the 50th Internationalmatch for lakra, who as a defender at allcrucial matches for the country.
4.Limba Ram -ArcherLimba Ram is an Indian archer whorepresented India in International
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competitions,including three Olympics.Heequalled an archery world record in 1992 atthe Asian Archery Championships inBeijing.He was awarded the Padma ShriAward in 2012  and Arjun award in1991.
5.Munmun Lugun -FootballerMunmun Lugun( born 5 May 1993) in Delhiis an Indian footballer who plays as a full backfor Pune in the 1-League.Pune,SimlaYoungs,Delhi,United Sikkim,RangdajiedUnited clubes join.
6.Lal Mohan Hasnda-   FootballerLal Mohan Hasnda( born 3 December1983) in Jharkhand is an Indian footballerwho plays as a forward for Prayag United s.c.in the 1-League.South Eastern Railwaypathachakra and Prayag United team.
7.Sanjay Balmuchi -  FootballerSanjay Balmuchi (born 5 january 1992) .isan Indian professional footballer who playsas a midfielder for Mohun Bagan a.c. in the 1-League.he joined with Mohun Bagan andChurchill Brothers.8.Baichung Bhutia - Former Caption, IndianFootball TeamBaichung Bhutia( born 15 December 1976)is an Indian footballer of Sikkimese,Bhutiadescent who plays as a striker.Bhutia isconsidered to br the torchbearer of Indianfootball in the International arena.three timeIndian Player of the Year I.M.Vijayandescribed Bhutia as "God's gift to Indianfootball"He join with East Bengal,JCTMills,Bury,Mohan bagan,United Sikkim team.
Awards:1.Arjun Award for football in 19982.Padma Shri ,the fourth highest civilianaward in india,in 20083.Banga bhushan award in 20144.asian Football Hall of fame in 2014
9.Dilip Tirkey - Former Caption,India

Hockey TeamDilip Tirkey (born 25 November 1977)hailing from Sundargarh, Odisha is a formerhockey player and his playing position wasof fullback.he was best known for his penaltycorner hit.Dilip was one of the most difficult

defenders(because of his tight marking skillnear goal post) to beat in the world.He wasan ex-captain of Indian hockey team,on 22March 2012, he was elected unopposed to theRajya Sabha as one of the three Biju JanataDal(BJD)candidates to the Upper House ofIndian Parliament
10.Birendra Lakra - Indian Hockey TeamBirendra Lakra(born 3 February 1990) isan Indian professional field hockey player.Herepresented india in Men's Hockey diring the2012 London Olympics.Lakra's elder brotherBimal has played as a midfielder for india.hissister Asunta Lakra has played for India'swomen's hockey team and has captained theside.He join with Chandigarh cometsBPCL,Orissa steelers,Ranchi Rhinos,Ranchirays.He also played Hockey WorldLeague,Asian Games,Commonwealth Gamesand Sultan Azlan shah Cup.
11.Manohar Topno - Indian Hockey Team(born 1958) is an Indian field hockeyplayer.He competed at the 1984 SummerOlympics in Los Angeles,where the Indianteam placed fifth.
12.Masira Surin - India Women's HockeyTeamMasira Surin (born November 18,1981) isa member of the India women's national fieldhockey team.she played with the team whenit won the Gold at the Manchester 2002Commonwealth Games.

References:1. India Netzone2. A d i v a s i - W i k i p e d i a . h t t p s : / / e n .wikipedia.org/wiki/Adivasi.3. Kom,Mary(2013) Unbreakble4. "Mary Kom Review" Mid-day.Retrived 5September 2014.5. I see India. "Magnificent Mary" On MaryKom.I see India.Retrieved 7 June 2012.
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